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ABSTRACT

The major objectives of this thesis are to develop a macro-

economic model for the Bangladesh economy which captures alI

the major linkages among various sectors of the economy, to

collect, measure, and estimate aIl the necessary data

required for the estimation of the structural model from

both published and unpublished sources, to present the esti-

mated structural model, and finally to conduct multiplier

analysis based on macroeconomic policy and exogenous shock

simulations. The time period for the study is 1959/60 to

1982/83. Three rnajor elements of the model are: its empha-

sis on supply side; the endogenous fiscal operations affect-

ing both monetary and real sectors; and the endogenous Iink-

ages of the monetary sector with the domestic and

international factors. The complete estimated model used

for macroeconomic simulations contains 93 endogenous vari-

ables of which 43 are stochastic and 70 exogenous variables.

A large number of simulations were conducted with the model

to investigate model-reSponSe to macroeconomic policy chang-

es and exogenous shocks.

The multiplier analyses demonstrate substantial endoge-

nous responses in fiscal and monetary sector agents' behav-

ior. In general, the time pattern of the responses vary

1V



considerably across variables. GeneralIy, the size of the

multipliers are relatively small. Supply inelasticities,

instrtutional rigidities, structural bottlenecks, etc " are

quite powerful in cutLing off or dwarfing the various chan-

nels of operation of multipliers in the country"

The simulation exercises also demonstrate the importance

of building consistent macroeconomic models and question the

value of various highly aggregative macroeconomic models'

Endogenous fiscal, monetary, and private sector agents'

responses, and various feedback effects and disequilibrium

adjustment lags and induced changes in sectoral composi-

tions, all produce results in many cases quite different

from the predictions of the conventional IS-LM textbook

macroeconomic models.
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Chapter I

TNTRODUCTTOBI

Economics is a science of thinking in terms of models
joined to the art of choosing models which are relevant
to the contemporary world" The object of a model is to
segregate the semi- permanent or relatively conslant
factois from those which are Lransitory or fluctuating
so as to develop a logical way of thinking about the
Iatter, and of understanding the time sequences to
which they give rise in particular case.

--John Maynard Keynes ( 1 938 )

'l,'1 PERSPECTTTüE OÌd ECONO${ETRIC MODELIhIG TN DE\TEIOPING
COT'NTRIES

It is now weII recognized that the macroecorromic theories

in the post-Keynesian developed world have reached the point

at which they are thought to be fit for application in the

form of macroeconometric modelling and for policy analysis,l

For the developing countries the consensus on this is far

from c1ear. However, in 1965 Lawrence R. Klein, in an

important paper r 2 came to the conclusion that parts of the

models of the developed countries could be carried over in

1 although Keynes initially expressed his disapproval of
Tinbergen's econometric applications, later he changed his
mind and wrote in 1944: "Theoretical economic analysis has
now reached the point where it is fit to be applied. Its
application only awaits the collection of the detailed
tãðts..."(Keynes, vol.xxvii, p371-2) " Furthermore, he for-
esavr a new era of 'Joy through statistics' as the policy
cafne into operation. See Stone(1978) and Patinkin(1978)
for more on the debate.

2 Klein(1965). see also Behrman and Klein(1970).
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modelling developing countries, but for the rest, a substan-

tial modification and extensions may be necessary to make

Èhe model consistent and useful, in particular, according to

Klein and others, the supply side must be given much greater

emphasis in the models for developing countries. Recent

trends in econometric model building, both in developed and

developing countries, involve a substantial extension of the

Standard macroeconomic model i the models are more dynamic,

incorporating both medium to long-run growth aspects and the

short-run cyclical features, they will most certainly incor-

porate fiscal and monetary sectorS and the country specific

institutional features explicitly into account, and finally

their leveL of disaggregation and details would be such as

to permit an evaluation of the trade-offs which are of spe-

cial relevance to respective countries.

For the developing countries, the major developmental

objectives are medium to long-term ones" The main focus of

economic policy, usually carried out by the Ministry of

Planning, is on real variables Such aS the growth and struc-

ture of production, employment, and investment" The attain-

ment of desired goals in these areas is expected to take

time, and in order to move purposefully toward them, a long-

run "development strategy" is formulated. As such the

greater emphasis on long-run planning is understandable. To

this end traditional planning models, in particular, Harrod-

Domar groÌ'¡th models, 'two-gap' modelS, input- output modeIs,
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and in recent years computable multi-sectoral general equi-

Iibrium models are built for consistency checks and growth

projections,

Despite the overwhelming emphasis on planning models, it

is a fact that development policy must also address the

iSsues of Short-term macroeconomic management. In fact, the

day-to-day policy is dominated by short-run considerations

and needs, which are usually placed under the broad heading

of 'stabilization policy' . Concern is focused Iargely on

various nominal flow-of-funds balances in the economy, in

particular, the balance of payments, the government

accounts, and the savings-investment balance. UsuaIly, the

Ministry of Finance is responsible to set out these poli-

c 1es. For developing countries the disturbances coming

from, for example, fluctuations in crop yields and in world

market conditions, are weII known. Economic agents includ-

ing governments, therefore, are continually confronted with

the necessity to adjust to these short-run disturbances"

Hence the need for a systematic and comprehensive study of

the structure of the economy which wiIl help improve the

understanding of how the day-to-day economy works as well as

provide useful guidance for sound macro policy" Recognizing

the need for short-term macroeconometric modelling in 1965

Jan Tinbergen wrote, in the preface3 to one of the early

macroeconOrnetric models for a developing country, "For Such

Short-run planning purposes economic models are useful, dif-

3 rslam( 1 965) .
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fering in nature from long-run growth mode1S".4 Similarly,

in a recent paper, Stanley Fischer(1986) suggests that the

analysis of macroeconomic adjustments in principle "reguireS

a fully articulated model of the economy. Furthermore,

" (E)conometric models provide useful consistency tests of

policy packages"" Therefore, Fischer writeS, "It would be

useful to work toward the creation of structural mod-

els. . . for developing countries" '

Model building is not an easy task. It is more difficult

for the developing countries, given the severe data Iimita-

tions and also our poor understanding of the behavioral

reSponSeS and the structure Of these economies. However

these difficulties should not deter one from model building'

since, aS Fischer observes "...modelS are useful precisely

because they force the analyst to set out the structure of

the economy and to focus on the relationship that determine

the outcome of the policy changes". Furthermore, " (T)he

alternative of forsaking models altogether and relying on

general principles to guide advice giving and policy evalua-

tion is not feasible: policy cannot be evaluated without

a On the 'uSeS' and poSSible 'abuses' of macroeconometric
modelling in general, see Brunner, 9t al ed"(1972), . Ver-
non ( 1966i , Samualson ( 1975) , Okun (1975) , Taylor (1975 ,
1979Ð , and Tinbergen ( 1 981 ) " Taylor (1979 ) is an excellent
survey of macroecoñomic modelling methodology and estima-
tion þrocedures for developing countries. The pioneering
work on the subject of macroeconometric modelling for
developing countries is Klien ( 1 965 ) . On the 'uses' and
possibie iabuses' of model]ing parçicularly in developi¡rg
äountries, see Vernon(1966), õoniad(1968), Shourie(19721,
Taylor (1gl9a), and Vernardakis(1979, chap 1 and 2). For a
bibliography of econometric studies on developing coun-
tries óriõr-to mid-seventies' see Klein, et a1(1975).
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ofcounter-factuals, and counLer-factuals require the use

either an explicit or an implicit model"(p1 63-182).

The analytical framework on which policy analysis is

based is that of macroeconomic models in the 'Keynesian'

ano/or 'monetarist' traditions, and in recent yearS Some in

the'structuralist' tradition. The typical macro-analytical

model and its econometric counterpart would include aIl

major macroeconomic variables such as the components of

aggregate demand, government revenues and expenditures, the

money supply, the volume of bank credits, interest rates,

wages and prices, output, and the exchange rate. s The

national income and product account provide both the data

base and the underlying conceptual framework for policy

analysis at the macroeconomic level. Macro policies at the

Ministry of Finance level are undertaken mostly on an ad hoc

basis without formal modelling of trade-offs and policy

implications. With the availability of more data, develop-

ment of new economic and econometric theories and tools, and

the progress in computer technology this ad-hockerv and

informalism Seems unnecessary and inefficient'. Macroecono-

metric models can provide a clear understanding of the

s Nerlove (1966) provides one of the early surveys of macroe-
conometric models for developed countries, followed by
Fromm and Klein(1973), Herlovã (197Ð, and Waelbroeck(1973)
for the United States models, the United Kingdom models,
and for selected other country-models, respectively.
Also, see Shapiro and Halabuk(1976) for a survey .of
assorted country-modeIs" No general survey on developing
country-models is available. For a survey of _some. Indian
ma"roeèonomic models, see Desa i(1974)and Pani (1977) , and
for models on East Asian countries, see Ichimura and
Ezaki, eds.(lggs)



structure of the economy, and furthermore r can be used

effective tools for short-term policy analysis(Rao r1987). "

Needless to say that beyond the role of effective tool

in the hands of finance ministrY, macroeconometr ic model

are in many respect complementary to long-run planning mod-

els. It could be argued that the emergence of planning mod-

eIs has actually enhanced, if not neceSsitated, the parallel

construction of short and medium term econometric models.

Usually a planning model is concerned with the use of mobi-

lized resources to attain the 'desired' long-run targets.

The question of, for example, how to mobilize these required

resources is not directly addressed. In this respect a

macroeconometric model- could shed important insights about

the working of the system and its potential and may help to

identify the appropriate policies necessary to mobilize

required resources consistent with the long-run development

strategies.

It is often the case that short-run stabilization prob-

l-ems will have a lasting impact on a country'S development

strategy and on the pace and structure of growth in the

medium term(Dervis, et aI, 1982)" If the short-run macroe-

conomic relationships are not adequately understood' and if

the short-run policies are not properly integrated into the

long-run development Strategy, the attainment of the latter

objectives would most likeIy be seriously affected"

6
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1,2 OBJECTI\rESe ffiTI{ODOLOGye ANÐ MOTI TIOÞ{ OF rHE STUDY

The major objectives of this study are as follows: (i)

to formulate a short-run, disaggregated, dynamic macroecono-

metric model for the Bangladesh economy, flexible and

detailed enough to accommodate various aspects of the reali-

ty of the developing country but which also remains close to

economic theoretic propositions, ( ii ) to colIect, organize,

and develop a consistent economic time-series of the Bangla-

desh economy necessary for the present study, ffiâinly from

available published sources, (iii) to estimate the structur-

al model using suitabte econometric techniques, and (iv) to

conduct StructuraL analyses and macroeconomic policy simula-

tion experiments with the solved fulI model of the economy'

with a view to examine the possible consequences of various

alternative fiscal, monetary, and balance-of-payment polic-

es.

The primary objective of the study is to develop and

subsequently estimate a structural model for Bangladesh

economy in terms of a system of equations relating to the

various sectors of the economy which will provide a useful

analytical framework for studying the behaviour of key

macroecOnomic variableS such aS output, Pricesr money, and

the balance of payments of the country. The model is spe-

cifically designed to be an effective aid in understanding

anå appraising the observed developments of the economy, in

particular, the growth of sectoral outputs, aggregate
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income, 'changes in balance of payments, international

reserves, bank credits, money suppty, prices and wages" The

model will also provide guidelines for formulating reason-

able short-run policies for stabilizing macro variables such

aS income, prices and international reServes. Finally, the

model could also be seen as a useful aid in developing con-

sistency between short-run macro policies and the Iong-run

development strategy of the country.

The methodology followed here in developing the model is

as follows: First, a great deal of effort was made to Spec-

ify individual behavioral relationships based on economic

theory. Secondly, aggregate accounting identities and vari-

ous economic agents' budget conStraints are explicitly

incorporated and the postulated behavioral relationships are

made compatible whenever poSSib1e with these budget con-

straints.

In many cases lack of data and resource costsr however,

restricted from engaging in detailed search for the 'true'

structural specifications. The initial specifications for

some of the endogenous variables in the model arer ôS one

would expect, also influenced by other existing econometric

studies on developing countries" Since economic theory is

not helpful in the choice of a 'true' model from a set of

alternativesr'experimentation' with alternative Specifica-

tions v¡ere conducted to get a firm hotd on 'reality'. This

search for valid hypotheses and the testing of hypotheses
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are particularly difficult in developing countries like Ban-

gladesh for which very few empirically tested propositions

are available and as a result the choice set is very large.

Standard statistical tests and criteria were applied to

select the final equation to be included in the full-model"

To determine the reliabiliLy and stability of the modef'

historicat simulations (validations) and sensitivity analy-

ses are conducted"

The present study on Bangladesh is motivated by many fac-

tors.6 The econometric models constructed So far on Bangla-

desh have emphasized either a particular sector of the econ-

omy or followed a particular model built for the developed

economies.T Furthermore, these models are structured in a

v¡ay to answer only Specific questions and cannot serve to

answer many important questions regarding the structure of

the economy and policy effectiveness typically raised by

economists and policy planners in Bangladesh.

The present study provides for the first time a general

and consistent framework reflecting both economic theory and

the structural features of the country to anal-yze the key

macroeconomic variables of Bangladesh. The model is dynamic

It will be apparent that the answer to this to some extent
dictates the modelling strategy adopted in this study.

A critical assessment of the traditional economic models,
particularly of the Keynesian models, from the develooing
óountry perspectives éan be found in Rao(195?)r_ nedda-
way(lg-sgi, nõttomley(1965), Hasan (1971) , Myint (1971) and
Seãrs(1967). For a favourable view on the relevance of
Keynesian economics in developing' countries see Raj ( 1979) ,
chãkravarty( 1979) , and Singer(1985).
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and sufficiently disaggregated, v¡ith almost alI the major

macroeconomic Iinkages, accounting identities and budget

constraints, and aS such it can be used for analyzing most

fiscat, monetâry, and balance of payments policy issues of

the country within a single framework"

Secondly, the Bangladesh experience itself is of consid-

erable importance because it possesses the usual character-

isticS of a typical under-developed country and because iL

has included a wide range of macroeconomic policy objectives

and tools under government with substantially varying polit-

ical and economic philosophies. In general, underStanding

of the structures of developing countries is very limited

and fragmentary. In addition to data inadequacies, studies

are often based, perhaps quite inappropriateiy, on the tran-

splantation of assumptions about functional forms and param-

eter values from developed to developing countries or from

one developing countries to another. The present study, in

addition to providing a better understanding of the working

of Bangladesh economy, may also provide helpful insights for

modelling other similar developing countries"

Thirdly, for developing countries including Bangladesh'

macroeconomic policy framework is usually guided by the tra-

ditional Harrod-Domer aggregate growth models, Lewis-Fei-

Ranis Iabour surplus models, Leontief fixed-coefficient

input-output models, linear-programming models and Chenary
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'two-gap' mode1s.8 These modeis usually include real phenom-

ena and impose various a priori assumptions and ignore cer-

tain macroeconomic constraints, leaving no scope for testing

those assumptions or for analyzing the implications of the

omitted constraints" The present study includes many of

these assumptions direcLly aS testable propositions, and

builds in aIl the macroeconomic constraints and accounting

identities so that it would be possible to develop, what

Stephen J. Turnovsky(1977) called, a "logicaIly consistent

macroeconomic model" of the country. Such a model can also

be used to analyze short-run stabilization policy issues,

which have become an important policy concerns in most

developing countries, particularly in the wake of recent

bouts of high and variable inflation world-wide" The tradi-

tional planning models simply ignore most of these short-run

policy concerns, and in fact, they are not built to address

these questions. As such, recent years have witnessed a

great surge in macroeconomic modelling for developing coun-

tries, mostly in the tradition of Keynesian income-determi-

nation models, all too often, however, the structure of

these models has been transplanted from aggregate demand

models of developed countries, with IittIe or no adjustment

for the behavioral patterns of economic agents, constraints,

and structural features typical to the developing countries.

The necessity to incorporate these Structural features' con-

I For a survey of the state
these economy-wide models
Blitzer, êt al, ed. ( 1975) "

of art regarding the use of
for developing countries' see
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straints and behavioral patterns into the model is a basic

precondition for a 'logicaIly consistent macroeconomic mod-

e1' of Bangladesh.

1,3 ORGANTZATTOE OF THE SrUDY

This is an econometric study of the economic structure and

of the impact of macroeconomic policies in Bangladesh during

the period of 1959/60 1982/83" Chapter two begins with a

general introduction to econOmic performance and macroeco-

nomic policy regimes in Bangladesh during the sample period,

followed by a critical survey of some of the existing econo-

metric studies on the economy.

Chapter t.hree sets out the theoretical macroeconomic mod-

eI for Bangladesh, and Chapter four presents the estimated

structural equations with a critical assessment of the

parameter estimates and their partial equilibrium implica-

tions. On the basis of both economic theoretic and statis-

tical considerations, the preferred estimated equation for

each structural relationship is identified. These preferred

êstimated functions are than combined with identitiesr con-

straints, and equilibrium conditions to form the complete-

system model for the economy. Historical simulation or val--

idation of the complete model is undertaken in Chapter five

followed by some experiments with macroeconomic policy and

exogenous Shock simulations for the country. Fina1ly, Chap*

ter six provides a brief summary of the major findings of
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ChaPter II

BA}dGTADESIT ECONOWS A ST'RVEY

attention paid to local institutional
, to differences in behavioral character-
to differences in economic structurer wê
piece together useful models of developing

Lawrence R" KIein ( 1 965, p32a)

?"1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter begins with an overview of the Bangladesh econ-

omyr highlighting the behavior of macroeconomic variables

during the sample period: 1959/60 to 1982/Ag. Às such it is

not intended to ¡irovide an overall description or detail

study of the performance of the economyre rather to give a

brief summery view of the economy in terms of the major

macroeconomic variables that form the core of the structural

model for Bangladesh developed in the following chapter.

Ànother objective of this section is to provide a survey

of selected major econometric studies on Bangladesh. Seven

such studies are surveyed in some detail, while a few addi-

tional works are briefly dealt with" The main idea is to

bring out the salient features of these models as well as to

identify their strengths and shortcomings.

e For a general
ous problems
inson and Gri

inLroduction to Bangladesh
facing the nation, see xhan(
f f in, eds.(1974) and Islam(1

economy and vari-
1972, 1976), Rob-
976) "
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2.2 BASIC FEATURES AND ECONOMIC PERFORMAIi¡CE: 1960-1983

2"2" 1 Banqladesh

Bangladesh emerged as an independent country on December

16, 1971, after a nine-month liberation v¡ar with the Paki-

stan army" Until 1971 it was the eastern province of Paki-

stan known aS East Pakistan, separated from the western wing

by a thousand miles of alien territory" Pakistan was creat-

ed out of eritish India in 1947 
"

During the twenty-f ive

years of political, economic, and military domination of the

East by the West, East Pakistan's development potential t'as

grossly neglected and unexploited. East Pakistan became

virtually a colony of the Western wing. Massive transfer of

real resources occurred throughout the period from the rela-

tively disadvantageous region of East to the prosperous

West, despite the fact that East had relatively higher sav-

ings rate, larger foreign exchange earnings, and over fifty-

four percent of the country's population"

According to One conservative eStimaterl0 about "four to

five percent of East PakiStan'S income has been transfered

annually to West Pakistan" (Haq 1963; p102) during the dec-

ade of the fifties. In the following decade the magnitude

of transfer was less but sti11, according to another conser-

vative estimate, a hefty 2.9 percent of the East's regional

income(ls1am 1983; p253). The twenty-five years of plunder

of EaSt'S economy culminated in total transfer of resources

1 o Mahbub ul Haq
this skillfuI

also one of the masterminds of
resources.

, who was
transfer of
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for the entire period between a conservative estimate of

sixteen billion rupeesl 1 (lsIam 1983; p253) to as high as

thirLy billion rupees(elanning Comrnission, Government of

PakisLan; 1970) " The mechanism and devices through which

such a maSsive tranSfer of real resources hlaS accomplished

ïrere often subtle and skiIIfully concealed under the cloak

of central government finances and policies. Among these

devices two are worth noting here. FirsL, the allocation of

almost all the foreign aid and assistance to the West

only.12 Secondly, deliberate maintenance of an exchange con-

trol system through quantitative restrictions, tariffs'

import licensing and an over-valued exchange rate which were

significantly in favour of the West's economy and it's trad-

ers and ent,repreneurs but were highly costly for the less

industrialized major export earner East. r 3 East's economy

remained stagnant while West became industrialized, in addi-

tion, due to policies such as allocation of disproportion-

ately large share of public investment fundsla as welI as

ft The offical nominal exchange rate for rupee vis-a-vis the
united States dollar had been fixed at 4"76 rupees per
dollar through out the fifties and sixties.

According to one estimate (Sobhan 1981 ), tiIl 1960/61
West PakiStan utilized one-hundred percent of all exter-
na1 resource inflows of Pakistan government and bet$¡een
1961/62 and 1968/69, East received only eleven percent of
these inflows 

"

See Grifith and Khan(1972)
the magnitude of transfer
it occured"

14 East's share of development expenditures unti]- 1965/66
did not exceed thirty percent of the totaI" During the
f i ft ies the share wãs twenty percent only ( t slam 1 983 ;
p2a3) "

12

13 and Is1am(1983) for details on
and the methods through which
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government revenue expenditures to the western wing and the

provision of a larger share of finance capital to the West

Pakistani factories and businesses.

The three Successive five-year plansl5 under a 'united'

Pakistan did very Iittle to pull the East's economy out of

stagnation or to reduce the growing regional disparities

between the two wings. Rather the regional disparities wid-

ened significantly over the years; West's per capita income

v¡as only seventeen percent higher than the East in 1949/50

while at the end of 1969/70 the gap rose to sixty percenL,

according to one conservative estimate(Islam 19831' P236).

The disadvantageous region not only stagnated in terms of

growth of income, output, and employment, it also suffered

in terms of overall developmental drive and confidence due

to prolonged and often bitter political battle between the

two wings and the mititary repression of the West over the

East. The long twenty-five years of economic plunder,

political deprivation, and military repression finally gave

rise to Bengali nationalism to fight back for independence

when in March 1971 the West Pakistan army began an all-out

attack on civilians in the East to crush Bengali aspiration

for economic and political justice.

The post-independence Bangladesh faced the enormous task

of rebuilding the war damaged economy. At the same time it

also witnessed a massive nationalization of aIl banks and

1 s Plan years: 1 955-60 ' 1 960-65 ' and 1965*70.
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insurance companies, a large portion of the industrial Sec-

tor including all jute and cotton textiles industries and

the major parts of the foreign trade sector" Despite this

initial surge in nationalistic zeal- and the proclamation of

a vague and il]-defined notion of 'socialism' as one of the

state principles in the country's First Five-year

PIan(1973-78), the country as a whole remained a mixed econ-

omy with the private sector dominating the agriculture,

small and cottage industries, and the domestic trading sec-

tors.

The First Five-year Plan is a failure by most indicators,

despite a massive influx of foreign assistance. The period

h'as also marked by internal- chaos ' corruption, a f am-

ine(1974), widespread political unrest and breakdown of law

and order and by overall economic uncertainties about the

future of the country. The second half of the seventies

began with a major change in political power structure. The

Two-year PIan(1978-80) was designed to 'catch-up' with the

unfulfilled expectations of the First Five-year Plan and to

give a breathing Space before launching the Second Fivé-year

PIan(1980-85). Due to the poor performance of the national-

ized sector, the change of political regime, and due to a

growing international pressure, the subsequent military gov-

ernments in Bangladesh gradually began to undertake the pol-

icy of denationalization of industries and other enterpris-

es. Mount i ng domestic resource constraints and
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inLernational pressure also forced the subsequent govern-

ments to resort to greater use of market forces and less

government subsidies and control, and to relax the controls

over foreign trade and payments. Nothing Spectacular, how-

ever, was achieved as a result. For many, in the midst of

political instability, and with the country under the con-

trol of military-bureaucratic-eIite alliance, whose interest

is served most by maintaining the Status-quor the country

may have' to remain in the vicious circle of poverty f.ot a

long time to come"

Today Bangladesh remains near the bottom of the list of

low income countr ies of the v¡orld "
Economic stagnation,

structural bottlenecks, mass poverLy, widespread unemploy-

ment and underemployment, high and variable inflation rates'

Iarge and continuous balance of payments deficits, chronic

food deficit and threat of famine, large population, contin-

uous drainage of the country'S reSources into conspicuouS

consumption, the flight of capital by the rent seeking pre-

villaged classes under the umbrella of the ruling military-

bureaucratic-eIite aIliance, and the inability to mobilize

sufficient domestic resources for development and to reduce

dependence on foreign aid are the major problerns facing the

country. In the following sub-sections the basic data on

the structure of the Bangladesh economy are presented Lo

highlight the magnitudes of some of the basic economic prob-

Ierns and Lhe performance of the economy over the sample

period.
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2"2"2 The Structure of Output:

The sectoral contributions to gross domestic product(Cop)

for selected years are presented in Table 2"1" Several

notable features can be identified here. First, overall the

structure of sectoral contributions did not change much over

the sample period. Second, agriculture dominates the scene

throughout the period contributing close to half of the

gross domestic product at the end of the sample period.

Third, the share of agriculture has been declining, that of

industry has gained sIightly, but the bulk of gain occured

in the services sector.

Table 2"1
Sectoral Contributions to GDP in Bangladesh

for Selected Years

Sec tor s

Agr iculture
I ndustry

Manufacturing
Construct ion
Infrastructure*

Trade & Banking+
Hous i ng
Other Services**

| 1sse/60 1969/70 1972/73 1979/80 1982/83

Percentage of. total
69 ,43

6.38
2.03
4 .31

8.06
s.35
4 .44

61 .4

8.3
4"6
4"8

8.0
4"4
8.5

57 .86

6.42
3.39
7.75

9 "73
5 .44
9 .42

49

10
3
7

16
4
I

01

05
67
18

76
56
78

48.26

9"69
3.73
7"3

16"74
4"44
9"83

GDPrmilI taka# 33,212 51 ,260 45 ,112 69 ,199 7 6 ,287

Note: * includes utilities
insurance; ** including publ
# Millions of constant taka(
rate for domestic currency
was 23.7 6 taka per dollar in

and transportations;
ic administration and
1972/7 3=1 00 ) , where
vis-a-vis the United

1982/83.

+ includes
defense; and

the exchange
States dol-Iar

Source: See. ÐATÀ appendix.
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and jute are the two

major crops--cIose to ninety percent of the cultivable land

area being devoted to these two crops alone. OnIy in recent

years has wheat production gained Some momentum" In gener-

aI, considerable substitution has occured between rice and

jute lands over the years in response t.o variations in rela-

tive profitability signals. The 'other' agricultural com-

modities contribution remained more or less stagnant "

Although the total acreage planted has increased from 26"48

million in 1g5g/60 to 32.7 million acreages in 1982/83--over

twenty three percent increase--, the acreage growth was

mainly concentrated in the food-grains sector onIy, from

21 "29 million to 27 "44 million acreages--about thirty per-

cent increase(see Table 2"2). The annual trend growth rate

of food-acreage was litt1e over one percent for the entire

sample period, while no trend was noticeable in jute acre-

age. It has already been mentioned in the previous section

East PakiStan'S economy, particularly the agricultural sec-

tor to?t highly neglected under Pakistani ru1e. This is much

more evident in the performance of the crop yield statis-

tics, where input availability, agficultural investment' and

bank credits play an important role. The agricultural cred-

it in real terms do not show any growth during this period

compared to close to twenty-seven percent trend growth of

real bank credits to non-agriculture over the same period,

which in regional terms favoured the West most since a sig-

nif icant part of. the East's non-agricultural activities were
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owned or controlled directly by the firms in the West..

Yields of food-grains stagnated, while a negative trend in
jute yields growth had occurred during the period" Signifi-

cant improvements were made, however, in both yield statis-

tics during the post-independence period as indicated by

over two percent trend rate of growth. The agriculturaf

credit situation vis-a-vis non-agriculture has reversed dur-

ing the post-war period(see table 2.8).

Table 2.2
Characteristics of Agricultural Output in Bangladesh:

1959/60 to 1982/83

S imple
Mean:
1 960-83

24 "331.83
30 "23

12.78
'15"3

27 "69
11 .49I r.er
380.7
886
10,032
29,923

Growth Rate**

Variables Unit

Àc reage
Food, miIl acres
Jute , ,,
AII, ,,

Yi elds
Food, maund/acre#
Jute,

Production
Jute, miIl maunds
Food, miII tons

Food-grains import ,,
Fertilizer, 000 tons
Bank Credits, Àgri . +
Other Àgri. Output+
All Agri. Output+

1 "92
.36

1 " 93

1"19
1.78

4 .68
1.91
0.66

60-83

1.17
-0"01*

1 .24
-0.006

-1 "22"42

14 "61.4
1 .9s

1 .86
5.07

0.01't
-3.74

1 .3't
2"67

2 "7*4.06
3.11

1 "25
-2.4t

2 "27
2 .17

-0 "2*
3"48

20 "612.98
3. 18

60-70 72-83

,,

313
1,018
1 ,305
3,963

Note: S.D" Standard deviation; * Coefficient is statistically
insignificant at the five percent level; **
trend rate of growth; + millions of constant
year 1972/73=100i # 27.22 maunds = 1 ton"
Source: See Data Appendix.

AnnuaI percentage
taka with base

Às such signif icant real growth

percent compared to 2.7 percent )

food-grains output ( 3 " S

being observed during

1n

1S
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helped to regisLer a

growth rate of 3"1 percent in overall agricultural value-

added during the same period despite the negative growth in

jute output and the faII in growth rate of all'other'agri-

cultural output. It should be noted here that much of the

growth during the pre-war period came from acreage expan-

sion, while post-war growth resulted mainly from yield

improvements. The impressive growth in food-grains produc-

tion, particularly, during the post-independence period--

over half a percentage point above the average annual rate

of growth of population--, however, h'as not sufficient to

meet up the country'S growing demandr nor v¡as the rate suf -

ficient to narrow the food-gap over the sample period. The

average food-gap in relation to total supply was 10"26 per-

cent for the entire sample period and 10"51 percent at the

end of the sample period(1982/83).

The growth rate of manufacturing sector was rapid at the

beginning of the sample period largely due to the small ini-

tial base, but the rate subsequently tapered off" The post-

independence period witnessed an impressive close to nine

percent growth in manufacturing output compared to about

seven percent during the pre-independence period. A large

part of this post-independence growth' once again was due to

initial rapid recovery of output by improving the war-dam-

aged industrial capacity and Iater increase in productivi-

ty(see Table 2.Ð " A large part of the manufacturing sector
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in Bangladesh is jute manufacturing, and is almost entirely

produced for the export market. In general, within the man-

ufacturing sector whacever structural changes occurred is

mainly in the direction of agriculturally based industries"

The intermediate products manufacturing constitutes less

than ten percent and the engineering industries a mere six

percent of. the total value added.



Character i st ics
1960-83 (mi

Var iables

Industry output
Manufacturing

Capacity utíI:-z"#
Product i vi ty

000 taka/worker
ConstrucLion
Infrastructure

Services output
Trade and Banki
Hous i ng
Other Services

Non-Àgr i cultural
total

GDP
GDP per capita++

Table 2'3
of Non-Àgricultural

l1ions of constant ta

S imple
Mean:
1 960-83

25

Sectors in Bangladesh:
ka, 1972/ 73=1 00 )

Growth Rate**Mean
% of.

S.D. GDP 60-83 60-70 72-83

I
5

3
6
4
7

10
4
6

4
0

19
1

3

740
870

"961
,738
,200

,513
,425
,524

.415
,661
724

9.0

100

"847*

?*

"72
"24
"91
"31
"19
"31

"72
"86
" 06

2*
1

48
91
69
41
96

78
27

39
48
97
48
84
93
41

1 ,812
0.158

5
0

0
7
7
6
8
3
5

2
3
1

6"84
0"8*

ng

GÐP /
GDP+

1,

497
747
404

3,479 1

s19
1 ,528

.072
13 1240

60

46
44
71

1

19
5
5
4
2
5

2
4
1

3.3
6.1

2.4
4.6
8"6

6
2
4

0
52

2.21
5.25
2 "85

Note: S"D. is Standard deviation
not significant at five Percent** Annual percentage trend rate
person (1972/7 3=1 00 ) .

; * coefficient statisticallY

Source: See DATA apPendix.

Other sectoral production performances show considerable

variations and variable rates of SuccesSeS during the sample

period, and between the pre-and post-liberation Bangladesh"

All the sectors except construction and infrastructure have

recorded above average mean percentage growth rate during

the post-independence Period. Among these sectors, both

housing and trade, banking and insurance sectors have more

than doubled the rate of growth of output. Despite the

and servicesimpressive post-war gror+th of manufacturing

outputs, the total output(COp) grew only at the rate of

leve1;# percent; + real number;
of growth; ++ Constant taka Per

five-and-a quarter of a percent mainly due to relativelY
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poor performance of the key sector--agriculture. The rela-

tively poor performance of the consLruction and the housing

sector is an indication of both low leve1s of economic

activities and household real income.

2.2.3 The SÈructure of Demand:

The major characteristics of aggregate demand variables

for Bangladesh are summarized in table 2"4" During the sam-

p1e period aggregate real consumption expenditures averaged

close to ninety-three percent of gross national product.

Although aggregate consumption kept pace with the rate of

growth of national income, public consumption demand grew at

a much faster rate both during and after the independence.

It will be seen later that this was possible mainly due to

much higher growth of public revenues during the periods and

in particular due to higher inflow of foreign funds during

the post-war periods" Per capita private consumption, how-

ever gres¡ at less than one percent rate. Aggregate real

investment averaged around twelve percent of domestic output

during the sample period, and was around sixteen percent at

the end of the sample period" BuIk of both the level and

growth of investment have occured in the public sector" The

neglect of agriculture during the Pakistan period is evident

from the absence of any growth in real monetized investment

in the sector. In the post-s¡ar period the larger share of

investment in Lotal domestic products reflects increased
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mobilization of both external and domestic resources' this

is particularly Lrue for the latter part of the period"

Although, the first five-year plan sought to limit the role

of private sector, the subsequent ptans gradually Iifted

various controls over private investment. ÀS a result, a

significant growth is observed in the sector during the lat-

er part of the period. Private investment in Bangladesh is

Iargely financed by equity capital supplemented by institu-

tional credit from specialized agencies. The activities of

the latter are strengthened during the l-atter halves of' the

period as part of the policy to support and encourage pri-

vate investment "

During the sample period export averaged six percent of

national product, while imports averaged IittIe over eleven

percent of national Product" In general export growth Per-

formance has been very poor. Raw jute and jute manufactur-

ing together averaged close to eighty percent of total

export earnings during the sample period(Tab1e 2"5) " The

only major change in the structure of export items is that

jute manufacturing exports have replaced raw jute exports aS

the leading item. At the close of the sample period exports

earnings from raw jute constitute over half of total exports

of goods 
"

In recent yearsr both as a result of various

exports promotion policies and increased international

demand, the non-tradition exports sector has registered a

significant growth rate of close to twelve percent annually
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when the total exports have been growing at the rate of less

than three percent. ÀIthough, there are indications that

the country has the required capacity to expand the non-tra-

ditional exports sector, the ultimate success of this sector

wilt depend upon the international demand conditions and in

particular the developed countries' willingness to give Ban-

gladesh, a late comer in these markeLs, a'fair'and contin-

uous access to their markets.

uncertain area, the performance

cannot be judged simply based

growth records.

Since this is purely an

this sector in the future

previous or even current

of

on



Table 2"4
Characteristics of Aggregate Demand

(t¡if f ions of Constant taka:

Var iables
S imple
Mean:
1960-83

Con sumpt r on Demand

29

in Bangladesh: 1960-83
1972/73=100)

Mean
%of
GDP

Growth Rate**

60-83 60-70 72-83

Private
per capita

Publ ic
Total

fnvestment Demand
Pr ivate

Agr iculture
Manufacturing

PubI ic
TotaI Manufacturing
ÀII Investment

Exports of Goods
Raw Jute
Jute Manufacturing
Other Goods

À1I Exports, Goods
Imports of Goods

Food-grains
Other Consumr Goods
Raw Materials
Capital Goods

À11 Imports, Goods
Net Factor Services+
Net Private Remitt.+
Current Acct. BaI"+
Capital Acct" Bal"+
Ðisposable income
GNP
Population, millions

46,044

3 1369
49,412

2,603
258
446

3 ,353
988

6 ,165

1 ,097
1 ,409

682
3,188

1 ,211
1 ,164
2,029
1r472
5,875

145
11765

-7 ,807
8,045

50,1 03
52,889
72.714

10,E56

1 ,206
11 ,954

1 ,462
170
258

1 ,580
433

2 r929

366
355
310
519

758
353
488
668

1 ,572
328

3,675
9r845

10,309
12,842
14 ,280
12.794

86.63 )

( 6.34 )
92 "97

4"9
0"5
0.8
6, 31
1 .86

11 .60

34.4)
44 "2
21 "4
6"0

(20 "6(19.8
(34.s)
( 25. 1 )

1 1 .05
0 "17#
2 "1#
9 "28#
9 "57#

3 "941.17
4"74
4.00

8.34
-0.8*
-) ?*

1 "2*6"83

-4.59
3 "77

-2 "8*
-0"7*

8 .47
-0.8't
2.58
3 " 39
2.8

28 "863.98
4.15
2 "77

4"44
1 "71
6 "57
4 "59

L93
-2 "8t9.2
13.07

9 "77
11 .33

-1 "4*9.09
q¿*

3.83

14 "738.12
7 "37

16.81
10 .78

12 "51
4 "36
4"51
2 "73

4"42
2"09
9. s3
4"75

15"86
38"21
45"76
12"14
22 "62
12 "79

-2"1*
2 .61

11 .69
2 .68

-3 "94
5 "21
5"62

12 "95
4 .40

23 "295.02
5. 64
2 "33

Note; + Variable is in nominal terms; #
growth

pe rc ent
S"D. is

of nominal
Standard

Mean
rate;GNP; ** Annual percentage trend

Deviat i on .
Source: See DATA aPPendix.

In general, the sluggish growth of total exports

mainly due to low elasticity and stagnation in

Bangladesh exports, specially for jute and

despite the favourable exports price movements.

earnings is

demand for
jute goods,
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Table 2.5
Commodity Composition of Exports of Bangladesh

( percent )

Commodities

Raw Jute
Jute Manufacturing
AI1 Other Goods

19s9 / 60 1969/70
Àverage

1982/83 1 960-83

47 "7222.8i
29"41

29"19
39.35
31"45

23
50
25

96
75
29

34"41
44 "19
21 "40

Source: See DATA appendix"

The broad commodity composition of irnports has not

changed much over the sample period (see Table 2"6) " The

volume of food-grain imports is mainly determined by the

domestic supply and as such fluctuates with the domestic

f ood-grain product ion. It seems that the fluctuations Ín

food-grain imports have been accommodated in most part by

restricting 'other' consumer goods imports and to some

extent intermediate goods imports , ceter i s par ibus .

Although imports of food-grain show a positive and signifi-

cant trend growth over the sample period, an important

observation is its negat.ive trend growth for the post-war

period. This was possible due to a rapid growth of domestic

production of food-grains(3"5 percent) and a positive trend

growth of per capita production (1 "2 percent) during the

period. Another notable feature is the rapid and sustained

growth of non-competitive capital goods imports, indicating

increase dependence of domestic capacity creation on foreign

machinery and equipment in the development progranme. The

moderate rate of growth of other consumer goods during the
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pre- and post-war periods was due to the constraints imposed

by the exchange control system on rapidly rising demands for

income-elastic durable and secondary goods. In case of Ban-

gladesh the growth of intermediate goods and raw materials

imports is much less than is suggested by the frequent char-

acterization of import substitution for consumer goods lead-

ing to increaSed dependence on intermediate goods. However,

this low growth may be due to the exchange constraint

imposed by the government as indicated above.

Table 2.6
Commodity Composition of Imports of Bangladesh

(percent )

Commodit ies 1959/60 1969/70
Àverage

1982/83 1 960-83

Food-gra i ns
Other Consumer
Raw Materials

I ntermediate
Capital Goods

Goods
and

Goods

l6
26.

44.
22.

.88
82

05
25

24 "59
18.16

31"13
_ 26.12

22"74
13.23

33 " 1 1

30.92

20.61
19.8

34.53
25.05

Source: See DATA aPPendix.

The fluctuations of imports around corresponding secular

trends have been considerable for some of the imports cat-

egories, particularly for other consumer goods. This to

some extent indicates that the governments in Bangladesh

generally succeeded.in their intention to curtail 'postpone-

able' imports at times of foreign exchange shortages.

The

years

towards

trade balance was positive in most of the pre-l{ar

but since than has continuously and rapidly moved

record deficits during the post-war period" In
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were as high as s
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1982/83 the deficit recorded close to t.hirty-two billion

t.aka, which is about fourteen percent of national product"

It should be noted here thaL the currenL account deficit in

the posL-independence period would have been much vrorse had

it not been for an increased flow of migrant workers'remit-

tances from abroad, specially during the later half of the

period. Àt present this source of foreign exchange is the

second largest Source, second only to jute manufacturing

' At its peak in 1982/83 total remittances

ix percent of national income.

Bangladesh's capital account of the balance of payments

is completely dominated by foreign aids and grants" For the

entire sample period the capital account balance has aver-

aged over nine percent of national product, and at its peak

in 1982/83 it recorded over thirty-two billion taka. Inter-

national private capital flow is almost negligible in Ban-

gladesh, a)-though there are evidences of substantial capital

outflows from the country through various lega1 and illega1

channels. The balance of payments, or the change in net

foreign reserves show considerable fluctuation during the

sample period, During the twenty-two year time period the

reserves show a decline for thirteen times. On balance the

capital account shows a much higher growth rate of inflows

dur ing the post-vrar years.
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2"2,& The structure of Government and Einancial Sector

The basic characteristics of major components of govern-

ment expenditures and revenues and financial sector vari-

ables in Bangladesh over the sample period are presented in

table 2.7. TotaI government expenditures, which averaged

over sixteen percent of domestic product during the sample

period are almost equally divided into current consumption

and investment expenditures" Both of these expenditures

have been growing at a rate faster than gross domestic prod-

uct. The growth of current public consumption vùasr however,

less than that of total government revenues in real term.

The total government revenues averaged close to ten percent,

while the average budget deficit for the period was close to

seven percent of gross domestic product during the sample

period" À substantial part--on average close to eighty per-

cent--of public investment expenditures, which is roughly

equivalent to the size of the deficit is being financed by

foreign aid and grants" The aid inflow for the period aver-

aged close to nine percent of domestic output. Howevert

almost all of the growth in aid flows has occured during the

post-independence per iod.

Government revenues are highfy inelastic in Bangladesh as

in most other developing countries. The major source of

revenues has been indirect taxes" Direct taxes over the

sample period have averaged only about sixteen percent of

total tax revenues" Within the indirect taxes customs
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duties is the most dominant Source, accounting for close to

hatf of all indirecL taxes. The overwhelming irnportance of

indirect taxes in general and customs duties in particular

is common to many developing countries mainly due to ineffi-

cient tax system, Iow income, poor tax administrative capa-

bilities, and the resistance on the part of the ruling class

to share the coStS of government and overall developmental

expenditures "

Table 2"7
Characteristics of Government Sector in Bangladesh:1960-83

(miIlions of current taka)

S imple Growth Rate**
Var iables Mean:

1 960-83 60-83 60-70 72-83

Total Government
Expendi tures

Consumpt ion
ï nvestment
Subs idi es
Interest Payments

TotaI Revenues
Taxes

Direct Taxes
Income taxes

Indirect taxes
Excise Taxes
Sales Taxes
Customs Duties
Other Taxes

Non-Tax Revenues

Budget oeficits
Foreign Àids
Govt.Borrowings from

Scheduled Banks
Central Bank

Mean
%of
GDP+

13,537 14,762 16"37
5,867 6,439 7 "1
5 ,771 6 ,521 6. 98
1r153 1,212 1"39

55s 665 0"67

7 ,992 I ,7 39 9 .66
6,114 6,876 t1001+

984 1 ,027 16 " 1

831 966 (84"4)
5,1 30 5,856 83.9
1 ,442 1 ,576 ( 28. 1 )
1 ,029 1 ,200 ( 20. 1 )
2,462 2,938 (48"0)

197 256 3"8)
1 ,878 1 ,875 2 "27

5,545 6,228 6"70
7 ,240 9 ,519 I "7 6

1 ,403 1 ,187 1 .70
4 ,550 5 ,124 5. 50

1 5.57 22 "3911.31 21 "89
17 .27 25.35
27 "48 12"05
26.27 31 "89

12.77 25.75
12 "29 25.98

7 .49 28.93
10 "74 29 "68
1 4.68 25.57
20.93 21 "65

8 "2¡, 30.38
13 "12 27 "86
12 .26 16 "34
11 "71 24 "96

20.29 20 "49
-8 .8* 21 "90

8"83 12.74
15.27

19.39
19"04
19 .92
29 "93
18.29

19.41
20.80
16. s3
21 "82
21 .94
22 "38
20 "77
22 "881s.00
1 s.93

19.31
51 "26

15 " 20

Note: *'t Annual percentage trend growth rate; * Coefficient is
insignificant at five percent level; S"D. Standard deviation;
+ Individual tax revenues are expressed as mean percentage of
total taxes.
Squlçe: See DÀTÀ apPendix.
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À comparative analysis of the strucLure of tax revenues show

that a significant.ly higher growth rates have been achieved

during the post-war period both in nominal and real terms.

The growth of income taxes in real terms has been close to

eighteen percent during this period, while gross national

product has been growing at close to six percent rate" A

significant part of this growth was due to two main reasons;

low base period income tax returns and more efficient tax

administration"

The open market instrumentS are not developed in Bangla-

securities to the scheduled banks"

financed eiLher by bor-

by selling government

A significant part of

deficits has always been financed by money creation' Over

the sample period government borrowing from the central bank

averaged about five-and-a half percent of gross domestic

product, while that from the scheduled banks averaged close

to two percent.

In general the financial sector in Bangladesh, as in many

developing countries, is underdeveloped. However, in the

formal sector the financial markets are weII integrated' the

rural financial market, dominated by informal rural finan-

cial institutions, is yet to be integrated with the formal

market. The recent trend is however encouraging. Table 2"8

presents some of the characteristics of major financial sec-

tor variables over the sample period. Apart from changes in

r_s

or
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the central bank policies, money supply is also affected by

changes in f iscal dernands and net foreign exchange reserves"

The supply of monetary base is mainly given by the central

bank's net foreign assets, credits to the government and to

the scheduled banks " on the other hand the demand for or

the use of monetary base consists of scheduled banks demand

for reserves and the non-bank public's demand for currency.

Over the sample period the monetary base averaged six per-

cent of gross domestic product, and it has been growing in

real terms at a rate of litt1e over one percent" However,

the growth of monetary base was much higher during the post-

war period compared Lo pre-war period. It has also been

more than two percentage point above the growth of real out-

put . Broad money, def ine<1 as M1 plus t ime and savings

deposits with the scheduled banks in Bangladesh has been

about double the size of narrowly defined money(la1 ), which

averaged over nine percent of domestic product. Both during

the pre- and post-war periods real money supply has been

growing at a rate higher than the growth of real income.

The growth rate differences were less than one percent. The

growth rate for the broad money, however, has been much

higher-- around four percent.

Àn important change to be appreciated is the behavior of

money multiplier, which has been growing at one percent rate

during the pre-war period but shows no trend growth during

the post-war period. An examination of the growth perform-
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ance and the volatility of the proximate determinants of

money multiplier, namely, public demand for currency rela-

tive to demand deposits, demand for time deposits relative

to demand deposits, and the scheduled banks demand for

reserves, reveal that both the growth and volatility of

these variables have indeed declined during the post-war

period. The steady monetization of the economy is also evi-

dent from the decline of currency holdings and rise of hold-

ings of demand deposits and time deposits. At the close of

the period the time deposit to national income ratio rose to

about Lhirteen percent compared to the average rate of close

to nine percent for the entire period"

For scheduled banks in Bangladesh, bank credits to the

private sector and public sector corporations and invesbment

in gOvernment SecuritieS are the two major assets--on aver-

age the former constitutes eighty-three percent while the

later is ten percent of total bank assets. Commercial banks

are required to keep twenty percent of their deposits in

liquid assets which may include government securities, A

significant switch in monetary policy regarding the alloca-

tion of bank credits have occured during the post-war peri-

od. The growth in agricultural credits, in real term, has

recorded a rate of over twenty percent compared to thirteen

percent for the non-agricultural sector. The growth rates

of bank credits for the agricultural sector vis-a-vis other

sectors ?¡ere just the opposite during the pre-e¡ar period as
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we have already mentioned above. This reflects a relatively

greater emphasis on agricultural development activities by

the subsequent governments since independence.

Table 2.8
Characteristics of Monetary Sector Variables in Bangladesh:

1960-83(millions of current taka)

Var iables

Money Supp1y
Narrow ¡¿oney (¡¿1 )
Broad t'toney (t"12 )

High Powered Money
Money Multiplier
Currency Circulation
Currency/D. Deposits
Demand Ðeposits
Time Deposits
time/Demand Deposits
Scheduled Banks

Total Reserves
Excess Reserves
Total Credits

Àgr i culture
Non-Agr iculture

Central Bank Loan
No. of Branches

Interest Rates++
Bank Rate
Bank Credits
Time Deposits
Govt. Securities

Net Foreign Assets of
Central Bank

Total Private Wealth

S imple
Mean:
1 960-8 3

7 ,790
15,037
4,972
1 .505
3 1532
1.311
4 r258
7 ,247
1 "204

343
11 ,623

2 r002
9,620
2,533

0 " 0634
0"1064
0.0720
0.0470

2,233
38,787

7 ,017
16,338
4,352
0. 135
2,610
0"671
4 1442
9,391
0"557

370
14 ,418

3 1293
11 ,237
4,077

"0229
.0230
" 0417
.0086

2,180
42 r599

Mean
% of.
GDP

9 .42
18. 18

6"01

4.27

5.15
8.76

0 .42
14.05
2"42

1 1 .63
3.06

( 2.7
(46 "9

14 .56
18.89
13 "27
1"14

10.89
-7 "49
19 "1929.20
8.40

22"64
20 .61
26.31
29 "41
26 "04
32 .42
18.80

5. 18
2.83
9. 18
2"46

13.09
20 "27

Growth Rate**

60-83 60-70 73-83

9.65
13 " 03

8 .47
1 .09
7 "43

-6.03
13.91
28 .16
12 "50

16.31
19 "79
16 " 80
-0"4*
14 .13
-3"3s
17 .96
23"47

4 .68

19"38 18.39
18.96 12 "79
28 "48 23.72

8 "12 31 "69
31 . 06 22 "2021.31 42.52
21 .21 16.17

3 " 30 7.05
1 .70 4.13
6.86 9 "424.10 s.17

-.01* 15.30
13.40 22 " s0

Note: *'t AnnuaI percentage trend
not significant at five percent
and S.D. is Standard deviation.
Source: See DÀTA aPPendix.

growth rate; *
Ievel; ++ percent;

Stat i st icaIly
# real number
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2.2"5 The Structure of Frices, Waqes and EmplovmenÈ

Major characteristics of sel-ected prices, wages, and

employment variables for Bangladesh over the sample period

are presented in table 2"9 and 2"10 below' Bangladesh like

many other countries enjoyed relative price st.ability during

the sixties and faced an increasingly volatile inflation

situation during the seventies and eighties, specially dur-

ing the early years of the seventies" The aggregate price

level grew at a rate close to twefve percent over the sample

period, while the rate was less than four percent during the

pre-vrar period. On the other hand, both the trend growth

rate and variability of annual rate of inflation were close

to three times higher during the post-war sample period,

which coincides with major international commodities and oiI

price shocks and domestic crises such as the 1974 famine and

several major crop failures and natural disasters.

For sectoral- product prices substantial variations in

trend growth rate and as well as in the ratio of standard

deviation from the secular trend to the mean of sectoral

product prices (column four, table 2"9 and 2"10) exist over

the sample period" Once again these variations are much

more pronounced during the post-war period. Àn important

observation can be noted here" The sectoral relative price

stability cornpared to aggregate inflationary trend indicates

that there is a positive association between the degree of

volatility and the extent to which goods are tradeable

internationally.
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The data presented also indicate substantial variance for

the mean secLoral wage rates" Both in nominal- and real

Lerms the mean !{ages in agriculture has been higher Lhan

that in the manufacturing over the sample period, a result

which is opposite to what is observed in other developing

countries,1 6

16 It is possible that the wage data for manufacturing may
be biased downward because of the possibility of system-
atic underreporting in order to lessen employers' social
security and tax contributions and because of the exis-
tance of considerable non-vtage benefits in this sector
relative to the agricultural sector" In the absence of
detailed information, the magnitude of bias cannot be
determined at this point.
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Table 2"9
Characteristics of Sectoral Prices, Wages and Employment:

Bangladesh 1 960-83 ( indices, 1972/ 73=1 00 )

Variables

Sectoral Prices
Food-gra i n s
Jute

Government Prices#
Food-gra i ns
Jute
Fertilizer

Sectoral Deflators
Àgriculture
Manufacturing
Construction
Infrastructure
Trade and Banking
Hous i ng
Other Services

GDP Deflator
Inflation Rate++
Sectoral Wages

Agr iculture
Àgriculture, real
Manufac tur i ng
Manuf actur ing, real

Àggregate Wages
Sectoral EmpJ-oyment$

Àgriculture
Manufac tur i ng

Productivity##
Agr iculture
Manufacturing

S "D . Trend
%of
Mean+

Growt.h Rate**

60-83 60-70 7 3-83

S imple
Mean:
1 960-83

124.43
129 "03

116 "7 8
113.00
214.96

135.29
104.05

95 "94
49. 01
23.08

197.11
1 38.03
1 3s.38
0"1171

1 68.87
137.78
1 44 .66
107.55
161 .82

21 .21
0.24

1,419
1g ,961

101.14 18"7
87 .97 31 .8

95.49 18 "2
77 "51 31.4

222 "49 -3.5

5 " 60 9.06
0 "2* 9 "97

6 "57 9 "20
4 "52 9. 56
3.19 19 "64

4 " 30 9.19
2 "04 7 "57
2 "04 13 "23

3 "26 7 "673.68 13"06
3"74 11"49
3 "72 9 "64

4.43 14.49
0 " 6* 2.6x
4.81 15.63
0. 1* 1 .7*
4.88 15.87

2 .57 1 "715"20 5"22

0.4* 1 .45
0"7'k 3"39

102 "96
67 "04

1 54.90
99"14
62"11

162 "29
105"73
97.65

0.2088

131.82
25.53

1 15.93
24"45

131"30

3 "27
0.82

99 "24
2 1467

23 "9
3s.6
20.9
33"5
49 "5
17 "723"4
27 "9

-78"3

21 "981.5
19 "9
77 .3
19.0

13.88
10.05

15 " 20
11"12
16.s8

12 "9210.19
12"47

7 .43
1 3.68
12"45
11"8'1

12"14
1.70

11"64
-2.65
12.08

2"43
5"47

0.s1
0.4*

Nffidarddeviation;**Ànnua1percentagetrendrate
of growth; * Statistically not significant at 5 percent level;
++ Percent; + Standard deviation from trend as percentage of
mean; $ Millions of workers; and ## taka per workers'
Sou!çe: See DATA appendix.

À comparison of sectoral product prices and nominal wages

reveals that the sectoral real rùages in f act decreased over

Lhe sample period. For the agricultural sector the real

r.rages grew only at 1"7 percent annually, while the manuf ac-
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negative trend growth of 2.7

percent. Part of the differences may be explained by no

trend growth in manufacturing productivity as opposed to low

but positive trend growth of productivity in agriculture. A

relatively higher growth rate for cost-of-Iiving for urban

sector is another factor. The real wages situation has not

improved during the post-war period despite the showing of a

much higher growth in labour productivity in both agricul-

ture and manufacturing. A simple calculation reveals that

given the annual increase of per capita income at a rate of

1 "4 percent, the real income of wage earners in Bangladesh

most tikely has decreased relative to the national average'

over the sample period" This observation remains valid when

the pre- and posL-v¡ar periods are considered separately" In

fact the situation has become worse over time t given the

fact that a much higher growth rates for productivity as

welt aS per capita income(3.3 percent) have been recorded

during the post-war period.

The behavior of the remaining price indices over the sam-

ple period are summarized in table 2.10. The consumer price

index has been growing faster than the gross domestic prod-

uct deflator¡ âS one would expect. Two major factors for

this are substantially higher growth rates for prices of

imported goods and for the domestic food-grains. the dif-

ference between the two inflation rates has been widening

over the sample period.
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Bangladesh experienced a secular deterioration of its

internaLional terms of t.rade over the sample period" AII

the imports prices have been rising at a substantially high-

er rate than the domestic prices during the sample period.

This phenomenon, however is not valid f or the pre-lilar peri-

od. In fact, during this period aII import prices either

show a negative trend or no trend growth at all. The post-

war import price inflation has reached a level more than

double the domestic commodity price inflation. Às such a

higher than average inflation rate is observed in the sec-

tors using imported imputs. Both exports and imports prices

remained stagnant during the pre-v¡ar period' while both the

leve1 and volatility have increased significantly during the

post-h'ar period. Individual tradeables also show varying

rates of volatility and grovrth during this period"
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Table 2"10
Characteristics of 'Other' Prices in Bangladesh:

'1960-83 ( indices: 1972/73=100)

Variables

Consumer
Rural
Urban

Price Indices

Aggregate
!.lhoIesa1e Pr ices

Manufacturing
Raw Materials
Aggregate

Investment Price Index
Exports Prices

Raw Jute
Jute Manufacturing
ÀII'others'

Aggregate
Imports Prices

Food-gra i n s
Other Consumers Gds "
Raw Materials
Capital Goods

Àggregate
Exchange Rates

Nominal Rate
Effective Rates##

Raw Jute
Jute manufacturing

World Income++

S"D . Trend
%of
Mean+

115"02 15.6
134.52 13.6
124.99 14 "2

106.98 18.6
1 08.48 29.1
113.27 20.5
102 "51 24 "2

102"62 27.6
122.97 11"9
231 "91 2.0
1 39.82 13 "0

161 "50 7"2
253 "69 -9 "4
266 "20 -7 "4212.31 -2.3
225.91 -3.6

5 .4265
6.017 4
39.66

Growth Rate**

60-8 3 60-70 7 3-83

14.05 3"83 11"62
14"60 4"74 13"67
14 "46 4 "06 12 "71

1 3.56 2.03 1 0.90
11"43 1.3't 10"32
13"55 4"17 11"28
12.31 3 "71 11 .78

11.00 1"1* 12"70
13.34 1"9* 15"73
1 5.85 3 " 7* 22 "57
13 " 07 1 "9* 17 "35

15.87
19 "29
17 "6016.28
17 "36

-0.4* 13.49
-0 "2* 20 "82
-0 .5* 21 "85-3"91 20"48
-1.32 19.43

8.92 0"00 10"69

S imple
Mean:
1 960-8 3

135 
"

155.
145 .

131 "42
152 "95
1 42 .43
135 "21

141.65
1 39.56
236 .64
160 "77

17 4 .00
231 "98
247 "83
207 .58
217 .98

I "932
11 .941

78 "24

3¿
61
66

8.96
6.83
9.33

1 .59 9 "461,65 10"78
10 " 63 2 "56

Note: S.D" is Standard deviation; ** ÀnnuaI percentage trend
growth rate; * Statistically not significant at 5 percent level;
## taka per U.S" dollar; ++ Weighted average of major trading
partners incomes; and + Standard deviation from trend as
percentage of mean"
Source: See DÀTÀ appendix.
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2"3 & SUR\IEY OF ECONOBdETRTC STtDTES ON BA}EGLADESH

Macroeconometric modelling has now become a weIl estab-

lished research agenda in developing countries. In recent

years Several attempts have been made to build econometric

models for the Bangladesh economy. Most of these works are

unpublished. The purpose of this section is to survey some

of the important macroeconometric studies on the Bangladesh

economy. Seven such modeIslT are surveyed here, of which

three are unpublished. Two of the studies were done before

the independence of Bangladesh and deal with both East. Paki-

stan and West Pakistan jointly" t t The section also discusses

briefly some additional econometric studies on Bangladesh

economy which do not strictly fall under the conventional

macroeconometric models but nevertheless have some kind of

underlying macroeconomic framework which is worth noting to

highlight the distinctions between these studies and the

present study.

The model built by Islam(1965) represents the first seri-

ous effort to deal with the economy of the united Pakistan"

There are in total fifty equations, of which twenty are sto-

chastic, and sixty-two variables in the model. Structurally

the model is an effective demand model of the Keynesian type

with some supply side modifications. It is an annual model

1965), Imam(1970), Hus-
You(1979), Rashid(1980),

17

t8

The seven
sain (1973) ,
Kabir(1981)

Is1am(1965)

models are t slam(
Lackman and

, and Jahan ( 1 983 ) .

and Imam( 1 970 ) .
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and the system of equations are linear both in parameters

and variables" The estimations vlere done using the ordinary

least squares(OlS) technique, and for most of them the data

used !{ere f or the period 1950-60, Four key sectors are

identified, namely, agriculture, manufacturing, foreign

trade, and the governmenL. Agricultural production for

food-crops and cash crops are explained by the lagged secto-

ral relative prices. The model highlights the independence

between the primary sector and the rest of the economy¡ âs

only the manufacturing output depends upon the availability
of raw materials from the primary sector" Government expen-

ditures and budget deficits are assumed exogenous, although

five different tax functions are estimated to explain gov-

ernment revenues. The crucial sectors from which short-run

fluctuations originate in the economy are changes in export

volume, explained by endogenous relative price of export and

by exogenously given world income and changes in export

prices, exogenously given imports prices, and agricultural
production"

In the agricultural sector, however, the model does not

allow for short-run fluctuations due to variables such as

the availability of inputs and government policies" Heavy

emphasis is placed on climatic conditions. SimilarIy, the

industrial sector does not adequately recognize supply vari-

ables or costs of production. .On the other hand the model

also does not explain the demand determined services sector
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at all. The financial sector is completely absent, the only

link between the real and the monetary sector is provided

through the exogenously given bank credits in the private

investment function. The role of government sector¡ pârtic-

ularIy, government investment and fiscal and trade policies

are also ignored. Finally, from a systems point of view the

model also suffers from specification errors since it fails

to incorporate explicitly various budget constraints and the

endogeneity of many of the monetary and fiscal variables.

While Islam's model completely ignores the financial sec-

tor, Imam(1970)'s main objective is to build a structural
model of the united Pakistan's monetary sector within a

macroeconomic-framework. The monetary sector is modelled in

some detail, and a highly aggregated model of income genera-

tion is added to it to'close' the model. This enables the

model to capture some of the feed back effects between the

monetary and the real sector. The model is comprised of a

system of twenty*two equations including ten identities and

in total forty-eight variables. The model is estimated by

the OLS technique using annual time-series for the period

1950*66" À particular feature of the model is its explicit
modelling of endogenous money supply determination through

the interactions of the behavior cf scheduled banks, t.he

central bank, and the private sector. One objective of the

study is to "examine hor+ variations in the scheduled banks'

portfolio behaviour transmit the effects of monetary-policy
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changes throughout the economy"(p360). The model explicitly

incorporates government budget constraint but it fails to

incorporate household budget constraints explic itly or

implicitly. A serious drawback of the model is the neglect

of supply side" The model's finding that the 'impact multi-

pliers' for monetary policy 'are not very large' may be due

to inadequate representation of the transmission mechanism

of monetary policy variables" For example the effects of.

bank credits variable on various producing sector via

investment functions as well as through the working capital

channels are either completely ignored or given only a cur-

sory treatment "

Hossain(1973) is the first serious attempt to formulate a

small macroeconometric model for the newly independent coun-

try" The model is primarily "designed for use as a planning

modeI"(p127)--so the author declares, and as such does not

fa11 within the family of Tinbergen-Klein macroeconomic mod-

eIling tradition. Despite the intent of the author, the

structure of the model is very much in line with the conven-

tional macroeconometric models. The model has in total sev-

enteen equations including four identities and thirty-two

variables" Single equation estimation methods are used for

estimation, using annual data for the period 1950-70" The

structural relationships are described through the interac-

tion of production, saviDgsr investment and external trade.

Production functions for five producing sectors, namely,
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agriculture, manufacturing, social overhead, trade and bank-

ing, and general services, are postulated based on the Har-

rod-Domer fixed proportion hypotheses with capital aS the

limiting factor. The complete model is simulated to test

the stability of the model and to calculate the impact mul-

tipliers. Àccording to the findings of the study, Lhe

greatest impact on gross domestic product comes from weather

conditions followed by capital stock and exogenous exports'

Several important features of the Bangladesh economy have

been brought out in Hossain's study" The findings of the

absence of technological progress and the presence of

decreasing returns to scale are noteworthy, and, if valid,

would have serious implications for the developmental poten-

tial as well as strategy of the country' The study, how-

ever, is not free of Short-comings; aS such his results must

be taken with caution. Financial sector is completelY

ignored. Many inter-sectoral linkages are either completely

ignored or weakly specified" Several key structural fea-

tures of the economy are compromised due to high level of

aggregation. Às such it is not surprising the model finds

the greatest irnpact effects on output coming from weather

condition. The study also fails to make the distinction

between the demand-determined producing sectors and the sup-

ply-determined sectors. Moreover, the absence of Prices

vrages, and employment determination from the model makes i
,

t

less than suitable for any longer term policy analysis.
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sLructural equations are

suspect for misspecification" For example, money demand is
defined in nominal terms while the only explanatory variable

in the equation--gross domestic product--is defined in real

terms! Direct taxes are postulated to depend on current

income, while income taxes in Bangladesh are assessed on

previous year's income. No explanation is given for the

presence of total investment variable in the government cur-
rent expenditure function. SimilarIy, the failure to dis-
tinguish between the private and public investment behaviour

also introduces errors of rnisspecification in the model.

À simple and highly aggregated rnodel is built by Lackman

and You(1979) to 'evaluate the consistency and feasibility
of the the First Five-year PIan' of Bangladesh(1973-1978)"

The model is a replica of the traditional Keynesian effec-
tive demand model built for the developed countries without

giving any consideration to the structural features and the

desired specification of the country under study. The model

consists of seven equations including two identities and has

altogether eighteen variables" The estimation is done with

the OLS technique using guarterly data for the period

1956:III to 1973:II. The quarterly data on relevant vari-
ables are derived by the process of 'guarterization', using

1969/70 seasonals for national product data on annual data

for the relevant variables. The missing data for the $¡ar

years are obtained through interpolation. the model is sim-
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ulated for stability tests, and for a consistency check of

first five-year plan. In general, the model finds that "the

Plan targets vrere reasonably consistent with the model pro-

jections except for price leveI and nominal import taxes".

The model has serious weaknesses and deficiencies, and as

such the validity of its findings are suspect. Àpart from

the usual problems associated with the mechanical and rigid

method of guarterization of annual data as well as the sim-

ple interpolation of intra-war period data, the study has

Iimitations in terms of both structural specification and

estimation.ls In acLuaI estimation no seasonal dummies are

introduced for quarterly variationsr Dêither the data are

de-seasonalized. The estimated marginal propensity to con-

sume of 0.58 for a developing country like Bangladesh is

absurd. AII the equations except one suffer from the prob-

lem of autocorrelation but the issue is left unaddressed.

Regarding the structure of the model, it is incomplete and

fails to incorporate the basic structural features and con-

straints facing the country"

A smalI short-term macroeconometric model is

by Rashid(1980), which according to the author i

towards forecasts of the major national accounts

and can be used "to indicate the impact of policy

key macroeconomic variables"(p23)" There are in

c onst ruc ted

s "oriented

aggregates "

changes on

total sev-

1 s Correspondence with one
that not much faith can
estimation of the model(

of the author(Prof" You) reveals
be put on the data as well as

Personal correspondence; 1 984 ) .
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ent.een equations including nine identit.ies and thirty six

variables" SingIe equation estimation methods are used for

parameter estimations using annual data for the period

1959/60 1978/79, excruding the war-year 1970/71" All the

estimated equations are linear in both parameters and vari-

ab1es" A dynamic simulation of the modef is performed to

test the stability of the model.

On the demand side, the aggregate real private consump-

tion depends oDr in addition to real income, also on nomi-

nal(?) money supply and the interest rate variable. The

investment demand follows neo-classical investment behav-

iour. Aggregate production function is of Cobb-Douglas type

with total labour supply and capital stock as the arguments"

Money supply is determined by solving the monetary authori-

ties identity.

Rashid's model has several important features. II

attempts to incorporate some of the structural features of

the economy explicitly into the model. An attempt is also

made to integrate the real and the monetary sectors of the

economy keeping in line most of the balance sheet identi-

ties. The model incorporates a capacity utilization func-

tion along with the aggregate production function. However,

the model has limitations both in behavioral specifications

and structural representation. The inclusion of nominal

money supply in the aggregate consumption function introduc-

es usual money illusion problem which has not been addressed
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in the study. Failure to treat separately private and pub-

tic investment demands introduces serious problems of

misspecification as the author's ov¡n discussion admits that

the two expenditures are dictated by separate behavioral

rules. The inclusion of aggregate capital stock and import-

ed capital as two separate variables in the production func-

tion is misconstrued since the aggregate capital stock has

already included both domestic and imported capital goods.

Short-run adjustment mechanisms are not explained, nor is

explained the behaviour of expectational variables. The

government budget deficit identity is incomplete since it

does not include the public investment expenditures. Simi-

Iarly the money supply identity is also incomplete since it

does not follow from the financial sector's identities. It

is surprising to find that the author 'closed' the model

without specifying the aggregate demand-supply identity or

equilibrium condition" FinaIly, the model ignores structur-

aI features such as the role of agriculture, particularly,

food production, prices and irnports, wages and employment'

and the behavioural responses of the financial sector"

Àn interesting model of the Bangladesh economy is con-

structed by Kabir(1981)" The most noteworthy feature of the

model is that iÈ is perhaps the first serious attempt to

develop a structural model for Bangladesh with many of the

structural features built-in and with necessary disaggrega-

tion in some of the key sectors. The main purpose of the
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model is to "examine how the various secLoral prices are

deLermined and how these sectoral prices ultimat.ely deter-

mines the general price level and also the cost of living

index". There are fifty-five equations in the model includ-

ing twenty-three identities and definitions. The model is

block-recursive, and the estimation of each blocks are done

using single eguation estimation techniques and non-linear

least squares methods. The data are annual for the period

1953 -77 "

This model, uDIike most other models discussed so far,

attempts to model explicitly the different behavioral char-

acteristics of the agricultural or rural sector and the non-

agricultural or urban sector of the economy. ÀIso, within

the agricultural- sector the dynarnics of food-grains produc-

tion vis-a-vis jute production is also recognized. Neo-

classical production function and prof it maximization

assumptions are invoked to derive supply functions in agri-

cnlture and industry. Prices in these sectors are deter-

mined by the interaction of sectoral demand and supply func-

tions" The services sector's output is purely demand

determined. Contrary to usual practice imports are assumed

exogenously determined while both exports volumes and prices

of jute and non-jute manufacturing are endogenously deter-

mined in their respective sectoral blocks once again through

demand supply identity. Labour markets for agriculture and

manufacturing sectors are also specified along the neo-clas-
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sical tradit.ion and each are solved in t.heir respective pro-

duction blocks. À small financial sector is added with the

lone behavioral equation for supply of bank credits and a

banking sectors identity. The link between the real and the

monetary sector is established through the bank credits
variable" The stability of the model is tested through a

series of simulation experiments. The major conclusion of

the study is that rigidity in food supply coupled with a

growing population and food demand are the main causes of

infl-ation in Bangladesh"

Although Kabir's model is a much improved one over the

shortcomings of the previous models, it too faces criticism
of inadequate structural representation but more importantly

now it faces the criticism of rigid assumptions regarding

the structure and operation of the economy. The assumptions

of full-employment, specifically, in a short-run modelr per-

fect competition, instantaneous market clearing in goods

market, and profit maximization for a developing country

like Bangladesh make one uncomfortable. The model downplays

the role of aggregate demand in the economy, particularly in

the determination of the price Ieve1. The treatment of

import demand as exogenously given is highly questionable,

and as such cuts off an important channel of effects on

inflation via aggregate demand. The financial sector of the

model is very much rudimentâFyr and particularly the endo-

geneity of the money supply process in Bangladesh through
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its link with the foreign exchange reserves, governmenL def-
icit, and domestic credits is ignored. Therefore, addition-
al important channels of inflationary pressure via these

foreign and domestic sources of disturbances are not ade-

quately captured in the model. The model's findings regard-

ing the major causes of inflation in Bangladesh is not sur-
prising as such.

The last model to be discussed in some details is that of

Jahan(1983), which attempts to build a quarterly econometric

model- for the post-liberation Bangladesh economy. The major

objective of the model is to develop a "monetary model for
Bangladesh in order to provide a useful analytical framework

for studying the behavior of key macroeconomic variables

such as money, prices, output and the balance of payments".

The complete model contains in total twenty-nine equations

which include eighteen identities" The model is linear in
parameters but non-Iinear in variables. Single equation

estimation methods are applied using quarterly data for t.he

period 1972:LI1 1981:II" One notable feature of the study

is its attempt to estimate quarterly data for some of the

variables from their annual data using estimated seasonal

indices" Anc¡ther feature is the models explicit treatment

of adjustment mechanism for each behavioral equations, and

al-so the explicit treatment of expectational variabtes" The

monetary sector is described by four behavioral equations

for demand deposits, time deposits, scheduled banhs excess
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reserve holdings, and their borrowing from the central bank"

These are explained by the corresponding relevant income

variables and opportunity cost variables. Money supply is
given by the product of reserve multiplier and high powered

money, which are themselves in turn determined by the behav-

ior of the non-bank public, the scheduled banks, the central

bank, the government, and the performance of the foreign

sector. À small real sector with seven behavioral equations

are added to the monetary sector. Àggregate domestic supply

function is determined by solving the usual neo-classical

production function, while the corresponding price level is
determined by solving the excess demand function for the

domestic aoods, which is measured by a proxy--the excess

supply function for money. The general price level in the

model is then determined as the weighted average of domestic

price leve1, export prices, and imports prices. The model

is tested for stability through simulation experiments.

The model is a monetary model, and in particular it is an

application of what is known as the "monetary approach to

the balance of payments". As such this is the first rigor-
ous attempt to test the model using Bangladesh data, One

major criticism of the model is that the demand side has not

been adequately dealt with" Consumption and investment

demand do not play any independent roles in the model.

Endogeneity of many of government expenditures are ignored,

On the supply side, the treatment of an aggregate supply
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function conceals the key role and feed back effects of the

agricultural sector, paFticuIarIy, the role of food supply,

food prices and imports in the determination of both domes-

tic anC aeneral price level" Of course many of these limi-
tations are not strictly applicable given the objectives of

the model which is not to build a 'truly' macroeconomic mod-

eI but to develop a structural model to answer some specific
questions" This observation also applies to many of the

models discussed above

The seven studies surveyed above all have one common

major objective, that is to build a structural model for the

Bangladesh economy. There are few more econometric studies

in which the major objective is not the construction of

structural model as such, yet they either contain a frame-

work for structural model as a tool for achieving the mod-

els' objectives or have some features that are to some

extent relevant for our topic. A selected number of such

studies are briefly discussed here.

Although regional data for East Pakistan are available
for most production and income accounts published by the

respective government departments, no such data breakdown

are reported for most of the central government expendi-

tures, financial sectors, and the producing units under the

central government control" Alamgir and Berlage(1974) is

the first serious attempt to estimate the national income-

expenditure data for the than East Pakistan, In the process
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of data est.imation, t.he study also provides single equation

estimation of various macroeconomic relationships for the

economy. A similar study on the financial flows for the

than East Pakistan period is also done by Àlamgir and Rah-

man(1974). These two studies are as such of great value for

any macro study of Bangladesh economy, particularly, for the

pre-r,¡ar period. world Bank (1974) macroeconomic model is a

planning model devel-oped along t.he line of UNCTAD(1968) mod-

eI for united Pakistan economy. The model is based on the

'two-gap' theory. Simi IarIy, the Planning Commis-

sion's(1980) macro-modeI2o is also based on 'two-gap' theory

of growth. Starting with a growth target it works out the

import-exports gap and saving-investment gap associated with

the growth target and examines whether the available foreign

aid will be enough to close the larger of the two gaps"

These models are basically accounting models, they are not

econometric models. For econometric modelling, the benefits

one derives from studying these models are the knowledge

about various accounting identities and constraints facing

the country and their growth implications " À hishly

disaggregated general equilibrium sectoral model for agri-

culture, known as 'Bangladesh Agriculture Model' or

BAM(1983) is built and periodically updated at the Centre

for World Food Studies in the Nether1ands2l by a group of

20

21

In collaboration with the WorId Bank

Under a collaborative arrangement
Food Policy and Monitoring Unit of
sion

with the Bangladesh
the Planning Commis-
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isresearchers. A comprehensive general equilibrium model

developed incorporating agricultural production, Prices,
income distribution, demand, imports, exports, savings, and

other sectoral variables" The model is useful for under-

standing the dynamics of supply, demand, income and price

formation in Bangladesh agriculture.

Inspired by KIein's(1965) suggestion for integration of

input-output model with the macro-model to "build a more

general system" , Chowdhury ( 1 984 ) constructed "an aggregate

demand model with a view to integrating it with the 1976-77

input-output table of Bangladesh" (p71 ). For this purpose,

according to the author, 'a very simple model'(p10) is built
for the final demand component of the country. The demand

model contains in total seven equations including two iden-

tities and fourteen variables. The model is static and Iin-

ear, both in parameters and in variables. Ànnual data for

the period 1960-81 are used to estimate the demand block"

The model suffers from serious drawbacks such as inadequate

structural representation of. the aggregate demand sector,

misspecification of some of the demand functions, Do role

for the financial sector, and failure to incorporate govern-

ment budget constraints and other sectoral identities and

constraints. These limitations are t.o some extenL under-

standable given the objective of the study.

The econometric models surveyed above clearly cannot

serve to achieve the objectives of the present study. Some
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of the studies are sectoral, some are outdated. Some are

highly aggregative such that they miss the essential struc-
tural features of the economy. Most of the seven models are

essentially dernand oriented models with very little consid-

erations given to the supply side as emphasized by

Rao( 1952) , KIein ( 1 965, 1974) , Behrman (1977) , and others.

Some of the models are tuned to ansv¡er specific questions,

such as the major causes of inflation, or testing the valid-
ity of the monetary approach to balance of payments in an

underdeveloped country like Bangladesh" Àsking specific
questions are all-right, but to get the ansvrer, tuning up of

the structure of the economy is certainly questionable. The

findings of such studies are likely to be biased due to the

a priori choice of a particular structure of the economy and

the neglect or misspecification of some of the key structur-
aI features " The search for the 'true' structural model

continues in steps, and as such the Iimitations of previous

models are the starting point for approaching the 'reality' .

For "(P)rogress in economics consists almost entirely in a

progressive improvements in the choice of models" (Keynes,

1944; xrv, pp297) 
"

Macroeconometric models for developing countries should

address themselves to problems inherent in those economies.

As such to address the issues of short-run to medium term

macroeconomic adjustment problems a fu1ly articulated model

of the economy is needed. Key structural features, such as
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the role of agriculture, foreign trade, food deficit, for-

eign exchange reserves, bank credits, role of governmenL,

etc. should be given adequate attention. The significance

of the foreign sector as a source of non-competitive inter-

mediate inputs and of capital goods, as well as of a signif-

icant proportion of government revenues should be well inte-
grated into the modeI. Similarly, the degree of endogeneity

of fiscal and monetary variables should be appreciated such

that the policy options are not overstated.

Although the demand side should be well represented even

in case of a developing country Iike Bangladesh, more empha-

sis should be put on the supply side, As such the standard

model should be modified sufficiently. Àn alternative is to

incorporate the supply side details through the integration

of an input-output model with the final demand block, as

suggested by KIein(1965). This approach is not taken here

for several reasons. The inter-industry flows in Bangladesh

are very weak. A macroeconomic model to be consistent with

the input-output model will have to have a very respectable

dimension, v¡hich given the very weak inter-industry flows is

neither necessary nor efficient" Still another objection is

the question of reliability of input-output data in a devel-

oping country such as Bangladesh, and also the problems

associated with the assumption of invariant structural coef-

ficients in the table.
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In the next chapter an attempt is being made to build a

macroeconomic model for t.he Bangladesh economy by addressing

all of the issues and problems mentioned, and also to pay

heed to Klein(1978)'s advice: "it is wise for the develop-

ment economist to be forearmed with a fuIl model- for analy-

sis of both supply and demand sides" (p6) .



Chapter III
MACROECONOMIC MODEL FOR THE BANGIADESH ECONOW

The first step in seeking to understand the func-
tioning of a system is to build a theoretical
modeI. At1 models are inevitably simplifications
of reality, and the model builder seeks to capture
the fundamental feature of the system being stud-
ied"

J. Johnston (1984, F2)

3.1 INTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a macroeconomic

model for the Bangladesh economy. It is an attempt to

describe the structure of the economy with all its multi-di-
mensional complexities in terms of a system of equations or

functions relating to the various sectors of the economy.

In addition to a better understanding of the structure of

the Bangladesh economy, the model would also enable us to

discern more clearly than is otherwise possibte the major

economic linkages22 among various sectois, sub-sectors, and

economic agents in Lhe economy, and to evaluate quantita-

tively the relative 'strengths' of those linkages. Further-

more, such a quantitative framework may be effectively
applied Lo get important insights as to how and why the eco-

22 Concentration on only economic Iinkages here should not
be taken as though only these linkages matter" Often
non-economic linkages exert much greater influences and
predominate over economic linkages in several areas. But
exploration of these are not the focus of this study.

A
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For expositional clarity, the macroeconomic model pre-

sented below has been subdivided into four major sub-models,

each of which is in turn divided into several blocks.23 The

four major sub-models are: (1) production or supply; (2)

expenditure or demand; (3) government policy variables; and

(4) prices and wages. The model is a simultaneous equation

system in nature, with interrelationships and feedbacks

among variables both within each sub-model and across the

sub-mode1s.

3.1,1 Nature of the Model

The model has been constructed to integrate three main

ideas that are already mentioned in chapter one. The first
is that macroeconomic relationships should be postulated

based on economic theoretic propositions. In particular,

marcoeconomic behavioral relationships, whenever possible,

given microeconomic rationale. However, buitding a complete

and logicaIly consistent microeconomic rational-e for the

macroeconomic relations, based upon'choice-theoretic' for-
mulation, is not attempted here.

this study either. Neither it
It is not an objective of

is thought to be necessary.

2s This does not imply that the model is block-recursive.
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"Macroeconomic model should be regarded as a separate enti-
ty, that is, as more than just the aggregation of microeco-

nomic theories or a characterization of empirical regulari-
ties" (Masson, et aI;1 980, p12), Macroeconomics is a blend

of shrewed reasoning about aggregate behavior, theorizing
from empirical regularities, 'as if' reasoning from microe-

conomic theory¡ âs well as rigorous aggregation from indi-
vidual optimizíng behavior. As such the macroeconomic model

must be seen as a whole, not just as concatenation of single

equations. Our proposed macroeconomic model has four types

of agents: households, firms, banks, and the government 
"

The behavioural specification of each agent must be consis-

tent across the group.

The second idea is that the macroeconomic model should

allow for the possibility of disequilibrium in some mar-

kets" 2a It is well known that studies such as Patin-

kin(1956), Clower(1965), Leijonhufvud(1968) and Barro and

Grossman (1971 ) have provided a more solid theoretical
rational-e for the existence of a Keynesian type consumption

function and for the existence of unemployment" In the

short run, adjustments are made through quantities as well

as through prices, a central idea in Keynes(1936), where the

Ieve1 of activity appears as an adjustment variable just as

much as the interest rate or other price variables(nenassy;

24 For an excellent synthesis of research on disequilibrium
macro analyses in open economies, see Cuddington r êt
al ( 1 984 ) . AIso, see Benassy( 1 986) for analytics of
macroeconomic models within a non-walrasian nethodology"
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1986). It is well known that the exist,ence of disequilibri-
um in both labour and commodity markets are very common in

most developing countries"

The third, and perhaps somewhat less important, idea is

that the macroeconomic model should account explicitly for

balance-sheet and flow-of-funds constraints as emphasized by

Christ(1968) and Brainard and Tobin(1968), among others"

"Àny logicaIIy consistent macroeconomic model must have the

property that the behavioral relationships it includes are

compatible with Lhe underlying budget constraints facing the

decision makers in the economy" (Turnovsky, 1977 rp38) .2s

These constraints apply to both private and to public sec-

tors.

It is generally accepted that the treatment of 'expecta-

tions' and 'lag structure' is critical in any macroeconomic

mode1"26 In this model individual agents are postulated to

Although Christ and others have demonstrated that Keyne-
sian multipliers formulated are mistaken because they
ignore budget constraints, Sargent(1979) rejects this and
demonstrates that the "textbook Keynesian model is total-
Iy immune from this charge"(p108).

Às indicated at the beginning, the current state of eco-
nomic theory offers very littl-e help on the question of
correct functional form and the appropriate Iag struc-
ture. "Economic theory is mostly about equilibrium situ-
ations and contains little in the Ìray of sysÈematically
developed dynamic theory. Thus it cannot be expected to
yield strong insights about lag structure. Nor can it be
expected to indicate the correct functional
form" (Johnston 1 984; p501 ) " Certain amount of interac-
tion between theory and data, therefore, would be both
inevitable and desirable. For an entertaining and
enlightening treatment of this interaction process, see
Leamer(1978). AIso, see Klein(1982) on the role of eco-
nomic theory in macroeconometric modelling.
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form their 'expectations' on the basis of a limited set of.

information: the set of information that is available to the

agent at the tlme of decision making. Since agents have

incomplete or imperfect knowledge about the complete or

'true' model and since their expectations are on the average

different from the model's predictions, the expectations

formation mechanism is not 'rational'. The 'nonrationality'
of expectations leads to expectation errors, which in Lurn

produce disequilibrium in the system. Furthermore, agents

here form expectations not only on price signals, but on

quantity signals as well. I^Iith respect to the lag structure
both due to adjustments and to the formation of expecta-

tions, they are represented by simple lagged values" Some

general remarks about the lag structure and expectation for-
mation mechanisms assumed for economic agents in this study

are in order "

The structural equaLions system developed in this chapter

is assumed to be characterized by short-run flow equilibri-
um. This is a temporary state in the process of moving

towards the long-run equilibrium, which is continually being

disturbed by various exogenous shocks as weII as by the

internal dynamics of the system. As such the current state

may be described as in disequilibrium since both stock and

flow demands are not equal to corresponding supplies. A

simple one period lag structure has been introduced into the

most structural- relationships to capture this disequilibrium
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The main reason for such lags or implied

adjustment functions are as follows: ( i ) psychological

(u.g,, due to the force of. habit or inertia), (ii) techno-

logical(e"g., the long gestation period for newly installed

capital goods), (iii) institutional (""9., contractual obli-
gations in labour market or in money market), and (iv) the

uncertainty about the future course of prices, interest
rates, etc "

The details about the derivation of the postulated rela-

tions or adjustment functions for each behavioral functions

are not provided" In the relevant cases, only the underly-

ing specific adjustment model(s) is identified" The models

adopted here are the adaptive expectation2T model (cagan

1956, Friedman 1957), the stock-adjustment2s model(Nerlove;

1958), and a purely 'ad hoc' expectation formation mecha-

nism. For some behavioral representation a combination of

these models has been adopted. The specific form of the

adjustment function and the derived behavioral function wiII

depeno upon the particular model(s) chosen. Here an attempt

is made to show the derivation of the general forms of the

behavioral functions specified in this chapter based on the

adjustment models mentioned above.

27 Due to uncertainty about the future course of the vari-
able. À1so known as the 'error learning' process.

Due to inertia, rigidity, contractual obligations, cost
of changes, etc. Also known as partial adjustment model.

28
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the desired levet of variabLe Y(t), denoted by Y(t)'h

upon a vector of exogenous variables z(L) and a vec-

expected variables X(t)@, which may or may not be

in any particular model:

= Øo + Øt z(t) + Øz x(t)ø + u(t) F.i

Suppose, Y(t)* follows the partial or stock adjustment pro-

cess, which may be represented as follows:

Y(r) Y(t-1) = T F"2

where ¡ 'y, such that O < lz I

adjustment. Tf 7 = 1, it means instantaneous adjustment or

y(t) = y(t)*, and if I = 0, it means that nothing changes or

static adjustment or Y(t) = v(t-1). The adjustment coeffi-

cient a priori may have either positive or negative values.

For example, in case of demand analysis, a positive coeffi-

cient reflects Houthakker-Taylor ( 1 970 ) habit formation or

the need for more than one year to adjust actual realized

quantity to desired level" Implicitly, âD assumption of

geometric distributed lag structure for the adjustment pro-

cess is also made here. On the other hand, a negative

adjustment coeff icient indicates a Houthakker-Taylor inven-

tory effect. The stock built up from the previous periods

realized quantity diminishes the demand for current goods.

1t may be noted here that the Houthakker-Taylor inventory

effect cannot be derived exactly from the neoclassical theo-

ry. Also note that, in some cases the two opposing effects
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might cancel each other, leaving an insignificant coeffi-
cient of adjustment despite the presence of significant
adjustments "

After simple algebraic manipulation the above two equa-

tions can be reduced to

y(t) = 7Øo + tØt Z(t)

+ (l

(i) Suppose, x(t)t follows

cess, which may be represented

tØz x(t)ø

t) Y(t-1) + v(t)

the adaptive

as follows:

x(t) - x(r-1

x(r-i)

expectation pro-

)ø )>

F.4

specified as x(t)ø -
in which case the imme-

would imply x(t)E =

F.3

where, v(t) = 7 u(t). Now, in our model the expected vari-

able, X(t)ø, may follow either (i) the adaptive expectation

process, or (ii) the partial or stock adjustment process, or

(iii) a purely ad hoc process.

ofr

x(t)ø
x(t)ø

x(t-1)o
ß I fi

L

= ß<<

ß)þ

where, ß, such that O < lnl
of expectation, and i = 0r1r2r".."fl. If ß = 1, or X(t)ø =

x(t), expectations are realized immediately and fullyr2s and

if, on the other hand, ß = 0, expectations are static. Sub-

stituting equation F"4 into F.3, v¡e obtain

v(t) = tØo + tØt z(t) + 'rØzß (l - ß) ì x(t-i.)E
I
L

2s Equation F.4 may alternatively be
X(t-1)ø = ß (< X(t-l) - X(t-1)r >)r
diate realization of expectation
x(r-1) "
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If. the higher powers

decline geometrically

may be written as:

Alternat iveIy,
F"5 becomes:3o

of ( I ß) are ignored

for more distant past,

v(t) F.5

since they

equation F"5

Y(t) = lØo + tØtz(t) +

applying Kyock transformation, equation

F"6

Y(r-2)

F"7

where, w(t) = v(t) (l ß) v(t).
(ii) On the other hand if x(t)ø follows a partial or stock

adjustment process similar to the dependent variable Y(t),

then f or x(t) vre may have

F.8

wheres d¡ such thaL 0 < lol
adjustment for x(t). Expressing equation F.8 in terms of

x(t)ø and substituting into equation F.3, the third genreral

form is obtained for behavioral specification:

v(t) = 1Øo + tØt z(t) + tØz/a x(t) rØz(1 - o)/o x(t-1)

so Note that the variable x(t) in equation F.7 will be
replaced by x(t-1 ), if the adaptive expectation hypothe-
sis in equation F.4 is stated alternatively, as indicated
in the f ootnot.e above"
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F"9

(iii) Finally, a purely'ad hoc'expectation model may be

that the expected value of x(t) is simply the current value

of X(t) if it is known in advanced or if the agent has a

clear knowledge about the iuture, or it is given by the past

year' s value of x( t ) :

x(t)ø = X(t) oF, X(t)@ = X(t-1 F"10

Note that this implies, in terms of previous discussion,

either ß = 1 or û = 1, that is instantaneous adjustment pro-

cess. Às such the general form of the equation will be as

follows:

v(t) = f << z(t), x(t) or x(t-1), Y(t-1) >) F.11

It may be noted here that the adaptive and partial expecta-

tion adjustment models although similar in appearance( equa-

tion F.6 and F.9), are conceptually very much different. We

have seen above that depending upon the specific adjustment

and expectation processes, the corresponding derived struc-
tural relationship wiIl take either one of the general

forms: F"6, F"7, F"9, or F.10

The macroeconomic model developed in this chapter has aII

the five main distinguishing features, which according to

ChaIlen and Hagger(1983; p3) are the major characLeristic

features of what the authors prefer to call the "KK(short

for Keynes-Ktein) macroeconometric system". These features



are as follows: the product market

wide, allowing for the existence of di

more sectors within the economyl the

discrete time; it is a dynamic model;

some non-linear relations, although,

suitable transformation linearity is

putational difficulties; and finaIly,

tic"
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always clears economy

sequilibrium in one or

model is formulated in

the model incorporates

in this study, with

retained to avoid com-

the model is stochas-

However, there are substantial differences both with

respect to scope and importance of behavioral relationships

between the present macro model and the standard so-called

KK-macro model widely used in both developed and developing

country studies. Among major differences, one is that the

present model explicitly recognizes that the availability of

inputs in a developing country like Bangladesh is at least

as important as demand factors in determining aggregate out-

put. The supply side has been emphasized by disaggregating

the output sector into several key sub-sectors(nlein, 1965,

1978)" The extent of sectoral disaggregation, however, has

teen dictated by the special characteristic features

describing the economy and also by the objectives of this

study"3l In addition to the supply side details, the model

stresses the role played by the institutional factors, gov-

ernment policy variables, 'duality', food shortage, balance

of payments problem, etcetera, each of which have their own

way of producing shocks and imbalance in the economy. In

31 The objectives are outlined in chapter one above.
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the following sections the complete specification of macroe-

conomic relat.ionships are given along with their theoreLical

underpinings, both for individual relations and for inter-

connections and feedbacks among various sectors in the mod-

eI" The model contains in all 101 equations of which 55 are

stochastic--behavioral and quasi-behavioral--and the rest

are identities, definitions and equilibrium conditions"

À11 variables throughout this study refer to current time

period magnitudes, real or nominal, unless otherwise men-

tioned. In case of a lagged variable a subscript -i, where

i = 112r.. indicates number of periods lagged, is added.

FinalIy, all variables are measured in constant taka32 with

1972/73=100 as the base year, unless otherwise mentioned.

3.2 PRODUCTION OR SUPPLY SUB-MODEL

3.2"1 Introduction

In the literature production or supply constraints are

widely considered to be much more relatively important in

the developing countries33 than in the developed countries.

In fact the traditional macroeconomic models for developing

countries--al1 emphasize supply considerations only. À

detailed study of the supply side is now considered not only

imperative, but a new frontier in modern macroeconomic mod-

32 Taka, in short
1972. Before
rency-name.
exchange rate

Rao( 1952) is33

Tk, is the domestic currency name since
1972 rupee, or in short 'Rs', was the cur-
In 1984 the domestic quasi-free market

vis-a-vis US$ had been US$1 = 30 takas.

one of the early studies along this line,
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countries (KIein,

This section considers domestic production relationships

for the Bangladesh economy. Total output. is first disaggre-

gated into three broad secLors: ( i ) Àgr iculture; ( i i )

Industry; and (iii) Services. Each sector is in turn divid-

ed into a number of. sub-sectors, the choice of disaggrega-

tion being determined by several factors, of which one is

their importance as either suppliers or users of foreign

exchange resources. The divisions are as follows: Agricul-

tural sector produces (1) Foodgrains, which include rice and

wheat, (2) Jute, and (3) "A1I other" agricultural outputs;

Industrial sector consists of (4) ManufacturiDgrsa and (5)

Construction; and Service sector includes (6) Infrastruc-

ture, which includes public utilities, transportation, and

communication, Q) Trade and Banking (and insurance), (8)

Housing (ownership of dwellings), and (9) other Services,

including public administration and defence"

It is postulated that there exist a real value added pro-

duction function for the producing sectors outlined above"

At the sectoral Ievel, it has been demonstrated in the lit-

erature that the gross sectoral output is properly a func-

tion of intermediate inputs, labour and capital inputs--a1l

sector designated(xlein, 1978) " Furthermore, it has been

34 Bangladesh has a very small
about 0.001 percent of GDP
under manufacturing sector

mining sector (value
in 1982/83), which is
in this study.

added is
i nc luded
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emphasized that in an open economy, intermediate imports

must be treated like primary factor inputs even at the

aggregate level. Nevertheless for a predominantly primary

commodity producing economy like Bangladesh with very 1ittle

inter-sectoral flows r 
3 s value added postulate may not be an

unreasonable one.

In general macroeconomic models contain production of

value added in some sectors expressed in the form of demand

rather than supply relationships. The explanatory variables

in these sectors are elements of aggregate final demand.

However, Behrman and KIein(1970) have demonstrated that

these equations can still be seen as some transformations of

an input-output type of production process.

the system may be written in matrix form as:

lr -Al . [vsi] = [ri]

For instance,

where, A is the inter-industry flow coef

[cri j ] , Ygi's are gross sectoral output, and

demands for sector í=112r r?, n" By invert

sion we obtain

F.12

ficient matrix

Fi's are final
ing the expres-

35 Alauddin and MuIes(1980) estimates a very high "retention
ratio" (89.1 2 percent in 1977 /78 ) for the Bangladesh
agriculture. This implies that in 1977/78, only about 11
percent of the total output generated by final demand for
the output of this sector found its way to the non-agri-
cultural sectors. The study further indicates that there
is only about 27 percent inflow and outflow of intermedi-
ate inputs and outputs into and from agriculture respec-
tively, during the period 1972/73-77 /78. Finally, an
examination of the Bangladesh input-output tables also
indicate that inter-industry flows are indeed very insig-
nificant.See, tim(1968) and Planning Commission (1975) .
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l{e assume that
gross output of

value added in each sector is
the corresponding secLor.3 6

F"13

proportional to

lvgil [r - A]-r " [r'i]

lsil = ßí . lygi] F "'14

Therefore, we write

Y = ßi. r u [r-a]-r , F F.15

rn other wordsreach sector's value added is a rinear func-
tion of sectoral final demand components, Fi's. Butr uDfor-
tunately regular time series observations are not available
on Fí's. However, these Fi's, which are elements of
GNP ( c on sumpt i on , investment, government expenditures,
exports, and imports) demanded by each sector, can be

approximated by replacing them serectively in each equation

by GNP elements that are closely related to yi's. It is in
this sense that the demand determined varue-added production

system may be seen as some transformation of input-output
relat i onship. From these considerations, Behrman and

Krein(1970) suggest that these are not purely demand rera-
tionships, but are based on production or supply side con-

siderations. But, admittedly these demand-oriented func-
tions do not go far enough to incorporate suppty factors
into the moder" rn this study, such demand determined pro-

36 The coefficient ß for agriculture has been estimated to
be 0.797 and 0.807 for the years 1972/73 and 1977/78
respectivery. The figures are carcurated from Table rrA
and IIB in Alauddin and Mu1es(1978).
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duction relations are limited to the services sector only,

In other secLors supply side considerations are int.roduced

in greater detail and with sufficient disaggregation. The

key sectoral- production functions are specified in the tra-
ditional form" Individual sectoral production relations and

their rationale are given under appropriate sections below"

3 "? "2 GNP Identities

The identities or definitional equations ¡ given below,

simply state that the value added at various levels of

aggregation is a sum of the relevant elements of the produc-

tion sector "

Ygd=Yag+Ymf+Ycn+Ysr
Yag=Yfd+Yjt+Yoa
Ysr=Yin+Ytb+Yho+YoS
Y =Ygd+(un/p)
Ygn=Y (tiA SUB) / P

Yna=Ygd-Yag

2"1

2"2

2"3

2.4

2.5

2"6

where, Ygd is real gross domestic product(GDP); Y is real

gross national product(GNP) at market prices; Ygn is real

GNP at factor costs; Yag is real value added in total agri-
cultural sectors; Yfd is real value added in food-grains

sector; Yjt is real value added in jute(cash-crop) sector;

Yoa is real value added in 'other agriculture' sector; Ymf

is real value added in total manufacturing sectors; Ycn is
real value added in construction sector; Ysr is real value
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added in Lotal services sector; Yin is real value added in

' infrastructure' sector; Ytb is real value added in trade

and banking sector; Yho is rea-L value added in housing ser-
vices sector; Yos is real value added in 'other services'
sector; Yna is real valued added in aIl non-agricultural
sectors; NR is net factor income from abroad defined as net

pr ivate remittances (upR) less net factor income pay-

ment(Nrrp) expressed in current domestic currency prices

using the nominal exchange rate; and Tid is indirect taxes;

SUB is government subsidies to agriculture and other sec-

tors; and P is the general price leveI"

3 "2 " 3 Aqricultural Product,ion

Short.-run fluctuations of agricultural output in Bangla-

desh are caused to a large extent by changes in climatic and

weather conditions" These conditions enter into agricultur-
al production f unction as limiting f actors. Hor+ever, given

these limiting factors there sti1l exist substantial scope

for increased aggregate production in the short-run, partic-
u1arly through efficient utilization of other inputs,

increased investment, the availability of key inputs and

services, and the removal of market barriers. At individual
crop level the annual fluctuations in the production of a

particular crop or a group of crops are mainly influenced by

economic considerations. Here the major inputs Iike land,

labour and ferLilizers can be shifted among various types of.
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crops and the farmers may switch in between crops in

response to changes in relative prices and profitabilitysT

thereby contributing to iluctuations in output..

Total agricultural sector, as mentioned above, is divided

into three broad output groups, namely: food-grains(which

include rice and wheat), jute, and "aI1 other" agricultural
outputs (includingtB forestry, livestock, and fisheries) "

This disaggregation !¡as done in view of the fact that the

rate of growth of food-grains production has been a critical
constraints3e in the development process of the Bangladesh

economy and that jute is not only the major cash cropao but

also is the major foreign exchange earning commodity4 1 for

the country" In explaining the production of food-grains

and juter âcreage under crops and yield per acre have been

considered separately" The farmers' responses, and alloca-
tion decision among these two crops are accounted for by the

Nerlovian adjustment mechanism" Details of this mechanism

Several studies provide evidence that farmers do respond
to market signals. See, in particular, Schultz(1964),
Nerlove(1958), Behrman(1968) and Krishna (1967) .

In 1982/83, these three together contributed 21"15 per-
cent of total agricultural value-added"

3s The country has been running on an average 10 percent
food deficit for more than a decade now.

40 Over 90 percent of the crop is marketed in Bangladesh,
mainly for export.

41 In 1982/83, ravr jute and jute goods exports together con-
tributed over 70 percent of total merchandise exports
earnings in real terrn. The share $¡as over 80 percent
before the independence and during the first half of. the
seventies (world Bank: 1 984 ) "

37

38
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the litera-and its rationale

ture (tterlove 1958 ,

has been weII addressed in

Krishna 1963, Behrman 1968).

3"2"3"1 Foodgraíns Production

Total area under food-grainsa 2 is expected to respond

positively to expected relative farm-gate price of food-

grains, reLative yield, and the government procurement price

variables, respectively, and negatively to food-grains rela-
tive 'price risk' and the expected relative prices of input

Lo output. It is well known that jute and food-grains are

competing crops in Bangladesh" Land, labour and agricultur-
aI equipment are readily inter-changeable between the two

with low transaction costs. The competition between these

two crops is modeled by incorporating relative price and

yield var iables " Government procurement price policy in

Bangladesh became an effective policy instrument in boosting

production only in recent years, hence, a Þriori, Lhe vari-
able is not expected to be significant. Jute is the major

cash crop for farmers in the country. Àssuming that farmers

42 As mentioned earlier 'food-grains' in our case include
all varieties of Rice(namely, aus, aman, and baro) and
wheat, contributing on the average nearly 55 percent of
total agricultural value added in the early eighties.
Clearly 'food-grains' is by far the largest single output
category in terms of share in total GDP(on the average 30
percent of GDP during the same period) " Among rice and
wheat, the latter's contribution has been insignificant
with some indication of momentum beginning in the later
part of the seventies(the contribution of wheat averaged
less than 0.6 percent of total value added in rice and
wheat until mid-seventies and since then has grown to
over 6 percent in early eighties by-passing the contribu-
tion of jute qrop into cDP)(world Bankr 1984).
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t.o keep their cash income(from jute and other cash

crops) relaLively const,ant, a 3 an increase in jute yield is
expected to have a positive effect on food-grains acreage

and vice versa, ceter i s par ibus. However , an increase in

food-grains yierd, given that food-grains is a subsistence

cropr ñêy induce farmers to prant more substitute crops(cash

crops), reducing acreage for the former. The resulting
ambiguity in the sign of rerative yield variabre is removed

by considering institutional factors and historical behavior

pattern of farmers in response to high unemployment and

price uncertainty in the post-harvest seasons, indicating
that farmers tend to hedge their risk by planting food-

c rops .

Acreage decision is also affected by various agronomic

variables that affect soil moisture contentr ßêinIy, water

from irrigation (measured by the proportion of area under

irrigation) and rainfall during the sowing months. separate

data on these variables are not available, hence are not

included in the estimated equation" FinalIy, since the pos-

sibilities of bringing new areas under cultivation is limit-
ed in Bangladesh, any increase in acreage must come either
in the form of land development or increasing croppin.g

intensity or by substitution of jute-crop land and the rand

used for 'other'agricultural production. Therefore, in

case of forecasting future values, a ceiling const.raint on

43 Mahmood(1985)
sis.

found empirical support for this hypothe-
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LoLal acreage may have to be imposed"

Due to both technological and institutional constraints

and to some extent psychological reasons, it is postulated

that farmers in Bangldesh follow a partial adjustment frame-

work about their acreage decision" For the price expecta-

tion variables, a purely 'ad hoc' expectation process is
assumed--expected relative prices are simply the correspond-

ing lagged prices. One exception is for the expected price

of fertilizer input" Since fertilizer is supplied by the

government at a pre-announced fixed price, the expected

price of it is simply the current price"

Once the acreage decision is taken, the food-grains yield
per acre depend negatively on the expected relative price of

inputs to output, and on various agronomic variables, such

as the proportion of area under irrigation and the amount of

rainfall during the growing season, etc" À key input vari-
able, fertilizer, has been provided with high government

subsidy, and the availability of the same has been an impor-

tant. limiting factor for production over the sample period"

The total fertilizer used per acre is expected to have a

positive effect on the yield for obvious reasons, ceteris
paribus.aa For the rainfall variable, since excessive rain-
faII leads to floods, and insufficient rainfall to droughts

and the effects on yield of the two are not symmetric--

44 The implied monotonic
retically sound since
sooner or later.

rel-at ionship, however , i s not theo-
diminishing returns will set in
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draught is assumed to be worse than excessive rainfall-- a

Gamma type distribution is assumed to be appropriate. a s

AvailabiliLy of bank credits to farmers may induce higher

yields by providing the required cash and incentives to

invest and also by smoothing the cash-flow problem of farm-

ers. A time trend is added to capture the effects of left-

out variables such as technological changes on the yields.

Finally, the product of yield and acreage provides an esti-
mate of total production of food-grains. After solving for
partial adjustments in acreage decision and substituting for

expectational variables for relative prices the postulated

equation for food-grains production sector may be written,
which in terms of our previous discussion follows the gener-

al form as spec i f ied in equat ion F. 1 1 above r âs follows: a 6

45 The Gamma distribution betr,¡een yield(YL) and rain-
fa11(nNf') is given by the following: In YL = d ß RNF +
7ln RNF" Note that if symmetry is assumed, normal dis-
tribution would be appropriate. See, Lahiri and
Roy(1985) for details.

4 6 An alternat ive r{ay of modell ing thi s sector would be to
estimate a standard production function of Cobb-Douglas
type with constant returns to scaler âs follows:

Yfd = Y1 [ rag, RNF, FT, CIf , Tw' t ]

y¡here, Lag is labour in agriculture, TW is number of
tube-weIls used for irrigation purpose (or, total area
irrigated may be substituted instead) and CIf is cropping
intensity (measured as the share of total cultivated area
as a proportion of total cropped area). Note, that by
invoking neo-classical optimization behaviour Lhis equa-
tion can be solved to derive input demand functions for
the sector. See, PIDE(1983) for modelling agriculture
along this 1ine.
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ACf = fr I @r/Pj)-t,

ç1 c2 ç4LtLt!

ylf = fz[ Cnag/eag,

f ' , f ', f 5

Qf = ACf 'k YLf

PR,t = 0,25ì SD( t-i ) ;
L

ßr.t/vr,j ) - r , PRf /PRj,

Àcf-r> Pfg, Ptt/(pf)-r
, and f5

FT/ACf , Pfr/(Pf)-t,

exp<<ßRNF + 7ln RNF>>, t,

, and f6

, Dlt ]

f6

rl

2"7

2"8Dz

f4

where, ÀCf is acreage of food-grains; YLf is food-grains

yield per acre; YLj is jute yield per acre; Pfg is govern-

ment procurement price for food-grains; CRag is total bank

credits to agricultural sector; Pag is agricultural price

index or deflator; 0f is total domestic food-grains produc-

tion; FT is fertilizers used in agriculture; t is a time

trendî Ðtr is a dummy variable taking the value of one dur-

ing the post-independence period 1972/73-1982/æ and of zero

otherwise; Pf is price of food-grains(growers); Pj is price

of jute(growers); RNF is average rainfall in Bangladesh; Pft

is price of f ertilizer; and PRf a¡rd PRj are the 'price risk'
variables for food-grains and jute, respectively to capture

the farmers' responses and preferences due to variations in

prices, measured as a four-year moving average of standard

deviation(So) of monthly farm-gate price of the respective

c rop:

2.9

where, i = 11213r4 (2"7 "1)

The a priori sign of the partial derivatives are indicated

below each equation, where, for example in equation 2.7, f1
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is the partial- derivative(or elasticity, when in double-1og

form) of food-grains acreages relative to the 1st right-hand

side variable-- relative food-grains price(pf/pj), f2 is the

partial derivative(or elasticity, when in double-1og form)

of food-grains acreages relative to the 2nd right-hand side

variable-- the relative yield variable(vrt/vlj), and so on.

Several components of aggregate demand are defined and

their behavioral relationships specified under appropriate

sections below. Lack of reliable data, however, do not per-

mit us to estimate separate demand relationships for domes-

tic food-grains " A demand function for imported food-

grains, however, has been estimated separately in the

foreign sector block. The identity describing the total
availability of food-grains in any period is given by the

following:

TQf = Qfø + QMf + QSf-ri Qfø = (l - 0.10) * 8f 2.10

where, TQf is total availability of food-grains, QMf is
total food imports, and (QSf)-r is stock of food-grains at

the beginning of the period. Total domesLic food-grains

production is adjusted by 10 percent for seeds, wasLages

etc. This equation coupled with the demand side determines

the food-grains price.

3.?"3"2 ilute Productíon:

The acreage

been specified

and yield equations for jute production has

along the same lines as for food-grains.
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Acj = fs[ (

Ytj = f.q t

On the demand side there are

export demand, and stock demand,

tity for the raw jute sector is

ej" = gJmf + gxj + ASTj ; Oj

where, QJmf is domestic jute-mi

demand and ASTj is changes in

domestic production of raw jute

Pj/Pf-) - t, ftr,j/vr.f) - t, PRj, ACj- r,

Pjg-r, Pf.t/ (pj)-r, DCi, Dtt l

f', fo, and fs

CRag/Pag , FT/Acj, Pfr / @j) - t,

exp<<ßRNF + 71n RNF>), t , Dt tf
f, , fr, fu, and f6

2 .11

2.12

Oj = Àcj * YLj 2"13

Where, ACj is acreage of jute; DCi is a dummy variable to

capture the effect of direct government controls over rav¡

jute trade; Pjg is government procurement price for jute;

PRj is 'price risk' variable for juteaT as defined

above(equation 2"7.1). In case of jute acreage decision the

own 'price risk' is the relevant variable rather than the

relative price risk, since jute is a cash crop in Bangladesh

and farmers responds quickly to jute price variability by

adjusting acreages.

jute-miIls demand, raw jute

and the demand-supply iden-

given by the following:
@ = (l .10) 0j 2"14

IIs' demand, QXj is export

stock of raw jute. Total

is adjusted by 10 percent

47 Since jute price shows marked fluctuations at farm-gate
level, a 'price risk' variable should be included in the
acreage equation(Just, 1975). Àhammed(1980), and Rah-
man(1981) incorporated a risk variable in their jute sim-
ulation models for Bangladesh and both have found the
variable to be significant.
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for seeds, wastages, etc.

The gross outputs of food-grains and jute are relat.ed Lo

respective value-added by Lhe following equations:
yfd = ûrs ( pt * gtw / pf73 ); 0 < sis
yjt = û16 ( pj * ej* / pjzs ); 0 < dre

Where, Yfd and Yjt are real value added in food-grains and

jute crop sectors, Pf7 3 and Pj z a are base year (1972/73)

price of food-grains and jute, and dt 4 and û I s are the

'coefficients of proportionality' between the real value

added and gross real output for food-grains and jute,

respect iveIy.

3.2.3.3 AIl Ot,her Agricultural Froduction:

Production in 'al1 other' agricultural sectoras is
lated to be mainly demand determined:

Yoa = f 5<< C, Ig, CRag/Pag , Dt t )>

f1 and f2

postu-

2.15

Where, Yoa is value-added in all other agriculture, C is

aggregate real consumption; Ig is real pubJ-ic investment;

CRag is the volume of bank credits available to the agricul-

tural sector; and Pag is price index for agriculture. It is

48 '411 other' agricultural outputs include value added in
agricultural crops except rice, wheat and jute(for exam-
pIe, vegetables, sugarcane, tea, spices, pulses, fruits,
oiI seeds, etcetera), and in forestry, livestock, and
fishery. Total value added in these categories as a pro-
portion of value added in total agriculture comes to 1it-
tle over 40 percent, in current prices, for the year
1982/83, of which livestock, fishery and forestry togeth-
er constitute approximately 26 percent(worId Bank: 1984).
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expecLed that all other agricultural production wiIl respond

positively to aggregate demand variables, probably with most

I i kely un i tary elast ic i t ies . TotaI public investment in

general will have positive impact on agricultural produc-

tion" However, the response to real bank credit is not

unambiguous, since the sign of the coefficient is partly
dependent upon whether the variable dominates production as

a supply side variable or as a demand side variable. As a

supply side variable the effect is very likeIy to be neg-

ative, since any increase in agricultural credits wilI gen-

erate greater efforts at the subsistance crop, food-grains,

and the major cash crop, jute, diverting at least part of

the resources away from production of other agricultural
goods.

Finally, total agricultural
lowing identity:

output is given by the fol-

Yag=Yfd+Yjt+Yoa 2.16

3.2"4 IndusÈrial Production

Industrial production is composed of manufacturing and

construction" This particular breakdown of industrial pro-

duction has been mainly dictated by the nature of production

and the availability of data. A more appropriate breakdown,

given the structure of the economy, would have been either
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large-sca1e manufact.uring and smaIl-scaIe manufacturing or

jute-manufacturing, non-jute manufacturing and others.

Since government plays a significant role in domestic capi-

tal formation and ovrns a major share of the industrial sec-

tor, yet another alternative breakdown would have been along

the Iine of private and public ownership of production pro-

cesses" Neither of these alternatives can be considered

here mainly due to the non-availability of rel-evant data.

On the other hand the breakdown adopted here, however, has

some advantages" with respect to various input classifica-
tions there will be relatively less aggregation bias. Fur-

thermore, distortions in both factor marketsas and in output

markets from private and public sources will be in most cas-

es more uniform along the industry-breakdown adopted here.

It is important to note, at

of having sectoral production

to predict labour employed, as

nomic models. Our main object

is to predict output"

the outset, that the purpose

function in this model is not

is the case in most macroeco-

ive for having these relations

3.2.&.1 ManufacturÍng Production

Trade unions are active and successful mostly in manufac-
turing, particularly in large-scale manufacturing. Gov-
ernment's minimum wage law is also mostly effective in
this sector. While a large part of manufacturing sector
is government owned, the construction section is rnostly
privately owned.

49
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The functional specification for production technology in

this secLor is assumed to be of neo-classical type.5o Uti-
lized total capital stock, and employed labor are assumed to

be the major input variables. The production function for

the manufacturing is postulated as follows:

Ymf = fs << (CUmfoKmf ), Lmf , t, DD, Dzr

0 < f r

Where, Kmf is real capital stock in manufacturing; Lmf is

labour employed in manufacturing; Dn is a dummy variable for

the nationalization of major industries in 1973; and CUmf is

an index of capacity utilization rate in manufacturing. The

real capital stock is determined by the following equation:

Kmf = (l ßre) * (nmf )_r + Imf ; 0 < ßta 2 "18

where, ßt e is the rate of deprecation of the capital stock;

and Imf is aggregate real investment in manufacturing.

The specific structure of the production technol-ogy is left
open for empirical verification. Past studies on Bangladesh

have found evidence of either constant returns to scale or

decreasing returns to scale in manufactur ing. One

study(Hussain, 1972) also found the absence of technological

progress in the sector.

The capacity of real value added in manufacturing is
defined by the 'trend-through-the-peaks' method.si One obvi-

50 Sorne earlier studies on Bangladesh manufacturing technol-
ogy provides empirical support for such a representation.
See, for example, Rahman (1973) , Hussa in(1972) , and Rash-
id(1e83).

Also called "Wharton School Method", in which output
peaks are connected linearly and the ensuing path denotes

51
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ous problem with this approach is that some of the peak

points will not represent the true maximum output.s2 Hol¡-

ever, Do attempt is being made here to adjust for, if âDyr

such distortions. The capacity utilization rate(CUmt) is
the actual value added obtained in a period as a percentage

of the calculated capacity value added for that period.

In equation 2"17, it is assumed that the'utilization
factor' is more important with capital than with other input

factors" Studies on several developing countries have dem-

onstrated that there is substantial underutilization of cap-

ital in the manufacturing industries of these economies.s3

Since, "utilized capital" is the appropriate capital input

variable in the production function, therefore it is quite
justified to have the utilization factor with the capital
stock input" But the same should be the case with labour

input too, as well as with other inputs, if êDy, in the pro-

duction function. However, as Evans(1969) pointed out, the

Iabour input would have already been adjusted if it is
expressed in terms of man-hours. The exact form of trans-

the fuII capacity value added"
Alternative to this method is the 'trend method' , where
the exponential growth rate(g) of the value-added is cal-
culated, Here, capacity output(CU) is defined as

InCU=Inyo+g.t
where Yo is the observed value-added in the initial year.

For a fuIl description of this method, see Klein and pre-
ston (1967) , and for a comparison of several indicators of
capacity util izations, see Philtips ( 1 963 ) .

For exarnple , Behrman(1977 ) on Chile, I slam( 1 980 ) on Ban-
gladesh.

52

53
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formationsa of the production function due t.o capacity uti-
Iization factor is an empirical quesLion, and resulLs in
Evans show that the specification similar to equation 2.17

yields "the most reasonable results" (page 251 ) .

Empirically, it has been observed, both in developed and

developing countries, that the degree of capacity utiliza-
tion rate(CUmt) ttuctuates over time" Behrman's study (1977)

on ChiIe found that "the primary determinants of fluctua-
tions in the rates of sectoral capacity utilization in most

sectors seem to be the conditions in factor and product mar-

kets(including the state of aggregate demand)."

To explain the low rates of capacity utilízaLion, three

sets of determinants can be isolated.ss First, there are

factors such as inadequate demand, non-remunerative output

price, high-costs or non-availability of critical raw

materials, intermediate and capital goods(especially import-

ed ones), and labour unrest etc, Second, there is the fac-

tor such as the non-availability of short-term funds (bank

credits and retained earnings) " Finally, factors related to

various natural conditions, for example, râinfa11, drought

and earthquakes, also affect the capacity utilization rate.

This last set of determinants, of course, are more relevant

Other possible
Production funct

InYmf=InÀ+
In Ymf = InÀ +

See Behrman (1977

54 transformation for
ion are

(ar-azcumf) rn Lmf

cr In (CUmf .r,mf ) +

), pages 150-156 for

simple Cobb-Douglas

+ (br+bzCUmf ) ln t<mf +

dr rn (cumt.Kmf) + ß t
deta i 1s..55

ût



in the case of agricultural capacity utilization
lowing functional relat.ionship is postulated to

capacity utilization rate 1n manufacturing"

cumf = fzl NWmf/pnt, Pmr/pnt, (Mr/pmr )/vmf, v,

f1 and f2 < 0; ft, fo, and fs

where, Pmf is price of manufacturing goods;

rate for manufacturing workers; Pmr and Mr are

material prices and quantities, Y is aggregate

CRmf is bank credits to manufacturing sector"
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. The fol-
explain t.he

CRmf /pnt, Dt tl Z"lS

NWmf is wage

imported raw

demand, and

The input demand functions for the manufacturing sector

may be derived from the above production function by invok-

ing the assumption of optimizíng behavior for the produc-

ers.s6 In a developing country such as Bangladesh neoclassi-

cal investment behavior is not a realistic representation.

Investment opportunities abound and opportunity cost calcu-

lation is less important than the availability of funds.

Since the interest rate in the formal market is fixed at

below the market clearing level, excess demand exits, and as

such, credit rationing is widely applied. The unsatisfied

s6 See Varian(1984) for the derivation of input demand func-
tions under alternative assumptions regarding the produc-
tion technology and costs conditions. A related
approach, known as the labour requirements approach to
input demand, solves the production function for the
labour required, and obtains labour demand as a function
of output and other inputs in the production function:
Lmf = f<< Ymf , Kmf , ,r,
labour-adjustment model allowing gradual adjustment of
Iabour input to its equilibrium level. Using simple
stock adjustment framework the labour demand function
becomes Lmf = f<< Lmf-1, Ymf , Kmf , , r, )>. This is the
approach taken in the Brookings Model. Yet another vari-
ant of labour demand function is where desired labour is
related to the wage Ievel: Lmf = f << Lmf - 1, Wmf >).
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demand then v¡iIl have to be met by other 'sources of f unds

such as internal resources, retained earningsr private rem-

ittances from abroad, or from the informal market. Both the

level and the opportunity costs of these factors would be

relevant for the realization of actual investment. On the

other hand Lhe institutional credits and interests costs are

also important since they act as shift parameter in the mar-

ginal cost calculation.
Labour demand function for total manufact,uring:

Lmf = fa(< Nwmf/wetmf , Ymf , (eeRmk * Pmko/Nwmf ),
tr Ðzozs, Dzl

-1

InvesËment demand function for total manufacturing:

Imf = fe<< (ymf )-r, rTD, einv/WeImf , HR/em,

(Cnmt /Pmt) , Kmf - 1, DÍ¡, Dt r )> 2"21

1 > f1

Where, Pinv is investment price index, WPImf is manufactur-

ing price index, EERmk is effective exchange rate for
imported capital goods r sT Pmko is foreign currency

price(unit value) index for imported capital goods; Pm is
price index for alL imports; and rTD is interest rate on

time and savings deposits, the opportunity cost variable,

and D7e73 is a dummy variable for the period of widespread

labor unrest and political instability taking the value of 1

during 1969/70 to 1972/73 and of zero other¡vise. Note that

57 The effective exchange rate is defined as
rate(ER) adjusted for tariff rate(ti ) and
'bonus expenditure rates' (bi ) for the ith
That is, EER = ER * (l + ti + bi).

the nom i na l-
subsidies or
importables.
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this is an aggregate investment function for manufacturing

which includes both private and public investments. Strict-
Iy speaking, this amalgamation is not appropriate, given the

differences in behavioral responses and in overall- con-

straints t.he two sectors face. As such we have modelled the

private and public investment behaviors separately in the

aggregate demand block. The import demand function for

imported raw materials is modelled in the import demand

block Iater.

3"2.&.2 Construction Output

In tire absence of reliable data on sectoral capital stock

and l-abour inputs, the production function for the construc-

tion sector is not specified in the traditional form. Total

real value added in construction is determined by the aggre-

gate activity variable--gross domestic product, the relative
prices, the rate of structural changes, and by sector spe-

cific policy variables. The general form of the function

may be written as follows:

Ycn = f lo<<'Ygd, ecn/egd, Yna/Yag, I, Dcn, Dtt )>

f', ft, and f4

2 "22

where, Pcn is price deflator for construction outpuL; I is

aggregate real investment(private and public); and Dcn is a

dummy variable for government policy changes in the con-

struction industry. It is expecÈed that the output in this

sector will respond positively to aggregate economic activi-
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ty variable, Ygd, the rate of structural transformation of

the economy or the degree of urbanízation-- measured by the

ratio of non-agriculture to agriculLural output(yna/yag),

and to total investment demand in the economy. Apart from

the income effects, there may be relative price effects.
However, the sign of the effects is not unambiguous a

priori.

3.2.5 Services Production

Às in many other countries, both developed and develop-

ing, the services sector in Bangladesh has been growing at a

relatively higher rate in comparison with both the agricul-
tural and the industrial sector.ss But, particularly due to

the difficulty of measuring the services output, the diffi-
culty of obtaining data because of heterogeneity of activi-
ties in this sector, and the large role of non-profit or

s8 In almost all the developed countries, it has been
observed that, employment groÌ{s more rapidly in services
than in the rest of the economy, and in recent decades,
this is true even if we look only at nonagricultural
employment. Among others, the following are suggested as
possible causal factors for such a shift: (i) the income
elasticity of demand for services may be significantly
higlrer than that for both primary and secondary produc-
tion, (ii) output per worker has risen more rapidly in
agriculture and industry than in services, and (iii) a
differential change in the quality of labour may be a
major factor in explaining differential rates of growth
of output per worker (Fuchs , 1969) . Kravis, et al ( 1 983 )
on the other hand finds no clear evidence of income elas-
ticity differences, but observes that the services prices
rise relative to commodity prices as income rises. They
conclude that the growth of the sector is due to evolu-
tion of technology rather than lhe change in wants asso-
ciated with rising income.
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in the services sector and thenon-pr i vate

di f f iculty
served to 1

production,

organ ízat ions 5 s

of analyzing their behaviour--aI1 of these have

imit our understanding of the fact.ors affecting

employment, and productivity in this sector.60

In this study, s€rvices sector output refers to value

added in the sector. t{e have disaggregated this sector into

four broad categories of services, namely; (1 ) rnfrastruc-

ture, which includes "power, gas and water supplies", and

"transport and communication":6 1 (2) Trade and Banking,

which includes "trade services" and "banking and insurance";

(3) Housing or "ownership of dwelling"; and (4) Other servi-

ces, which include "public administration and defence" and

"Professional and miscellaneous services'r.

59 In case of Bangladesh, a significant portion of the ser-
vices sector operation is owned and controlled by the
Government, particularly after 1971 

"

For an excellent discussion of these and other important
issues relating to the service sector, see Fuchs(1969)
and Kravis, et al ( 1 983 ) "

There are disagreements among the economists as to the
proper classification of these sectors. Studies by Vic-
lor R, Fuchs on the U.S" economy(for example, in
Fuchs ( 1 965 ) ) treated 'transport and communication' as a
goods industry, while studies such as worton's(1969) on
Canada treated the same as a service industry.

On the other hand, particularly because of the special
nature of the ouLput, "powerr gâs and water supplies"r or
in short "utilities" may be treated as either goods or
services industry. The two studies mentioned above
treated them as a goods industry. In this study, it is
treated as a services industry.

60

6f
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Due to several institutional, political and sociological

factors the service secLor in Bangladesh has received rela-

tively Iarger share of investment, both private and pub-

1ic.62 we al-so observe that the sector is labour-intensive

and that the capacity in this sector can be expanded very

rapidly even in the short run(with some exceptions, such as

in the case of electricity generation) " Furthermore, the

supply of unskilled labour to the urban economy can be con-

sidered as infinitely elastic within relevant ranges¡ given

the country's very high unemployment, underemployment and

migration rate" T¡fhile skilled labour in some areas are in
scarce supplyr63 given the country's resources and existing
facilities unskilled labour can be trained rapidly, thus

making the supply curve of skilled labour quite flat.
Therefore, it could be inferred, as a good approximation,

that supply is not the determining constraint in the servi-
ces industry. Besides, the nature of the output in this
sector dictates absence of inventories" It is quite logic-

a1, therefore, to assume that the quantity of services

forthcoming in the economy is determined by the conventional

Vernardakis(1979) observes the same for Greece.

Mark Blaug's ( 1 982 ) study on unemployment among skilled
and educated popul-ation found comparatively higher unem-
ployment rate among educated(post secondary) labour
force, in urban areas. with respect to technical/skitled
labour force, there are evidences(nlaug, 1982, Islam,
1983) of"surpluses" in certain professions, such as doc-
tors, pharmacists and engineers. These "surpluses" main-
1y reflect the inadequate absorptive capacity vis-a-vis
supply of these professionals. However, in some skilled
categories, such as auto-mechanics, electricians, nurses,
etcetera, there are evidences of shortages(World Bank
1984, and Blaug 1982) "

62

63
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interact.ion of an infinitely elastic supply curve with a

downward-sloping domestic demand curve" The position of the

suppJ-y curve (or the market price of services) is dependent,

among others, on the v¡age rate, determined largely by insti-

tutional and historical rates of pay as modified from time

to time in response to changes in the institutional environ-

ment and the average product of labour in agriculturerGa and

on other input costs. with these general observations, va1-

ue added production function for four categories of services

production are modelled as follows:

Infrastructure:
Yin = f rr<< Y, Yna,/Ygd,

c, I

¡t

Banking:

Yin- 1 ,

in, pin/Pgd, Drì,

f4

D7

f3

2 "23
16 2:

2 "24

Traðe and

Ytb = f tzK Y, vna/vgd, Ptb/Pgd, Ytb-r r

f1

DDt

. E4e!

Dzr

Housíng

Yho = f rs(< Y, yna/ygd, cRho/Pho,

eho/egd, Yho- 1 , Dho, Dz

f1

r))

f4 =")'., ¡5

2 "25

0;

Ot,her Services:

Yos = f r+<< C9, Yna/Ygd, Pos/Pgd, Yos-1, Dzr 2 "26

6 4 Since the average product of labour in agriculture
affects the reservation vrage of urban labour market(See
Papanek: 1980). To be more precise, the wage level
established in the traded-goods industries--mainly agri-
culture and manufacturing--wiJ.1 determine the wages in
the industries producing non-traded goods--mainly servi-
ces.
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f1

Where, Cg is governmenL currenL expenditure; Iin is invest-

ment(private and public) in infrastructure; Dho is a dummy

variable for government policy change in housing; Pin, Ptb,

Pho, and Pos are price deflators for infrastructure, Lrade

and banking, housitg, and other services, respectively; and

CRho is bank credits to housing. It is expected that the

proxy variable, Yna/Y9d, for distribution of income and lev-

eI of urbanization will affect the services output positive-

ly. Lagged services output has been included on the assump-

tion that there is habit formation and the sign of the

adjustment coefficient is unambiguously positive since the

Houthakker-Taylor inventory effects can be ignored for most

services. Apart from the income effects--measured by the

activity variables, C, Y, and Cg--there may be relative

price effects. The sign of the effect is, however, not

cIear, a priori.

3.3 EXPE¡{DITTTRE OR DEMAND SUB-MODEL

3.3.1 Introductíon

In all traditional models for developing economies such

as in the Harrod-Domar aggregate growth modeI, Chenery-

Strout two-gap model, Lewis-Fei-Rannis surplus-Iabour model,

and the Leontief fixed-coefficient model, supply bottle-

necksG s play the major role in macroeconomic scenario.

6s Usually due to insufficient supply of capital and or for-
eign exchange.
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However, ãs we have

already indicated above, the presence of excess capacity and

the evidence of its response to aggregate demandr66 the

existence of significant short-run price responses, and the

'capacity-creation' effects of investment in addition to

Keynesian direct multiplier effectsr6T do suggest that the

exclusion of demand considerations may be very costly. In

particular this exclusion will result in a misspecified mod-

el thereby giving a distorted picture of the structure of

the economy, and the policy evaluations and prescriptions

based on such a model are bound to be biased.

This section investigates the components of aggregate

final demand" Several of these components' behavioral spec-

ifications and explanations are, however, given elsewhere in

this study mainly for convenience. For example, tax func-

tions, government current expenditures, demand for and sup-

p1y of money are studied in the following section, while we

have already encounter the investrnent function for total
manufacturing sector in the previous section.

For evidences on under-utilization of capacity see Behr-
man( 1977 ) for Chile, Lecraw( 1978 ) for Thailand, Win-
ston(1970) for Pakistan, Saxsena(1969) reported in Hea-
1ey(1972) for India, and Zaman(1980) and Is1am(1982) for
Bangladesh" In some cases under-utilization is due to
constraints such as non-availability of some critical
imported raw material, spare parts, etcetera, that have
no domestic substitutions,
See Mathur(1965), Krishna(1963), and Yotopoulas and
Nugent (1976) .

66

67
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The following identit.y gives the breakdown of aggregat.e

real consumption demand(C) into privat.e consumption

demand(Cp), and public or Government consumption demand(Cg).

c=Cp+Cg 3 "27

It is important to note t.hat the two consumption functions

must be specified separately since the underlying behavioral

responses and constraints are different for the two sectors"

For same reasons the investmenL functions for Bangladesh

must also be specified separately for public and private

investmenLs. Às such aggregate real investment demand is

composed of private gross fixed investment(rpf), public

gross fixed investment(r9f), and changes in invento-

ries(rgs), both public and private. Due to non-availability
of data on private inventories, only changes in public

inventories are considered separately here,

f = Ipf + Igf + Igs 3.28

Pr i vate

into three

total publ

i nve stmen t
Ipf = Ipa

rg = rgf

+ Ipm + Ipo

+ Igs

gross fixed investment is further disaggregated

sectoral investrnent demand components. ÀIso,

ic investment (rg) is composed of public fixed

and changes in inventories:

9{here, Ipa, Ipm,

in agriculture,
respectively,

and Ipo are private gross fixed

manufacturing, and alI other

and Igs is public investment

3 "29

3.30

i nve s tment

sectors,

in ( food )
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stocks, 6I

Finally, the foll-owing identities describe the major com-

ponents of foreign sector aggregate demand. Trade defi-
cit (ro) is defined as the difference between total
imports(U) of goods and non-factor services and total
exports(x) of goods and non-factor services, all expressed

in current taka and using the nominal exchange rate of taka.

FD = þl[ - x; or, FDr = M/Pm - x/Px 3.31

where, FDr is trade deficit in real- terms, while Pm and Px

are domestic aggregate weighted average imports and exports

price(unit value) indices, respectively. The current

account balance(Ce) expressed in current domestic currency

prices is given by the following identity:
CÄ=[-M+NR

where, NR is net factor income from abroad defined as net

private remittances(NpR) less net factor(investment) income

payments(Nrip). The CÀ is further explained later. The

capital account and current account balances together deter-

mines the balance of payments of the country"

68 Separate and consistent data on public stock investment
in non-food items are not available. But available rough
information as well as some expert opinions suggest that
this is not a signific.ant investment in pre-independence
period, but not so since independence for jute stock).
Data on private stock investment is also not available.
Admittedly, this exclusion of private stock formation
processes is a serious drawback of the present macroeco-
nomic model.
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The capital account in the balãnce of payments is treated

as exogenously determined. Three importanL reasons for such

a treatment are worth mentioning here" First, capital
inflows in Bangladesh are largely determined by exogenous

factors such as domestic political stability6e and aid-don-

ers "confidence" in the performance of the domestic econo-

my.7o Secondly, wide spread exchange control and the prac-

tice of interest rate ceiling makes interest rate

responsiveness of foreign capital inflow either negligible
or nonexistent. Furthermore, capital market in Bangladesh

is highly rudimentary as in most other developing countries"

FinaIIy, the following condition balances the aggregate

demand and supply:

y=Cp+Cg+ Ip+ rg +.X/px +xsn/px -M/pm-Msn/pm 2.32

where, Xsn and Msn are

imports, and Px and Pm

respect ively.

non-factor services exports and

are exports and imports prices,

composed of private con-

ion demand" Both func-

Nominal consumption and

3.3"? Consumption Demand

Àggregate consumption demand is
sumption demand and public consumpt

t ions are spec i f ied in real terms. 7 1

69

70

See, Is1arn(1978 ) and Faaland & Perkinson (1977) 
"

See, Faaland & Perkinson (1977 ) , and Wor1d Bank ( 1 982 ) .

Evans(1969: p55) showed that there are both economic and
statistical reasons for v¡hich consumption functions
should be specified in real magnitudes. From a statisti-

71
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nominal disposable income are boLh deflated using the pri-

vate consumption deflatorT2 to get corresponding real magni-

tudes. Consumption demand is interpreted as expenditure

flow inclusive of all spending on consumer durables. À

disaggregated consumption expenditures model, for example,

one for nondurables, one for durables, and one for services

would have been preferable, but non-availability of such a

disaggregated data-set constraint the present study to an

analysis of aggregate consumption behaviour onIy. Several

studies(for example, Islam 1965, ÀIamgir 1974, and Sal-ehud-

din 1983) have indicated the differences in consumer behav-

iour among rural(mostly agricultural income earning group,

which in Bangladesh constitutes over 80 percent of aIl
households) and urban households. Once again due to data

cal point of view if both money income and money consump-
tion rises due to price increases onIy, this would
produce an element of spurious correlation into the rela-
tionship between the two nominal variables" On the eco-
nomic-theoretic point of view if price changes reflect
inflation on1y, then real variables are the most appro-
priate since all the hypotheses are based on theories
involving real quantities(See Bridge 1971: p71). How-
ever, íf price changes reflect more of quality changes
rather than inflation and the role of quality changes is
emphasized(as in Duesenberry's (19a9: p23) study) , then a
current price consumption function may be justified.

7 2 There is disagreement among economists about the correct
deflator for the nominal disposable income. Evans(1969:
p56) defended the use of consumption deflator specifical-
Iy on two grounds. There is the "purchasing powertt argu-
ment, according to which the chosen price deflator should
be such that the deflated magnitude of disposable income
indicate the amount of physical goods that can be bought"
The other argument is based upon the neoclassical assump-
tion of micro-1eve1 consumption function being homogenous
of degree zero in prices and income and that the macroe-
conomic relation should retain that microeconomic behav-
ioral restriction.
However, several econometric studies have used GNP defla-
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Iimitation any such sectoral study could not be undertaken

here. The model utilized in this study to explain private

consumption behaviourT 3 hypothesizes that the savings-con-

sumption decisions depend mainly on an appropriate income

variable, with modifications due to a number of factors

elaborated beIow.

3"3"2"1 Frivate Consumption

The private consumption behaviour in Bangladesh is postu-

lated to approximate the following specification:

Cp = f rs<. Yd, Cp-r, vtLT/cPr, Yag/Yna, Þ, NPR/CPI , Dzr>) 3"33

0 < f 1

where, Yd is domestic disposable income, Yag/Yna is ratio of

agricultural to non-agricultural output, Þ is aggregate

inflation rate, WLT is aggregate nominal wealth of the pri-

vate sector as defined in the monetary block later, and NPR

is net foreign private remittances.. The domestic component

of real disposable income Yd is defined as

Yd=

tor to deflate disposable income; see for example, KIein-
Goldberger model ( 1 955 ) and Ball and Ðrake ( 1 964 ) .
Bridge (1971; p71) concluded that a convincing answer to
the deflator problem would be a careful study of the
aggregation processes which is lacking in the literature"

Private consumption includes households, non-profit
institutions, and businesses consumption expenditures and
is derived in the national accounts of Bangladesh as a
residual after deducting public(or government) consump-
tion from total consumption spending.

73
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Lax revenues(personal and corporation

is nominal government subsidies.

Tdi is nomi

income Laxes
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nal direct

) and SUB

The Keynesian theory of consumption suggest that the

rnajor determinant of real per capital consumption is the

real per capita disposable Íncome. However, empirical evi-

dence since the debut of Keynes' absolute income hypothesis

suggest that current income alone is inadequate and in some

cases misleadiflgrT a and that there are additional, important

factors that ought to be considered in explaining all the

puzzles in consumption behaviour.

T. M. Brown in a 1952 article writes,
Habits associated with real consumption previ-
ously enjoyed become 'impressed' on human physio-
Iogical and psychological systems and this pro-
duces an inert ia or 'hysteresi s' in consumer
behaviour (p359).

7 4 Empirical- studies based on absolute income hypothesis
reported large forecast error, in most cases underpredic-
tion, even though common indicators such as R , t-ratio
etcetera indicate a good-fit for the postulated function-
a1 form. See, for example, Davis(1952) and Ferber(1953)
for forecasting error using U"S. data.
Bridge(1971; Ch 2) 

"

See also

75 Brown did not specify the consumption function in per
capital terms, while Houthakker and Taylor(1966) in a
study of consumer demand in the United States used a con-
tinuous habit persistence consumption function in reaL
per capita terms.
According Lo some observers, for example Burress(1973),
Keynes in his General Theory(1936, p96-97 ) did anticipate
the Habit persistence hypothesis long before Brownr or
Duesenberry and Modigliani did!
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Thus consumers are shown t.o react to changes in income.Ts

Brown postulates that. "the decline of the effect of past

habit is continuous over time, rather than discontinuous as

the Modigliani-Duesenberry hypothesis suggests". T 6 The

importance of lagged consumption variable is further under-

scored by both longsighted and shortsighted wealth theo-

ries77 of consumption behaviour. Several empirical studies

on developing countries, for example Vernardakis(1978) on

Greece, have found lagged consumption a significant variable

in the aggregate consumption function.

Besides current disposable income and previous consump-

tion there are other relevant factors to be reckoned with to

approximate correct specification for aggregate consumption

Brown (1952, p370) 
"

Longsighted wealth theories--the permanent income
hypothesis ( see Friedman , 1957) and the Life-cycIe
hypothesis(see Àndo and Modigliani, 1963)--maintains that
the household optimizes by choosing a consumption stream
over time and their current decisions are based on dis-
tant future events. While uncertainty may affect the
future occurrences, still longsightedness prevails--that
the presence of uncertainty does not dissuade the consum-
er from maintaining án inter-temporal-perspective. How-
ever, with suitable transformation, for example using
Koyck-type distributed lag transformation in "permanent
income hypothesis", the lagged consumption becomes an
additional explanatory variable in the consumption func-
tion.
The shortsighted wealth theory, first developed by Ball
and Drake (1964), maintains that due to uncertainty about
the future, households tend to be shortsighted and con-
sumer precaution restrict households from making a life-
time plan of consumption but instead tie consumption
decisions to present circumstances. The aggregate con-
sumption function derived from such a behavioral hypothe-
sis contain lagged consumption in addition to current
income as explanatory variables.
It is interesting to note Èhat after suitable transforma-

76
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behavior. Liquid asset holding, which in this study is

approximated by the broad definition of real balances in

this study, is one such variable. It is argued either that

the liquid assets are a good proxy variable for wealth or

that they are a strategic component of wealth for influenc-

ing consumption.TE The usual hypothesis is that a rise in

real balances will induce extra expenditures, and vice ver-

sâr ceteris paribus.

Different income groups may have vastly different con-

sumption behaviour. It therefore becomes desirable to

include a "distribution of income" variable as an explanato-

ry variable in the consumption function. In particular, the

greater the inequality of income in a country the greater

would be the significance of an "income distribution" vari-

ab1e.7s The distribution of income in Bangladesh is highly

tion of Iongsighted, and shortsighted wealth theories,
and partial adjustment mechanisms based consumption func-
tions--a1I produce sirnilar aggregate consumption function
with current income and Iagged consumption as explanatory
variables. The differences are in parameter values and
restrictions, and of course, in underlying theoretical
underpinnings.
For a lucid review of theoretical arguments justifying
the inclusion of various lagged terms in consumption
function and its implication in macroeconomic modelr see
Gapinski (1982, Ch 5 & 6) "

See Patikin(1965), especially Àppendix M.

Klein's 1963 model of the U"S. economy contains ratio of
wage to property income as a separate variable in con-
sumption function, but found the coefficient not-signifi-
cant. Evans(1969) pointed out this may be due to the
degree of income inequality in the postwar U.S. economy
siñce the study on Japan by Klein and Shinkai ( 1 963 ) 

'where there is a relatively higher inequality of income,
found the coefficient significant.
Vernardakis's (197e) on Greece, Gupta's( 1970 ) study on

78
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uneven as in many developing countries.so Unfortunately, Do

reliable data on income distribution, for example wage

income and non-wage income, are available for Bangladesh,

Therefore, a proxy variable--the ratio of agricultural
income--to non-agricultural income is selected to capture

the effects of income distribution on consumption. The

rational-e for such a choice is that the income distribution
in Bangladesh is uneven among urban and rural areas(Osmani

1982, and ÀIamgir 1974) and the gap between the two has been

widening over time. Since the rural sector is basically all

agricultural and urban sector non-agricultural, the agricul-

ture-non agriculture gap may be assumed to closely approxi-

mate rural-urban inequality.

The inclusion of the rate of inflation is based on

forced-saving hypothesis. Finally, remittances from abroad

in Bangladesh mostly translate into satisfying unsatisfied

consumption demand and purchase of durables and real assets.

Since, ât least in the short run, this foreign source of

income is consídered transitory, 4 priori, it is expected

that the corresponding marginal propensity to consume would

be higher than that for adjusted disposable income.

India and Islam's (1965) on Bangladesh found the "income
distribution" variable significant. À1so, see Mus-
grove( 1 980) and williamson( 1 969) for more evidence"

8o See Osmani(1982), particularly Chapters 5 and 6, which
calculate Gini coefficient for Bangladesh in 1973-74 for
consumption distribution in current prices to be 0.231,
compared with 0.129 in 1963'64. See also Alamgir(1974).
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3"3"2"2 Fublic ConsumpÈion:

The behavioural specification for governmenL real currenL

consumption is postulated to depend on real government rev-

enues(tn/wpr ), real non-food-grains foreign aid and

grants(elpnt/wpt), price of food (et), and lagged real gov-

ernment consumption "

Cg = f re (( TR/WPI , ÀIDnt/Wpt, C9-r, Pf , Dzs>) 3,35

0 < f 1

where, wPI is wholesale price indexl and D75 is a dummy

variable taking the value of one during the famine year

1974/75 and of zeto otherwise.

À priori, it is difficult to predict government current

expenditurer particularly because a considerable part of

government expenditure is determined by the caprice of

domestic and international politics. However, the empirical

evidence in UNCTAD (1973) , Beltran del Rio and Klein ('1 974 ) ,

Pani(1977), PrDE model(1983) and Behrman(1977)--aL1 for

developing countries--do support the specification postulat-

ed above" The postulated relationship can be explained by

the fact that in the final analysis government consumption

is constrained by total tax revenues (not by disposable

income), even though in the short-run the government can

resort to deficit financing or use external assistance to

cover government current expenditures. Thus, barring abnor-

mal years when the government has to finance large-scale

relief programmes due to crop failure, famine, etcetera, one
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can hypothesize a stable relationship between governmenL

current expenditure and receipt.s " The f act.or that shi f ts

the public consumption function i.n abnormal years is approx-

imated by the price of food-grains. It is expected Lhat the

higher the price of food-grains, the greater wilI be the

need for the pubtic sector to procure additional food sup-

plies at a "reasonable price" and distribute these to

affected households at a subsidized price through the public

rationing system, or to undertake unanticipated relief works

to ease the burden of abnormalities on affected households.

In either case, there wiII be a rise in government current

consumption. Therefore, a rising food prices is expected to

raise the government current expenditure, and vice versa'

ceteris paribus. s I pinal1y, lagged government expenditure

variable is added to capture the effects of forces of iner-

tia and institutional rigidities in government expenditures.

3"3"3 Investment Demand

The investment opportunities in most developing countries

including Bangladesh are almost un1imited.82 Availability of

domestic funds and/or foreign funds are the two important

limiting factors. Since, one principle determinant of

investment in Bangladesh is the availability of imported

capital goodsrs3 adeguate supply of foreign funds becomes

8l

82

83

See Pani (1977, p1 52-53 ) .

Klein(1965).

Domestic capital goods sector in Bangladesh is virtually
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aIl the more crucial to further industrial production. In

Bangladesh, as in many other developing countries Government

is heavily involved in investment particularly in the large-

scale manufacturing and infrastructural facilities. Fur-

thermore, government, through quantitative restrictions on

imports and through controls on the allocation of foreign

exchange, regulates the volume and type of foreign capital
goods to be imported. Additionally, there is also the sys-

tem of controls on private investment in order to achieve

the "desired pattern" of private investment envisaged in the

Five-Year Plans. These factors coupled with an under-deveI-

oped capital market and the practice of administered inter-
est rater âct as the major inhibiting factors in privaLe

investment demand. In specifying private and public invest-

ment behaviour below these supply restrictions are taken

into consideration both implicitly and explicitly.t'

3.3 " 3,1 Privat,e Investment :

Three sectoral private investment functions are speci-

fied; for agriculture, manufacturing, and for 'al1 other'

sectors--each reflecting respective sectoral peculiari-

ties.85

non-ex i stent .

84 The available data on Bangladesh do not permit the sepa-
raLion of sectoral gross investmenL into replacement and
net components. Therefore, throughout this study gross
investment demand is assumed only"

85 Particu1arIy, due to data limitations involved in speci-
fying a more rigorous investment function which is satis-
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Prívat,e ínvestment in agrículture:

Real private investment in agriculture is determined by the

following: real value added in agriculture(vag)-- an indica-

tor of demand conditions; availability of bank credits to

agricultural farmers in reai terms(Cnag/pag); Iagged agri-

cultural price relative to agricultural wage<<(pag/Wag)-r>> as

a proxy for profitability of investment in agriculture; and

private remittances from abroad(Npn/p) in constant taka. Two

Dummy variables are also included for 1971 Bangladesh Liber-

ation war(Dzr) and for the governments policy of extended

and comprehensive coverage of agriculture credits6 beginning

1974(pgp) " The functional specification for private agri-

cultural investment demandr ñây be approximated by the fol-

lowing:

rpa = f tz<< Yag, CRag/Pag, (Pag/wag)

fr

NPR/P, Dgp , Dz ,t>) 3. 361r 19,

o; rs

Private investment in manufacturing:

ReaI private investment in total manufacturing depends on

changes in real output of the sector(a vmf), capacity utili-

zation rate(CUmt) to reflect the demand pressures' total
pubtic investment(rg), total real bank credits made avail-

factory on theoretical grounds, the approach adopted here
is an avowedly ad hoc, or at best, a "reduced-form" one"

86 Note that only the government credits to agriculture are
considered here, although the rural non-institutional
credits and retain earnings or personal savings may be
more important, particularly in the earlier years' in
investment decision making for rural Bangladesh" See
Khan (1972) , and World Bank ( 1 981 ) .
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able to the private non-agricultural sector (Cnna/pinv) ,

total inflow of foreign funds to the private sector in real

terms(net private remittances, NPR, is used as a proxy), and

price of investment relative to output price(pinv/pmf)--a

measure of profitability of investment in the sector"

Ipm = f rs<< AYmf , CUmf-1, I9, (Cnna/pinv),

(¡¡pn/pinv)-r, Ddn, pinv/pmf , D7 1)) 3.37

0 < f 1

Two dummy variables are al-so included to capLure the effects
of the Bangladesh Liberation War and the nationalization of

all major industries in 1972/73, Ðzt, and to isolate the

impact, if âñy, of the private investment Iiberalization
program(such as the lifting of ceiling on maximum amount of

investment in any particular branch, de-nationalization of

some key industries, etcetera) that began in 1978rDdn"87

Theoretical justi f ications

in the investment function can

4 & 5), Behrman (1972 and 1977 ,

Leff and Sato( 1 975) . However

of the variables included in

would be helpful in explaining

for the inclusion of variables

be found in Evans(1969, Chs.

Ch 4) , Wai and Wong (1982) and

, a brief explanation of each

the above investment function

the empirical results below"

It is now generally accepted

inal investment decisions based

more than a year"(Evans 1969, p1

that "firms make their orig-
on variables lagged slightly
05) " Output, capital stock,

87 The investment demand function adopted here is similar to
the Brooking--SSRC model (Duesenberry, êt a1 , eds " 1 965 ) .
See also Evans (1967a) .
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and financial variables(such as cash flow and interest

rates ) are most important of these var iables . I I Several

techniques are now available to determine the Iag structure,

but to avoid complication only one-period lag in relevant

variables are assumed here. Additionally, it is assumed

that, particularly, because of the abundance of investment

opportunitiesrss the underdeveloped nature of the capital

market and the practice of administered interest rate prac-

tice in most developing countries, the relevant major finan-

cial variable for these countries in influencing investment

demand is the availability of finance and not the usual con-

cept of cost of fund.

Of the five major sources to finance private investment,

namely, (1) the retained profits and depreciation, (2) bor-

rowing from banks, (3) borrowing in the bonds market, (4)

borrowing through equity financing (ttre stock market), and

(5) the inflow of foreign capital to private sector, the

first two are the major sources in Bangladesh, as in most

other developing countries. But, unfortunately no reliable

data on the first source are available for Bangladesh. On

88 The underlying theoretical model considered here is based
on modified flexible accelerator hypothesis"

8s This may not be a realistic assumption for some develop-
ing countries. Fei and Ranis(1968) study on two-gap mod-
eI and Weisskopf's(1972) econometric tests suggest that
the assumption of abundant profitable investment opportu-
nities abound is invalid when a foreign exchange con-
straint appears to be binding. The exchange rate policy
adopted in several countries has simply destroyed the
incentives to invest. Weisskopf's study classifies Paki-
stan, Sri Lanka and Thailand in this category.
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the third and fourth sources suffice to say that t.he bonds

market and the stock market are virtually non-existent in

Bangladesh, over the sample period. FinalIy, in Bangladesh

foreign direct and port.folio investment is also negligible

and only since 1974/75, net factor income from abroad(mainly

workers' remittances) fras become an important potential

source of foreign funds for domestic investment.so The major

part of foreign capital inflow is in the form of official

aid, a significant part of which goes mainly to finance food

imports. Thus, total bank credits available to the private

sectorsl at the time of investment decision-making, and the

current level of net factor income from abroad are the two

"financial variables" included in the investment function"

Àlthough there are evidences that domestically these
funds are mostly spent on conspicuous consumption, Iand
purchases, etcetera, with littIe going to private invest-
ment; see Mahmud and Osmani ( 1 980 ) .
However, whatever the domestic end use of these foreign
funds(in domestic currency) may be, the availability of
extra foreign exchange ( through the " free" foreign
exchange trading market, since the rniddle of the seven-
ties can be viewed as providing some "breathing space" to
private investors in a situation where foreign exchange
component is critical in most investment projects(since
most capital items, materials, spare parts etcetera have
to be imported).

Several studies have emphasized the role of. credit in
private investment decision. There is the argument that
credit availability helps capital formation by easing the
pressures on entrepreneur for the day-to-day operations
(gain, 1973) " Recent financial approach to economic
development literature(t'tcltinnon, 1973; Shaw, 1973) main-
tains that the "complementarity between money and capi-
tal" in developing countries helps capital formation.
Also, credit availability reduces potential cash flovr
problems in undertaking new investment, which in most
developing countries requires a significant amount of
imported capital goods and therefore advance import
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For a number of reasons, Private investment, particularly

in developing countries, is hypothesized to be positively

related to government investment.s2 In an economy with a

huge unemployment and underemployed resources government

investment keeps up and/or create demand,

encourage private investment. s 3

Private investment, ín other sector;

which tend to

Private investments in all "other sectors" are lumped

together and assumed exogenously determined:

Ipo = Ipo-

This classification includes all private fixed investments

in transport, construction, all services, and in the non-

monet ized sector. s a

deposits"
Empirical studies such âs, Leff and Sato(1980) on six
developing countries, DePrano and Nugent(1966) on Ecuador
reported in Yotopoulos and Nugent (1976) , Wai and
woñg(1982) on five developing countries, and Kabir(1981 )

on Bangladesh have found "credit" variable significant in
explaining private investment behaviour.

See Wai and Wong (1982) and Behrman (1977) 
"

In a survey of government and capital formation, von Fur-
stenberg and MaIke íJ-(1977) observe that "Government
investments are frequently complementary to private
investments and thus stimulate business capital forma-
tion" (p860 ) . In particular, government investment in
infrastructural facilities, such as transport, communica-
tion, electricity, irrigation, etcetera reduces costs of
production or generates scale economies and thereby
boost-up private investment. Also, government investment
in certain areas, such as research and development, agri-
cultural extension facilities, breeding stations, etcet-
era act as an important catalystic agent in reducing
costs and increasing productivity and therefore induces
higher private investment.

Between 1975/7 6 and 1979/80, private investment in servi-

s2

93
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3 "3 "3 "2 Public InvesÈment:

Total PubIic investment in Bangladesh is composed of pub-

1ic fixed investments(igf) in different sectors disbursed

under the Ànnual Development Plan (Aoe) rss investment in

Food-for-Work programs, and investment in public food

stock(or public inventory investment, Igs)

Ig=Igf+Igs

Due to the fact that the public investment is aid-fi-

nanced and to some extent constraint by the size of total

public revenue, and al-so that it is concentrated signifi-

cantly in long-term projects(infrastructural), the following

relationship is hypothesized to explain total public fixed

investment:

Igf = f ls<<

0<t
Igf-r, TRA, CeP/Pinv, Dzr>) 3.38

1 < 1; 0 < f2

ces including transport amount to only 7 percent of total
monetized private industrial investment(worId Bank 1981,
Table I " 1 4 ) . per iod, the non-monet ized sector pr ivate
investment averaged 45 percent of total(including mone-
tized and non-monetized sectors) However, the Planning
Commission of Bangladesh estimates show that over the
same private investment in Bangladesh. Therefore,
investment in "other sectors", in terms of volume, is a
significant (cIose to half ) component in total private
sector investment (see World Bank 1984, Table 2"6)"

ss The ÀDP is mainly financed by foreign aid and loans"
Sectoral break-downs of fixed investment under AÐP are
not available. In 1982/83 total ÀDP expenditure was
31 1262 million Taka(13.2 percent of GDP) of which 201438
million Taka(49 percent of total investments) ' v¡as fixed
investment, the rest being public consumption, transfer
payments, etcetera.
In 1982/83 public and private investments v¡as 52 "6 per-
cent of the total investment.
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TRA= (rn-NCG)/ pinv 3.39

where, TRA is adjusted totat public revenues, TR is toLal

current revenues of government, NCG is total nominal current

public consumption expenditures; CAP is net foreign capit.al

inflow or the capital account balance; and Pinv is price of

investment goods"

Separate data on inventory investment are not available

for the Bangladesh economy over the sample period. Only

data on public investment in food stock(Igs) is available

separately and is assumed to be exogenously given.

3,3"4 Foreiqn Sector Demand

3.3.4.'l Import Demand Functions

lotal import demande6 is composed of demand f or goods(t"tg)

and for services(t'ls), while the former is further disaggre-

gated into imports of food-grains (rice and wheat, Mf), oth-

er consumer goods (t"tc ) , capital goods (un ) , and raw materials

or intermediate goods (t'tr ) , al1 expressed in domestic curren-

cy prices:

M=M9+Ms
Mg=Mf+Mc+Mk+Mr

rn 1982/83 total imports of goods

aged 25 percent of GDP of which only

undertaken, the resL being underta

3.40

3"41

and services (t't) aver-

39 percent is privately

ken by the government,

s6 Is1am(1981) is
the two decades
United Pakistan

an

:'
excellent. treatise on foreign sector in

950-70) of growth and development of the
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nationalízed industries and semi-government agencies. s7 Dur-

ing the same year imports of goods constitute 87 percent of

total imports and the rest ( '1 3 percent ) be ing services

import" Within the goods category the following is the com-

position of four broad categoriesss of imports in 1982/gg:

food-grains(1 1 .8 percenL), other consumer goods (1q.q per-

cent , capi tal goods Q5 "6 percent ) , and intermediate/raw

materials(48"2 percent ) " 
s e Furthermore c on sumpt i on

4 percent ofimports(ut + Mc) averaged slightly less than

total consumption(C), while capital imports averaged 23 per-

cent of total investment during the same period" À11 invis-
ible imports (payments) including non-factor services are

explained along with their export counterparts later"

In the context of wide spread quantitative restricLions
and foreign exchange controL and also large-sca1e dependence

on foreign aid and loans to finance importsrloo the hypothe-

In contrast exports of goods and services(excluding work-
ers remittances) in Bangladesh averaged only 9 percent of
GDP of which 52 percent is privately undertaken, in
1992/83" While the private-public composition of ímports
remain the same over the seventies, the composition for
exports changed dramatically 'in 1976/77 " Before the
independence the private sector export-share was over 95
percent. Large-sca1e nationalization of industries after
the independence changed this composition in favour of
t,he publ ic sector ( about 50 percent ) .

Unfortunately, data on private-public composition for
these broad import categories are not available.
Compare this with 1975/76, the year following the famine
of 1974 and the crop-failure in 1974/75: food-grains(26,6
percent), other consumer goods (14"7 percent), capital
goods (14"2 percent), and intermediate/raw materials , 44.5
percent (ngS Monthly, December , 1 983 ) .

1o0 rn 1982/83 over 50 percent of imports(boÈh visible and
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sis of endogenous imports demand becomes less tenable' How-

ever, within t.his control system, there is ample scope f or

choice between types of rmportables. Furthermore' the "lim-

it" imposed by the total availability of foreign exchange in

any particular year seems to be a flexible one as is evi-

denced by the erratic movements in the official foreign

exchange reserves. To a considerable extent this testifies

the presence of at

demand. 1 o 1

least some endogeneity in imports

For a general specification of a country's imports demand

functionsrlo2 economic theory suggests three major explana-

tory variables. I o3 First, the price of imports relative to

the price of domestic goods will affect the demand for

imports. However, in the presence of widespread use of

invisible) were foreign aid and loan financed" Exports
earnings(both visible and invisible, excluding workers
remittances) during the same period could finance only
35 percent of total imports bill. In recent years,
worker's remittance, has become an important source (ZA
percent of total imports bi I1 in 1982/ 83) " ( sss l'{onth-
ly, 1983).

101 Both rslam(1965) and Àlamgir and Berlage(1974) studies
on Bangladesh for earlier periods confirm this. In most
developing countries certain categories of imports are
directly Iinked with domestic production and there are
others, for example, food-grains, (in food deficit coun-
tries) which cannot be kept strictly within the limits
ascertained by the current availability of foreign
exchange.

1o2 This general specification also applies to the exports
demand function" This specification has its rooÈ in
generalized demand function in consumer theory.

103 À useful discussion of relevant variables in imports and
exports functions appear in Leamer and Stern (1970 ) and
Thi rlwal-1 ( 1 980 ) . Also, see Khan (197 4) .
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import restrictions and exchange controls, the real effec-

tive exchange rates (REE)104 are more appropriate variables

t.o capture the effect of changes in relative prices on the

Ievel of imports.los Second, the level of domestic expendi-

ture(or income) will affect the demand for imports, indi-

rectly, through its impact on private consumption and other

expenditures. 1 o 6 However , for some sectoral imports dernand

functions, instead of total income corresponding to sectoral

domestic expenditure/income, which is believed to be the

service from which the particular imports demand originates,

may be used as the scale regressor. Third major explanatory

variable is the capacity to produce and supply the importa-

bles domestically"toT For many developing countries a sig-

nificant portion of imports are non-competitive with domes-

1o4 The real exchange rate is defined as the relative pur-
chasing power of domestic outputi REm = ER. Pmo / px;
where REm is the the real exchange rate for importa-
bles, ER is the nominal exchange rate, Pmo is the for-
eign-currency price of foreign(imported) goods, and Px
is domestic currency price of the domestic(exportable)
goods. If the distinction between traded and non-traded
goods is ignored, one can use the domestic price Iev-
eI(Pgd) or the respective domestic commodity price lev-
eI(in case of a disaggregated import demand functions),
instead of Px.
Given the definition of REm, the real effective exchange
rate for imports in Bangladesh can be defined as:

REEm=(1 + tm + bm) "Rem = (1+tm+bm) "en"pmo/Px

where, tffi is weighted average tariff rate and bm is'bo-
nus expenditure rate', on imported goods. (See Kenen
1985, and Islam 1981).

1 0 s Behrman (1977 ) on Chile, Atta ( 1 981 ) on Ghana, and PIDE
(1983) on Pakistan are examples of macroeconomic models
which have used REE, whi 1e UNCTAD (1973) models for
developing countries and Vernardakis( 1979 ) on Greece
used relative prices as the relevant variable"
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tic goods because these count,ries do not have physical

capacity Lo produce t.hem" The demand for compet.itive

imports wilr depend partly on the ability of domestic pro-

ducers to supply the substitutes. Due to the predominance

of non-competitive imports, capacity variable does not

appear in most developing country studies. In addition to

these three major factors, several other variables are also

suggested in the literature. Lagged imports enter to

reflect among others the influence of established trade pat-

terns.los A time trend to capture the effects of import sub-

stitution, one or more dummy variables to capture the

effects of non-quantifyable factors, an income distribution
variable to see the effects on 'superior' importables, and

the total availability of foreign exchange are also suggest-

ed for import demand functions.

106 The composition of total expenditure will also be impor-
tant to the extent that import content of different com-
ponents of expenditure differs. If it is assumed that
the import contents of different expenditure categories
are the same, than one can use income as a proxy for
expenditure in the import demand function (rtrirlwal1,
1 980; p1 96) .

107 Note, however, that a capacity or supply variable
belongs to the imports demand function, in addition to a
relative price variable, only if excess demand at home
is not eliminated by a change in the domestic price lev-
eI. And, domestic prices may not change for reasons
such as; high elasticity of demand for domestic
goods(importables), monopoly power, and high elasticity
of supply of imports.

1o8 A stock-adjustment model may be hypothesised on the
ground that it takes time for importers to adjust
imports to the desired level. From this model short-
and long-run elasticities of demand for imports can be
est imated.
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Economic theory further suggests that the demand function

is homogenous of degree zero in money, income, and pric-

es(assuming that there is no money illusion) " ÀIso, for

disaggregated imports demand functions, the functions must

be additive in the sense that the surn of expenditures on

each individual commodity must equal total expenditure.

Most investigators use a muttiplicative(linear in the loga-

rithms) form, implying a constant elasticity of demand for

imports with respect to the independent variables, to speci-

fy imports demand function, In this form homogeneity condi-

tion is satisfied but it is not clear what it takes to guar-

antee the additivity condition(see,

p1 53-1 s4 ) .

McKenzie 1976 
"

The imports demand functions in this study are specified

in real terms, using corresponding import price indices and

all are estimated in log-linear form"

Foodgrains imports:
(ttf /pmto) = f zo<. (ER*pmf oo /pf ) , GApf , yd, ltf /pmf o- 1 r

STf-r, AID/WPI, Dzs, Dzt

f1

GÀpf = <( (Ø+s * pop) - 0f@> ; efø = ef -r 3.43

where, ER is nominal exchange rate(raka per unit of Us doI-

lar); Pmfoo is foreign currency price unit value index of

food-grains importsi Pf is wholesale price index of food-

grains; Ø+s is per capita "norm" of food-grains requirements

estimated to be 1 5.5 ounce/day/person; GÀPf is domestic



expected food-gapi Qfø

of food-grains, assumed

and STf is the stock of

Import of food-grains
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is expecLed net domest.ic production

to be equal Lo lagged production;

food-grains held by the Government"

into Bangladesh for the most part

has been undertaken by the Government. A significant por-

tion of this comes through aid on concessional terms(such as

PL 480 programme of the U.S"À"). Only in recent years Gov-

ernment has become to some extent active in cash purchase of

food-grains from International markets, mainly due to either
insufficient availability of food-aid or due to an unexpect-

ed short-fall in domestic food production(as a result of

crop failure). The Government's decision to import food-

grains seems to be guided most importantly by the expected

gap between 'need' and domestic production of food-

graiDsrlos the leveI of buffer stocks of food-grains held

with the Public Distribution System, the availability of

foreign aid, and the expected demand pressure (per capita

real GDP is used as a proxy) on the food-grains market. In

addition to these, the import price of food relative to the

domestic price may also affect total food-grains imports,

particularly, for two reasons: ( 1 ) the higher the domestic

price of food-grains(reflecting widening supply-demand gaP),

the greater would be the pressure on public distribution

r0e Food ministry of Bangladesh routinely estimates this gap
in setting their import target. The 'need'
demand(different from 'market' demand) for food-graÍns
is calculated, as mentioned above, by assuming 15,5
ounces/day/person(or 160.39 kg/year/person) as the mini-
mum psychological demand(need) and multiplyíng iÈ with
an estimated population figure.
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system to broaden their scale of operation requiring more

imports in the shorL-run, and vice versa ; (2) tfre lov¡er the

relative price of imported food-grains the greater would be

the Lendency to build-up a healthy food-stock through food-

imports when the price situation is favourable, and vice-

versa(ttris applies mostly with cash-purchase of food-

grains). Therefore, a rise in domestic food prices, ceteris
paribus, would have adverse effect on the current account

balance.

Other consumer goods imports:
(¡¿oc/pmoc) = f zt<< Yd, REEmoc, (Moc/pmoc)-r

f1

REEmoc = ER * (1 + tc + bc) * Pmoco / CPI

Capital goods irnports:
(¡tx/pmn) = f zz<< rmf , REEmk, (un/emt<)

,t , Dzs¡D7 1)) 3.44

3 " 44.1

3.45

where, tc is weighted average tariff rate on consumer goods

imports; bc is bonus expenditure rate on consumer goods

imports; Pmoco is foreign currency price unit val-ue index of

other consumer goods imports; REEmoc is real effective

exchange rate for other consumer gcods; and t is time trend

to capture the effects of import substitution.

-1t tr Dzs¡ D7 1))

; f4

REEmk = ER

where, tk is

imports; bk

imports; Pmro

f1

* (1 + tk + bk) * Pmko / wprmf 3 " 45 " 1

weighted average tariff rate on capital goods

is bonus expenditure rate on capital goods

is foreign currency price unit value index of
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capiLal goods imports, REEmk is real effective exchange rate

for capital goods; and WPImf is domestic wholesale price of

manufacturing goods.

Raw materíals and intermedíate goods imports:
(t'tr/pmr) = f ze<< Ygd, REEmr, (Mr/emr)-t, t, Dzs, Dzr))

f1

3"46

REEmr = ER * (1 + tr + br) o Pmro / Prm 3"46"1

where, Ygd is real gross domestic product, tr is weighted

average tariff rate on intermediate goods imports; br is

bonus expenditure rate on intermediate goods imports; Pmro

is foreign currency price index(unit vaLue) of intermediate

goods imports; Prm is price index of domestic industrial raw

materials and inLermediate goods; REEmr is real effective
exchange rate for imported raw materials and intermediate

goods, and t is time trend to capture among other things the

effects of import substitution.

3.3"&"2 Exports Functions:

Total exports(x) is composed of exports of goods(xg) and

exports of services (Xs) . 1 1 o while the latter being

1lo One weakness of modelling the jute sector(and most other
producing sectors as well) here is the absence of any
stock formation process and its impact on market struc-
ture and performance.
Àccording to one study by the Wor1d Bank(1981 p115-117)
total stocks of raw jute held at the end of each year
within the country have averaged roughly one third of
the annual jute production since the independence(1971).
These stocks are held mainly by the public secLor jut.e
corporations(70 percent), but also by farmers and pri-
vate traders(30 percent) . I n addi t i on to rav¡ j ute
stocks, public sector jute corporations(¡,:¡¿C) also holds



explained in the following secti
mer(xg) is further sub-divided

of exports, namely, raw jute(Xj

other traditional and non-tradit
X=Xg+Xs
xg=xj+xjm+xot
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on ( section 2.3 "4.4) the for-
into three broad categories

), jute manufacturing(xjm),

ional goods (xot ) .

3 .47

3.48

The general specification of exports function for four

broad groups of exportables is simil-ar to that specified for
the country's imports demand functions, though the explana-

tory variables are expected to differ in relative impor-

tance" In the câse of exports dernand function, the level of

foreign(trading partners) income and expenditure will be the

appropriate demand variable instead of domestic income" The

volume of exports also depends upon the responsiveness of

domestic supply to meet the demand which depends partly on

capacity and partly on the domestic pressure of demand" The

only exception is in the case of 'other' exports function,
where it is assumed that domestic capacity is the major lim-
iting factor" Às in the case of imports demand, once again,

real effective exchange rate for exportsl r I would be the

sizeable stocks of jute goods each year--12"5 percent of
total- jute goods production in 1980/81(world Bank 1984,
Tables 3.6 and 8.3 ) . Furthermore, the study reports
that for both commodities the year to year slock fl_uctu-
ations have been substantiat(for rav¡ jute stocks, the
variance was 1.05 with mean 1.9 billion bales over the
period 1970/71 1982/83 (calculated from Table 7 "17 inWor1d Bank 1984) over the sample period"

I 1 I The real effective exchange rate for Èhe ith exporta-
bles in Bangladesh may be defined as follows:

REExi=(1-tx+sx)*Rexi
where tx and sx are tarif,f rate and subsidy rate on
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appropriate variable to capture the effects of changes in

relative prices on the volume of exports. Finally, lagged

exports enters into the export equations to represent either

the distributed lag adjustment of actual to desired real

sectoral exports over several periods due to adjustment

costs, or an inventory effect. The latter is in the sense

that large real sectoral exports in one year result in

inventory depletion and small-er exports in the subsequent

year, other things remaining unchanged. l 12

The behavioural specif ications

table goods are discussed below"

bles, raw jute and jute manufac

for the exports market j domestic

averaged less than 1 0 percent

rion (ens, 1982) 
"

Raw juÈe exports:

xj/Pxj = f za<< wYi,

for three groups of expor-

Of these three exporta-

turing are produced mainly

consumption of these have

of total domestic produc-

3"49

EERj, Pxjo /pxjso, (Xj/p*j)-r,

Cnj/P, Dos, Dzs., Dzt>)

o; r3fr f2

exportables, respectively, and RExi is real exchange
rate for the ith exportables defined AS;
RExi=ER*Pxio/Pi, where, i=three categories of exporta-
bles, and Pxi0 is foreign currency price of respective
exportables "

112 Note that the a priori expected signs due to these two
effects - the adjustment effects and the inventory
effect - are opposite. Therefore the two effects may
cancel each other out partially or completely.
In particular, if the inventory effect is dominant, the
short-run elasticity wiIl exceed the long-run elastici-
ty. The opposite will be the case where the adjustment
effects are dominant. (See Behrman , 1977; p1 81 -182) .



EERj = ER * (l tj
jute manufaeturing exports:

xjm/Pxjm = f zs<< WYj, EERjm

( xjm/px

f1
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+ s j ) 3"49"1

, Pjmo/Pxjmso , cumf , cRj m/P ,

jm)-r, Desr Dzt,

EERjm = ER * (1 tjm + sjm) 3,50.1

Where, WYj is an index of major jute consuming countries'
real GDP, tj is weighted average tariff rate on raw jute

exports, sj is rate of subsidy on raw jute exports, Pxj is
unit value index of raw jute(f"o"b") exports, Pj is domestic

price index of rav¡ jute(at miII-gate), CRj is bank credit to
raw Jute exporters and traders, tjm is weighted average tar-
iff rate on jute manufacturing exports, sjm is the rate of

subsidy on jute manufacturing exports, Pxjm is unit value

index of jute manufacturing(f"o.b) exports, Pjm is domestic

price index of jute manufactures at the mill-gate, Pjm* is
an index of world price(of major jute exporting countries)

of jute manufactures, Pxjs is an index of world price of

jute substitutes, Pxjms is an index of world price of jute

manufacturing substitutes; CUmf is capacity utilization rate

in the manufacturing sector, and CRjm is bank credits to
juÈe manufactures exporLers and traders.

The international market for both raw jute and jute goods

can be characterized as oIigopo1istic.ll3 Bangladesh is the

I I q There are only few exporters of raw
factures in the world market, and
major exporters, namely, Bangladesh,
account for over 88 percent and 90

jute and jute manu-
of these the three
India, and Thailand

percent of world raw
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largest exporLer of jut.e in the worl-d market f or jute, sell-

ing over 50 percent of a1I internationally t.raded raw

jute 1 1 a and over 45 percent of jute goods 1 1s in recent

years. Jute has been the single most important exports

earning commodity for Bangladesh: accounting over 80 percent

of merchandise exports receipt.s up until the fiscal year

1975 and since then the share has been declining but never-

theless, accounLs over 60 percent of total exports earnings

at the end of the sample period. Over the Iast three dec-

ades the exports composition of raw jute and jute manufac-

tures has switched from the dominance of rah' jute to jute

manufactures. l I 6

jute and Jute goods exports in 1974/75, respective-
Iy(r'ao, various rssues).

114 For several reasons, the share of jute exports in Ban-
gladesh has been declining steadily over the last three
decades, from over 98 percent in 1951-56(average) to 76
percent in 1961-66, and at present, to little over 50
percent. Entry of nev¡ exporters(for example, India,
af ter the '1965 India-Pakistan War ) , neglect of domestic
raw jute production sector, export taxes on raw jute
exports during the sixties, increase in domestic demand
for raw jute by jute manufacturing sector, and the com-
petition from synthetic substitutes are the major rea-
sons suggested to expi-ain the declining shares(See,
WorId Bank 1981, Mujerí(1979), Àhammed(1980), and the
articles on jute sector of Bangladesh in Àlamgir and
Rahman (1977) 

"

I 1 s Bangladesh has emerged as a major exporter of jute goods
only recently" Furthermore, in recent years exports
earnings of ra!¡ jute have gradually been replaced by
jute manufactures exports earningsr âs the single Iarg-
est earner of foreign exchange(through visible trade).
This replacement occured as the jute milling capacity
within the country has been built up substantially and
to a considerable extent due to a systematic government
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Àlt.hough Bangladesh is the largest exporter of raw jute

and one of the three major exporters of jute manufacLures in

the world jute market, it is maintained here that both

demand and supply considerations influence the flow of jute

exports from Bangladesh. I 1 7 In explaining the real exports

of raw jute and jute manufactures the supply responsiveness

is postulated to be captured by the ratio of the f.o.b.

export price of jute to the domestic price at mill-gate.
But, in view of widespread exchange control ?nd trade 'dis-
tortion' in the country, the real effective exchange rates

for the two exportables have been used to capture the

responses. For jute manufactures the relative price of the

commodity vis-a-vis major synthetic substitutes in the world

market has been added as an explanatory variable to take

policy biases(through export tax on ravr jute during the
sixties, tax holiday's, preferential import quota, lib-
eral exchange rate policy, etcetera for jute manufac-
tures) towards the jute manufacturing against raw jute
exports "

116 rn 1962/63 total jute exports was composed of 72 percent
raw jute and 28 percent jute manufactures, while the
composition in 1982/83 switched to 26 percent and 75
percent respectively(worId Band, 1984, and Alamgir and
Berlage, 1974). See also footnote 107 above.

1 17 This has been thoroughly researched and established in
several recent studies on the Bangladesh jute sector"
See for example, Àhammed(1981), Mujeri(1979),
Ahmed,(1979) , and Wor1d Bank( 1 981 ) .
Thomas (1979 ) concludes that Bangladesh faces far more
elastic demand schedule for jute manufactures than for
raw jute. For raw jute, the estimated elasticities
indicate either inelastic but close to unity, or unitary
elastic demand. With respect to jute manufactures, the
presence of strong competitors in jute manufactures and
the synthetic substitutes greatly reduces the country's
ability to exercise any control over the market through
variations in price.
However , for raw jute, using a simultaneous equations
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care of substitution possibilities" The demand considera-

tions are covered by a weighted average indices of GDP of

major Jute importing countries. 1 1 I

The government is heavily involved in the jute sector

with a set of policy instruments. These policies are adopt-

ed, it is claimed, to attain domestic object.ives of stabili-

ty in prices, production and exports. l 1e Bank credits given

to the jute mills and ralr jute exporters, tax-subsidy, and

export tariffs are among these policies designed to exert

important influences on export flow of jute in the country"

Finally, three dummy variables are included to test the

effects, if âDyr of the 1965 India-Pakistan War and the

subsequent trade embargo, the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation war

and Lhe national-ization of jute industrj.es in 1972, and the

1975 devaluation of domestic currency.

Other traditional and non-traditional exportsn r20

Xot/Pxo = fzal< Ygd, REEot, (xot/exo)-r, Dzs, Dzr)) 3"51

modet, Àhammed (1981) found the short-run price elastic-
ity for Bangladesh to be 1"17 " The comparable esti-
mate f or jute goods v¡as f ound to be -2.65.

I 1 I This incorporation of demand characteristic makes the
two exports functions more of a reduced-form' market-
clearing relationships than export-supply functions.

I 1s For a critical analyses of these policies see world
Bank ( 1 981 ) and Ahmed, et aI. ( 1 979) .

1 2o Commodities included under this category are tea (3 
" 5percent), Ieather and leather products(6 percent), nev¡s-

print and paper(0"80 percent), and neptha, furnace oil
and bitumen(0.6 percent), where the figures in parenthe-
ses represents corresponding commodity share in total
merchandise exports- expressed in constant prices of
1973/74(world Bank, 1984).
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3. s3

and

are

fac -
pri-

where, Ygd is gross domestic product, 'to' and I

iff and subsidy rates respectively in this sec

unit value index(weighted) of f.o,b. exports

items, and Pgd is the GDP deflator.

3.3"4.3 Trade ín Ínvisibles:

Total trade in invi
fied under three broad

tor( investment) income

balance (Ce) expressed

defined as follows:

CA-Xg+(Xsn+Xsy

2.51 "1

so' are tar-
Lor, Pxo is

of all other

sibles has traditionally been classi-
headings: non-factor services, fac-

, and transfers" The current account

in current domestic currency prices is

) - Mg (t'tsn + Msy )

where, Xsn and Msn are export s

imports(payments) of non-factor services,

+ NPR

( rece ipt s )

Xsy and Msy

exports ( rece ipts ) and imports (payments ) of

tor(investment) income abroad, respectively, NPR is net

vate unrequited transf ers (workers' remittances) ,'r z'r and

Xs=Xsn+Xsy
Ms=MSn+MSy

121 Textbook definition of transfers include both private
remittances, and governmenL pensions and other t.rans-
fers. But here transfers is assumed the former only, to
make the definition consistenÈ with the grouping of
World Bank data"
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The two preceding sections posLulated the behavioral

relationships for components of Xg and Mg. In what follov¡s

an aLtempt is being made to explain t.he rest of the vari-

ables in the current account, namely, Xs, Ms and NPR"122

Non-factor services(wn's) : 1 2s

Total imports(payments) and exports(receipts) of non-fac-

tor services are explained by the following functions,

respectively:

Msn = f zt<< P*Y/POP, (xg+t"tg), ER'tPmso, Msn-1, Dzsr Dzr>) 3"52

f1

xsn = f ze<< P*Y/POP, (xg+ug), ER*Pxso, xsn- 1 , Dz s, Dz r)> 3"53

f1

where, Pms and Pxs are NFS imports and exports deflators

respectively,

For both receipts and payments of NFS' demand considera-

tions are attempted to capture through two variables--domes-

tic per-capita GNP, and total trade(exports and imports) in

1 22 Despite the fact that trade in services have assumed a
substantial volume ot total world trade' surprisingly'
most textbook treatment of the sector is scanty, if not
non-existent. There seems to be a wide spread a priori
opinion that the determinants of trade in services
either are of non-economic nature or are essentially the
same as the factors deÈermining trade in goods--hence
separate treatment is unwarranted" However, in view of
the rising importance of this sector in recent years' an
increasing number of researchers have attempted to
enrich both the analytical apparatus and empirical con-
tent of trade theory in services. See, for example,

. Sapir & Lutz ( 1 980 and 1 981 ) .

123 NFS categories include the following five items: ship-
ment, other transportation(passenger fares and part ser-
vices), travel, other private services, and other gov-
ernment services(for details, see IMF, 1977) 

"
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It is postulated t.hat the higher the per-cap-

ita income of a country, the greater would be the country's

both receipts and payments from travel and other private

services. l 24 Similarly, it is hypothesized that the larger

the volume of a country's merchandise trade, Lhe greater

will be t.he demand f or shipping( f reight and insurance) and

part services, therefore the larger would be both the

receipts and payments in NFS, for a given size of merchant

fleet registered in the country. l2s To capture the relative
price effects on payments of and receipts of NFS, indices of

real exchange rates for services payments and receipts are

included in the two equation, respectiveJ-y. FinaIIy, a

Iagged exports in NFS term is added to represent either the

distributed lag adjustment or inventory effec¡.1 26

Factor(investment) income " 1 27

124 Given that the richer a country, (a) the more will be
spent on travel and other services by its citizens, and(b) the greater wiÌ1 be the tendency for foreigners to
travel and buy services in that country, to the extent
the level of per-capital income reflects among other a
measure of affluences, a modernizing service sector, and
comfort for the travellers in the country.

The fleet size may be considered as an explanatory vari-
able in the two equations for NFS above, but is left out
on the ground that the effect of this variable will be
insignificant. This is due to the fact that the size of
fleet has negative effect on receipts of and positive
ef f ect on payrnents of part services , whi le exactJ-y the
opposite effects wil-1 result on receipts and payments of
shipping, thereby cancelling, if not altogether, a sig-
nificant portion of effects of the size of fleet on NFS(f'or details see Sapier and Lutz, 1980 ) .

See above for more on these two effects.
Investment income receipts include interest receipts on
reserves held by the Central Bank and other private and
official interest and investment income. The payments
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26

27
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- Xsy) payments in Ban-

gladesh over the sample period primarily reflects payments

of inerest on external debt, IMF service charges, and pay-

ments to a small foreign-owned factors particularly in bank-

ing and pharmaceutical industries. These net movements in

absolute term have averaged 5 percent of the value of

exports during the period 1972-82" Since the major portion

of these payments are determined by forces ouLside the coun-

try--by the IMF and the World Bank--therefore the Lotal net

factor income payments is hypothesized to be exogenously

determined "

NFIp = (tøsy - XsY) = NFIPo

Net private remittances(rqPn) :

3.53 " 1

Net private remittances has become the major source of

foreign exchange earnings in Bangladesh only recently. t ze

During the sixties the NPR remained below 5 percent of total

cornmodity exports value, while it averaged over 28 percent

of the value of merchandise exports during 1972-81, with the

figure being less than 15 percent over 1972-76" Only after

1976 a sharp rise in NPR can be observed, particularly, as a

result of the opening up of labour markets in the Middle

East to Bangladeshi workers and coincidentally the govern-

ments attempts to attract maximum remittances through vari-

counterpart include interest payments on external public
multi-lateral debt, IMF service charges, and oÈher pri-
vate and official interest and investment income pay-
ments(wortd Bank 1984, Table 3.2).

In 1980/81, NPR arnounts to 68 percent of the country's
total merchandise exports value.

128
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ous policies such as exchange liberalization programs and

opening up of various profitable investment opportunities at

home for migrant workers, Due to the special nature of data

and the fact that t.he factors determining the volume and the

duration of migration of workers from Bangladesh are largely
determined by outside factors, the net private remittances

is assumed to be exogenously determined in this model.12s

NPR = NPRo 3.53,2

3.19 GOVERNT{ENT POLTCY

3"4"1 lntroduction

SUB-MODEL

Government policy variables are stud

headings: FiscaI policy, Monetary pol

cies. l30 Such a separate and somewhat

ied under three broad

icy, and Other poli-

comprehensive treat-

12s Alternatively, a model with behavioral specification for
NPR will fail to explain adequately the variations in
data in the validation exercises.
However, for forecasting purposes, a behavioral specifi-
cation may be incorporated in the model:

NPR = NPR<< MY-1, ER(1+s*¡, rTD , Dztr Dzo>) 3"s3"3

where, MY is an index of GNP of major Midd1e Eastern
countries: sw is the premium given under Wage Earners
Scheme(weS) on foreign exchange earnings over and above
the official foreign exchange rate, rTD is an weighted
average index of interest rai-e/yieId of savings certifi-
cates, bonds, etcetera offered to wage earners, and Dzo
is a dummy variable to capture the effects of the open-
ing up of Middle Eastern labour market to Bangladeshi
workers in 1976,

130 For a lucid discussion on the various vrays of building
government sector and integrating with the macro-econom-
ic models, see Bank of Canada's modelling of the sector
in RDXI , by Helliwell, Evans, Jarrett, and Stephen-
son(1969). See also Eashag(1983) for a general discus-
sion o.n problems of fiscal and monetary policies in
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ment of the governmenL secLor is necessary in view of t.he

fact that the Government in Bangladesh, like many other

óeveloping countries, occupies a leading role, both as a

direct agent and as a catalyst in the development process.

In analyzing the characteristics of government policy
variables, the present study, Iike several other studies on

developing countriesrl3l also takes the position that these

policies have been, for the most part, very much limited in

their scope for discretionary action. In the realm of fis-
cal policy, many government expenditures are previously com-

mitted and/or are associated with politically susceptible
public employment. On the other hand, total government rev-

enue in any particular period depends, in addition to the

Iega1 tax rates, oD the activity leveIs and the degree of

compliance. These Iatter variables in turn are affected
importantly by inflation expectations and foreign exchange

costs" Moreover, the overwhelming predominance of indirect
taxes in Bangladesh and because of the nature of and the

factors affecting indirect taxes, scope for discretionary
precision is further limited.

In the sphere of monetary

paymenls considerations in a

domestic fiscal constraints,

has limited control over the

policy, because of balance of

fixed exchange rate regime and

the Central Bank of the country

size of the monetary base. 1 3 2

developing countries.
I 3 1 See, for example Behrman (1977) , p81 -82.
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Central Bank's ability to regulate money supply through

changes in reserve, discounL rate and other available poli-

cies, for a given monetary base, is also greatly impaired

due to the behavior of scheduled banks and of the non-bank

public.133 rn the balance of payment account the capital
account is virtually 'closed'. Domestic assets--both taka

and bonds-- are not internationally traded, neither domestic

residents were allowed to hold foreign currency accounts.l34

Currency substitution is almost non-existent. The capital
account of the country alternatively may be termed the 'aid
flow account' .

In the case of other policies--foreign sector policies

and income distribution policies--discretion exists over the

f ixing of nominal exchange rates, tar i f f , subsidies, etcet-

132 This has been explained further later"
133 Questions may be raised regarding the separate treatment

accorded here to fiscal policy and monetary policy,
since in most developing countries they are not techni-
caIly and politically separable. In most of these coun-
tries, markets for non-monetary government debt is vir-
tually non-existenL or underdeveloped and there is a
lack of political will and/or other impediments in pur-
sueing an independent monetary policy. The Central bank
more or less automatically finances government deficits,
therefore, monetary and fiscal policy are essentialty
one(Tobin, 1985). Nevertheless, a separate treatment of
the two policies may be justified at least on two
grounds. The policies are designed and executed by two
separate agencies(to a great extent independently), and
the intended effects of the two policies are often dif-
ferent in both degree and immediate targets.

134 In recent years government has relaxed some of the con-
straints on foreign capital and the capital account
transactions. Restrictions on foreign currency accounts
for domestic residents have been lifted to a limited
extent.
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era as v¡e1l as over many domestic income policies including

the fixation of minimum-wages, price and input subsidies-

mainely in agriculture, tax rates, and direct transfers.
However, even here the extent of discretionary policy making

is limited" For example, in the face of an inadequate and

dwindling foreign exchange reserves, the preference for and

maintenance of overvalued exchange rates ultimately lead to
a balance of payments crisis and often calls for dist.asteful
but unavoidable pressures for policy changes.

However, the above should not be mistaken to mean that
there is no scope for discretionary policy. Rather, a judi-

cious search for characteristics of government policies also

makes evident that even with a limited degree of exogeneity

there are a moderately large number of policy tools avail-
able to policy makers in Bangladesh for discretionary manip-

ulations. More importantly, as Behrmen (1977 ) has demon-

strated for the Chilean economy, these policies are expected

to have quite heterogeneous effects across different sectors

of the economy.

Before proceeding to the specifications of government

policy variables, a general comment about the specifications
is in order. Unlike other sectors in the model, most speci-

fications in this sector do not necessarily embody a rigor-
ous economic theoretical underpinnings. This is due to the

fact that the nature of these relations is conditioned by

the tax laws, the structure of government expenditures, the
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nature of monetary, fiscal and foreign sector administration

and the respective policy enforcement mechanisms, and other

institutional factors obtained in the economy over the sam-

ple period. Hence, institutional considerations and

accounting identities are dominant in providing rationale

underlying most of the structural specifications in the fol-
Iowing sub-sections. The equations are alternatively known

as policy reaction functions"

3.4"2 Fiscal Policv Variables:

For economic analysis it is more appropriate to identify
government budgetary receipts and expenditures based on the

distinction between discretionary and nondiscretionary budg-

et items. The former are determined by current administra-

tive proposals and Parliamentary or Ministerial action and

are often considered to be independent of GNP or economic

activities in the country.l3s The latter depends on the

effects of the current economic environment on a structure
determined by past legislation.r36 Às it will be seen in the

following sections, there are a large number of budgetary

items, both on the receipts and expenditure sides of the

budget, that can be described as nondiscretionary iÈems. In

explaining government policy variables in the following sec-

tions these considerations have been emphasized.

1 3s In reality, the
expenditures are
the level and/or

136 Levy(1963, p91).

size of some of these "discretionary"
also at least indirectly depends upon

the growth of the GNP.
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IL is now well recognized in economic literature that

government operations have important links with money cre-

aLion, and that its activities both directly and indirectly

affects income, prices, and economic activities. The Iink

between government operations and economic activities is
generally emphasízed through its revenue generating mecha-

nisms and/or expenditure programmes. These policies or pro-

grammes have income redistributive as well as income gener-

ating potential" However¡ âD analysis of government budget

constraint also reveals that these expenditures have a

counterpart in money and debt creation" In particular, the

vray the government finances its budgetary gap(by issuing

more securities to be held by domestic public, by additional

money creation('printing money') or by borrowing externally)
has considerable differential impact on the economy" In

addition to appreciate the importance of and to correctly

specifying the government budget constraint, the above fac-

tors also call for a detailed investigation of the role of

monetary sector and the interlink between this and the real

sectors of the economy. An attempt is therefore being made

in the following pages to this direction.

3^&.2"1 Government Current Revenues:

Totat Government current revenues(TR) is composed of tax

revenues(T) and non-tax revenues(Nt) r 1 37 where total tax

137 Tot.al governmenL
to 12 percent of
revenues has been

revenues in Bangladesh
cDP in 1981 /82. The
taxes ( 77 percent in 1 98

averaged close
major source of
1 /82) . Income



revenue is further classified into

es on income and corporations(tin
es(Tln)138 and indirect taxes(riA

sales tax(rse), custom duties(tcs)
The following identities describe

ships for government revenues:

TR=T+NT
T=Tdi+Tid
Tdi=Tin+Tln
Tid=Tex+Tsl+Tcs+Tot

140 This contrasts sharply with
several developing countries
countries where more than 70
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direct taxes(rai) or tax-

), and land revenue tax-

) or excise taxes(tex),

, and other taxes (tot ) . 1 3 s

these accounting relation-

4.54

4.55

4 "56

4.57

the much higher rates for
and also for most developed
percent of the tax revenue

Four major taxes dominate the tax system in Bangladesh

over the sample period. These are excise, sales, customs,

and income taxes, accounting for over 90 percent of the

total tax revenues. However, total revenue from direct tax-

es account for on the average only around 1 5 percent of the

from nationalized sectors, interest receiptsr r€gistra-
tion fees and various government departments made up the
remainder(of which 73 percent comes from the national-
ized sector, railway, and the interest receipts) (worId
Bank, Table 5 "2, 1 984 ) .

r38 Land revenue tax was virtually abolished in 1974 togeth-
er with the imposition of the moratorium on agricultural
income tax but reinstated in 1976/77"

l3s other taxes include stamp(both Judicial and non-Judi-
cial) taxes, motor vehicle taxes, entertainment taxes,
electricity duties, estate duty on agricultural land,
taxes on irnmovable property, gif t taxes, capital gains
tax, jute tax(abolished in May, 1975), toII taxes, bet-
terment tax on commercial establishments, and other 1ev-
ies "
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tot.a1.14o while total indirect taxeslal account f.or t.he

remainder, or 85 percent , of which the Lop three caLegories

of indirect taxes contributed over 90 percent during the

same period; custom taxes(49 percent), excise taxes(26 per-

cent), and sales taxes(17 percent).142 The structure of the

tax system has been very much the same as described above

with only minor variations over the sample period.r43

Tax f unct,ions:

The aim of the tax equations is to explain the tax income

of the government. Clearly the major explanatory variable

in a tax function must be a variable that represents the tax

base. However, there are at least three different methods

of formulating numerical relationships between tax income

and the explanatory base variables.144

is collected as direct taxes. Note that Tdi here also
includes agricultural income tax- a tax on agricultural
income existed before 1971/72 and reinstated in 1976/77"

1 41 Tid contains some minor direct taxes also, which h'as not
possible to disentangle due to the available grouping of
data.

1 4 2 world Bank (1978 , 1981 , and 1 984 ) "

143 The percentage distribution of taxes in Bangladesh for
fiscal year 1980 was as follows: (i) Taxation on goods
and service, 85 " 4 percent I of which customs, 45. 1 per-
cent; excise, 18 "7 percent; sales , 18.7 percent; and
other, 2"1 percent" (ii) Taxes on income, 12.5 percent,
of which Individuals, 4.2 percent; private companies,
2.1 percent; nationalized companies, 5"6 percent. (iii)
land development tax, 2.1 percent; and (iv) other taxes
and duties, 0 "7 percent " (world nank, 1 981 , p23 ) .

144 See, STUPIDE(1984, p37-138), and Helliwel-l et aI(1969) "
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The mosL widely used met.hods is the "econometric" meLhod,

where a properly specified equation is estimated by means of

econometric techniques using time series data covering the

sample period, The usual assumption is that the parameter

estimates remain constant over the sample period. However

if the fiscal policy parameter vrere changed during the esti
mation period, then the estimated equation 'endogenizes

?

I

policy to some extent. On the other hand, if the fiscal
policy parameter remains unchanged over the sampJ.e period,

it might be possible to interpret the estimated coefficients
as policy parameters. In simulation exercises these esti-
mated coefficients may then be changed exogenously repre-

senting assumed changes in fiscal policy"

The second method may be called the "construction" meth-

od" Here the equation is constructed directly from the giv-

en tax rules, hence is valid as long as the rules are va1id.

The equations are in fact a schematic descriptions of the

actual tax rules. The third method which may be called the

"calibration" method relates the tax income of each period

of the model to the base variable of the same periodr' where

it is assumed that taxes are related to one single base

variable.only. FoIlowing this method one gets a separate

equation for each period within the sample period" There-

fore a calibrated equation can hardly be used for extrapola-

tions and forecasts" Like in most other macroeconomic mod-

eIs, the present study follows the 'econometric' method to

estimate tax functions.
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be followed has been decided,

three important issues must nor{ be dealt with to facilitate
the specific formulation of tax functions: first, the gues-

tion as to whether the tax equations should be stochastic or

simply identities; second, the rationale for inclusion of a

lagged explanatory variables; and finally, whether the func-

tions be specified in real or nominal terms.

In most macroeconomic models total tax collections or

effective tax rates are assumed to be exogenously determíned

by government policy. But in reality, governments in most

developing countries including Bangladesh have less than

perfect control over taxes: It establishes lega1 rates but

the effective rates are often much different" with respect

to legaI rates, there exist different rates for different
commodities, for different values of the same item, and for
different income groups. Therefore, calculation of average

tax rates for broad aggregates of taxable items such as

imports, domestic sales of groups of items, income, etcet-
era, involve an accurate a.ssignment of weights to the vari-
ous item-wise rates. Since these weights are not available
for Bangladesh(due to data limitations), the tax equation

based on broad aggregates of tax income and tax bases would

most certainly be plagued by measurement/aggregation errors.
Furthermore, tax evasion, deIay, and misappropriation of tax

revenues have been prevalent in Bangladesh over the sample

period, hence even if weighted actual tax rates were avail-
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able the use of these rates over the tax base will overesti-
maLe t.he actual tax collections" Therefore, a stochastic

formulation of tax equation is legitimate whereby the error

term would capture measurement/aggregation errors and such

unexplained variations in Lax revenues as those due to tax

evasion etcetera.

The issue of lagged explanatory variable depends upon the

specific tax system in effect over the sample period. If
for example, the amount of delayed income tax paid in one

year roughly equals the amount of postponed tax for that
year, lagged income as a tax base would be a poor regressor

in the tax function" For most indirect taxes delay in tax

payment is unlikely, since tax payment precedes the trans-

actions or receipts of items upon which taxes are Levied.

Delay may be pronounced with regards to tax payments on

income , prof i ts , land hol-din9s r etcetera " However , in case

of Bangladesh because of the prevailing system of income tax

administration wherein taxes are assessed and levied on last
year's income, lagged income becomes the sole tax base in

the income tax function.

Finally, it has been decided to specify all tax func-

tions(as well as most other government revenue and expendi-

ture variables and functions) in nominal terms, following

the logic provided in the Bank of Canada's(Rpx1) modelling

of the sector in HelIiweII et al(1969, p2-3 and 9-10)"

Income and corporation taxes(rin) :
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The total receipts from income and corporation taxes

depend on t.he aggregate non-agricultural income--a product

of. two endogenously determineci variables, Yna and Pna--r14s

and agricultural income--also product of two endogenous

variables(Yag and Pag), all variables defined in nominal

terms. Since income and corporation taxes are assessed and

levied on the last year's income, the tax base is lagged one

year to reflect this institutional feature"

Tin = f zg(( (Yna * Pna) -rr (vag * Pag)-r, (anti , Dzt>> 4.58

0 < f1

where, ADTi is dummy variable for discretionary policy

changes in various taxes. The above formulation leaves ouL

such variables as changes in exemption Iimits, varying rates

of allowances, etcetera due to both non-availability of

accurate data as well as difficulty in quantifying these

variables.

Excise taxes:

Tex = fso<< (Yna * Pna), ADTi, Dt.t

0 < f 1

Sales taxes:

Ts1 = f¡r<< (ymt * pmf)¡ (Mg - Mf), aDTi, Ðt.t

0 < f 1

Custom duties:
Tcs = f 32(< Mc, Mr, Mk, (xj + xjm), ADTi , Dz t

4.60

4"59

4 .61

l4s Note that in all tax functions the independent variable
is not a simple current Taka expenditures, rather a
product of constant-taka expenditures and the relevant
prices explained elsewhere in the model.
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Tot

0 < f 1

t,axes:

= f s3(< (V

0<¡2 0 < f 3
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0 < f4

ATDi

1;0

Psd), , Dzt )> 4 .62

spec i f icalIy
provides the
on economic

exempt ions ,
tems, made
on imports;

collected at

The total nominal receipts from excise taxes in Bangla-

desh is exprained by variations in nominar value added in

the non-agricultural sector.146 The choice of this as a tax

base is an approximation, since the data on appropriate tax

base for excise taxes(e.g., total values of exciseable items

or the totar value of aggregate consumption expenditure on

exciseabre commodities) are not available" The sales tax is
imposed on various goods, both domestically produced, mainly

manufacturing, and imported. In the absence of detailed
data on consumer expenditures on different types of goods

subject to sales tax, the value-added in manufacturing and

imports of goods, both in nominal terms have been chosen as

expl-anatory variables for the sales tax equation. l47 The

146 The excise tax system in Bangladesh is comparatively
broader-based, in contrast to most countries, where
excise duties are narrow-based and restricted to goods
such as tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, motor
cars, and petroleum products. While excise tax revenues
on tobacco products and petroleum products account for
over 65 percent in recent years, excise taxes on other
domestically manufactured goods represents a significant
and gror{ing proportion of total excise taxes in Bangla-
desh (World Bank, 1981, p25) 

"

1 47 Sales taxes are levied ad valorem on all
in or imported into -nanglããesh unless

goods produced

exempted. In principle, the sales tax
foundation for a broad-based general tax
activity, but a variety of constraints and
particularly in domestically-manufactured i
the sales tax in Bangladesh virtually à tax
over 92 percent of sales tax revenues is
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major tax bases for cusLoms duties is non-food import.s; Over

95 percent of revenue from customs duties are derived from

Import duties, the rest from export duties, in which ravr

jute alone accounts for over 95 percent of the total.
Import duties on non-food items are based on end-userwith

relatively high rates on final consumer goods and lower

rates on intermediate and capital goods. Due to these dif-
ferential rate structures, and numerous exemptions varying

across the three import categories, nominal values of

imports of consumer goods, intermediate goods, and capital
goods are chosen as three major explanatory variables for

the customs duties equation. Finally, other taxes include a

number of smaller taxes and duties of both direct and indi-
rect in nature, each contributing insignificantly to the

total" The rate structure and exemptions for these taxes

are variable and complex, but the total revenue from this
category shows a steady growth with moderate variances over

the sample period, with few exceptions" Owing to the nature

and structure of 'other taxes' in Bangladesh, nominal rev-

enue from these taxes are related to nominal GNP of the

country.

Numerous changes lrere instituted affecting the tax struc-
ture obtained in Bangladesh wittrin the sample period. Dis-

cretionary changes in tax rates both across taxable items in

the customs point on imported items, 7 percent is col-
lected on exciseable commodities and only 1 percent is
coLlected on non-exciseable domestic manufactured goods,
in recent years(world Bank 1981, p25)"
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any given year and over time have been undertaken quite

often, particularly since independence t.o improve governmenL

revenue performance and make 'desired' changes in the tax

structure. The effect of only the major discretionary

changes in Lax rates on revenue performance were attempted

to capture using dummy variabl-es to reflect such discretion-
ary changes.

DiIon-tax current revenues;

The non-tax current revenues as classified in the budgets

is a heterogeneous group of items comprise of, in order of

quantitative importance(in 1981/82), the interest receipts

on loans extended by the government(mainly to various public

sector units and cooperatives), receipts from the national-
ized sector and the state-oh'ned Railway, forests and regis-

tration fees, and miscellaneous receipts. It should be not-

ed that some of these receipts are flows and not aII of them

are expressed on a net basisrl48 for example, the Railway

receipts are gross receipts, which are, however, overcompen--

sated by the expenditures shown under total government

expenditures in the next section. On the other hand, Post

Of f ice and Telephone and Telegraph receipts are net

148 ldeal1y, all of these flow receipts should be included
on a net basis and expenditures should be calculated in
terms of true economic costs, not just accounting costs.
However , due to data I imi tat i ons , only the Ra i lway ' s
receipts are expressed on a net basis and total current
government expenditures have been adjusted for this
accordingly. Note, also that non-tax current revenues
from government assets holdings are added, to the flow
revenues by taking annual changes in asset values.
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receipts. Although revenue from these sources account for a

significant part over 20 percent of total currenL revenue,

the significance will certainly diminish greatly if all the

flow receipts are expressed on a net basis and expenditures

are calculated in terms of true economic costs. Given the

structure and nature of non-tax revenues and also because

the determinants of different items in Lhis category of rev-

enues would be so difficult to specify, the non-tax current

government revenues are simply assumed to vary with the lev-

el of overall economic activity, measured by nominal

income(y"pgd).

NT = f s¿<< (Y * Pgd), ATDi , Ðz t

0 < f 1

4"63

3"&"2,2 Government Current Expenditures:

Government expenditure policies in Bangladesh greatly

determine the pattern of consumption and investment and also

profoundly influence the general welfare and growth of the

economy.. Total government expenditure is composed of gov-

ernment current and development expenditures. las There has

been a steady increase in the leve1 of government expendi-

14s The former expenditures fall under the Revenue Budget,
while the latter fa11 under the Annual Development
Plan(eOp) or Development Budget. However, the distinc-
tion between the two expenditures is not a clear-cut
one, Development expenditures include a large element
of current (consumption) expenditures and similarly,
current expenditures also contain some capital items but
the total amount is relatively small. For the present
study, adjustments are being made for these discrepan-
c ies.
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tures since independence. Total nominal government expendi-

ture relat.ive to GDP at current factor cosL increased from

13 percent in 1973/74 to 22 percent in 1982/83" The major

components have been current public consumption(close to

nine percent of GDP in 1982/83, of which six percent under

the revenue budget and the rest under the development budget

), t so public fixed investment(9"2 percent) r l s r and transfer

payments(4"0 percent) including debt service payments(1 .1

percent)" 1s2 Following to economic classifications, total
flow of nominal government expenditures(NG) in any fiscal
year can be defined as follows:

NG = Cg ?t WPI + Tg * Pinv + SUB + RD + TP 4"64

1s0 Public consumption includes government current expendi-
tures on wages, salaries, goods and services.

151 Including investment under the Food-for-work Program(0.6
percent), which is added without making adjustment for
imported food-aid, to reflect the true opportunity costs
of a id.

1s2 Transfer payments figures are greatly underestimated due
to the government of Bangladesh's method of food and
agricultural inputs subsidy valuation" The method is to
estimate 'cash' transfer to represent compensation for
the losses incurred on estimated sales of grains that
are from 'own-resource purchases' onIy. The method has
serious limitations, for example, it excludes aid
financed imports-representing the bulk of food-grains
distributed through the rationing system-from the meas-
urement of subsidy. I.Torld Bank estimates for food sub-
sidy based on 'Ful1 Valuation Basis' (making necessary
adjustment's for the Iimitations of the government meth-
od) indicate that the cash subsidy valuation based on
government method may not have accounted for more than
40 percent of the "actual subsidy" in any one year(see
WorId Bank, 1978).
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the form of

subs idies on f ood gra ins , agr icultural input.s , etcet,era ; TP

is all other transfer payments from government to house-

holds; and RD is total interest payments on governmenL debt"

When the necessary adjustments are rnade for the aid f inanced

imports, Food-for-works programs, etcetera--Lo reflect

respective opportunity costs while calculating the actual

subsidies--and also when due account for changes in public

food stock is taken care of, the resulting adjusted total

nominal government expenditure(¡¡C*) may now be defined as:

NG* = Cg.WPI+ Igf't.Pinv + Igs*.Pf + suB* + TP* + RD 4"64"1

wherer ão asterisk indicates that the corresponding variable

has been adjusted for reasons mentioned above; and Igsx is

the adjusted real investment in public food stock.

In conventional macroeconomic analysis, the total govern-

ment expenditure is usually assumed to be exogenously deter-

mined. The present study assumes only some of the compo-

nents of this expenditure being exogenous while the rest

being determined endogenously for reasons explained

bel-ow.153

1 s 3 Most macro-econometric models, both on developing and
developed countries, treat at least some components of
government expenditure endogenously determined(see' fo!
example, Behrman 1977 ' PIDE 1983, Pani 1980' the MPS and
the DRI models for the usÀ, and the RDX models for cana-
da).

One implication of endogenizing a portion of govern-
ment spending is that an autonomous increase in the
exogenous component of government expenditure now
results in a larger increase in budget deficit than
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Government, current eonsumptíon eNpendiÈure:

In most macroeconometric models this expenditure category

is often assumed to be directly policy determined. Às men-

tioned earlier, in the context of Bangladesh and many other

developing countries, experiences indicate that the govern-

ment does not have much short-run discretionary power or t

even if it has, is unwitling to exercise the power over

theSe expenditures for Several reasons. One Such reason is

the existing commitments to, for example' governmenL employ-

ees (a dominant and organized vlage-earning group in most

developing countries), which can be changed in the short-run

often only at a high political costs. Furthermore, adminis-

trative and other sorts of delay in the completion of public

projects--a common feature in Bangladesh like many other

countries--and the bureaucratic tendency and their manipula-

tion of political power to expand the size and power of the

bureaulsa and the asymmetric information flows between the

bureaucraLs and the government' also Iimit the scope for

discretionary short-run changes in government consumption

expenditures . Hence, government consumption expenditure is

assumed Èo be endogenous in the complete system model 
"

would occur when the total government expenditure is
endogenous. ÀIso, endogenizing certain portions of gov-
ernment spending yields a different steady state multi-
plier expiession. See Choudhry(1976, p410) for details"

1 5 4 See Niskanen (1975, 1979) 
"
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The structural specification for real government consump-

tion expenditures is discussed in section 3 "3 "2 above

together with the specification for private consumption

expenditures. To convert nominal government consumption

expenditures into the corresponding real magnitude, endoge-

nously determined WPI has been used as the deflator" The

major determinants of government consumption are real gov-

ernment revenues, real foreign aid, and price of food-

grains.

Transfer paymentu subsidyu and ínt,erest on public debt:

As mentioned earlier, these expenditures are composed of

government domestic transfer payments(available data, unfor-

tunately, do not permit to investigate the individual compo-

nent,s under this category), interests paid on government

debt, and a variety of government subsidies. Most of these

expenditures have strong endogenous elements, at least in

the short-run; in turn, these expenditures directly affect

the level of disposable income and therefore private con-

sumption and savings behaviour" However, several items

under TP and SUB are subject to the government's discreLion-

ary control. Governments in Bangladesh have indeed, from

time to time, resorted to such policy changes, though, often

under international pressures ( for example, the so-ca1Ied

'IMF conditionality' for reduced food-grains and input sub-

sidies) or simply to make the government policies economi-

cally more sensibte. The political risk of such changes of
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exist.ing policies, however, acts as an automatic deterrent

for governments to effectively manipulate these expenditures

in its advantage. With respect to inerest payments on gov-

ernment debts, to the extent government is willing and able

to manipulate the administered interest rates on government

securities in an underdeveloped financiaL market as obtained

in the country, this can also become a discretionary item.

Government subsídies:

Governments in Bangladesh over the sample period provided

numerous subsidies to households and businesses. The nota-

ble subsidies are food subsidies through the public ration-
ing system, fertilizer and other agricultural input subsid-

ies, food-grains procurement subsidies, and exchange rate

subsidies(for example, subsidies through'over-invoicing' of

capital goods imports before the independence and through

the 'wage-earners scheme' after the independence). Given

the data lir¡itations, not aII of these subsidies can be cal-
culated for the Bangladesh economy" It seems that the cur-
rently available published statistics on government subsid-

ies are underestimated due to insufficient coverage of

subsidy items. There is, however, another important reason

for which these statistics were even more underestimated"

This is particularly true with respect to items that are

related with aid financed imports. For exampler âs men-

tioned earlier, the government budget reports "cash subsidy

on food" based on estimates of the loss on the quantity of
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food sold by the governmenL from its ovrn purchased stock.lss

Even this is often underestimated, and moreover, it does not

cover the actual or potential loss of resources on food pro-

cured under various aid programs. Therefore "cash subsidy

on food" as reported in the budget, has limited meaning for

measuring the true size of the total food subsidy, particu-

Iar1y, in terms of its purchasing power effects on the econ-

omy. For economic analysis, or for national-income account.-

ing purposes, an estimate of the "actual subsidy" based on

full value estimates of the food aid and the domestically
procured food items would be more meaningful and desirable.
World Bank studies have attempted to provide such an esti-
mate for 'actual subsidy on food', which indicates that

"cash subsidies" reported, albeit not in a comprehensive

wâyr in the Budget have always been around or less than 40

percenL of the'actual subsidy'during the seventies.ls6 The

present study, to the extent data permits, calculates both

of these two measures of subsidies, and uses the 'cash sub-

sidy' estimates for government budget constraint and the

'actual subsidy' estimates for national-income-expenditure

account s "

1ss From budgetary point of view nothing is wrong or unusual
with this practice, since with food aid no cash outlay
is incurred by the government, except of course trans-
port charges and storage and distribution costs.

156 World Bank 1984
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Households in Bangladesh receive food subsidy via the

Food Rationing System, which distributes food-grains and

some other essential commodities, mostly collected from food

aid, at the rationed prices much below the market prices. lsT

Related with this is the procurement subsidies in recent

years, where government purchases food-grains and jute from

farmers at the pre-announced prices higher than the corre-

sponding market prices"

Similarly, large sums are also allocated(and distributed)
annually in the budget for the provision of agricultural
inputs to the farmers free or at prices below their costs to
the Government. The most outstanding are fertilizer and

irrigation water subsidies. Subsidies on pesticides and

seeds are relat.ively smal-1. with fertilizer, the rates of

subsidy during the early eighties have been around 30-35

percent of the corresponding non-subsidized retail price.
The rates of subsidy varied over time and between inputs"

Once again, WorId Bank estimates, albeit incomplete in cov-

erage, of these subsidies are used for the present study.

Àlthough, available rough estimates indicate that addition-
ally a substantial amount ot subsidy is also provided

through 'soft term' and low interest bank credits to agri-
culturalests, traders, and industrialists, buL due Lo non-a-

vailability of reliable data no account of these subsidies

v¡ere undertaken here"

1 s7 Towards the end of the sample
have been narrowed down"

period the di f ferences
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Finally, t.he f oreign exchange subsidy, which has been

mainly procured by the industrialists, traders, speculators,

and beneficiaries of the Wage Earners Scheme, results mainly

due to the maintenance of an overvalued exchange rate. One

subsidy was realized by cashing in the over-invoicedlsB part

of the government approved foreign exchange(for purchasing

capital items), which is purchased at the overvalued offi-
cial exchange rate, ât the higher free market(or black mar-

ket) rate. lss Thus over-invoicing can be seen as a transfer

of resources from the public treasury to the industrialists
and traders for whorn the real costs of imported capital
goods are decreased substantially below the actual costs

incurred. Another example of foreign exchange subsidy is

due to the introduction of the "Wage Earner's Scheme' ,

effective JuIy 1972, paying a premium(over 58 percent ini-
tialIy) over the official foreign exchange rate for remit-

tances sent by the Bangladesh nationals working abroad. 1 6o

However, this policy has been subsequently v¡ithdrawn and

1 s8 over-invoicing was common during
sixt ies.

Pakistan period in the

r5s See Winston(1970) for details.
I 60 This scheme was known as the Premium Scheme for Home

RemitLances, through which wage earner's were paid Taka
30/- per pound sterling, when the official exchange rate
vras f ixed at Taka 18 "967 7 per pound sterl ing. This
scheme h'as withdrawn subseguently when Taka vras deva-
lued(second time since the independence; first time on
January 1972 ) pn 1 7th May 1975 to Taka 30 per pound
sterling. Àt the time of devaluation the Taka price of
pound sterling under the wage earners scheme shot up to
Taka 70 per pound which after devaluation came down to
Taka 37 per pound sterling in the open market (l'tinistry
of Finance, 1976).
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replaced by a system of benefits through trade licensing and

quotas linked with the earnings of wage earner's abroad.

Unfortunately, a reliable data series on these could not be

estimated, therefore, Iike many other open and hidden sub-

sidies, exchange rate subsidies were also left out in the

final estimation of total government subsidies.

Given the nature and composition of subsidy items includ-

ed, the total public subsidy is postulated to depend upon

the lagged value added in agriculture(Yago¡tun¡, total gov-

ernment revenues(tR), and a time trend(t), rr¡hich has been

added to denote the fact that subsidies have tended to

increase over time"

SUB = fss<( (vag * Pa9)-rr TR, SUB-1, t, ADSir Dzr>) 4"65

-1

where, a negative relationship is expected between subsidies

and value added in agriculture since in years of increasing

farm income subsidies tended to decline, and a positive

relationship between subsidies and total government revenue

is postulated" ADSi is a dummy variable Lo represent dis-
cretionary policy changes in various subsidies. Lagged gov-

ernment subsidies variable is added to capture the institu-
tional rigidities and the forces

subsidies in Bangladesh.

Interest payments on public debt:

of inertia in government
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is expectedTot.al interest payments

to vary positively with the

rowing from scheduled banks

paid on the public debt(rGn

nominal value of governmenL bor-

(cnsb), the nominal interest rate

), and on lagged RD:

However, âD alternative specification such as the following

can be justified on the ground that transfer payments to

households are mainly determined by urban adult population

size(eoeu), price of food-grains(ef), and lagged transfer

payments, where the latter variable captures the 'inertia'
factor into these types of expenditures inherent in politi-

cally unstabl-e countr ies.

RD = f s6(( GBsb, rGB, (no)-r
0 < f1

Other transfer payments:

This is assumed exogenous in

TP = TPo

, ADRi, Dtt >)

0 < f 3
4"66

the complete model system.

4"66.1

4 "66 "2

, in countries with the policy envi-
in Bangladesh, monetary pol-icy and
certain conditions can be . shov¡n to

TP = TP<< POPu, (TP) _ r, Pf , aDsi, Dz I

0

PubIic investment:

1 6 1 As mentioned earlier
ronment as obtained
fiscal policy under

Of all the expenditure components discussed so far this
is much more under the government's discretionary control--

at least in nominal terms. Nominal expenditures in public

investrnent is less constraint by the availability of rev-

enues, since the Central Bank is there to provide necessary

credits whenever asked by the governme¡¡. r6r Therefore, nom-
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inal pubtic investment may be assumed as a government policy

variable in the complete system model. However, t.he real

value of public investment is postulated to be an endoge-

nously determined variable, and a behavioral specification
has been provided in section 3.3 " 3 above along with t.he

specifications for private investments. Since there are

some constraints from the revenue sides, the real public

investment is postulated to depend, among other thingsr upon

the availabitity of funds.

Government budget constraint :

The government budget deficit is defined by the following

ident i ty :

BD = NG TR 4.67

v¡hich is an overall deficit for the government sector in the

sense that both current and development budgets are consid-

ered in the estimation of NG and TR" The data reveals that

the budget deficit since the independence averaged around

ten percent of GDP at factor costs. Excluding the

year(1972/73) following the independence, the data also

indicate a sharp upward trend in deficit from close to five
percent of cDP in 1973/74 to eleven percent in 1982/83"

Financing of this enormous size of increasing government

deficits vras done over the years mainly from two sources;

(1) Foreign grants and loans(averaged over seventy percent);

and Q) Deficit financing.

be essentially the same"
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BD = AGB + AID 4.68

AcB = AGBp + AGBbb + AGBsb 4"69

where, AGB is changes in total government borrowing and the

right hand side AGB's with p, bb, and sb stands for borrow-

ings from public, the central bank, and scheduled banks,

respectively. Government financing and its monetary impli-
cations are further discussed in the following section.

3.4.3 Monetary Policv Variables

The quantity of money in macroeconomic models tradition-
aIly has been assumed to be an exogenously determined vari-
able controlled by the monetary authorities. l62 The validity
of this assumption, however, has been questioned in several

studies on both developed and developing countries. Simi-

larly, the ability of the monetary authorities to effective-
Iy control the stock of moneyl63 by controlling the monetary

base has also been challenged.

It has nor,¡ become customary to present the determination

of money supply as a process behavior of various economic

agents in the economy--the commercial banks, non-bank public

162 For an excellent survey of issues and evidence on money
and monetary policy in less developed countries see the
volurne edited by Coats and Khatkhate (1980), and Esh-
as(1983).

163 The monetary authorities ability to control money stock
depends on whether the link between the monetary base
and bank reserves, and between bank reserves and the
money stock ( the monetary base--bank reserves--money
stock linkage) is fairly tight and therefore predicta-
bte. See Fand(1970) and Park(1973) for furÈher details.
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sector, the central bank and the Government--constrained by

the institutional framer*¡ork within which t.his behavior

occurs rather than as a process dominated soIeIy by the mon-

etary authorities. l6a The simultaneous determination of both

supply of and demand for money has been emphasized and mod-

eIled, for example, by Teigen(1964) and Gibson(1972) for a

developed economy such as the U"S. In recent macro-econo-

metric models, however, it has become customary to describe

monetary policy by including central bank reaction func-

tions. For a small open developing economy, such as Bangla-

desh, the endogeneity of money stock may even be more pro-

nounced given the underdeveloped nature of its monetary and

financial system, Lhe dominant role of agriculture and

recurring crop failure, and the developmental needs of the

country--all of these result in a heavy reliance on interna-

tional trade and payments, foreign aid and a continuous def-

icit financing policies. 1 6s

164 To elaborate, the money supply at a point in time is the
result of portfolio decisions by various economic agents
in the economy: the Central Bank 'determines' the amount
of high-powered money or monetary base; the government
sector budget êonstraint determines the volume of defi-
cit financing; the commercial banks determine the volume
of loans and other assets thaL they will acquire and the
quantity of reserves they wiIl hold as excess and free
reserves; and the public(including the non-bank interme-
diaries) determines how to allocate their holdings of
monetary wealth among various financial assets such as,
currency, demand deposits, time and saving deposits,
etcetera" It may be noted here that the idea of endoge-
nous money stock has received new and powerful support
from the "New Viev¡" approach in monetary econom-
ics(tobin, 1969).

I 6s Deficit financing has further implications. Sargent and
Wallace (1973 ) and Aghevli and Khan (1977) have demon-
strated that there is a two-way causation between money
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Nevertheless, Lhe central bank in Bangladesh, known as

the Bangladesh Bank, has been able to control the stock of

money at the margin through its loans, interest raLe ceil-

ings, quantitative restrictions on credit expansion, redis-

count policy, and required reserve rates on demand and time

deposits. However, t.he control has been far from complete.

The effectiveness of such control very much depends on the

validity of the assumption that the monetary authorities can

offset the influence of the balance of payments deficits,

fiscal deficits and, for that matterr âDy variations in the

money multiplier on the quantity of money by employing poli-

cy instruments. Unfortunately, the central bank's ability

in most developing countries, including Bangladesh, falls

far short of what is implied in that assumption"

The central bank in Bangladesh has not been independent

of the country's fiscal needs: It has been generally

required to accommodate those needs. Bank credit to the

public sector is substantial and has been increasing over

supply and inflation. The expansion of money supply
leads to price increases, but the resulting higher
inflation also increases government deficit which the
authorities finance by further money creation. In a
later study Sargent and Wallace ( 1 981 ) further demon-
strated that the monetary policy cannot be manipulated
independently(exogenously) when the growth path of gov-
ernment expenditures and the tax structure are both
fixed. For a ciearer exposition of this view see MilI-
er(1983). A1so, see Ðarby(1984) for a criticism of this
view.

For a view that emphasizes the important, if not cen-
tral, influence of the balance of payrnents upon the
domestic stock of money in developing countries see
Drake(1980), particularly chapter 5 on the Money Supp1y'
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the sample period. Both private secLor and commercial bank-

ing sector behavior influence t.he síze of the money supply.

Furthermore, the central bank's control over many of the

foreign sector aspects of monetary policy has often been

less than direct, if not altogether absent. Àlso, there is

an important asymmetry in the implementation of monetary

policy in less developed countries including Bangladesh.

The monetary authorities may be able to expand money supply,

say through deficit financing, but it would be very diffi-
cult for them to conLract the money supply" This occurs

particularly due to the size and nature of the unorganized

sector in these countries. In such countries much of the

direct and indirect effects of an expansionary monetary pol-

icy will be ultimately absorbed by the huge unorganized

credit market,1 66 On the other hand, the impact of any

restrictive monetary policy wiIl be at first felt mainly in

the organized sector and in particular a credit restriction
will affect the industrial or organized sector more than the

unorganized sector, since the scope and coverage of monetary

policy instruments in these countries are limited.

Finally, certain behavioral functions, such as the pro-

pensity of commercial banks to generate credit as a result

of a given increase in their depositsrl6T and the propensity

166 Much of this expansion will dissipate in speculation,
hoarding, conspicuous consumption, and invesÈment gener-
ating inflationary pressures. See Park(1973) "

1 67 A detailed study of Pakistan's monetary sector by
Imam(1970) for the period 1949/50 to 1965/65 takes the
view that "the scheduled banks' propensity to vary the
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for the public to hold their wealth in cash as opposed to

bank deposits, upon which money supply depends, are not

under the effective control of monetary authorities" This

lack of control, therefore, generates elements of endogenei-

ty into the determination of money supply. Thus, changes in

both domestic conditions(for example, balance of payments

deficit induced contraction in foreign exchange reserves)

may instill substantial endogeneity in domestic money supply

apart from the impact of any desired policy changes of the

Central Bank.

In this section, different components of the money supply

and their behavior in the context of Bangladesh have been

specified, followed by an attempt to specify a function rep-

resenting the demand for real balances in the country" How-

ever, before presenting the equations, it is worthwhile to

spell out clearly certain basic assumptions that are made

regarding the behaviour of economic agents, in particular

the banks and the private non-banking sector in Bangla-

desh. 1 6 I

Às mentioned earlier, all economic agents are assumed to

act 'rationally'. Likewise, the schedul.ed banks attempt to

maximize own profits subject to their ov¡n solvency con-

leve1s of their excess and borrowed reserves in response
to the demand for commercial loans by the public and
private sectors provide an importanL reason for treating
money supply, or at least part of it, as endogenous."

1 6 I See Jahan ( 1 983 ) for a quarterly econometr ic model of
post-independence Bangladesh, which highlights the mone-
tary sector of the economy.
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straints and the monetary policy regime under which they

have to operate. Similarly, the non-bank public attempts to

maximize some objective function subject to a budget con-

straint(or wealth constraint) and the over-a11 policy regime

that imposes additional constraints upon their actions" In

general, banks and non-bank public's asseL demands and bor-

rowings are determined by relative yields r r€lative
risksr l 6e real income, prices, and the level of real

wealth(Cameron 1984, p439) " For the government and the cen-

tral bank, demands and supplies in asset markets are assumed

to be exogenous. They are the product or by-product of pol-
icy decisions made to stabilize the economy,

For the scheduled banks, the supply of demand and time

deposits are perfectly elastic at zero and at institutional-
1y-set interest rates, respectively. Therefore, demand and

time deposits are purely demand determined. Furthermore,

this constraint along with the monetary authority's fixation
of the required reserve ratio and the liquidity ratiolTo

16s Although the literatures on asset demand have emphasized
the role of relative risk variable it is not explicitly
incorporated into such functions in this study mainly
due to non-avaitability and/or unreliability of relevant
data series. The only risk variables introduced in this
study are agricultural price risk variables in section
3"2"3 above.

17o The statutory cash reserve requirement of the scheduled
banks(reported under the heading: "balances with the
Bangladesh Bank") continued to be 5 percent of their
total demand and time liabilities, as it was during the
Pakistan period, while the prescribed liquidity ratio of
the scheduled banks has been fixed at 25 percent and 20
percent of their total demand and time liabilities dur-
ing the Bangladesh period and Pakistan period respec-
tively. The Iiquidity ratio is defined as banks' hold-
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implies that the scheduled banks have no control over the

level of t.heir required reserves as well as over some of the

reserve assets" The banks 'effective' wealth constrainL on

their demand for financial assets is given by what may be

calIed, total disposable deposits, vrhich, in our case is

simply the difference between total demand and time liabili-
ties and total reserves of the scheduled banks" Borrowing

by the Banks from the central bank to finance äcquisition of

asset items is not a common practice in Bangladesh, since

this is considered as an indicator of financial weaknesslTr

(Jahan 1 983 , p124) 
"

However, banks do borrow heavi-

ly(increasingly more so in recent years) from the central

bank mainly to smooth out their daily transactions and part-

Iy to finance the government securities holdings and thereby

releasing their own funds for more attractive investment

ings of cash, reserves, and unencumbered securities in
proportion to their total Iiabilities, where unencum-
bered securities are those which are not serving as col-
lateral for borrowing from the Bangladesh Bank, For
scheduled banks in Bangladesh a significant portion of
these securities(over 80 percent before the independence
and close to 70 percent since then) were government
securities and Treasury bi11s, which is a strong indica-
tor of the narrowness of security markets in the coun-
try(the comparable figures for India and the USA are
around 30 percent ( see Annual Report of Bangladesh
Bank, and Report on Currency and Finance, State Bank of
Pakistan, various issues). For a detailed specification
of the monetary sector in Pakistan see Imam(1970), which
uses a twenty-two equations econometric model. See also
Porter(1965) Snyder(1964 and 1970), Masih(1978) and
Jahan(1983).

17 1 It is interesting to note that the scheduled banks in
Bangladesh carry a substantial amount of excess
reserve(on the average over 20 percent during the seven-
ties) and also maintain a liquidity ratio Èwice the
ratio set by the law.
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opporLunities"lT2

The Interest rates in Bangladesh, as in many other devel-

oping countries, are either institutionally fixed or flexi-

ble within limits at a relatively low level and are revised

very infrequentiy.lT3 For scheduled banks, portfolio manage-

ment is assumed to be mainly concerned with three interest
rates, namely the bank rate, the government bonds rate or

yield(weighted average), and the banks commercial/other-Ioan

rate(weighted average ) . On the other hand, the non-bank

public's relevant interesL rates are the banks commerc íal-/

other-loan rate, the government bonds rate, interest rate

paid on time deposits and the interest rate prevailing in

the unorganized money market"

Finally, the following four simplified sets of assets and

tiabil-ities statements or T-accounts are used for the Ban-

gladesh Bank, the scheduled banks, the Government, and the

non-bank pubiic secLors to explain the structure of the

financial sector and the determination of money supply:

17 2 Several studies pointed out that the monetary effects of
debts held by the central bank and the commercial banks
are effectively the same both in the end will alter
the stock of money--in most developing countries. How-
ever, Coats and Khatkhate(1978) have demonstrated that
for many developing countries government borrowing from
the commercial banks wiIl generally have no effect on
the money supply.

17 3 For example, since 1972 the rates r,¡ere revised onty
three times. However, these changes vrere broughL about
to make the interest rates more realistic, albeit far
below the "market rate", in the tight of changing domes-
tic and international conditions.
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Bang lade sh
Ban k

Government Scheduled
Banks

Non-bank
PubI i c

LÀLÀL

NFÀ
BR
GBbb

oAbb

cc
vc
RRS
ERS

GB
BRg

VC DD
RRS TD
ERS BRsb
CR
GBsb
Bp -OAsb

cc
DD
TD
GBp

Kp

CR
Bp

where, CC is currency in circulation; VC is vault cash held

by the scheduled banks; RRS is required reserves; ERS is

excess reserves; DD is demand deposits; TD is time deposits;

NFA is net foreign assets of the central bank in domestic

currency; BR( = BRsb + nng) is total borrowing from the cen-

tral bank by the scheduled banks(nnsb) and the govern-

ment(nng); CR is scheduled banks credit to non-bank public;

GB(=GBbb + GBsb + GBp) is total amount of government debts

outstanding held by the Bangladesh Bank(CnbU), the scheduled

Banks(GBsb), and the non-bank public(Oep); Bp is net bonds

outstanding issued by the non-bank public; Kg and Kp are

nominal values of real capital assets of the government and

non-bank public respectively; -OÀsb is scheduled banks net

equity including net other Iiabilities(negative of net other

assets); OAbb is net other assets of the Bangladesh bank,

and NWp and NWg are net worths of non-bank public and gov-

ernment, respectively"
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The above accounts enable us to specify the nominal

wealth of all households and firms, i.e., the schedule banks

and non-bank public sectors, as follows:

WLT= (CC+VC+RRS+ERS) + (CSsb+GBp) +Xp*pi¡y 4"70

which may be simplified as WLT = t{ + B + Kp*Pinv, where, H =

CC + VC + RRS + ERS; and B = GBsb + GBp. Unfortunately, a

consistent data series on Kp for Bangladesh is not avail-
able. Nevertheless we have attempted to estimate the Kp

data from private investment data series(rp) using the fol-
lowing equation:

Kp = (t - ßtal- Kp-r + rp 4.71

There are three assets in our model; tvro are monetary

assets--money and 'bonds'--and one real assets" Of the two

monetary assets we have modelled the money market equilibri-
um on1y, Invoking the Walras's Iaw, the equilibrium in the

other market may be assumed to be guaranteed as long as the

money market equilibrium is maintained.

3 
" 

4 " 3.'l The Supply of Money

The total supply of money in

the following relat ion. I 7 a

the economy is explained by

17 4 A more general framework would be

M=mm*R 4"72"1

where R is some reserve aggregate concept for which a
number of candidates have been proposed including Lhe
monetary base, unborrowed reserves plus currency, total
reserves, unborrowed reserves, and the reserves avail-
able to support private deposits.
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4 "72M1 =mm*H

where, M1 is the stock of money, defined as currency in cir-
culation (CC) plus demand deposits(oo), mm is the 'money

multipli€r', and H is the 'monetary base' or high powered

money defined as the sum of currency in circulation and t.he

scheduled banks' deposits with the Bangladesh Bank and cash

in bank vault.s:

M1 = CC+DD

H=CC+VC+RRS+ERS

4.73

4"74

Àn examination of the monetary structure of the country

reveals that the monetary base is mainly influenced by the

factors such as, the central bank's credit(or Monetary) pol-
icy to the scheduled banks, its net holdings of foreign

assets, and the government deficit financing policy" Of

these only the first has been used as a discretionary
instrument of money control in Bangladesh as in many other

countries. The 'money multipliêF', on the other hand, is
determined by the scheduled banks, and the non-bank public's
behavioral responses and also by the monetary authorities'
statutory regulations. Using the 'narrow money' definition,
and the 'monetary base' as the appropriate reserve aggregate

we may derive the money multiplier identity(mm) as follows:
mm = (l + cc/oa)/<<Gn/a + ER/D)(1 + TDIDD) + cclpp + vclDD> 4"7s

Àlternatively, the money multiplier function may be speci-

fied in a stochastic framework as follows:

mm = f sz<< cc/ÐD, TÐ/DD, ERS/D, vc/DD >> 4"75"1
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where, D = TD + DÐ. The four ratios in equation 4.75 are

the desired ratios of currency, excess reserves, and time

deposits to demand deposits and the required reserves to

total deposits" These magnitudes do not necessarily remain

constant; rather they are determined by non-bank public and

the banks preferences and a host of other variables and

therefore may exhibit considerable variances over time" In

particular, the ratio CC/DD is determined by the public's
preference for currency over demand deposits in real term

which in turn is assumed to vary positively with the market

rate of interest(rTD) and inflation rate(po)--opportunity

costs variables, inversely with the level of real- income(Y),

and real wealtfr(wrt/egd) and, in the long-run, such institu-

tional factors as the degree of monetízation, the growth of

the banking sector, and finalIy, income distribution may

also affect the desired ratio.17 s To capture the effects of

these long run variables, total number of bank branch-

es(Non), and rural-urban income ratio(yna/Ygd) or a catch-

all variable or tirne-trend(t) may be substituted" Collect-
ing all these hypotheses the equation for CC/DD becomes

CC/ÐD = f sB<(

f1> 0, f2= ?

rTD, p*, Y, Y2, wLT/Pgd

(cc/oo) - r, vna/vgd, NoB

, f tt 0, f 4< 0, f s> 0, f.

4.7 6

o, f 8< o, f s<

, L, Dt t>)

6> o, f7<

17s In addition to these
also be included in a
left out due to data
Iems.

a 'relative risk'
11 asset demand
limitations and

variable should
equations but is
measuremenL prob-
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Similarly, the desired ratio for time deposits, is speci-

fied t.o depend directly on its own yields(rTD), inversely on

yields on its substit.ute assets(p*), directly on the real

wealth of the private sector(wrt/pga), urban-rural income

distribution variable(yna/yag), and the time trend(t)"

TD/DD = f ¡g(< rTD, (rtO * t), p*, , WLT/Pgd,

(tp/oo)-tl , vna/vgd, t, Dzr)>

f1> 0; f2< 0; f3< 0; f4> 0; fs> 0; ¡e¡ 0;

4 "77

f7> 0

As mentioned earlier, scheduled banks in Bangladesh do

carry excess reserves which may be dictated by a1l or a com-

bination of (i) transaction, (ii) precautionary, and (iii)

speculative purposes" The optimum or desired leve1 of

excess reserves is hypothesized to depend upon the opportu-

nity costs or relative yields, relative risk, and the wealth

constraint.

ERS/D = f qo(< rTD, rBR, rCR, p*, WLT/Pgd,

(enS/P)-r, t, Dzr)> 4"78

f1

where, rBR is the bank rate or rediscount rate; and rCR is

interest rates on bank credits" Once again the effects of

relative risk variable could not be tested due to reasons

mentioned earl ier,

Supply of bank credits:



The total bank credit.s

period is derived from the

f ollor+s:

available during a part

banking sectors identiti
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icular
es as

cR = CR-r + (l rr ERS/D) * AD + ABRsb

- AGBSb D * AERS/D AOÀSb 4 "79

Where r tt is the required reserve ratio" Àlternative to

this is to specify stochastic equation for the total credits
variable. Total credits to the househol-ds and firms are

constrained not by factors generating demand for it 1 7 6 but

by the availability of loanable funds given by the flow of

new deposits(AO), changes in borrowings from the central
bank(¡en) and changes in or the stock of excess liquid
assets or excess cash reserves of the previous period(

ERS- 1 , AERS- r ) . In addition, interest rate on bank cred-

its(rCR) or on its substitute government securities(rGB) may

be included as explanatory variables but are not expected to

be significant since the marginal efficiency of investment

in a sheltered home market such as in Bangladesh is very

high relative to the controlled market rate of interest set

at below equilibrium IeveI.177 Finally, a time trend, and a

lagged dependent variable, to take care of the stock adjust-

176 It has been demonstrated by many that credit demand is
highly elastic in most developing countries since there
are almost unlimited profitable investment opportuni-
ties(xlein, 1965) and the loan rate is institutionatly
fixed at below the "equilibrium rate"(McKinnon 1973,
Gurley and Shaw 1960).

t77 This has been supported by several studies on bank port-
fol io behaviours in developing countries. See,
Masih(1978) for evidence on Pakistan"



ment hypothesis

ACR = f q1<< AD,

f1

Scheduled banks'

may also be

ABR, ERS- 1 ¡

rCR, rGB,

f3

borrowings
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added.

ACR-1, tr Dzr >> 4.79"1

from Èhe Central Bank:

Both the'need' theory and the'profit' theories of.

demand for borrowing may be invoked to specify the theoreti-
cal formulation here, even though, it is expected that in

the context of a perennial shortage of loanable funds in

Bangladesh, Lhe former theory would be more realistic" It
is postulated that the changes in banks' borrowing(ann) will

be affected by the 'need' to accommodate the demand for

credits (cR) , t z e the banks abiliLy to produce government

securities(cnsb), a 'profit' variable such as the difference

between the bank rate and bank credit rate(rCn rBB),

scheduled banks total assets(esb), and a stock adjustment

variable:

BRsb = f +zK CR, GBsb, p*, (rCR - rBB), Àsb, BRsb-1¡ Dz r>) 4.80

¡t

Scheduled banks' holdings of government securities:

Às mentioned earlier, the banks' holdings of securities
are mostly of government origin and part of which is deter-

mined by the government through a quota system. Only

17 I Banks are often obliged to satisfy the
and the private sector credit demands
the laters' influence and control over
governments selective crediÈ programmes

big public sector
both because of

:n" 
banks and the
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recent.ly, other non-government securities are gaining some

foothold in Lhe banks' portfolio. Based on both theoretical
and a priori considerations it is postulated that t.he hold-

ings of securities wiIl be determined by its own yield
(rGB), interest rates on substitutes(rCR), total wealth of

the scheduled banks (approximated by their total assets,

Àsb), the pressure of supply of government securities indi-
cated by the extent of budget deficit(no), and the stock

adjustment variable:

GBsb = f ¿s<< rGB, rCR, P*, Asb, ABD, GBsb- l,
f1

Determination of the Monetary Base:

Dtt ))

FG - a

4 .81

The supply of monetary base(H) consists of net foreign

assets(NFA) of the central bank expressed in domestic cur-
rency, government net indebtedness to the bank including

government bonds and securities holding(CnbU), total borrow-

ing from the Central Bank including scheduled banks' borrow-

ing from the central bank(nn) and other net assets(OAbb):

H = (H)-r + ER * ANFÀo+ AGBbb + ABR + AOÀbb 4"82

where, ER is the official exchange rate, and NFAo is net

foreign currency assets of the central bank. An examination

of the items in the above equation reveals that the Bangla-

desh bank's policy to affect H would involve essentially
manipulating only the size of BRsb and OÀbb, in particular

the manipulation of the Bank's lending t.o the scheduled
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banks" This limitat.ion occurs since the other two faclors,
ER"NFAo and GBbb, are in effect outside the cont.rol or the

management of the central bank.l7e Government, fiscal needs

and the country's internaLional payments positions are

indeed not very much within the domain of influence of the

monetary authorities except for some advisory roles" In

particular NFA is determined by the current account bal-
ance(Ca) and the capital accounL balance(Cap) of the coun-

try:18o

ANFA= CÀ+CAP

whereas GBbb, along with government

banks (GBsb) and non-bank public

domestic public debt and the tota

determined by the country's fiscal
and aid inflows(equations 4"68 and 4

AGB = BD - ÀID (4.68)

AGBbb = AGB AcBp - AGBsb

4.83

debts to the scheduled

(Cnp) determines total
1 volume of this being

needs or budget deficit
.6e) :

( 4.6e )

17 s Theoretically the exchange rate can be manipulated for
domestic monetary goals, but is not a realistic option,
since the country's exchange rate policy is tied up to
achieve other objectives such as to maintain a desired
trade regime" Note also, the famous Mundell-Flemming
policy dilemma under fixed exchange rate regime with
imperfect capital mobility.

180 Note that $¡e have assumed here the concept of 'money
account of the baLance of payments' . In a fixed
exchange rate system this concept best captures the net
effect of international transactions on the domestic
money supply process. See Rivera-Batiz, €t al(1985,
pleB).
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On the oLher hand the demand for(or the use of) Lhe mone-

tary base consists of the scheduled banks' demand for excess

reserves(nnS) and required reserves(nns) and the non-bank

public's demand for currency(CC). Equations explaining the

desired balances for two of these monetary assets have been

specified above(equations 4.76 and 4.78) " What is important

to note here is that these variables exert influence on both

the monetary base and the 'money multiplier' and ultimately
real sector of the economy. For example, a change in mone-

tary base due to a policy decision of the Bangladesh bank or

due to deficit financing or due to economic influences from

abroad wilI cause the optimal portfolios of the banks and of

the non-bank public to deviate from the actual ones. In

order to bring about the equilibrium portfolios the adjust-
ment process induces a reallocation of financial assets

v¡hich changes domestic credit variables, interest rates,
price of capital goods, rate of inflation and the liquidity
status" This in turn influences the real expenditures--con-

sumption and investment demand and real income.l8l

From the demand side the stock

of currency and deposits held by

M1=DD+CC=DD+H-RS
lnz=DD+cc+TD

of money is

the non-bank

simply the sum

publ ic :

"7 3)

"73.1

(4

4

181 See papers in Sawyer, ed.(
equilibrium and balance
macroeconometr ic models.

197g) for aetai
of payments

Is on portfolio
adjustment in
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where, RS is t.he total reserve(vC+ERS+RRS) of the scheduled

banks. Therefore, money supply at a point in time is deter-

mined by bhe actions of and interactions of the Central-

Bank, scheduled banks and non-bank public, governmenL

demand, and the balance of payments situation" We have out-

lined above that the monetary base may be altered, indepen-

dent of the central banks policy, by the country's fiscal
demands and by changes in international reserves. Further-

more, for a given monetary base, the stock of money will
also be affected by changes in the desired asset composition

of the non-bank public" However, within Iimits, the central

bank in Bangladesh may have some control over the size of

the money stock mainly through changes in the statutory

reserve and liquidity ratio, interest rate policy or redis-
count policy, selective credit control-fraíioning policy,

exchange rate and trade control policies. In the macroeco-

nomic simulation the share of total agricultural cred-

its(ueCnag) is assumed to be purely policy determined while

total non-agricultural credits(CRna) is derived endogenously

from the total credits identity: CRna = (l - MPCRag) * CR.

All of these, one or more at a time, have been used by the

bank in the past, though infrequently and the success of

these policies is far from clear.

3.4.3.2 Demand for Money:

Following the portfolio approach in monetary econom-



ics(robin,
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1969), the demand for moneyrls2 like any other

f inancial assets, 1 I3 depends upon t.hree broad classes of

factors, namely, the scale variables, the opportunitv cost

variables or relative expected yields, and other variables

such as relative risks, the leve1 of wages and the degree of

monetization or financial development" Regarding the first

factor, money's role as a medium of exchange dictates the

use of income or some other measure of the volume of trans-

actions, while the role of money as a store of value dic-
tates a wealth measure as the reLevant scale variable. In

empirical works three commonly used scale variables are cur-

rent income, nonhuman wealth, and "permanent income"--which

includes both nonhuman and human wealth" The Keynesian

theory suggests that both wealth and income might be rele-
vant to the demand for money, but it is inherently difficult
to empirically discern the separate influence of the two

182 The demand for money is a widely researched area in eco-
nomics, both at theoretical and empirical leveIs" Lai-
dler(1985) is an excellent treatise on this subject.
See also the volume edited by Coats and Khatkhate(1980)
for theories and evidences on developing countries.

183 A relevant question then arises--why treat one asset,
i.e., money, separately. Money(narrowly defined) is
universally acceptable and its market value is in gener-
al more predictable than that of other assets. There-
fore, money is the most liquid of aII assets. Further-
more, unlihe other assets the yield on money is more or
less fixed at or near zero, and the disequilibrium
adjustment in money market occurs not through changes in
its own yield but, instead, through changes in all other
asset yields (r,aidler, 1985, and Cameron, 1984 ) . Final-
Iy, it is widely held in the literature that the desired
holdings of money balances is an important macroeconom-
ic variable in that it determines the relationship
between the nominal money stock and prices, output and
balance of payments.
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since both wealLh and income move closely over time,

Although there are empirical evidence supporting the superi-

ority of the wealth variable over income in both developed

and developing country studies, the present study, in the

absence of a consistent and reliable data on v¡ealt.h vari-
ables, assumes current income as the relevant scale vari-
able. 1 I a

The opportunity costs of relaLive expected yields of mon-

ey include its own yield(for exampler âfly explicit interest
rate paid on money) and opportuniLy yields on substitute
assets rboth f inanc iaI and physical. Money's(narrowly

defined) own yield in Bangladesh, as in many other develop-

ing countries, has been institutionally fixed at zero. 1 I 5

However, with the occurance of inflation and deflation, 1 I 6

the real value of money holdings, denominated in norninal

terms, will fal1 or rise, respectively. Rising or falling
price levels provide a return to money holding. ttThe

expected percentage rate of change of the price level must

then be interpreted as an expected own rate of return to

money holding" (Laidler 1 985, p57 ) . Ceteris Þaribus, the

184 Attempts vrere also made to estimate the function using
both income and financial wealth.

l8s For a broad definition of money or when interest is paid
on demand deposits(e.g", daily interest chequeable
account) ttre relevant interest rate paid on money would
be considered as its or1'n yield.

186 Annual inflation rates in Bangladesh averaged over 17
percent during the seventies with a peak of 71.9 percent
in 1974/75 and a trough of -23.5 percent in the follow-
ing year.
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the lower the expected rate of infla
will be held, and vice versa,
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holding money(i.e",

on), the more of it
to

ri

Financial market in Bangladesh is repressed and underde-

veloped. There are only a few alternative financial assets

to money avail-ab1e, most important being time deposits and

government securities. However, the market for these alter-
native assets are very much limited within the organized

sector only. The rate of interest paid on many of these

assets are institutionally set at below the equilibrium rate

and are adjusted periodically basically in recognition of

market conditions" Both a priori theorizing and empirical

evidences overwhelmingly support the proposition that the

demand for money is negatively rel-ated to the opportunity

costs of holding it. For empirical purposes the weighted

average rate of interest on time deposits has been used in

this study to reflect the opportunity costs.187 However, for

the vast majority of people in Bangladesh the most important

substitute assets to money is real assets such as invento-

ries of commodities(for example, food-grains), Iand, gold

and jewelries, houses, etcetera" The nominal yield on these

assets is the expected rate of inflation" Therefore r âs

money's own opportunity yield or as the opportunity yield on

substitute real assets, the expected rate of inflation enter

't 87 There is no conclusive evidence in the literature on
developing countries as to whether the demand for money
is influenced by either Iong-term or short-term interest
rates. See studies in Coats and Khatkhate, ed. (1980).



into the money demand funcLion. l88 It
higher Lhe expected rate of inflation
demand for money and vice versa.
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postulated that the

lo¡¡er v¡ould be the

1S

the

Other variables included in the money demand function are

as follows: a measure of degree of monetization and finan-

cial development (proxied by the ratio of population to bank

branches), the real-wage, price level(to test the hypothesis

of homogeneity of the function), and a dummy variable for

the nationalization of a1I banks and other financial insti-
tutions after the independence.

Finally, since money is held for the services it provides

its owner, and since Lhese services arise from its being an

"abode of purchasing povrer, rt I I e it f ollows that the demand

function for money is rightly a demand function for real

balances" Collecting all the hypotheses postulated above,

the behavioral relationship for the demand for real balances

is given by the following:

188 It has been argued that the effects of expected rate of
inflation has already been included if a nominal inter-
est rate variable appears in the money demand function,
since from Fisher's equation we have

r=i+p*
where, r and i are nominal and real interest rates,
respectively and p* is the expecLed rate of infLation.
But, because of non-market determination of nominal
interest rate and underdeveloped nature of financial
market, variations in nominal rates do not fully reflect
variations in the expected rate .of inflation rate,
therefore, leaving a direct role for the latter to play
in the money demand function over and above that played
by the former.

18s Friedman(1956).
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4(< Y, WLT/Pgd, RW, rTD, p*

(t't1/pgd) - r ,
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Ot, Dzt,Dzs

0; 0 < f 6

where, DM is a measure of the degree of monetization, Rw is

an aggregate real wage rate variable measured as a weighted

average of sectoral wages, and all other variables are as

defined above.

Note that the function is imbedded in a stock adjustment

framework which a1lows the observed money stock to adjust
gradually to its desired leveI of demand.lso Hence, the

inclusion of a lagged money variabl-e which will enable us to
estimate both long-run and short-run elasticities.

The adjustments to excess demand or supply of money, âs

mentioned earlier, do not occur through changes in money's

ov¡n direct yield(which is zero in our case) Uut through

changes in opportunity yields on alternative assets includ-
ing the expected rate of inflation. The transmission mecha-

nism involved here wi11, in the process, affect both nominal

and real variables in the economy. In Bangladesh, since

interest rates in the organized sector are not allowed to

respond fuI1y to market conditions this transmission mecha-

nism wilI operate mainly through changes in the expected

1 so Àlthough empirical evidence suggests long lags in
adjustment of money demand to changes in income, prices,
and opportunity yieldsr Do attempÈ has been made here to
take care of such adjustments. It is worth noting here
that a money demand function with a distributed lag
structure in income, by a Koyck transformation, can be
sho$¡n equivalent to the formulation derived from partial
adjustment model adopted here.
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raLe of inflation to the extent it exerts influence on real

magnitudes. l s I It is worth noting here that the inerest

rates in the unorganized market--a major source of finance

in Banglade=61s2-- also have a role in the transmission pro-

cess as long as there are links between the organized and

unorganized market. Contrary to conventional presumption,

such links do exist in Bangladesh, one channel is provided

by the money lenders in unorganized market who borrow funds

from organized market( see Ghatak 1981)" Unfortunately, the

rates in the unorganized market are not observable and hence

no quantitative assessment of its importance is possible at

thi s t ime.

In addition to the above Tobinesgue neo-Keynesian type

transmission mechanism of monetary impulses, there is a fur-

ther channel-, presumably more important in developing coun-

tries like Bangladesh, operating alongside with the former"

In an imperfectly competitive financial market such as

obtained in Bangladesh, monetary changes causes credit

lel For exampler âD excess supply of money will lead ini-
tially to an excess demand for various financial and
real assets, but mostly real assets which wi11, ceteris
paribus, raise the prices of these assets. with nominal
wages unchanged, this will- create a discrepancy between
the prices of real assets and their cost of production.
For producer and consumer durable goods such positive
discrepancy wilI provide extra incentive to expand pro-
duction, while for real assets such as gold, land and
agricultural commodities the same wiIl only raise the
prices with Iittle increase in production so long as the
supply of these goods are inelastic. See Park(1973).

1s2 Over 50 percent of credit needs are served by this mar-
ket at an absorbitently high rate of interest ranging
between 30 percent to over 100 percent(See, World Bank
1981, 1984, and Hussain and Khan 1970).
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rationingrrs3 which in Lurn wiIl influence aggregate demand

and, therefore, output and employment" Note that there may

be direct effects also on real output and employment to the

extent 'finance capitaf is an ímportant argument in the

production process. It is postulated that the credit vari-
able plays an important role in this model, both on demand

and supply side" To evaluate the quantitative influence it
has been included as an explanatory variable in both supply

and expenditure sectors above. Finally, to the extent that

an increase in the quantity of money also increases the

wealth, yet another transmission mechanism of monetary

impulses can be identified through wealth effects on con-

sumption and investment. Hence both functions have been

specified above by incorporating some measures of wealth

variables deemed appropriate to the respective functions"

Of the three channels of monetary transmission mechanisms,

the credit-rationing channel is like1y to be the most direct
and powerful one in Bangladesh as in many other developing

countries. 1 e a

1 s 3 Since interest rates either do not adjust at all, or are
very slow to adjust in response to changes in market
conditions, the banks are forced to ration credit" See
Vane and Thompson (1979) , p37.

1s4 One reason for this is an almost unsateable demand for
credit in these countries at the current market rate of
interest in the organized market,
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3"&"& Other PoIicv Variables

Apart from fiscal and monetary policy variables there are

other policy variables such as foreign sector policies and

income redistribution policies. It should be noLed here

that in a country like Bangladesh the distinction between

some of these policies are not clear-cut since many of them

are indistinguishable from the point of operational impacts

on the economy, and more importantly in some cases it may

not be possible to undertake these policies independently of

each other. To capture the impact of foreign sector policy
changes, real effective exchange rates for various exporta-

bles and importables are incorporatedr âs weII as dummy

variables have been added for discretionary policy changes.

severar of the income distribution poricy variables such as

government subsidies, taxes, and transfer payments, etc,
have been introduced earlier"

PRICES AND WAGES SUB-MODEL

" 1 Introduction

This section addresses the question of determination of

prices and wages Bangladesh over the sample period. Not all
relevant prices and wages variables are explained here, how-

ever; this is due to, mainly the non-availability of data on

relevant prices and ï¡ages series. Furthermore, non-avaiI-

ability of reliable productivity data--an important explana-

tory variabre--arso severery constraint the specification of

3,5

3.5
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r'¡hatever prices and wages data we þrere able to construct.l

nespite the existence of a large subsistence sector and

of numerous direct and indirect government controls over

resource allocation, the Bangladesh economy to a large

extent may be characterized as a predominantly market econo-

my.1s6 À sizeable portion of production has been marketed in

the agricultural sector, although more pronounced in recent

years than in the past.1e7 Both demand and supply responses

to price changes, in general, are quite significant,
although the el-asticity values are very low in agriculture,
specially in the short-run" These lorv elasticities natural-
1y give rise to large fluctuations in food and cash crop

prices and in quantities offered for sale. However, greater

fluctuations in prices and the problems of inflation became

lss even where reliable productivity data are available
there is doubt as to how much could be explained since
widespread government controls and subsidies must have
distorted expected price formation in the country.

1s6 Several studies contrary to the conventional presumption
have demonstrated that agricultural farmers in Bangla-
desh are indeed price responsive(see, for example, Hus-
sain 1964, To1Iey, Thomas and llonÇ 1982, and references
cited in section 3.2 above), Hussain(196a) found sig-
nificantly positive price response(short-run) for both
jute and rice in the early sixties. Recent studies put
the figures for both short-run and long-run elasticities
at a even higher level(see, Cummings 1974, Askari and
Cummings 1976, and I^IorId Bank 1981 ) .

1s7 In fact, almost all the quantities produced are marketed
in the case of cash crops" For food-grains, however,
the marketed surplus sold in the market as a percentage
of total production is estimated to be on the average
10.39 percent in 1959(see Raquibuzzaman 1970). For jute
the estimate was 95.1 percent. Recent studies, however,
put the rate at a much higher level(30 percent for food-
grains, reported in Rahman, Hague and Ahmad 1984).

95

95
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acute specialry afLer the independence in 1971" Government

policies, in addition to their direct impacts on the abso-

lute lever of prices and wages, arso affect Lhe economy by

artering the relative prices.lss prices and wages pray a

major role in determining output, investment and income dis-
tribution in Bangladesh. For these and other reasons the
study of prices and wages and their determination is of con-
siderable importance in macro-economic moderring of Bangra-

desh "

This section is broadly classified into three sub-sec-
tions: sectoral product pricesr Vêrious price indices and

aggregate price 1eve1, and wages. Three sectoral product
prices--for food-grains, non-food-grains( jute), and manufac-

tured goods--are explained in the next section. The aggre-
gate price leve1 along with the consumer price indices(one
for the urban, the other for the rural sector ) and whoresare

price indices are explained in the folrowing section. The

final section takes up two sectorar v¡age equations, one for
the agriculturar workers, and the other for manufacturing

Both wages equations are specified in nominalworkers.

terms.

According to Hansen(1973),
are much more pronounced in
developed countries.

these relative price effects
developing countries than in

r98
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3"5.2 SecÈoral Product príces

of the nine sectoral product markets only the firsL
three--arr in agriculture--are assumed to be price-clearing,
whereas the others reach demand-suppry balance through

changes in sectoral output " Price adjustments in agricul-
ture follows a dynamic path involving price cobweb, auto-re-
gressive price risk variabres, and ragged yield variables
with varying length and distribution. The supply side has

been modelled separately in section 3"2 above, while the
demand side can be found implicit in the aggregate demand

modure in section 3"3 above. rnvoking the market clearing
condition yields the respective sectoral price equations.

By contrast, the industriai and services sector prices
are determined in the "short run" by folrowing a mark-up-

over-variabre-cost pricing practice. Furthermore the mark-

up is assumed to be relatively stable in the infrastructure
and energy rerated sector, while it is posturated to be

variable for others(manufacturing and services excruding the
government). The existence of mark-up can be rationalized
arnong others by the presence of excess capacity and domi-

nance of non-competitive market structure with wide spread

tariff protection from foreign competition. on the cost
side, individual firms cost carcurations involve rabour

costs as well as costs of intermediate goods and raw materi-
ars. rn a more aggregative framework, however, the impor-

tent rerevant variables are unit labour costs and costs of
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imported intermediate goods and raw maLerials" Àssuming

fixed unit labour costs and costs of imported intermediate
goods(both measured in nominal terms), a simprified general

specification for price formation in this sector may be giv-
en by the following:

Pi = (1+7i) l¡¡wi(ai) + ER * pmr0(ßi)] P" 1

where, i represent the various industriat and services sec-

tors; p is sectoral product price; 7 is mark-up rate; NW is
nominar v¡age rate; û is the inverse of average product of
labour or labour-output coefficient; ER is the nominal

exchange rate; Pmr0 is the foreign currency price of import-
ed raw materiars and intermediate goods; ß is the intermedi-
ate import-output coef f ic is¡¡ . r s s

The above price equation can be extended by including
sectoral profit rates(Þi) and sectorar capitar-output coef-
ficient(Øi) as follows:

P"2

where, the profit rate(Þ) may be calculated by taking the
difference between total sectoral revenue(pi*yi) and the
corresponding sectoral total- wages and import costs and

dividing it by the varue of sectorar capital stock(pi*Ki).
Implicit in the above cal-culation is a positive relationship
between the profit rate and the mark-up rate and sectoral

lse See Taylor(1983) for details of
tions of such a price formation
ing developing countries.

macroeconomic implica-
process in food import-



ouLput.-capital coef f icienL: Þi = <<7/ (1+7)>>xØí. t

developed counLry like Bangladesh, with inflation
cial constrainLs, firms must have working capi

inadvance for the services of inputs hired for
Including interest costs(rCR) on working capital
pay for vrage costs onIy, further modifies the

tion:

Pi = <rØí/(øi-pi)>l(1+i)*Nwi(ci) + ER*pmro(ßi)l
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n an under-

and f inan-

tal to pay

production"

borrowed to

above equa-

P.3

To make the price equation more complete, however, demand

factors must also be explicitly incorporated. For example,

profit rate(Þ) and real rate of interest (r=i-p0 ) are two

important variables in the investment demand function"

Together with the saving-investment identity a new expres-

sion for the price equation may be derived involving, in

addition to the variables listed above, real rate of inter-
est, autonomous investment, and various aggregate demand

shares and propensities. In particular, a rise in agEregate

demand would push up the price(relative to money wage and

thereby generate forced savings). An increase in nominal

interest in this model would have ambiguous effect, since a

rising i increases borro¡ving costs for working capital but

it also may reduce investment demand" Also noteworthy in the

above formulation is the role of imported inflation, the

choice of trade regime, tax policy and capital formation

efforts on the price determination in these sectors. Due to

data limitations, however, only three sectoral product pric-
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es are explained here: food-grains, jute or non-food-grains,

and manufactured goods" The general specificaLion postulat-

ed here, as mentioned abover r€flects Lhe hypothesis that

the sectoral prices are mainly determined by the gap between

supply and demand in respective markets, where the pressure

of aggregate excess demand may be approximated among others

by total aggregate consumption demand or the nominal money

supply or the ratio of currency in circulation to total- sec-

toral ouÈput " Many of these variables have lagged

effec¡5.2oo Factors that are assumed to be important in

determining the position and the rates of movement of demand

and supply for individual products in Bangladesh are briefly
explained in the respective sub-sections be1ow.

3.5.2,1 Price of food-graíns:

Economic theory tells us that the interaction of demand

and supply determines Lhe price of a commodity. Factors

that are assumed to be important in determining the position

and the rates of movement of demand and supply for food-

grains in Bangladesh over the sample period are briefly
explained below, followed by the specification for price of

food-grains.

2oo For empirical support on
Pani (1977), and Papanek(1
traub ( 1 981 ,p402) "

this, see Behrman (1977) ,
979) in CIine and Wein-
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Equations 2.7-2.9 describe the total domestic production

of food-grains which involve among others price cobweb,

lagged yields, auto-regressive price risk, and some agronom-

ic variabLes. The total supply of food-grains(equation

2.10) in a given year is composed of domestic production as

wel1 as imports and the stock of food-grains at the begin-

ning of the period. In a predominantly family farming agri-
cultural economy like Bangladesh the appropriate supply

variable would be the marketed surplus of food-grains.2o1

However, due to non-availability of a consistent data series

on the marketed surplus, total supply of food-grains(or in
per capita term) may be considered as a proxy variable.202 À

Iagged total supply variable is also added to reflect possi-

b1e sÈock adjustment effects in marketed surplus. Further

supply side effect is explained by an intermediate input

price variabl-e to capture the 'cost-push' type effects, if
any, Fertilizer price index is used to this end, and is
expected to have a direct impact on the output price.

Since data on market demand for

directly obser'¿ab1e r âD approximation

2o1 Rough estimates indicate close to
food-grains production is for self

food-grains are not

may be resorted ¡62o3

70 percent of domestic
consumption in recent

years.
202 The impticit assumption being a constant share of mar-

keted surplus, which, however is not an empirically val-
id assumption. Several studies have indicated that the
share has been rising over time in Bangladesh.

2o3 An alternative is to estimaLe aggregat.e demand for food-
grains from the following equation:

ef* = eso" [1-7] "dy/y
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Three variables--one or more at the same time--may be sug-

gested. The nominal supply of money2oa (or Lhe rate of

change of nominal money supply, in case of explaining the

rate of change of prices), most like1y with one or more

lags, is expected to have considerable impact on prices
mainly, directly or indirectly, through its effects on fac-
tor prices" since money supply in this model has endogenous

elements, any variation in the determining variabtes of it
would have their ultimate effects on the prices.20s For sev-

eral valid reasons the ratio of nominal- money supply to
total food-grains supply may also be seen as the appropriate
variable instead. Two reasons may be noted here: such a

ratio would preserve the homogeneity condition, and also
express the price in money units. The second influential
variable from the demand side is the level of(or the rate of

change of ) rear income generated in both the non-agricultur-
a1 sectors and in the non-food-grains agricultural sector.
Finally, the expected rate of inflation, which is a measure

of the opportunity cost of holding money balancesr ffiây also

where, Qf* is quantity of food-grains demanded, esothe base year quantity of food-grains demand(may
assumed equal to total supply), Y is total income, and
is income elasticity of food-grains, ranging between 0
and 0.7 in Bangladesh(see Alamgir 1974) 

"

204 Once again, the appropriate variable would be nominal
money supply in the food-grains sector on the rural sec-
tor. In the absence of a consistent data series, it is
assumed that a constant share of money suppty is
obtained in the rural sector, Empirically this may not
be a valid assumption particularly due to increasing
monetization of the rural sector.

20s Note both the monetarist and structuralist causes
inflation are implicit in such a specification.

1S
be

7
"5

of
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demand side" Lagged inflation
for Lhe expected raLe of infla-

Additional variables to explain the price of food-grains

are also suggested. The disequilibrium pressure between

demand and supply may be approximated by the ratio of the

sectoral inventory levels to value added, and the sectoral

capacity utilization rate. However, in the absence of con-

sistent data, these variables are left out in the present

study. It is often suggested that the changes in income

distribution among households and output distribution among

sectors may also affect the sectoral prices(or the rate of

inflation) through changes in the composition of demand.

The ratio of rural-urban income, approximated by the ratio
of agricultural-non-agricultural value added, is used as a
proxy for such distributional considerations. An additional

set of variables may be suggested considering the impact of

foreign sector variables and the government policy variables

on both demand for and supply of food-grains" The expecta-

tional effects of the exchange rate, the cost-push factors

related to imported intermediate inputs for food-

grains(although not expected to be an empirically signifi-
cant one, in case of Bangladesh), net foreign remittances,

and government procurement price for food-grains are assumed

to be the important ones in this set of variables. The

specification for food-grains therefore: ffiay be represenLed

by the following:
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pf = f as<< Tef , Tef -r, Iq1 /Tgf , yd/pgp, yag/yna, p*,

NPR/Pgd, Pf 9, NWag, Dts, Dz t )> 5"85

f1< 0, f2< 0, f3> 0, 0 <f4< 1, f5= ?, f6> 0, 17> 0, f8> o

where, NWag is the nominal lrrage in agriculLure, Tef is total
supply of food-grains(equation 2"10), pfgo is government

procurement price for food-grains, Dzs is a dummy variable
for the 1974/75 famine year, and aIr the other variabres are

as defined above"

3.5"2.2 Price of non-food-grains( jut,e):

Since jute is the major non-food-grains output in the

agricultural sector, only jute price is explained here. The

supply side of the jute market has already been modelled

above, while the demand side is composed of home consump-

tion(both at the farm-gate and by the domestic jute rnirrs),
exports, and stock demand" Earlier we have explained the

export demand for raw jute and jute manufacturing, which in
turn explains the bulk of home consumption demand for raw

jute. However, lack of reliable data precluded modelling of

the stock demand for jute. considering both demand and sup-

pry factors in the market for jute the jute price equation

is given by the following:

Pj = f¿o<< Qj, Qj-r, Wyj, ymf ,CUmf , pjs, yag/yna,

Dos, Dz,t, Dzs)> 5.86

0 < f 1

where, Qj* = QJmf + exj + ASTj , Des is a dummy variable
for the 1965 rndia-Pakistan vrar, wyj is index of world



income of jute
are as defined

importing count.ries,
above "
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and aII other variables

3"5"2.3 Price of manufactured goods:

Production or supply in manufacturing sector has been

explained separaLely in section 3"2"4 above, while corre-

sponding demand side can be found implicit in the aggregate

demand module in section 3.3.2 above. The general nature of

the pricing rule in these sectors has been outlined at the

beginning of this section. Following the general rule and

gathering other details contained in the respective demand-

supply functions above, the price equation in the sector may

be postulated as follows:

WPI mf = f + z << Ymf /f,mf , NWmf , Prm ,

pmr , rCR, (¡lr/pmr ) /ynt , CUmf ,D7 1 )> 5.87

0 > f t; 1 > f2
where, all the variables are as defined earlier.

3,5.3 Aqoreqate Price Level and Other Price Indices:

This section attempts to explain variations in the cen-

tral price variable--the aggregate price 1evel(Pgd), the

consumer price indices--one for the urban sector and the

other for the rural sector, the investment price index, sec-

toral value-added deflators and the wholesale price index.

It is hypothesized that the variations in aggregate price

indices are mainly explained by the variations in various
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sectoral prices which are in turn explained by the respec-

tive demand, supply and other variables. Some of these sec-

toral prices are explained above" Therefore, the general

specification underlying the equations in Lhis section is
similar to that for the sectorat prices outlined in the

above section. Hencer Do further explanation is atLempted

here.

AggregaËe Príce Leve}:

It is well known that monetarists have emphasized the role

of money supply and output in the determination of the gen-

eral price Ievel, while structural-ists have identified some

indices of structural bottlenecks as the central causal

variable. The price formation mechanisms in various sectors

were outlined above, and hence the determination of the gen-

eral price leve1 in the present model incorporates both

structuralist and monetarist features.

The aggregate price level(ega) in this model is given by

the weighted average of all sectoral prices:

Pgd= Ewi*Pdi

where, i represent various sectors, w's

weights(value-added to total output), and Pd'

tive nine sectoral price deflators" The price

agriculture(eag), and manufacturing(emf ),
explained by their respective sectoral prices:

5.88

are sectoral

s are respec-

deflators for

are in turn

Pag = f¿e(( Pf , Pj, Pag-r, t, Dzt 5,89



The general price leve1 is expected to be dominated by Lhe

agricultural prices, specially food-grains price, mostly

because of the relative size of this sector in the economy.

While the manufacturing sector, which produces only around

ten percent of the GDP in recent years and where total wage

payments is less than one-third of the industry value-added,

is expected to have relatively less impact on the general

price Ievel " But with intermediate imports and interest
costs added and given the country's trade dependence both in
the food sector and the manufacturing sector, the general

price level may be influenced by the manufacturing prices

more than proportionately than the laLter's share would

indicate. Once the general price leve1 is determined, the

rate of inflation(p*) is derived by the following:

Prnf = f+r<. WPImf , Pag, Pot, Pmf-1, t, Dzl)>

p* = (ega Pgd-r) / pga-,

Wholesale Price Index:

The aggregate wholesale price index

to convert all the nominal government

into corresponding real counterparts.

by Lhe following relation:
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5"90

s.91

is used as the deflator
expenditures and taxes

The WPI is determined

5 "92T,IPI = fso ( eag, WPImf , Dzt )

Consumer Price Indices:



The consumer price index for
given by the weighted average of

rurat indices:
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the country as a whole is
the corresponding urban and

5 "94

5"95

CPI=Wu*CPIu+Wr*CPIr 5 " 93

where, Wu and Wr are urban and rural weights given by the

value added in non-agriculture and agriculture to GDp,

respectively. cPI for the two sectors are exprained by the

f ollowing rel-ations:

CPIu = fsr<< Pf , WPImf , Pho, Pfn¡ CPI-1e t,
f1

CPIr = fsz<< Pf , t, CPIr-1, Dzl>)

f1

where, Pho is price index for housing"

where, all exports prices except for rav¡ jute are

ly given. Bangladesh is the largest exporter of

Ðzt

0 < f s

Import and Export Price Indíces:

All import prices are assumed to be exogenously given in
the model. the aggregate implicit price(unit value) index

for exportables is determined by the weighted average export
price indices(f.o.b. ) of various commodities/commodity

groups" The weights are the respective years' values as a

proportion of total exports of goods, all expressed in cur-
rent prices:

Px = wl*Pxj + wz*Pxjm + w3*Pxo + t¡4*Pxn s. 96

exogenous-

raw jute in



the world market. The export price of

related to the domestic price and t.he

rate for raw jute(eenj):
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raw jute(exj ) is
ef fect ive exchange

Pxj fss ( Pi, EERj, Dzr) 5 "97

3.5,4 Waoes

Bangladesh is a labour surplus economy with a 'segmented'

labour market" Ideally, three markets can be identified;

the market for un-skilled labour, the market for semi-

skilled and skilled labour, and the market for profession-

als. The market for unskilled labour may further be classi-
fied into rural, and urban markets.2o6 The other tvro markets

are mainly located in the urban areas. In aII of these mar-

kets, both demand and supply considerations may have impor-

tant influence in v¡age determination, but the government

minimum wage laws, trade union activities, and public sector

pay scale may also have considerable impact on the over all
wage rates obtained in these sectors. Unfortunatly, a con-

sistent data on the labour market segments outlined above

2o6 The urban market for unskilled labour is also 'segment-
ed' into unprotected or informal urban and protected
urban market. In the latter market, wages are mainly
determined by government minimum wage laws, trade
unions, and other institutional factors. rn the former
case, even though unprotected, for a number of reasons
competitive wage rate is not obtained, involuntary unem-
ployment exists and the current v¡age is not competed
down to remove it. See Farasuddin and others(1979) for
details on this in the case of Bangladesh. See, also
Amin(1983) for an in depth study of the informal sector,
including the labour markeÈ structure and performance,
in Bangladesh.
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are not available for the Bangladesh economy. Considering

data availability, the labour market division adopted in

this sLudy is along the following broad product classifica-
tions: agriculture, industry, and services.

3,5"4.1 Agricultural Wage:

The agricultural labour market in Bangladesh is charac-

terized by high unemploymenL and underemployment.2oT Nominal

vrage in such a labour surplus economy is hypothesized to be

set "at the subsistence level" in Lewis(1956), or at some

"nutritionally based ef f iciency r^rage" in Leibenstein(1957) "

However, recent studies have provided evidences that tlage

rates of casual workers in agriculture do respond to respec-

tive demand and supply factors over the relevant ranges.2os

In the present study it is postulated that the nominal vrage

in agriculture(for causal labourer) is determined by the

interaction of both demand for and supply of labour in this

207 Ahmed(1974) estimates average unemployment/underemploy-
ment rate of 32.6 percent for the sixties, while aII the
estimates for the post.-independence period indicate even
higher(some as high as 50 percent) rate of unemployment/
underemployment in agriculture. However, caution must
be taken in interpreting these results. These rates are
calculated assuming an agricultural labour market that
includes aIl the categories of work-age population.
Estimates by Àhmed(1981) indicate only 7"9 percent unem-
ployment rate for the casual labourer in agriculture in
an overall unemployment rate of 42.5 percent. The
remainder is explained by (i) voluntary unemployment,
8.1 percent(rich landlords and other village elites) and(ii) voluntary underemployment, 26.5 percent, (family
farm workers unwilling to enter labour market for social
considerations). Besides, there is also seasonal fac-
tors to be reckoned with in interpreting these rates,

20B See for example, Ahmed(1981 ).
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sector, over the relevanL ranges" Therefore factors affect-

ing the positions and the rate of movement of demand for and

supply of agricultural labour are included as explanatory

variables. Both agricultural and industrial I¡¡ages equations

are estimated in log-linear forms:

NWag = fs¿<< Pag, (Yag/f.ag)-r, NWag-1, t, Dzr )>

f1

vrhere, NWag is average daily nominal wage rate

cultural labour, Pag is agricultural prices, Yag

tural output, and Lag is estimated agricultural
prv.

s"98

for an agri-
is agricul-
labour sup-

3 "5 "4 "2 Industrial Edages:

A single industrial wage is explained for the total manu-

facturing sector. The demand for Labour in the sector is

derived from the respective production function. The nomi-

nal- wages, êt least in the manufacturing, however, is not

derived only by Lhe simple forces of demand and supply but

are al-so, importantly, affected by the government's minimum

wage larvs, trade union activities, and the public sector pay

sca1e" The v¡age equation specified below considers some of

these institutional features as well as the factors that are

important in determining the position and the rate of move-

ments of demand and supply in corresponding market for

labour. The general specification adopted here is that of

standard PhilIips curve framework: nominal wage is expected



to be expla

ral price

con s i stent

ava i lab1e

rate (Cumf )

NWmf = fs

f1> 0; f2> 0; f

where, TU is an

2o I Note, however,
enter from both
identification of

that the price expectational effects
supply and demand side, and empirical
the Èwo effects rnay be very difficult.
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ined mainly by the leve1 of unemployment, secto-

leveI and lagged nominal $rage. Unfortunately,

aggregate and sectoral unemployment data are not

for Bangladesh. Sectoral capacity utilization
is used, instead, as a proxy.

s << ymf /rnt, Cumf - 1 , wprmf , ( AcRmf /pga) / *ymf ,

rCR, CPIu-1, TU, NWmf -1, Dzt )> 5"99
3> 0; f4= ?; f s- ?; f 6> 0; f7> 0; 1 >f 8> 0

index of trade union activities, and all
other variables are as defined above. Economic theory of

firm suggest changes in marginal revenue product of rabour

as an important expranatory variable" The rear value added

per worker(ymt/f,mt) is included to approximate this. The

profitability factor in wage setting is approximated by the

output price (wermf ) , although capac ity ut i1 izat ion

rates(cumf) and totar varue added in the sector may account

part of its influences on v¡age changes. The lever of credit
available to the sector(cnmt) may be an important determi-
nant of the producers' ability to utilize productive capaci-

ty and thus maintain the labour force(Behrman, 1977)" How-

ever, it should be noted that CUmf may have already captured

part of the effects of this. On the supply side, inflation-
ary expectational effects on vrage demands are attempted to

capture by iagged values of the consumer price
index(cpru).20s The rate of unionízation(tu) is another sup-
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ply side variable, and is expect.ed to have a positive ef f ect.

on h¡age demands.

3 " 5,4,3 Ot,her Wages:

Other wages (¡lwot ) include vrages in construct ion, trans-

portation, utilities, and aIl- services sectors, The activi-

ties in these sectors are mainly dominated by the public

sector. Wages here are more or less institutionally deter-

mined. A1so, separate data on demand, supply, and wages in

these sectors are not available" Therefore, in the complete

macroeconomic model, the vrage determination in these sector

and their sectoral labour demand and supply are not explic-

itly incorporated.

Total labour employment(r) is given by adding sectoral

labor employments in agriculture, manufacturing and services

sectors: L = Lag + Lmf + Lot " The aggregate nominal l¡tage

rate index for the country as a whole is determined by a

simple weighted average of the wage rate indices for agri-

cul-ture, industry and f or 'aII other' sectors:

NW = G.ag/T.) *Nwag + ( r,mt /r, ) *Nwmf + (tot /r.) *Nwot 5 " 100

Finally, the aggregate real wage(nw) is given by the follow-

ing :

RW =(tag*¡,¡çug/Cptr + Lnf *NWmf /Cptu + Lot*NWot/CpIu)/t 5"101
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indices for ruralwhere, CPI r and

and urban sectors,

CPIu are consumer price

respectively 
"
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Chapter Iv

COMPLETE ESTTMATED MODEL OF THE BANGLAT¡ES}T
ECONOefg

ModeIs constitute a framework
ton and the flesh and blood wi
be added by a lot of common
knowledge of details.

Jan Tinbergen

or a skele-
tI have to
sense and

(1981, p18)

a" "1 I¡ITRODUCTION

The broad rationale for the specification of various econom-

ic relationships of the model has been provided in the pre-

ceding chapter " The present chapter reports the prefered

estimated structural equations of the mode1, along with a

brief discussion of the statistical properties of the model,

the magnitudes of the individual estimated coefficients 
'

their plausibiliLy in the light of theory and a priori

expec tat i on s ,

results "

and the limitations in interpreting those

In the previous chapter, while specifying the structural

equationsr w€ have also discussed issues such as the choice

of the variables to be included(or excluded) in a particular

equation, whether the chosen variables(endogenous and exoge-

nous) Ue specified in real or nominal terms, a priori expec-

tation about the sign and magnitude of the coefficients, and

in some cases the appropriate functional form for an equa-

215
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The choice on the above issues has been made for Lhe

most part. in t.he tight of economic theoretical considera-

tions. We have already noted in chapter one the limitations
of the current state of economic theory, particularly on the

issues of correct functional form, the lag structure and

expectation formation mechanisms. Where economic theory rrras

found to be inadequate or ambiguousr2lo previous econometric

studies both published and unpublishedr oñ Bangladesh and

other developing countries, whenever available have been

consulted. Good econometric research requires an optimal

combination of economic theory, statistical methodology,

institutional knowledge, and data analysis" Unfortunately,
there is no magic formula to derive the optimal combination.

As such some judgements have to be made. Macroeconomic mod-

elling is both an art and a science,

The structural equations have been estimated mainly using

the Ordinary Least Squares(OLS) method, using the data for
the period 1959/60 to 1982/83, excluding the two war-year

periods: 1970/71-1971/lZ. However, for some of the egua-

tions, where simulteneity is expected to be pronounced, sys-

tem estimations(2SlS, or Zellner estimation in case of seem-

ingly unrelated regressions: Zel-lner 1962) are also

considered" The choice of the final version of estimated

equations reported here has been made after going through

21o on the limitations of economic
works, see KIein(1984), Howery
ston (1984) and Kmenta (1972)

theory in econometric
and Klein(1976), John-
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what may be called a process of "experimentationstt .2l l For

each relationship, several alternative versions of equations

were estimated and a choice is being made based on both eco-

nomic theoretic and economeLric considerations. 2 1 2 As

expected, the estimation process has encountered many prob-

lems, among others, most important being the problems of

multicollinearity and auto-correlation, both of which, how-

ever, are expected to be common usually when time-series

data are used. The former problem has been 'avoided' in

some cases by dropping one of the highly correlated vari-
ables" For the later problem, the test for the presence of

only first-order auto-correlation is conducted using the

conventional Durbin-Watson statistics. Since many of the

behavioral equations contain lagged dependant variable, due

to either a distributed lag structure or due to some variant

of expectation formation mechanism, the conventional DW sta-

tistics is not valid, insLead, for such cases Durbin's 'h'
statistics is cal-culated.213 Auto-correlation may be due to

21 1 A brief account of the pros and cons of such a practice
can be found in Pindyck and Rubinfeld( 1 981 , pAO1 ) "AIso, see Leamer (197e, ch" 1 ) .

212 In particular four aspects of each specifications are
compared. These aspects are (i) residual variance(or
fit) , ( ii ) signs and precision of specific coefficients,(iii) properties of the disturbance, and (iv) parameter
stability( or predictive performance)" To some extent
the so-called "two-step Cairncross test"(JohnsLon 198a;
p510) is also performed, formally or informally, with
the model.

213 Note that the 'h' statistics also becomes inappropriate
when the product of number of observations(H) and esti-
mated variance of estimated coefficient of lagged depen-
dant variable is greater than one. ÀIthough, there are
alternative methods suggesÈed in the literature for such



mi sspec i f icat ion, therefore when deLected,

tive specifications were explored. I f it
the results, the model is corrected for 1st

It will be noticed

contain the same set

the previous theoret

dropped, while in some

stituted" The genera

search' have been the
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first, alterna-
fails to improve

order auto-cor-

of 'rho'--the

that many estimated equations do not

of explanatory variables as listed in

ical chapter. Some variables are

cases nevr variables are added or sub-

I principles underlying'specification
following( see, Leamer 1978) : ( i )

relat ion. A maximum-likelihood estimate

first-order auto-correlation coefficient--is obtained by

using the Grid Search method.2la Maximum 50 iterations are

allowed with an accuracy of 0"01. Àlso, to obtain estimates

of the variances the residual sum of squares is divided by N

instead of N-K, since it is believed that the model has only

large sample properties.2ls In case when the DW test results
in inconclusiveness no correction is attempted here" À11 the

tests for auto-correlation are evaluated at the five percent

level of significance unless indicated otherwise"

cases, we have not considered these methods here consid-
ering the associated computational difficulties and the
net benefit of the exercise.

214 Alternatively known as the Hildreth-Lu procedure (Uif-
dreth and Lu; 1960). The Grid Search method is chosen
over the more conventional Cochrane-Orcutt method, since
the former provides a global optimum estimate for the
'rho', while with the later the final estimate for 'rho'
may be a local optimum(in the sense that a local mini-
mization of the sum-squared residuals is done).

2't5 For more on the issue of appropriate 'divisia' see
rheil(1968).
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delete a variable when it is found statisLically highly

insignificant, (ii) aelete or get a substit.ute variable when

the sign or magnitude of Lhe est.imated coefficient is not

theoretically meaningful, (iii) delete one of the highly

correlated variables, if high correlation is detected, and

(iv) use a proxy variable when a variable is suspect of

meagurement errors. However, in some cases exceptions are

rnade regarding some statistically insignificant variables

due to either theoretical considerations or the importance

of the variable in the model.

The issues such as specification errors(particularly,
omited variables and non-linearity), presence of outliers,
and the non-normality of the disturbance term are given some

attention, by an analysis of residuals for each equaLions

and also by looking at the plottings of raw data. The non-

Iinearity in specification, if detected, is 'avoided' by a

suitable transformation of the model into a linear/log lin-
ear forrn, while if outliers are detected they are not dis-
carded on the belief that they provide more relevant infor-
mation about the regression. Finally, a Chi-square test is
performed to test the normality of residuals in each equa-

tions. Non-normality, if detected, is only reported to cau-

tion that t.he usual significance tests may no longer be va1-

id(although the least square estimates are sti11 best linear

unbiased). The solutions to non-normality of residuals as

proposed in the literature, such as the use of alt.ernaLive
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regression techniques or 'robust regression' (one example

being the Least Absotute Residual or LÀR technique), or the

t.ransformation of. data so as to achieve normality are not

attempted here due to both computational complexities and

high resource costs.

In all the estimated equations reported be1ow, the num-

bers in parentheses that appear below the coefficients are

their respective t-statistics, pz is the coefficient of

determination adjusted for degrees of freedom, DW is the

Durbin-Watson statistics, h is the Durbin's statistics for

auto-correlation in the presence of lagged dependant vari-

ab1e, 'p' is 'rho' or the estimated first-order auto-corre-

Iation coefficient, N is total number of observations, RMSE

is root mean sguare of errors and X and SD are the mean and

stande.r..d deviation of the corresponding dependant vari-

ables, respectively. Throughout this study an estimated

coefficient is termed statistically significant when it
passes the relevant test at the five percent level of sig-
nificance, unless othervrise mentioned.

PRODUCTION OR SUPPLY SUB-MODEL

.1 Aqricultural Production EsÈimates:

The acreage response functions for food-grains and jute

are estimated using both the OLS and Systems Method of esti-
mations" The latter is done in the present case by using the

Seemingly Unrelated Regressions(SUn) or Zellner estimation

&"2

&.2
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method. This is justified in order to obtain efficient
parameLer esLimates by taking into accounL the possible con-

temporaneous correlation betv¡een the error Eerms across

equations ( for corresponding observations) . In the present

case, non-zero correlation across the two acreage equations

may arise particularly due to the presence of cross equation

restriction on total acreage. Although the two acreage

equations are estimated jointly using the SUR method but the

results are presented separately under the food-grains and

jute sub-sections below chiefly for convenience. ÀI1 acre-

age and yield equations are estimated in log-linear form.

Foodgrains Acreage Function :

For food-grains acreage(aCt) farmers in Bangladesh are

expected to respond positively to lagged relative farm-gate

pr ice of food-gra ins ( Pf /rj) , Iagged relat i ve

yields(vrtlvlj ) ,

respect i vely ,

and government procurement prices (etg) ,

negatively to relative 'prÍce
risk'(pnf/eni) and the expected fertilizer to output price

ratio(ptL/Pf.) " The following estimated equation supports the

a priori expectation:

<sttR> :
In(ecf) = 1.397 +

+

P2 = 0.90, SEE =

and

0.558tn(¡cf)-r +
(3.81)

0"032 In(ptt/pt.-t
(-1 "32)

0 . 058 1n ( yrt /vr. j)
(1"26)

0.02, h = -0.48, X

0.043rn(pflpj
(2"47)

) - 0.04 ln(
(-3.1

-r + 0"032 In
Q "1e)

= 3"19, SD =

)-t

PRf/PRj )
4)

(ere) (2.7)

0. 08



<oLs> :
fn(eCf ) = 1"123 + 0"622 ln(acf )

(2.51)
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0.087 In (prlp j ) - r
(2.17 )

0. u34 tn ( pnt/pnj )
(-1 .72)

+ 0"029 ln(ets) (2.7),,
(1.s2)

of 0 " 08 for wheat
0.04 for rice in
Roy(1985)'s 0.03
Àshkari and Cum-

1*

0"034 ln(PfrlPf_1)
(-0"94)

+ 0.053 In (vr,t/yr j ) - r
(0"65)

p2 = 0"847, F=20.7 t RMSE = 0.031, h = 3.83, p=-0.22, N=22

Both the OLS and Zellner SUR estimates are presented and as

expected the latter provided more efficient parameter esti-
mates. The explanatory variables in equation Q"7) ' together

explain over ninety percent of the variations in (1og of)
food-grains acreage" À11 the signs of coefficients are as

expected" Furthermore, all the variables except two, rela-
tive yields and fertilizer price to output price ratio, are

found to be statistically significant" The short-run and

long-run price elasticities for food-grains acreage are

estimated to be 0.04 and 0.10, respectively. The elasticity
values are low, as expected, given the subsistence nature of

food crops in Bangladesh. Previous studies on Bangladesh

and other similar countries have also found lower elasticity
values for subsistence crops.216 The relative 'price risk'
variable indicates that farmers in Bangladesh are risk
averse, and that a doubling of jute'price risk'relative to

food price will bring about, ceteris paribus, over four per-

cent rise in food-grains acreage.2l7 The positive sign of

21 6 For example
in Punjab( 1

Bangladesh (

for rice in
mings (1978)

, Krishna ( 1 963 ) 's estimate
914-1943) , Hussain( 1970)'s
1948-1963) and Lahiri and
I ndia ( 1 954- 1978) . See also
for further evidences"
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relative yield variable Support.S our hypothesis that farmers

in Bangladesh tend to hedge their risk by always planting

more food-crops after maintaining a certain leveI of cash

income from jute crop. However, the variable is not statis-

ticaIJ-y significant at the desired level of significance.

Finally, it is likely that the government procurement price

variable is also capturing upward trend factor thereby mak-

ing the coefficient statistically significant. The statis-

tical insignificance of the expected input to output price

ratio(measured by the ratio of current price of fertilizer

to lagged price of food-grains) may be explained by at least

two factors: for the most part of the sample period ferti-

Iizer utilization has been Iow, even the recent increased

utilization in an aggregate sense is also low. Secondly,

fertilizer input has been highly subsidized by the govern-

217 One implication of this result is worth noting here.
Since the 'marketed surplus' of food-grains is only
roughly 30 percent of the total domestic production(in
recènt years) and since it is this surplus(or the corre-
sponding acreage) which is mainly sensitive to varia-
tions in prices, a doubling of relative food-grains
'price risk', ceteris paribus, would be more than enough
to wipe out the whole of the marketed surplus in any
particular year. This certainly would have serious con-
sequences for the welfare of the rural population as
well as for the whole economy. Howeverr since the
implied postulated relationships here assume a linear
transformation function between food and jute crops in
production (See Zarembka (p92-97; 1972) for comparative
iesults on linear and convex transformation function),
conseguent increase in jute acreage and hence cash
income would enable the country to import food-grains to
compensate.for fa11 in domestic production. But full
compensation may not be possible and also regressive
distribution and welfare effects may result since vari-
ables such as international demand conditions and com-
modity terms of trade are beyond the control of farmers
or the dornestic economy.
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ment, and recent studies(for example, Is1am:1980) have found

that t.he value of marginal revenue product for fertilizer is
greater than its marginal cost to the farmer. This in turn
provides an indirect support that there is scope for fiscal
restraint v¡ithout significantly affecting domestic produc-

tion. For example, using the partial-equilibrium estimates,

a ten percent reduction in fertilizer subsidy would result
in less than one-half of a percentage point decline in food-

grains production. It is worth noting here that the results
also show that an effective government procurement price
policy would have exactly the opposite effect on domestic

production.

Foodgrains Yield Equat,ion :

<oLs> :
1n (yrf ) = -3.554 + 0.033 1n (r'rlec) + 0 " 0SS tn (cnag/pag )(-2.e3) (1.e7) (3.2s)

- 0.021 RNF + 1.68 In(R¡rr) (2.8)'
(-4.32) (4.6)

R2=0 "864, î=34"2, RMSE=O"034, DW=2,3, p=0.24, X=2.54t SD=g.09

where, FT/ec is fertilizer per acre, CRag/pag is real bank

credits to the sector, and RNF is rainfall index. AII the

estimated coefficients have expected signs and are statisti-
ca1ly significant. The yield response to fertilizer is found

to be comparable to that obtained in other studies.2l8 The

significance of rainfall variables provides strong support

for the hypothesis of a 'gamma' type distribution between

218 For example.
gladesh using

I slam( 1 980 ) found a
both cross-section

value of 0.05 for Ban-
and time-series data.
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yield and rainfall implying that the detrimental impact of

droughts is greater than of floods. 21s Simple calculations

using the estimates yield that the peak of Lhe yield

response to rainfall is reached at an average rainfall of

82.87 inches. Real bank credits to farmers is highly sig-

nificant although the size of the elasticity is very low'

It may be noted here that a significant portion of agricul-

tural credits(over 70 percent according to Khana1972 and

WorId Bank:1984) is spent on direct consumption.

The total output of food-grains is related to total acre-

age and corresponding yield per acre as given by equation

(2.9)' , which implies a unitary elasticity of output with

respect to both variables. Therefore the output elastici-

ties vis-a-vis the most of the explanatory variables in
(2"7) ' and (2"8)' are the same as corresponding acreage and

yield elast ic i t ies "

ilute Acreage EquaÈion:

<STIR>:
rn(ecj) = -1.56 + 0"301 In(ecj)-r + 0"423(3.4) (s.4)

- 0.012 In(pft/Pj-1) 0.1
(-0.18) (-q

0 .204 tn ( vr j /vr.f.) - t
( -2.38 )

In(Pj/pf)-t

31 rn(enj)
.11)

(2"11')

p2 =0"853, sEE=0.068, h=0.012.- X=0.585, SD=0.199

<Ot S>:

21e rt may be noted here that the 'gamma' type
yield 'better' results(higher R2, t values,
pared with a monotonic specification.

specification' etc. ) com-
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1n(ac¡) = 0"538 + 0.369 In(acj)-r + 0,411 In(ej/pt)-t(2"73) (6"15)

- 0.048 tn(pfrlpj_1) 0.oB ln(pRj)(-o.sz) (-1.s9)

0"27 In(ylj/ytt)-t (2.11)"
(-2"1)

p2 = 0.776, F = 15"6, RMSE = 0.094, h = 0.148

The estimated equation reveals that the variations in jute

acreage are fairly weII explained by the explanatory vari-
ables" AIl the coefficients have expected signs and all but

one--the fertilizer price to output price ratio as in the

case of food-grains--are found to be statistically signifi-
cant" The price elasticity of jute is fairly high compared

to that for food-grains. This is expected, since jute is the

main cash crop, while food-grains are subsistance crops in
Bangladesh. The long-run elasticity is even larger(0"64).
It may be noted here that the Nerlovian coefficient of

expectation is much higher ( 0. Z ) for jute than for food-

grains(0"44). One explanation of this result is that for
jute, variables other than lagged acreage are more important

compared to food-grains in explaining the long-run determi-

nation of jute acreage" Low adjustment coefficient(or stat-
ic expecLation) is more plausibte for subsistence crops as

opposed to cash crops. The sign of the relat.ive yield vari-
able supports our a priori hypothesis that the farmers in
Bangladesh tend to hedge their risk by planting more food-

grains when jute yield rises due to historical and institu-
tional reasons. When jute yield rises relative to food-
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grains, farmers keep their cash income cónstant by planting

less jute substituting for more food-grains to adequately

meet tire subsistence reguirements and to hedge against

future price and output risk" This latter factor coupled

with the significant jute'price risk'variable22o and the

relative jute price variable with elasticities -0.1 3 and

0"42, r€spectively, indicate the nature of conflicts in

food-grains-jute choice for farmers and the importance for
policy makers to maintain 'optimum' relative price structure

that would contain the resulting destabilizing effects of

the auto-regressive 'price risk' variable and relative price

swings.

ilute Yield Equation:

The estimated jute yield equation adopted here is essen-

tialIy a second-degree polynomial as suggested by the plot

of yield data over time. This curve-fitting exercise for
jute yield has been resorted to since all attempts to get a

meaningful estimates of a theoretically plausible jute yield

function as specified in the previous chapter resulted in

fai1ure"221

22o Early studies on supply responses in agriculture failed
to note the irnportance of the ' pr ice r i sk ' var iable .
Recent studies, for example, Àhammed( 1 980 ) and Rah-
man(1981 ) on Bangladesh, have found this variable quite
signi f icant " The estimated coefficients for 'price
risk' variable in the two studies are -0.0025 and -0.08,
respectively.

221 OLher studies on Bangladesh(Rahman:1982, Mahmood: 1985)
have also faced the similar problem. Inaccuracy of jute
yield data, oD which there are considerable agreements
in the Iiterature(See, [^7orld Bank:1974, 1984), may be



<oLs> å

ln(vrj) = 2.769 - 0.063 t + 0.002 t2+(-8.¿) (s.1)

<oLs> 3

In (Yoa) =

0.048 tn(cnag/pag)
(1.35)

1 .93 , x=2.72, SD=O.
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(2"12)'

115P2 = 0"80, F=29.0, RMSE=O.051, DW=

All "OLher" Agrícultural Productíon:

The estimated equation tor the real value added

'other' agricultural sector is as follows:

in all

3"661 + 0"465 ln
(4 "4)

+ 0"173 In
(3"88)

(c) 0.106
(-5"4)

(rs)

In ( cnag/Pag )

(2"15')

R2=0.88, F=52"3, RMSE=0"045r DW=1.33, p=0"23, N--22"

While the over all explanatory povrer of Lhe estimated equa-

tion is not as powerful as one would expect for such a rela-

tionship, nevertheless the estimates do provide fairly

strong support to the a priori hypothesis regarding the

signs and magnitudes of the elasticity coefficients in the

rnodel. Public investment variable is significant, but the

elasticity value is low, so is the case with aggregate con-

sumption variable. The negative sign for the total agricul-

tural credit' variable may at first seem counter-intuitive"

However, given the residual nature of this sector this is

not unexpected. Agricultural credits in Bangladesh mainly

responsibte for this failure. Other possible reasons
are lack of appropriate data on the variables such as
rainfalls durinq the jute growing months for jute grosr-
ing areas, fertilizer applied to jute lands and bank
credits to jute growers, whereas yle have data tor the
agr icultural sector as a v¡hoIe. This lack of sectoral
breakdown of data is not a serious problem for food-
grains since food-grains constitutes close to three-
quarter of all agricultural activities.
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go to the rice and jute sectors onIy, and there is a delib-
erat.e bias in allocating credits Lo these t.wo secLors from

both supply(ganks and other financial institutions) and

demand(farmers) side. There is some evidence(pitt 1980) in

the literature which supports this hypothesis of substitu-
tion of land and resources out of this sector to the two

dominant crops sectors facilitated by government policy

changes such as increased availability of credit to these

two sectors and the goal of achieving food self-sufficiency

'over-night' , so to speak.

Finally, the agricultural sector is being 'closed' by the

following identity:

yag = 0.787r<pf.xQ"t:ref /pf7s + 0"94*pj't0.9*Qj/pjr 3 + yoa (2"16')

where, 0"787 and 0"94 are the estimated coefficients222 for

real value added to constant taka gross output in food-

grains and jute, respectively, 2 2 3 and Pf7 3 (-75.27 ) and

Pjz s (=52"58) are respective unit prices for the base peri-

od(1972/73). It may be noted here that the agricultural
output in real terms had been growing at 3 percent rate

annually through out the sample period( with post-liberation
growth rate of 3.18 percent and pre-liberation rate of 3"11

222

¿¿ô

Defined as dro and dtz in the previous

The estimated equations for the period
data on all the relevant variables are
OLS technique are as follows:

Yfd = 0.787 Yf
( 36.96 )

Yjt = 0"94 Yj
(29.13)

; R2 = 0.798, DW

; R2 = 0,91, DW =

chapter "

1973-83 for which
available, using

- 1?O
- t., J.

2.53 "
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percent) while the country's aggregate output (Cnp) fra¿ been

growing at Lhe rat.e of close to four percent during the same

period(with post.-liberation growth of 5"25 percent and pre-

liberation rate of 4,44 percent). À significant contribu-

tion to lower growth rate for agriculture as a whole came

from relative stagnation of this "other" agricul-tural- sec-

tor(constituting about one third of value-added in agricul-
ture) aespite the modest performance of the food-grains sec-

tor particularly during the post-liberation period.

&"2"2 Manufacturing Production Function:

The estimated production funct

manufacturing sector is as follows

224 for the aggregate10n

<ots>:
In (Ymf ) = 0.783 +

( 1 .35 )

R2= 0.98, F=357"9

where, CUmf is an

manufacturing sector

the-peak' method,

employment, Kmf is

0 "425 ln (cumt
(6 "e2)

+ 0 "246 ln ( cumt
(3.3)

r DW=1 "66, p=0.

index of capac

, estimated by

Ymf is real va

real stock of

0.019s r (2"17',
(s"28)

, RMSE=0 " 055

zation rate for

'trend-through-

, Lmf is total
aIl in manufac-

* lmf)

* Kmf) +

1 56, N=22

ity utili
using the

lue-added

capi ta 1--

224 Our tests for appropriate functional form reveal that
the assumed Cobb-Douglas formulation is not an unrealis-
tic presentation, ât least statistically. This may be
concluded from estimating a generalized production func-
tion with 'Kmenta approximation'. Other studies on Ban-
gladesh manufacturing technology(for exarnple, Khan 1974,
and Rushdi 1984) also provide support for an implied
unitary elasticity of substitution between labour and
capi taI .
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turing sector, and t is time trend.

The estimated function uses both inputs adjusted for

capacity utilization rate, although earlier we made the case

for adjustment of capital input onIy. The labour input

adjustment has become necessary since the data were avail-

able only in terms of total number of persons employed and

not in terms of 'man-hours'" The explanatory power of tbe

estimated equation is fairly strong" The results show rela-

tively low capital intensity in Bangladesh manufacturing

sector.22s The output elasticity of capital is of the order

of 0.25, which is comparable to other studies on developing

countries. 226 However, the estimated marginal capital-output
ratio is relatively large ( 7.8 ) for the sector. 2 27 The esti-

mated coefficients for labour and capital and appropriate

statistical tests suggest decreasing returns to scale which

is also supported by a recent study on Bangladesh manufac-

turing sector using a translog cost model(Rushdi 1982)" The

resul-ts also suggest that significant non-zero exponen-

tial(disembodied) technological change at the rate of 1"95

225 Although other studies have demonstrated that the large-
scale manufacturing is characterized by a very high
degree of capital intensity our results indicate a reLa-
tively high labour intensity for the asqreqate manufac-
turing sector "

226 For example, Pani(1980)'s 0.27 for India, Behr-
man( 1977)'s 0.305 for Chile, and Hossain(1973)'s 0.22
for Bangladesh.

227 Corresponding estimates for rndia ranges between 6 to 16
in various studies reported in Pani ( 1 980, PP1 70-172) 

"However, Bangladesh Planning Commission's macroeconomic
model assumes the incremenLal capital-ouÈput ratio for
the sector to be 3.3.
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percent per year has occurred in the sector. It should be

noted here that., since the data on both labour and capital
are estimated with usual problems of aggregation and meas-

urement errors, one must exercise great caution in inter-
preting the magnitudes of estimated coefficients" Às noted

earlier the capital stock data has been estimated by assum-

ing a constant depreciation rate of 6"25 percent per year:

Kmf = (l 0"0625) ,r (rmf )_r + Imf (2.18)'

where, Imf is real investment in manufacturing (private and

public) " If we apply the marginal productivity conditions

for labour and capital to derive input demand functionsr22s

we obtain quite different input coefficients(for example,

0"69 for labour at mean val-ues of relevant variables) than

those obtained above. Furthermore, the magnitude of the

coefficients also varies dramatically with alternative spec-

ifications of the production function. AlI the efforts to

estimate a meaningful and statistically significant capacity

utilization function for the manufacturing sector(CUmf)

resulted in failure. In the macroeconomic simulations the

variable is assumed to be exogenously given.

228 For examplerthe input demand function for labour may be
derived as foIlor+s:

Lmf=d1*(pmfxymf)/wmf
where, Pmf is output price and Wmf is wage rate in manu-
facturing, and d1 is the factor share of labour in total
output of the sector, which may be estimated using usual
regression techniques or simply taking mean values of
relevant variables. It may be noted here that the PIan-. ning Commissions macro-mode1(1980) estimates this elas-

. ticity to be 0.80.
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Input Ðemand Functíons for Manufact,uríng Seetor:

The estimated demand for labour and investment functions

in this seclor are as follow:

(í) Labour

<ots>;
ln (r,mf )

R2=0 "973, F=156.6, DW=3"14r p= -0"62,
(ii) Investment Demand Function:

<oLs> å

In(lmf) = 11.688 + 1.129 In(ymf)-r +

Demand Function:

= 7"478 + 0"554 In(ymf) + 0"058 ln(ymf) * Dzt(14.03) (8.01) (s.s3)

- 0 "032 In (¡lwmf /wprmf )
(-0 "27 )

- 0 " 347 In (pmf/nwmt ) 0 .322 Dt ot z (2.20' )
(-6 "17 ) ( -5.86 )

N=22, RMSE=O,06

0 "76 In (cRna/pinv)
(2"7)(2"47 ) (3.61 )

+ 0.0005 (Nn/pm)
(2"7)

Z"Z In(nmf)_r
(-3.63)

R2=0 " 855 , F=25.5, DW=2.63 r p= -0.'1 1 ,

1"505 Dzr (2"21')
( -7.88 )

N=22, RMSE=O "225, X=6"76

Where, NWmf is nominal wage rate index in manufacturing,
glPImf is wholesale price index for manufacturing, Pmk is
price index for imported capital goods, CRna is bank credit
to non-agricultural sectors, Pinv is investment goods price

index, NR is net remittances from abroad, Pln is import price

index, and Dzoz 3 is a dummy variable for the period 1969/70

to 1972/1973(ttre period of widespread labour unrest and

political instability in the country) " All the estimated

coefficients in the labour demand function have expected
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signs and the magnitudes are within the expect.ations. In

general, the performance of the investment demand function
is less satisfactory. Many of the parameter estimates are

unstable" The lagged investment variable is highly corre-
lated with lagged capital stock and is dropped from the

equation" Also interest rate variable is highly insignifi-
cant(t=-0.08) and therefore deleted from the equation.

4"2,3 A1I "_Othe.E_r¡ SecÈoral Output Functions:

(i) Vatue-Added in Infrastructure:
<oLs> 3

In(yin) = 2.037 + 0.516 tn(C) + 0.095
(3"28) (1.e)

+ 0.639 ln (yna/ygd)
Q.1)

In(rgf)

+ 0.374
(6 "77 )

0 " 02 1n (pin/ega)
(-0"3)

Ðz t (2.23' )

R2=0 "994, F=752.4, DW=2.13, p= -0.11, N=22r RMSE=O.034 , X=7.97

Where, C is total real consumption(both public and private),
Igf if real public fixed investmenL, and yna/ygd is the

share of non-agricultural sector used as a proxy for the

extent of industrialization. The explanatory po$¡er of the

equation is quite high. Also the DW statistics is satisfac-
tory. In the absence of data on sectoral investment(fin)

total public investment(Igf) is used as a proxy. The rela-
tive price variable has correct sign but is statistically
insignificant.
quite low.

In general, afl the elasticity values are

(ii) Value-Added in Trade and Banking:

<OLS>:
ln(ytb) = -5.126 + 0.877 tn(y) + 0.44S In(ytU- r )



Q"4s)

0.51 3 tn (yna/vgd)
(-1"07)

R2=0.988, F=453,4, h=-0.93, p= -o.

Where, Y is gross national product

Ygd is share of non-agricultural
extent of industrialization" The

value-added in trade and banking i

cantly related to aggregate demand;

is 1.6. À11 the coefficients,
signs" The relative price variable

cant, although has the correct sign

cient indicates Iong run elasticity
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(3.0)

0"s93 rn(etu/egd) (2.24' )
(-3"43)

16, N=22 ¡ RMSE=0 " 057, X=8 " 61

(at market prices), Yna/

sector--a proxy for the

results indicate that the

s positively and signifi-
the long run elasticity

except one have expected

is once again insignifi-
. The estimated coeffi-
value of -1 "07 "

( iii ) Value-Added in ttousing(Ownership of D¡celling) :

<oLs>:
In(yho) = 0"603 + 0,59 In(vho-r) + 0"24 In(v)

(4.1) (2"2)

+ 0"011 tn(cnho/prro) 0.1 rn(pho/pgd) + 0.064 Dz r (2.25')
(1"36) (-1.e) ) (2.4)

R2=0.985, F=272.9, h=-0.39, p=-0.07, N=22, RMSE=0.025, X=7.77

Where, Y is national product, NR is net remittances from

abroad in current taka, Prn is import price index, CRho is

bank credits to housing sector, and Pho is the value-added

deflator for housing sector. Once again both short run and

long run income and price elasticities are quite low. It.

may be noted here that part of the significant jump in the

trend percentage growth rate of value-added in this sector

during the post-liberation period(4.9 percenL) over the pre-
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liberation period(2"4 percent) can be explained by the mod-

est growth in workers' remittances from the middle-eastern

countries during the post-liberation period(part.icularly,

since 1975) .

(ív) Value-Added ín 'Other Servíces' Sector:

<oLs> 3

In(Yos)=5.031 +0.664
(5.66) (7 "7)

ln(cs) - 0"162
(-6.s)

tn(cg) * Dzr

+ 2 "219 In (vna/vga) - 1 .468 tn (Yna/vgd) x Dz t (z "26' )
(8.s) (-6"1)

R2=0.987, F=392.8¡ DW='1 "76r p=0.03, ñ=22, RMSE=O.052, x=8"28

Where, C9 is real public consumption expenditures, and yna/

Ygd is the share of non-agricultural sector--a proxy for the

extent of monetization and industrialization. The estimated

relation has high explanatory power but the DW statistics
lies in the indeterminate range. Àlthough the trend per-

centage growth rate of value-added in this sector has been

only about one half of a percentage point higher during the

post-liberation period over the pre-liberaLion period, there

have been a significant falI in the estimated elasticities
with respect to both the public consumption variable and the

relative size of the non-agricultural sector.

(v) Value-added in Constructíon Sector ¡

<oLs> å

In(ycn) = -17.19 + 2"532 ln(vga) - 2.286 In(vga) * Dt t
(2 "27 ) ( -2 "78)

0.206 ln(ecn/ega) + 2.578 tn(vna/vgd) + 24.13 Dz r (2"22')
(-0.4) (1.83) (2"7)

R2=0.884, F=33. 1 , Dl.t=2.3 r p= -0.33, N=22 ¡ RMSE=0 .196, X=7.35
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where, Pcn is price index for the construction sector, and

all oLher variables are as defined above. The value-added

in construction is positively and significantly affected by

the total activity variable--Ygd. However, the el-asticity
value falls drastically in the post-liberation period.

Although the intercept dummy shows a significant upward

shift in overall activity in this sector during the post-

liberation period, the sharp drop in the intensity of activ-
ity in this sector(evidence by the drop in slope coeffi-
cient ) during the same period is notable and also

counter-intuitive at first sight.22e One explanation for the

drop in elasticity value may be found in the sharp drop in

capital formation due to the decrease in replacement invest-

ment as well as due to virtual non-existance of net invest-

ment during the liberation war year(1971 ) and the political-

ly unstable years before and after the war year. Indeed,

the post-Iiberation Bangladesh experienced a sharp drop in

real investment due to political instability, insecurity of

assests, large-scaIe nationalization of major industries,

and the uncertainty about the future of the country. Conse-

22s The estimated trend percentage growth rates in this sec-
tor during the pre- and post-Iiberation period have been
19.1 and 6"48 percents, respectively. Given the impor-
tance of this sector in terms of both sectoral growth
and capacities and aggregate economic growth in a devel-
oping economy, the twelve percentage point drop in the
growth rate for this sector would explain much of the
retardation in the overall growth performance and the
creation of sectoral capacities in Èhe economy. What is
not clear here, however, is whether the drop has been
the result of shortage of demand or due to supply bot-
tlenecks. Alternatively, it is al-so possible that there
is a decreasing returns to scale in this sector as the
size of the economy passes a critical level.
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a significant rise in

trading and related services activities¡ ffiâin1y at the cost

of capital format.ion.230 This dip in capital formation dur-
ing the first half-decade of post-Iiberation period indeed

puts a limit on the growth possibilities of the economy in

the near future unless counLeracting rapid growth in capital
formation is observed" Ànother explanation may be provided

by the following hypothesis: the marginal contribution to
value-added in the construction sector proceeds at an expo-

nential rate at the beginning of the growth process of a

country and reaches a plateau sooner or later when the econ-

omy has reached a critical level in terms of its infrastruc-
ture development " Most observers would agree that the Ban-

gladesh economy has not reached that critical stage at least
in Lhe early seventies, therefore, the explanation for such

a sharp drop in elasticity must be sought elsewhere.

4 " 3 EXPENDTfl'RE OR DE¡{AND SUB.MODEL

(i) Private Consumption Function: The estimated real pri-
vate consumption function for the Bangladesh economy is as

follows:
<ots> 3

Cp = -2232"93 + 0.974 Yd 0.164 Yd*Dz(18"s5) (-2"68)

R2=0 "993, F=979.4, DW=2.6, N=22, Þ= -0.

r + 8484"1 Dz,t (3"33')
(2 "e6)

37, RMSE=963.3r X=45r868

23o Note that the capital stock in manufacturing has been
grovring at the rate of 3.4 percent per year during the
post-liberation period compared to a growth rate of 9.5
percent during the pre-liberation period--a fuI1 6 pêr-
centage point drop!
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is real disposable income(not adjusted for net

remittances). The results show a sharp drop in marginal

propensity to consume during the post-independence period"

The estimated marginal propensity to conSume is comparable

to available estimates for Bangladesh and other developing

countries in the literature. 2 3 1 The overafl statistical fit

of Lhe equation is satisfactory, however, the DI{ test

result is inconclusive. It may be noted here that the

explanatory variables such as real private wealth, real pri-

vate remittances, and the ratio of agriculture to non-agri-

cultural value-added are excluded from the consumption func-

tion either because they are found statistically

insignificant or the estimated coefficients are not meaning-

ful and theoretically implausible. AIso, the lagged con-

sumption variable is found to be statistically insignifi-

cant, implying complete adjustment of actual to desired

private consumption within a year.232

2s1 For example, the estimated MPC for Bangladesh is 0.84 in
Àlamg ír (1974) , 0.84 in Hussain ( 1 973 ) and 0.88 in Naqvi
and Khan(1982) " Similarly, Pani(1980) estimated MPC of
0.84 for India, PIDE(1983) estimated 0.73 for Pakistan,
and Naqvi and Khan(1980) estimated 0"72 for Sri Lanka"
Note that the reLatively lower mpc values for Pakistan
and Sri Lanka are due to the separate treatment of work-
ersr remmittences from disposable income in the consumÞ-
tion function.

232 when the disposable income is divided into domestic(yd
NPR/Pgd) and foreign(Nen/Pgd) components, as expected
the marginal propensities are quite different, the lat-
ter being much higher than the former:

cp = 3109.9 + 0:84(yd - NpR/pgd) + 1.39NPR/Pgd + 3525"2 Dz
(13.9) (2.8) (3.97)

R2=0.966, F=198, RMSE=1259.7, DVI=1 .67, p=0.15, N=22
It may be noted here that the attempts to test alterna-
tive models of consumption function yield mixed results"
Some of the findings are reported below. The estimated
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Publíc Consumptíon:

The estimated equation for real government current expen-

ditures on goods and services is as follows:

<ots>:
Cg = 1 51 .685 + 0.528 Cg- I + 0.351 (TR/wpr )(1.0s) (6.75) (6.e)

0.162 RÀIDNF+3"814pf 1504"4 Dzs (3.35)'
(-z "z ) ( 2 "71) (-4 "7 )

R2=0 "974, F=159"5, h=0.87, n=22, p=0.05, RMSE='193.8,
X=3r443.5, SD=1182"6"

where, TR is total government revenues, WPI is wholesale

price index, RÀIDNF is real non-food-grains foreign aids

inflow, Pf is domestic price of food-grains, and D7s is a

dummy variable taking the value of one for the famine-year

1974/75 and of zero otherwise. The estimated equation fits

consumption function in per-capita form is as follows:
<oLs>:

cplpop = Bs.s206 + 0"7955 (yalpop)
( 2 " s3 ) (16.18)

R2=0.93, F=261.7t DW=1.9¡ N=22¡ p= -0.15, RMSE=12.6, x=630.6
where POP is total population and Yd is real- disposable
income. The estimated marginal propensity to consume
becomes much smaller(0.6) when the above function is
estimated with the consumer price index as the deflator
for both consumption and income. Interestingly, a sig-
nificantly different results are obtained in the foIlow-
ing specification:

<oLs>:
cpcpr = 4925.473 + 0.6789 YDNRC + 2.3147 NRCPI

(1.66) ( 10"22) (4"e2)

+ 5845"55 (nwag/nwmt) + 1547 "636 Dz t(3.4) (1 "7 4)

R2=0.97 r F=1 75 r DW=1 .85 r N=22 r p=-0 .024, RMSE=1026.9 
"

where YDNRC and NRCPI are real disposable income adjust-
ed for net remittances and real net remittances, respec-
tively, both being deflated by the consumer price index,
and RWag and RWmf are real wages in agriculture and man-
ufacturing, respectively. The estimated marginal propen-
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ot the variations
in public consumption expenditure and the calculaLed Dur-

bin's h-statistics indicates absence of serial correlation.
The short-run and long-run marginal propensity to consume

out of total revenue are 0.35 and 0"74, respectiveIy.233 The

corresponding short-run elasticity at mean values is esti-
mated to be 0"5, while the long run elasticity is as expect-

ed, not significantly different from unity( 1 .06) . The leve1

of food-grains prices has, as expected, a negative but sta-
tistically significant impact on public savings; the higher

the price of food the greater would be the demand for public

wage increases and food relief programmes and therefore the

lower would be the public savings. However, the correspond-

ing short-run and long-run el-asticity at means are found to

sity to consume for adjusted disposable income is very
low(.6789) compared to other estimates in the Iitera-
ture. Part of this discrepancy is explained by a much
higher marginal propensity to consume for net remittanc-
es(2"314) " Since workers' remittances enter as a sepa-
rate income variable and since this component of the
oisposable income is mostly seen as transitory, at least
in the short-run, a higher marginal propensity is very
much 1ikeIy. In addition, the the statistically highly
significant relative real v¡age variable explains part of
the variations. It is expected a priori that in a coun-
try like Bangladesh the marginal propensity to consume
would be much higher for the rural or agricultural sec-
tor than for the urban sector. The relative wage vari-
able captures some of the income distributional differ-
ences and thereby depresses the estimated marginal
propensity to consume somewhat"

Finally, it may be noted here that the tests for pos-
sible structural shift in the consumption function due
to the independence of the country in 1971 have faited
to demonstrate such a shift.

233 These estimates are comparable with findings for other
developing countries; for example, 0.42 for Pakistan in
PIDE(1983), 0.46 for Sudan and 0.27 for Nigeria in
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be rel-atively sma11; 0.153 and 0 "321 , respectively. The

estimated negative coefficient for the non-food-grains real

foreign aid variable23a is counter intuitive and is diffi-

cult to explain" À priori, it is expected that the higher

t.he foreign aid inflow--which in Bangladesh finances over 70

percent of public investment expenditures--a even greater

percentage of public investment could be financed as a

result, thereby releasing a greater amount of domestic rev-

enues to satisfy ever increasing domestic demand for public

consumption, ceteris paribus" In the present case two fac-

tors may be responsible for the negative response coeffi-

cient for foreign aid" First, the correlation coefficient

between the two variables Pf and ÀIDNF are quite high(0.7)

indicating the possibility of multicollinearity. Many

UNCTÀD( 1980) , and 0.33 for Chili in Behrman (1977) 
"

234 when total foreign aid(ArDR) is included instead, the
resulting estimated equation is almost identical,
although the over-all significance of the equation drops
somewhat. However, it. may be noted here that both the
price of food-grains(pf) and real foreign aid( total or
ñon-food-grains) variables become statistically insig-
nificant and their signs reversed when the dummy vari-
able for the famine year(Dru) is dropped from the equa-
tion.

Finally, if the equation is
terms the results are not much di

<ots>:
NCG = -659.95 + 1.132 NCG-r + 0

(-3.s) (7.26)

+ 13.587 Pf.
(4"13)

estimated in nominal
f ferent :

.252 TR - 0"454 ATDNF(3.es) (-4.18)

31 95 .52 Ðt s(-4.6)

R2=0 "997, F=1301.5, h=1"12, n=21 , p=-0.31, RMSE=359.4,
X=6r113.6

where NCG is nominal public consumption expenditures and
AIDNF is nominal non-food-grains foreign aids.
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observers have commented that both toLal aid as well as

food-aid commitments are highly correlated with the domestic

food-grains production situation; the higher the shortages

and therefore the greater the domestic price of food-grains

the more forceful is the claim for aid and the more wilting
would be the donors to increase aid flows. The other factor
is that it is possible that the rise in non-food-grains for-
eign aid in Bangladesh occurs at the cosL of food-grains

aid--this is indeed the case in recent years--and as a

result leaving relatively Iess funds to finance public con-

sumption" Given the inelastic nature of government revenue

collections, the result would be a decl-ine in real govern-

rnent expendi tures .

Investment Demand Functions:

(i) Private Investment ín Agrículture:

Real Private investment in agriculture(rpa) is found to

be, as expected, positively related to real bank credits to

the sector(Cnag/eag) and the agricultural price lagged one

year (Pag- l :

<oLs>:
Ipa = 116. 5 + 0"22CRag/pag + 158"28(pagll¡wag)-r 357"6Ð7r(3.36)(10"2) (1.31) (-7.16)

F=50"7r Dw=1.8, N=22, p=0.04, RMSE=59.7,
SD=1 74 "1 "

overall statistical fit of the relationship
be satisfactory, the predictive performance of

seems to be relatively poor (high RMSE) . As

R2=0.877
X=257 .3

while the

appears to

the model
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expected, a significant downward shift in private investment

has occured during the post-Iiberation period.23s The esti-

mated elasticities at means for both real bank credit.s and

sectoral prices are positive and quite low: 0.65 and 0"22'

respectively. The low elasticity parameter for real bank

crediL variable is not surprising , however, since available

statistics indicate only a sma1l portion of total agricul-

tural credits comes from the formal- institutional (banks)

Sources and that a significant part of these bank credits in

turn is used for personal consumption expenditureS.236 For

the other elasticity coefficient, either lagged price vari-

able alone is not a good proxy for profitability in this

sector or private investment in agriculture is not very much

responsive to profit signals. In the absence of additional

resources and detaited data, Do conclusive evidences can be

drawn here in favour or against one or the other hypotheses

above. 2 3 7

235 No shifts in slope parameters were observed during the
post- liberation period.

See, Khan (1973) , Is1am( 1 981 ) and Mahmud( 1 981 ) , for exam-
pre.

237 Note that the investment function proposed for this sec-
tor in the previous chapter contains many more variables
than the one estimated here" The exclusion of some of'
the variables v¡ere necessary due to two main reasons:
(i) high correlation exists between real agricultural
vafue added and real sectoral bank credits, and between
net private remittance and real bank credits. When all
of these variables are included, implausible negative
coefficienLs are obtained. ( ii ) Some of the variables
are found to be statistically insignificant. The esti-
mated full relation is as follows:

Ipa = 688.48 0.023 Yag 0.078 CRag/Pag + 1

236

(2"73) ( -2"07) ( -.84 )

95.1(pagl¡¡wag)
(1"72)
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{íi) Prívat,e Investment ín manufacturíng:

The estimated private investment function for t,he manu-

facturing sector is as follows:
<oLs>:
Ipm = -742"89 + 0.049 < Ymf Ymf -1 >> + 912"53 Pinv/wpImf

(-1 "4e) (1.34) (2"13)

+ .0612 CRag/Pinv + "0559 NPR/Pinv 382.719 D7 r (3"37)
(3"13) (1"54) (-2"5)

R2=0.87, E=28"63¡ DW=1 "067, N=21, p=0.417, RMSE= 93"4,
X=452 "04 "

where, Ymf is real value added in manufacturing, pinv/wplmf

is the ratio of price index of investment goods to wholesale

price index of manufacturing goods, CRna/pinv is real bank

credits to non-agricultural sector, and NPR/Pinv is real net

private remittances from abroad. The estimated 'accelera-
tor' coefficient is statistically significant but on the low

side.238 Àlthough the equation's overall statistical fitness
is at acceptable leve1, the Durbin-Watson test for serial
correlation indicates inconclusive results.
is relatively hi9h"

Àlso, the RMSE

+ 0.049 rgf + 0.244 NPR/pgd
(1.77) (3.35)

- 268.54 Ðzr (3.37')
(-5.1e)

R2=0 "917, F=37"85, DYl=2.36¡ N=21, p=-0.21, RMSE=So"14

where, NWag is nominal wage rate in agriculture, igf is
real public sector investment, NPR is net private remit-
tances, and Pgd is aggregate price leve1.

238 À similar function estimated for Pakistan in PIDE(1983)
yields a coefficient of 0.25 for the accelerator, which
is howeverr oD the high side as the study correctly
points oút. For all private investment, Lackaman andyou(1979) study reports accelerator coefficient of 0.14.
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AI1 the signs of estimated coeff ic ients are correcL

except in one case. The perverse sign for the relative

price or profitability variable(pinv/Wpfmf) may be among

others due to measurement problems. The price index for

investment goods is estimated by taking an weighted average

of relevant price indices, which also include the wholesale

price index for manufacturing goods as a proxy for price

index of domestically manufactured investment goods. There-

fore, although a rise in manufacturing price index is asso-

ciated with a rise in investment goods' price index, the

relative price ratio of investment to manufacturing goods'

however, decreases since manufacturing price enter into

investment prices only as a fraction. As a result, a posi-

tive response coefficient for the variable is not unlikely'

The bank credits variable has the expected sign and is sta-

tistically significant. The corresponding elasticity value

at means is found to be reasonable(0.73) " However, the net

private remittances variable, although has the correct sign

but is statistically insignificant. Furthermore, the

implied elasticity value is also vary low(0"08). This is

not surprising since several sLudies on the usages of the

remittances in Bangladesh have found that most of these are

used to meet up current consumption demands'23s

(iii) Private rnvestment in 'Other' Sectors:

23s See, for example, Islarn(1981 ) rWorId Bank(1980) r and Mah-
mud( 1982) .
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The estimation of private investment in all other secLors

generated unstable results. One estimated equation i s

reported here:

<OLS>:
Ipo = -2599.5 + 0"084 Ygd-r - 0.046 (CRna/pinv) + 921"3 Dtt- (-2.0) (1.es) (-.273) (2.5s)

R2=0.865, F=43.9, Dþl=1 .47t N=21, P=0-244, RMSE=513"7

where, Ygd is real gross domestic product and CRna/pinv is

real bank credits to the non-agricultural sector" The modi-

fied accelerator coefficient becomes negative when public

investment variable is included. The coefficient for the

real credit variable is also unstable.

Aggregate Private Investment:

Since the disaggregated private investment functions

above yield less than Satisfactory results, we have also

estimated an aggregate private investment function(fp),

which wiIl replace the disaggregaLed investment functions in

the macroeconomic simulation exercises in the next chapter.

It is expected that the simulation performance of the model

will improve as a result since the disaggregated investment

model framev¡ork together contains Iarge errors. The estimat-

ed aggregate private investment function is as follows:

<oLs>:
Ip = 766.054 + .088 <<Ygd Ygd-r>> + 0..192 CR/pinv- (5.32) (4.77) (3"88)

+ 0"226 upR/pinv 1560.8 Dz tt + + 887"36 Dz t

(2.7) (-8"3) (5"8)

R2=0.98 r F=195 " 1 r DW='1 .9, N=22, p=0.04, RMSE=194 "6,

+ .019 Igf
( 0.23 )

(3 "2e)

X=2 r602 "7
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Where, Ygd is real gross domestic product, Igf is real pub-

1ic investment, CRna/Pinv is real- bank credits to the non-

agricultural sectoro NPR/Pinv is real net private remittanc-

€sr Dttt¿ is a dummy variable for the period of wide spread

Iabour unrest and political instability in the country tak-
ing the value of one during the period 1970/71 to 1973/74

and of zero otherwise, and Dtt is another dummy variable
taking the value of one during the post-independence peri-
od(1970/71 to 1982/83) and of zero otherwise. The overall
statistical fit of the equation is quite satisfactory. All
the estimated coefficients have expected signs and all but

one are found to be statistically significant. The public

fixed investment variable does not seem to be vary much

influential in inducing further private investment as r¡as

expected. The accelerator coefficient is 0.088.24o There is
strong evidence in support of private investment pessimism

during the period of 1971 war of in<lependence and the two

years irnmediately following the war. The estimated elastic-
ity value at means for all the explanatory variables show

very low values. For example, the credit elasticity is 0.46,

net remittances elasticity 0.06, real public investment

elasticity 0 "02, and the accelarator elasticity is 0.07"

The low elasticity coefficients reinforces the commonly held

view of sluggish private investment responses in most devel-

oping countries despite the near unlimited investment poten-

24o Lackeman and You( 1979)
short-run accelarator
Imam( 1 971 )'s study on Pa
0 " 097.

study on Bangladesh reports
coefficient of 0" 14, while

kistan reports a coefficient of
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tials in these countries as emphasized by KIein(1965)

Fublic Fixed InvesÈment:

TotaI public fixed investment in all sectors is estimated

by the following relation:
<oLs>:
I gf = -35.7 0.9 rgf-1 + 0.

(6.7) (

0 " 099 CAPIPinv
(-1 "21)

(tn - Ncc) /Pinv
)

8'1 I
3.88

( 3 " 38 ) '

R2=0 "864, F=45"4, h=-1 .79¡ N=22, p=-0"31, RMSE=582"8,
X=3, 452 "9 , SD=1 ,546 "2

where, TR is total public revenue' NCG is nominal public

consumption, Pinv is price index for investment goods, and

CAP is net foreign capital inflows' OveraII the result is

satisfactory. Tests for structural shift during the post-

independence period shcw absence of such a shift"

Public investment in Bangladesh is overwhelmingly aid-fi-

nanced--on average 70 percent during the sample period--

while the remainder is determined by the availability of

domestic surplus of public revenues after adjusting for cur-

rent government expenditures on goods and services. There-

fore, the foreign aid or capital inflow and the adjusted

domestic public revenue are t.he important explanatory vari-

ables entering the public investment function. à priori, it

is expected that the marginal contribution of foreign capi-

ta1 or aid would be higher than .that for adjusted domestic

public revenues, But the results obtained indicate jusL the
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opposite and several attempts to estimate alternative ver-

sions of public investment model failed to improve the

results" The marginal contribution of adjusLed public rev-

enue variable is statistically significant but the magnitude

of the estimated coef f icient is very high(0.82), vrhile the

coefficient for the capital inflow variable has wrong sign

and very Iow magnitude(-0.099) and is statistically signifi-
cant only at 80 percent confidence interval. The lagged

public investment variable is statistically significant but

the coefficient is quite high(0.9), implying that only about

10 percent of the discrepancy between the desired and actual

real public investment is eliminated in a year. Since the

implied partial adjustment coefficient is very smaII(.0945)

indicating very IittIe changes in public investment over

time--actual investment is close to last years observed

investment--it provides support for the hypothesis of insti-
tutional rigidities, inertia, and shortages of funds for new

investment in public investment allocation for most develop-

ing countries.2a r

24 1 The estimated short-run elasticities are 0 "29 for
adjusted public revenue , -0.12 for foreign capital
inflow, and 1.11 for unadjusted public revenue. Because
of very low partial adjustment coefficient the implied
corresponding long-run elastic ities are quite Iarge:
3.109, 1 "243, anC 11 "728, respectively"In a pooled
cross-section anC time-series studies of 1 1 developing
countries, HeIler(1975) found public investment signifi-
cantly influenced by foreign aid--marginal coefficients
are 0 "7 for grants and 0 "24 for loans--and by the total
public revenue--marginal coefficient being 0.49. For the
Pakistan economy, PIDE(1983) reports a coefficient of
0 " 1 1 3 for foreign capital and 0 "423 for total public
revenue. However, both of these studies have used unad-
justed public revenue, which indicates the possibitity
of misspecification of the relation.
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It may be noted here that. although the Durbin's h-statis-
tics indicates that the equation is free of serial correla-
tion at the desired five percent level of significance, but

the nul1- hypothesis of no serial- correlation gets rejected

at the one percent level of significance" It is not uncom-

mon to encounter autocorrelated disturbances in t.he presence

of lagged dependant variable as an explanatory variable(see,

Pindyck and Rubinfeld:1981 , p237) " In such a case the ordi-
nary least-sguares parameter estimates are inconsistent and

biased, with the direction of the large sample bias relating
directly to the sign of 'rho' or first order autocorrelation
coef f icients (eritiches :1971) " Alternative spec if ications
were tested but the results did not improve" Finally, the

equation has been estimated using the maximum-likelihood

estimation procedure. The resulting estimated equation, how-

ever, does not differ very much from the un-corrected one

reported above.2a2

Foreign Sector Demand;

242 The correction for serial correlation using the max
likelihood method yields the following function for
lic investment:
<êÀtIlO: B1ÍL>:
rgf = -113.5 + 0"93 (1-p)*rgf-r + 0"76 (1-p)o(rn

(8.63) (4.3s)

0.091 ( 1 - p) * (ceplpinv)
(-1"4)

lmum-
pub-

Ncc) /pinv

R2=0,93, DW=2.048, N=21, p=0.36(t=1.45), RMSE=S77 "29"
where p is the maximum-likelihood estimate of 'rho' or
f irst-order autocorrelation coef f icient.



This section f irst presents the

imports demand functions followed by

functions. Finally, the section also

for imports and exports of non-factor

Imports Demand Functíons :

indices multiplied by the nominal exchange rate

a-vis US doIlar" The lagged imports variable

In total four import demand functions are estimated:

functions for capital goods, raw materials and intermediate

inputs, food-grains, and other consumer goods" The general

specification for all the imports demand functions is that

demand depends on the level of domestic 'activity' in the

relevant sector and the relative price of the irnported com-

modities. In the previous chapter it is postulated that the

relat ive pr ice var iable should be the real ef fect ive

exchange rates for imports. Due to the nonavailability of a

consistent data series import taxes and subsidies on differ-

ent categories of irnportables, the effective exchange rates

could not be estimated" The imports price indices in this

study are simpty the foreign currency(US dollar) unit value
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est imated di saggregated

disaggregated exports

presents two functions

services "

Taka vis-
added to

of

1S

capture the effects of partial adjustment of actual to

desired level of imports. A priori, the lagged imports may

have either a positive or negative coefficient. À positive

coefficient would reflect Houthakker-Taylor(1970 ) habit for-

mation or the need for more than one year to adjust actual

to desired level of imports. On the other hand' a negative



coefficient would indicate

effects--meaning demand for

to stock build-up from tne
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a Houthakker-Taylor inventory

current imports diminishing due

previous periods imports.

Foodgrains Imports:

<ots>:
In (Mfo/pmfo) = 14"652 + 0"476 In (cepr) - 1"747 ln (Ya)

(z"s) ( 4"4) (-2"63)

1 .414 In (pmf o/pt ) + 1 "227 ln (ero/wpr ) ( 3.42)
(-e"t) (6"4)

R2=0.88 r F=39 " 5, DVI=2 "21 ¡ N=22, p=-0.'1 1 , RMSE=O "284, x=6 " 85

where, GAPf is estimated food-gapr2a3 Yd is real disposable

income, Pmfo is price of food-grains imports, Pf is domestic

price of food-grains, ÀrD/wPr is total real aid flows"

Food-grains imports demand is, as expected, found to be

positively and statisticalty significantly responsive to

estimated food-gap and real foreign aid inflows. The food-

gap elasticity value of 0.5 indicates less than proportion-

ate response of actual imports of food-grains to expected

shortfalls in domestic production. This may be due to fac-

tors such as chronic shortages of foreign exchange, Iags in

delivery, systematic over-estimation of demand and under-es-

timation cf domestic production and the neglect of stock

management of food-grains.2aa The estimated food-gap elas-

243 The food-gap is estimated by the following equation:
GAPf =

where 1 is estimated per-capita consumption norm for
food-grains--assumed to be 4.297 maundr âs estimated by
the World Bank, POP is total population, Ø is a fixed
proportion--assumed to be 10 percent--of cereal outputs
adjusted for seedsr wâstages, etc. and Qf is total
domestic production of food-grains.

244 Due to daÈa limitations a more realistic estimation of
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ticity coefficient is almost identical ( .5091 ) when the food-

gap variable is used in per-capita term. The implied elas-

ticity for domest.ic food-grains producLion is very

Iow(-0 "45) "zas The estimated relative price elasticity also

has expected sign and is statistically significant. Food-

grains import demand in Bangladesh is price elastic: a one

percentage point faIl in world price relative to domestic

price of food-grains r,¡ould increase imports demand by more

than one and a quarter of a percentage point" The negative

but statistically significant more than unitary income elas-

ticity of imported food-grains is pvzzling. The following

ffiâyr however, help to explain part of the puzzt.e. In a pre-

dominantly agricultural economy such as Bangladesh, aggre-

gate disposable income is very closely and positively asso-

ciated with the domestic production of food-grains and a

higher domestic production means higher disposable income

but lower food-gap, therefore l-ess demand for imports of

food-grains. In addition, imported food-grains in Bangladesh

may be an inferior good. Since, imported food-grains are

mostly wheat, and there is an.overwhelming preference for

rice over wheat and within the rice group for domestic high

quality rice over imported rice, a rise in disposable income

food-gap could not undertaken here" À1so, data Iimita-
tions do not permit us to model the food-grains stock
management in Bangladesh.

245 Our food-grains imports elasticity to domestic produc-
tion is indeed very Iow compared to, for example,
Pani (1977)'s -1.82 for India" Pani, hov¡ever, considers
alI food imports, whereas r{e have considered food-grains
only. A much larger elasticity value of -3.67 is reporÈ-
ed for wheat imports of Pakistan in PIDE(1982)"
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may induce strong substitution infavour of domestic rice

against imported wheat and domestic high quality rice

against imported rice, ceteris paribus " This result,

indeed, corroborates with the findings of a cross-sectional

demand study on Bangladesh by Pitt ( 1 983 ) " Finally, the

lagged food-grains imports variable is found to be st.atisti-

cally insignificant, indicatíng complete adjustment of actu-

aI to desired imports within one year time period.

Other Consumer Goods ImPorts:

<oLs>:
In (uoc /Pmoc ) = -B "7 49 + 1

(-2 "25)

- 0.311 In (en
(-2 "02)

R2=0 "674, F=15.4, DVt=2.39,
X=7 .055, SD=O.34

0.786 Dt r (3"44)'
( -5.04 )

, RMSE=O "'195

" 506 In Yd
(4"s3)

* Pmoco /cPt)

N=22 t g=-0.27

Where, Moc is imports of non-food-grains consumer goods and

Pmoc is the corresponding price index, Yd is real disposable

income, ER is exchange rate of Taka vis-a-vis US do1lar,

Pmoco is unit value index of consumer goods imports in US

dollar, CPI is consumer price index, and D71 is a dummy

variable taking the val-ue of one during the post-indepen-

dence period of 1970/71 to 1982/83 and of zero otherwise"

All the estimated coefficients are statistically significant

and bear the correct signs. But the DW test result is

inconclusive. The lagged consumer goods imports variable

has been dropped on grounds of statistical insignificance.

Actual consumer goods imports, Iike food-grains, adjust
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quickly to desired level within a period of one year.2a6 The

activity variable--real disposable income--have significant.-
ly non-zero coefficient. The income elasticity for consumer

goods imports is 1.51, while the implied marginal propensity

to imports at mean values is estimated to be 0"03" These

estimates are comparable with those obtained in other simi-
Iar studies on developing countries.2aT The imports price

elasticity for consumer goods is statistically significant
with correct sign but the magnitude is unexpectedly

low(0"31 ).248 The extensive use of quantitative restric-
tions, import tariffs and licensing systems may have

obscured some of the import price responses" We have already

mentioned that adjustments for such distortions v¡ere not

possible due to data limitations" FinalIy, tests for struc-

246 The estimated equation
lows:

In (uoc/Pmoc) = -6"44(-2"07) (

-0"326 r(-2"08)

247

v¡ith the legged term

0 " 01 1 In (¡¿oc /emoc ) - r

-0.07 )

n (Pmoc/cpt) - 0.751
(-4.1)

is as fol-

+'1
(
"29 ln Yd
3.87 )

Dt ,t

R2=0 "6729, F=11 "287, h=-2"233,- N=21r p=- "323, RMSE=.1928.

It should be noted here Lhat the insignificance of the
Iagged term may be due Lwo opposing effects--the inven-
tory effects and the habit formation effects--cancelling
each other, which is not an unrealisLic pattern for cer-
tain consumer goods imports as noted by Behrman(1977)
for the Chilean case,

For example, the income elasticity for consumer goods is
found to be little over unity and the implied marginal
propensity to consume 0"024 for Pakistan in PIDE(1983),
For Ghana, Àtta(1981) found the marginal propensity to
consume ranging between 0.028 to 0.05 " Behrman ( 1 977 )' s
study on ChiIe also reports similar coefficients,
Studies mentioned above on Chile(Behrman 21977), Pakistan248
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to the separation of Bangla-

shift onl-y, with no signif i-
ient.s.

CapÍtal Goods Imports:

<Of,S>:
ln (uf/pmn) = 0.116 + 0.192 ln (¡¿f/pmk)-r + 0.838 In (rmt)

(1.7e) (7 "27)
0.863 In <<ER 'r pmko/wplmf > + 0 "522 Dz .t ( 3. ¿5'(-4"1s) (3.e)

R2=0.859, F=32"9, h=-0"74t N=22, p=-0 "124, RMSE=0.19,
X=7. 1 8, SD=0.5.

Where, Mk is imports of capital goods and Pmk is correspond-

ing price index, Imf is real investment in manufacturing--

both public and private, ER is nominal exchange rate or Taka

vis-a-vis US dollar, Pmko is US dollar unit value index of

capital goods imports, WPImf is wholesale price index for
manufacturing goods, and Dzr is a dummy variable taking a

value of one for the post liberation period of 1971-1983 and

of zero otherwise"

On an overall leve1 the results seem reasonably satisfac-
tory. The point estimates have the anticipated signs. No

undue problems of serial correlation are apparent. The cor-
rected coefficient of determination indicates that the

hypothesized determinants are consistent with over 85 per-

cent of the variances in the dependant variable. The posi-

(proe: 1 983), Greece(vernerdakis :1978), and Ghana(Atta:
1982) all have found the import price elasticity for
consumer goods close to unity" One difference between
these studies and the present one is that these studies
do not differentiate between food-grains imports and
other consumer good imports.
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tive sign for the lagged capital goods imports indicate the

dominance of the adjustment or habit formation effects in

this sector" The implied adjustment coefficient show that

about 80 percent of the discrepancy between the desired and

actual capital goods imports demand i s el iminated r^'ithin a

year. Domestic investment demand exerts significant influ-
ence over the capital goods imports demand with a short-run

elasticity of 0.84 and long-run elasticity at means of uni-

ty" These el-asticity figures are comparable to short-run

elasticity coefficient of 0.77 for Pakistan in PIDE(1982)

and 0.85 for India in Pani (1977) " The relative price elas-

ticity for capital goods is found to be much higher(-0"87)

than that for the other imports categories. AIso notable is

the upward shift of the function during the post-liberation

Bangladesh in contrast to a downward shifts of the other

imports demand functions" Àn increased demand for capital
goods in war-devastated Bangladesh along with relatively

easy terms and conditions on capital goods imports to pro-

mote import substitution industrialization policy explain

part of this upward shift. Furthermore, there are evidences

that the nevr industrialization efforts are biased toward

capital-intensive techniques, and specially imported capi-

tal.

Raw Materials

<oLs>:

1n (t'tr/pmr )

and Intermediate Goods Imports:

= -8.968
(

1 "543 ln Ygd
(7.s7)

0.271 Ðz t

0 "274 In (ER*pmro ) /prm
(-2 "24)

(3.46)'
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(-3.06)

R2 = 0.766, F = 23"9, DW = 1.88, N = 22, p = 0.06,
RMSE = 0.12, N = 7.587, SD = 0.247

Where, Mr is imports of raw materials and intermediate goods

and Pmr is the corresponding imports price index, Ygd is
real gross domestic product, ER is nominal exchange rate of

Taka vis-a-vis US dollar, Pmro is US dollar unit value index

of imported raw materials and intermediate goods, Prm is

dornest ic pr ice of raw mater ials , and Dz I i s a dummy var iable

taking the value of one for 1971 to 1983 and of zero other-
wise.

The overaLl statistical fit of the estimated equation is
reasonably satisfactory. À1I the coefficients have correct
signs and are also statistically significant" The demand

for rah' materials and intermediate goods is a derived

demand. The implied marginal propensity to imports is 0.06

with the income elasticity value of 1.54. These values are

comparable to other similar studies on developing coun-

tries.24s The estimated price elasticity coefficient of raw

material imports is very Iow(-0"28)" However, this is not

surprising r 2so since domestic capacity expansion is very

much limited and also domestic substitute for most of these

24s For example, the income
materials and intermediate
for Pakistan in PIDE (1982) ,
ravat, êt al ( 1 979) , and 1

is(1978).

elasticity for imported raw
goods is estimated to be 1.3

0.82 for Thailand in Chaip-
"34 for Greece in Vernardak-

25o Similar low price elasticity coefficients
for some other developing countries aIso,
-.05 for Pakistan in PIDE(1983) and -.3
Behrman(1978).

are obtained
for example,

for Chile in
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raw materials and intermediate goods are non-existance. The

lagged imports variable has been found statistically highly
insignificant, implying complete adjustment of desired t.o

actual imports within a year " As such the lagged term has

been dropped from the estimated equation. FinalIy, tests
for structural shift during the post-independence period

support intercept shift onIy"

Exports FuncÈions:

Three exports functions--for raw jute, jute manufactur-

ing, and 'alI other' goods--are estimated and presented

below. The general specification of all three functions is
similar to that for the imports functions; the major deter-
minants of exports are a 'sca1e' variable and the relative
price variable. Since Bangladesh is a major producer and

exporter of raw jute and in recent years also jute goods in

the international market, the world demand considerations

dominate in these two exports markets" While in case of

exports of 'other' goods, which include both traditional and

non-traditional goods, domestic capacity and other supply

considerations are crucial. As such the exports function for
this category of goods is a supply function.

Raw Jute Exports Function:

<oLs>:
ln (xjlPxj) = 10.861 0.083 

'n 
wY - 0.(-o.z) (-1.

- 0.658 ln Pxjo + 0.017 In(-s.¿) (0"22)

pz = 0.935, F = 61 "1, DW = 2"06, N = 22

275 ln EERj
e)

Pjso (3,49)'

r P = -0.067'
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RMSE = 0"088, f, = 6"945

l*lhere, xj is exports of raw jute and Px j is the correspond-

ing price i.ndex, WY is the index of world income of ma jor

trading partners of Bangladesh, EERj is the effective

exchange rate for rah¡ jute, Pxj0 is the foreign currency

unit value index of raw jute exports, Pjso is the world

price index of major rav¡ jute substitutes, and D75 is a

dummy variable with a value of 1 in 1974/75--the year of

US-Bangtadesh-Cuba jute exports crisis*-and zero otherwise.

Although the overall fit of the equation is reasonably sat-

isfactory, there are some apparently prÌzzling results that

need to be explained. The negative sign for the world

demand elasticity for raw jute is surprising.2s 1 Several

features of the raw jute sector, however, may help to under-

stand the unanticipated result. The world demand for raw

jute has been declining for several decades now, particular-

ly, in the face of increased technological innovation,

improvements and cost efficiency in rah' jute substitutes

and, on the other hand, virtual stand-sti1l in technological

innovations and improvements in the usage of jute and jute

goods. Furthermore, the secular decline in world dernand for

rav¡ jute is reinforced due to gradual decline of input

demand as the older jute mills in Europe and other countries

251 In the literature, no studies have attempted to directly
estimate the world income elasticity for ravr jute. In
general most observers believe or have indirectly
derived that the income elasticity parameter is very
low. None of them, however, investigated t.he possibili-
ty of Bangladesh's exports of raw jute being an inferior
good in the international market.
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are becoming obsolete and replaced by jute substitutes,

which are relatively cost efficient and do not require

dependence on foreign supply of raw materials" However, the

coeff icient for WY is statistically insignif icant.2s2 À1so,

surprising is that both the effective exchange rate and

price of jute substitute variables, although have the cor-

rect signs, but are found to be statistically highly insig-

nificant. The own price elasticity of ravl jute exports has

the expected sign and is statistically significant" The

elasticity value of is relatively low(-0.56) compared to

-0.96 obtained in Rahman(1981) and -1"17 in Ahammed(1981)

both using a simultaneous system model for the jute sector

of Bangladesh. In another study on Bangladesh, the elastic-

ity value has been calculated to range between -0.5 to -1.1

depending upon the range of admissibl-e parameter values for

the r+orId demand and supply functions(Thomas:1979) " Sur-

prisingly the dummy variable for the 1965 Indo-Pak war was

found to be insignificant. The lagged exports variable is

found to be statistically insignificant indicating fast

adjustment of raw jute exports to desired level within a

year. Finally, the tests for structural shift failed to

recognize any such shift during the post-independence peri-

od.

Jute B{lanufacturing ExporËs:

<oLs>:

252 Also, note that the parameter
ranges between -0.5 to +0.1 0
tions and in some cases become

estirnate is not robust; it
in alternative speci fica-
insigni f icant,
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ln (xjm/pxjm) = 3.912 + 0"824 In wy - 0.135 ln pxjmo/pxjmso
(10.8) (-0.86)

+ 0.065 In EERj 0"162 ln CUmf 0.689 Dt, (3.50'
(0.38) (-1"11) (-6.71)

p2 = 0"924, F = 51"8¡ DW = 2"0, N = 22r p = -0.035,
RMSE = 0"077, S = 7"216

Where, Xjm is exports of jute manufacturing and Pxjm is the

corresponding price index, WY is the world price index of

income of major trading partners of Bangladesh, EERjm is the

effective exchange rate for jute goods, Pxjmo is the foreign

currency unit value index for jute goods exports, Pxjmso is
the world price of jute goods substitutes, CUmf is the

capacity utilization rate for the domestic manufacturing

sector, Dtr is a dummy variable taking the value of one for
the period 1970/71 to 1992/83 and zero otherwise.

The overall statistical fit of the equation is reasonably

satisfactory. The world income elasticity coefficient of

jute goods from Bangladesh is statistically highty signifi-
cant and has the anticipated sign with the magnitude being

being close to unity" This is in sharp contrast with that

for the ravr jute sector, for which we have found a low and

negative coefficient. On the other hand, the price elastic-
ity coefficient for jute goods, although has the correct
sign, but is low and also statistically insignificant2s3 as

2s 3 The statistical significance of the price elasticity
coefficient improves somewhat when two of the other
insignificant variables are dropped from the equation:

In (xjm/pxjm) = 3"999 + 0"84 ln wy 0"122 In (exjmo/exjmso)
(12"1) (e.74) (-1.s3)

- 0. 6419 Dt t
(-7 "2)
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opposed to statistically significant and close to unitary

price elasticity estimate for the rahr jute exports" Such a

low elasticity is contrary to the a priori expectation.

Most previous studies on Bangladesh, for example, Thom-

as(1979\, have estimated or hypothesized more than unitary

price elasticity coefficient for jute goods exports of Ban-

gladesh. Our attempts to estimate alternative versions for

jute goods exports equation failed to improve the result.

Both the effective exchange rate and capacity utilization

rate variables are found to be statistically insignificant"

The disruption of t.he jute goods industrial capacity due to

war-damages and subsequent supply bottle-necks along with

the loss of exports market in Pakistan is captured by the

significant downward Shift in the exports function during

the post independence period. Finally, the lagged exports

variable is found to be statisticalty highly insignificant

indicating a rapid adjustment of actual- to desired exports

of jute goods within one year time period"

All 'Ot,her' Goods

<oLs> 3

1n (xo/Pxo) =

Exports:

-5"765 +
(-2 "7 )

1.106 In
(-10"9e)

11.04 D7
(-2.8)

Pz = 0.91, F =89.2, Dw

The new parameLer est
elasticities, however,
ferences.

"205 ln Ygd
s.99)

(Pxo/Pqd) +

879 In Ygd * Dz I
2"4)

4 ln (Pxo/Pgd) * Dz r

32)

( 3.51 )

+ 0.
(

1"11
(t"

= 1.9, N = 22, p = 0.01

mates for both income
do not show any signif

6, RMSE = 0.0758

and price
icant di f-
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R2 =0.968, F = 126.5, DVI = 1.36, N = 22, p = Q.214,
RMSE - 0.0925, X. = 6.544

llhere, Xo is exports of all non-jute commodities and Pxo is
the corresponding price index, Ygd is the real gross domes-

tic product and Pgd is t.he corresponding deflator, and D71

is a dummy variable taking the value of one for the period

1971 to 1983 and of zero otherwise.

The overall- statistical fit of the equation is quite sat-
isfactory, although the Durbin-Watson test for serial corre-
lation failed to reject conclusively the null hypothesis of

no serial correlation. In terms of corrected coefficient of

determination the hypothesized relation explains over 96

percent of the variations in the dependant variable" Tests

for structural shift due to the separation of the country in

1971 provide strong support for such a shift both in the

slope coefficients and the intercept term.2sa The exports

254 Ï^ihen the equation is estimated without the slope dummies
the overall statistical fit of the equation drops
not iceably:

ln xo/pxo = -16.2 + 2"17 In ygd 0"32 tn pxo/pgd 1.43 Ðt.t(-3.8s) (5.4e) (-1 "e7) (-8"6)
p2 = 0"78, F = 26"2r DW = 1"49, N = 22, p =0,1, RMSE = Q,2397

When the correction for serial correlation using the
maximum likelihood procedure is done the following equa-
tion is obtained wit¡, very Iitt.le improvement in the
explanatory power of the equation:

In (xolPxo) = -18.6 + 2"415 << ln Ygd p * (tn vgd)-r )>(-3"s7) (4.97)

0"7
(-4"56)

* (In pxo/pgd)_r )>

1.43 << Dzr - p * (Dzr)-t
(-5"e)
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elasticity to gross domestic product rosed from about 1 "2 in
the pre-independence period to over 2.0 during the posi-in-
dependence period. On the other hand, the negative unitary
price elasticity coefficient for the pre-independence period

is almost completely nullified by the countervailing rise in

elasticity coefficient during the post-independence period"

EarIier, it was hypothesízed that the exports function for
'other' goods category is supply determined. Às such a non-

negative price coefficient is expected. The result show

negative but unitary(-1 " 1 1 ) coefficient for the pre-indepen-

dence period but a positive but close to zeîo(0.008) price

elasticity coefficient for the post-independence period.

One explanation for such a swing in el-asticity may be that
exports of other goods were mainly world demand determined

during the pre-independence period, while the supply forces

gain importance during the later part of the sample period.

This will not be an unrealistic proposition if one looks at

the commodity composition of the exports under the category

of 'other' goods over time. Ðuring the pre-independence

period the 'other' goods category was dominated by few tra-
ditional items such as tea, leather, etc. Exports of these

commodities to the then West Pakistan and the rest of the

v¡orld was indeed demand determined and as such a unitary

pz = 0.7968r DW = 1"7917, N = 21 , p = -"6507, RMSE = 0"2267.

The only parameter estimate that changed significantly
is the price elasticity coefficient. ÀI1 other coeffi-
cients remained almost unchanged. Although the DW sta-
tistics improved significantly, Èhe RMSE has improved
very little.
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price elasticity of demand for these items are not unrealis-

tic given the nature of these commoditíes. The post-inde-

pendence Bangladesh exports of other goods faced two impor-

tant developments; (i) Competitive and open exports market,

since Bangladesh no longer has to supply exports to protect-

ed markets of Pakistan and (ii) a planned and increased ini-

tiatives to diversify the exports sector specially by pro-

moting nontraditional items. Domestic supply facLors, on

both counts, became dominant factors in the determination of

exports volume for 'other' goods during the post-indepen-

dence period, specially the later part of that perio6.25s Às

in case of the other two exports function, the lagged depen-

dant variable in the present case also found to be statisti-

caIly insignificant indicating an complete adjustment of

actual to desired tevel of exports within one year.

Trade in Invisibles;

Two functions--one for non-factor services pay-

ments ( imports ) and the other for non-factor services

receipts(exports)--are estimated and presented here. Two

other components of invisible trade accounts' namely, net

2ss Although, exports volume in Bangladesh in general has
suffered a sècular decline in real terms during the
entire sarnple period, the decline has been more so in
case of olher goods category mainly due to decades of
negligence and a preference for imports substitution
indus[rializatíon in the Western part of the joint Paki-
stan. A major source of foreign exchange to finance
this industrialization came from the Eastern wing's
exports earnings from jute and jutg goods(rhani 1974,
crittin 6, Khan:. 1974, Islam: 1982). As such these two
items were the main focus of exports policy during the
pre-independence per iod.



factor ( investment ) income from abroad

iLtances are assumed to be exogenously
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and net private rem-

given in this model.

Ïilon-f actor Services Imports:

<ots> å

Msn = -106 + 0.22 Msn-1 + 0"06
(1.33) (4

Pz = 0.987, F = 540.0, h = ?,
RMSE=139"4rX=974.16

(xg + Mg) - 1.32 Pm (3.52)
.1e) (-1.6)

N = 22, p - -0.11,

Where, Msn is total non-factor services payments of Bangla-

desh in current domestic currency, X9 is total exports of

goods, M9 is total imports of goods, and Pm is imports price

index.

tory.
The overall statistical fit appears to be satisfac-

However, the Durbin's h test is inappropriate since

the variance of estimated coefficient for the lagged depen-

dant variable is greater than 0.05. Also, the RMSE is rela-
tively large, More than 98 percent of the variations in the

dependant variable is explained by the hypothesized rela-
t-ion. The coefficient of the 'activity' variable--totaI
foreign trade volume--is not unrealistic¡ so is the implied

elasticity vaLue.2s6 The per-capita income termr ês hypothe-

sised in the previous chapter, does not have statistically
significant influence on the dependant variable and as such

is dropped from the equation" Both the lagged dependant

variable and the import price variable are statistically

2 s 6 The impl ied
1 .245, whi
1 .57, Our
total trade
Ghana in
man(1977).
ing elastic
man(1977).

short-run elasticity coefficient at means is
Ie the long-run coefficient is found to be

estimated marginal coefficient("0607) for
volume is comparable to Lhat of 0.074 for

Àtta ( 1 981 ) and 0.1 05 for Chile in Behr-
Al-so comparable is the estimated correspond-

ity value to that of 1.9 for Chile in Behr-
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insignificant at the desired IeveI, and are only significant

at 80 and 90 percent confidence intervals, respectively.

Nfon-f actor Services Exports:

<oLs>;
Xsn = -57 "254 + 0"546 Xsn_r + 0.049

(-1.11) (3"85)

1"277 Px 147 "87 D(-0.es) (-1.4s)

P2 = 0"992, F = 658.9, h = -2.3, N =
RMSE ='134"8, X = 1077"2

<AUTO: &8L>:
Xsn - -35.8915 + 0.3814 << Xsn-r p

(-.ee) (3.01)

(xg + ug)
(3.4)

7i (3"53)'

22, p = -0"38,

* XSft-z

0.0681 <(Xg+Mg) p*(Xg+Mg)-r>> 2"7465 <<Px - p*Px-r>>(s.zt) (-2"48)

179,99 <.Dzt - P*(Dz.' )-tr> + p * Xsn-1
(-2 "64)

( 3.53 ) ' '

p2 = 0.993, DW = 1.68, N = 22, RMSE = 119.86, p = 0.55

Where, Xsn is total non-factor services exports, Xg is total

exports of goods, M9 is total imports of goodsr--afl in cur-

rent domestic currency, Px is exports price index, and D71

is a dummy variable Laking the value of one for the period

1971 to 1983 and of zero otherwise. Although the overall

statistical fit of the estimated equation using the ordinary

Ieast squares is satisfactory, but the equation fails to

pass the Durbin's h test for serial correlation. A correc-

tion for autocorrelation is done using the maximum like1i-

hood method and the overall explanatory power of the equa-

tion improves markedly as a result. All the coefficients are

now statistically significant at t.he desired 1evel, and the
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coefficients have correct signs. The estimated partial
adjustment coefficient shows that about 45 percent of

adjustment of actual to desired leve1 of exports of non-fac-

tor services occur within a year. For trade volume, the

implied short-run and long-run elasticities at means are

1"22 and 1"92, respecLivelyr2sT while for exports price, the

implied short-run and long-run elasticities are estimated to

be -0"4 and -0"65 respectively. Once again, as in the case

of non-factor services imports, the per-capita income vari-
able is dropped due to statistical insignificance of the

var iable "

&, "& GOTüERN}dENT

The partial-equilibrium estimates of structural relations
for the fiscal and monetary sectors as outlined in the pre-

vious chapter are presented below" Some major components of

public expenditures have already been explained above under

the aggregate demand section. The fiscal block below mainly

deals with the public revenue functions, while the monetary

block explains determinants of money supply and money demand

in the economy. All the functions in this section are esti-
mated in nominal terms except the real balance equation.

Government Revenue Equations:

257 For Chile the corresponding short-run elastici
estimated to be 0.7 in Behrman (1977) " Using
national product as the activity variable, PIDE
have estimated the corresponding elasticity value
for Pakist.an.

ty is
gross

(1983)
of 1"8
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Five tax revenue functions for income and corporation

taxes, excise taxes, sales taxes, customs duties, and 'oth-
er' taxes are presented first, followed by the non-tax rev-

enue function. The land taxes is assumed exogenousJ-y given

in this model.

(i) Income and corporation Taxes:

<oLs>:
Tin = -129.1 + 0"0214 ( vga * Pgd

(-2.83) (5.s)

+ 0.007 ( Yag * Pa9 )-r 1

( 1 .85 )

P2 =0"982t F = 375.4, DW = 1"81,
RMSE = 130"9, X = 831.1

Yag * Pa9 )-r

53.45 Dtzzs (4.58)'
(-1"e)

N = 22, p - 0.09,

Where, Tin is income and corporations tax revenues, Ygd is
real gross domestic product and Pgd is the corresponding

deflator, Yag is value added in agriculture and Pag is the

corresponding deflator, and Dtzz e is a dummy variable taking

the value of one during the period 1971/72 to 1975/76 and of

zeto otherwise"

The overall statistical fit of the equation is quite sat-

isfactory. All the coefficients have correct signs and are

also statistically significant at the desired level except

the tax policy change dummy(Dtzzø,) which is significant at

90 percent confidence interval. Furthermore, the equation

is al-so free from undue serial correlation problems. The

estimated marginal tax rate coefficient for both non-agri-

cultural income and agricultural income are, as expected,

found to be very low. Moreover, the coefficient for agri-
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cultural income is much lower than that for the nonagricul-

tural incomer ãs one would expect in a country like Bang1a-

desh" The implied el-asticities at means are 0"33 for agri-
cultural income and 0.85 for non-agricultural income.2ss The

negative sign of the dummy variable correctly captures the

effects of discretionary tax policy changes over the period

1971/72 to 1975/76, during which the government allowed tax

exemptions on agricultural income" This is also the period

of relatively easy tax regime with widespread tax-evasion,

delays, and corruptions within the system" FinalIy, tests
for structural- shift due to the separation of the country in

1971 failed to provide any support for such a shift.

(ii) Excise Taxes:

<oLs>:
Tex = _124.95 + 0.045 (ygd * pgd yag * pag)_r

2s8 Our estimated marginal coefficients and the implied
elasticity values may be compared with the findings in
other comparable studies: For example, the correspond-
ing coefficients for non-agricultural income in Pakistan
are estimated to be 0.025 and 0.85 t tëspectively, in
PIDE(1983). Surprisingly, in an earlier study on Paki-
stan, Tim(1968) have found a much higher coefficients of
0.04 and 1 .29 respectively, for the period 1 950's and
early 1960's. This indicate that the share of direct
taxes out of non-agricultural income have declined sig-
nificantly over the sample period" It should be noted,
however, that there are some contradictory evidences
reported in the Iiterature regarding the correct magni-
tude of these coefficients. Hossain(1973), for example,
estimated a much lower marginal tax coefficient(0.001 )
for all Pakistan total income over the period 1959-68.
On the other hand, Islam(1965) has found a much higher
and unrealistic marginal tax coefficient of 0.23 tor
non-agricultural income for the period 1950-50. On oth-
er countries, Behrman and Klein(1970) have found tax
elasticity coefficients of 0.37 and 0.46 for non-agri-
cultural and agricultural sectors, respectively. In case
of India Pani(1981) reports tax elasticity of "96 for
total income.
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(-2 "3) (26 .4)

+ 125 "66 Dt r ( 4 "59)'(1.12)

pz = 0"988, F = 837, DW = 2"69, N = 22, p = -0.35,
RMSE = 175.5, X = 1441 "71

Where, Tex is total excise taxes, Ygd is real gross domestic

product and Pgd is the corresponding deflator, Yag is real
value added in agriculture and Pag is the corresponding def-
lator, Dt I is a dummy variable taking the value of one for
the period 1971 to 1983 and zero other¡¡ise.2ss The overall
statistícaI significance of the estimated model is satisfac-
tory, although the DW test is inconclusive" The marginal

tax coefficient for the scale variable is statistically sig-
nificant and the magnitude is, as expected, Iarge compared

to that for income tax function.

(iíi) sales Tarses:

<ots>:
Tsl = -41.41 + 0"98 Tsl-r

(4.3s)

+ 0.052
(2 "7 3)

+ 0"01 Yrnf * Pmf + 0
(0.3)

(Þtg - Mf ) - 0"086 (¡ag
( -5.38 )

"07 (ymf *pmf ) - r(1.s4)

Mf)-r (4.60)

2ss Instead of all non-agricultural income, if we take manu-
facturing output as the rel-evant scale variable than the
following function is obtained:
<oLs>:
Tex = -198.4 + 0.3004 (ymf * pmf) - 303.33 Dzr(-2.24) (16.3) (-1.s1)

R2=0.9688, F=327 .36, DW=1 .6, N=22, RMSE=278 "26

The corresponding marginal tax coefficient for manufac-
turing output is found to be 0.215 for all Pakistan dur-
ing the 50's and early 60's, indicating the possibility
of an increase in the share of this category of tax over
time in Bangladesh" Is1am( 1 965)'s estimated coefficient
for the period 1 950-60 is even lower ( 0, 1 1 3 ) "
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R2 =0.984, F = 265"16, h=?, N = 22, p = -0"31,
RMSE = 150,14, [ = 1028.99

Where, Ymf is real value added in manufact.uring and Pmf is

the corresponding deflator, Mg is total imports of goods'

and Mf is imports of food-grains" The results are satisfac-

tory, although Durbin's 'h' test is inappropriate because

the variance of coefficient of lagged dependant variables is

greater than 0.05. Tests for structural shift during the

post-independence period fails to support any such shift due

to change of government in 1971"26o

(iv) Customs Dut,íes:

<oLs>:
Tcs = -242.41 + 0.221 Mk + 0"235 Mr

(-3.4) (8"1) (8.1)

0.516 Mr*Dzsee + 0.9 Moc*Dzsea + 0.178(xj+Xjm
(11.3) (10"7) (3"32

+ 0"29 (Xj+xjm)*Dzee. 326.6 Dzees (4
(4.s) (-1.8)

pz = 0"9996, F = 7827.3, DW = 2.97' N = 22, p =
RMSE=57.5,X=2462.4

Where, lcs is total customs duties, Mk is capital goods

imports, Mr is raw material imports, Moc is non-food-grains

consumer goods imports, xj and Xjm are exports of jute and

jute goods respectively, and Dzoas ia dummy variable taking

the value of one for the period 1975/76 to 1982/83 and of

zere otherwise.

26o Note that the estimated marginal tax coefficients for
imports(0.06a) is lowerr âS in the case of income taxes,
thãn Islam(1965)'s estimate (for consumer goods imports
only) for the period 1950-60, but is higher than
rim-( 1968)' s reported coeff icient(0.03) .

61)'

-0"51,
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The overall statistical fit of the equation is quite sat-

isfact.ory. The equation provides strong support for the

major changes in trade regime during the period 1976-83 fol-

lowing the 1975 devaluation of domestic currency Taka by

over 60 percent and the change of political regime later in

the same year, Customs duties in Bangladesh have tradition-

a}ly been changed by the government from time to time to

suite the announced commercial policy and domestic needs"

The country maintained a fixed exchange rate regime with

multiple individual commodity exchange rates through taxes

and exemptions up until the 1975 devaluation" Since 1975,

however, the exchange rate has become more flexibte and a

movement towards a unified exchange rate regime has started,

although taxes and exemptions on tradeables are still there

but novr much less comprehensive than before. Our results

indicate that marginal tax rate coefficients for both capi-

tal goods and raw materials and Intermediate goods have

dropped during the period 1976-83, while the coefficient

have significantly increased for the non-food-grains consum-

er goods during the same period. The implied elasticities

at means for the period 1976-83 are as follows: 0"3 for

capital goods imports , 0"7 for raw materials and intermedi-

ate goods imports, 0.9 for non-food-grains consumer good

imports, and 0.6 for exports of jute and jute goods.261 How-

261 The corresponding tax elasticities
period 1960-75 are 0.46, 0.45, 0"05'
tively.
When v¡e est imated the f unct ion by
together the estimated coefficient
somewhat higher than the coefficient

at means for the
and 0 "25, respec-

lumping all imports
is 0.16, which is

(0.137) obtained by
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ever, the coefficient of imported raw materials for the

period 1976-83 becomes negative, which is hard to explain.

AIso, the significant increase in the coefficient for

exports of jute and jute goods over the same period is

doubtful. The dramatic change in the place of consumer

goods imports as a major source of revenues over this period

is worth noting. At the same time the decline of taxes and

duties on imports of capital goods and raw materials are in

Iine with the governments attempts to promote rapid import

substitution indusLrialization in the country.

(v) 'others Taxes:

<oLs>:
Tot = -62"564 + 0"005 Y * Pgd - 445.86 Dze as (4"62)'

(-t"ta) (8.s7) (-4.81)

p2 = 0.827, F = 51"3, DW = 2"0,l{ = 22, p = -o.06,
RMSE=109,x=196.89

rim(1968) for joint Pakistan. Islam(1965) estimates two
separate functions for import taxes and export taxes,
and found import taxes coefficient of 0.13 and export
taxes coefficient of 0.24. PIDE(1983)'s study on paki-
stan have used a three way breakdov¡n of imports as we
have done here, and found a very lorv and insignificant
coefficient for consumer goods imports(.12) " The other
two coefficients are 0.37 for raw materials and interme-
diate goods imports, and 0"245 for capital goods. When
we run the equation without the slope dummies, the foI-
lowing results are obtained:

Tcs =-540 +0.17Mk -0.12t'lr +0"5SMoc +0.45(Xj+Xjm) +285.8D2
(3.e) (-1.58) (3"32) (7.3) (1.31)
0 .24 -0 .27 A .57 0.64

R2= 0.9978, F=1879 t DW=Z "29 ¡ N=22, P=-0. 13, RMSE='137 " I

were the value under the t-ratio is the corresponding
elasticity at means

683
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Where, ToL is all other Laxes, Y is real gross nat,ional

product and Pgd is the corresponding deflator, and Dzees is

a dummy variable for changes in tax regime taking t.he value

of one for the period 1976-83 and of zero otherwise. The

overall statistical fit of the equation is satisfactory, and

it is also free from serial correlation problems. À11 oLher

public revenues are positively and significantly related to

aggregate nominal income of the country" The dummy variable

in the equation indicates that in general there is a signif-
icant downward shift in the function during the tax Iiberal-
ization period of 1976-83.

Non-Tax Revenues:

<oLs>:
NT = -88.04 + 0.051 (Ygd * Pgd yag'rp.n¡ - 412.65 D7 1(-.31) (16.s) (-1 .74)
p2 = 0.964, F = 282"9r DW = 1.14, N = 22, p = 0"21 ,

RMSE = 355"4, X = 1878.04, SÐ = 1887.5

Irlhere , NT i s total non-tax publ ic revenues , Ygd i s real-

gross domestic product and Pgd is the corresponding defla-
tor, Yag is agricultural value-added and Pag is correspond-

ing deflator, and D71 is dummy variable taking the value of

one for the period 1971-83 and of zero otherwise. The esti-
mated equation shows that the non-tax government revenues

are positively and significantly related to the non-agricul-

tural income. The implied elasticity at means is found to be

1"3, The downward shift in the function during the post-in-

dependence period is quite substantial, Although the

hypothesized determinants jointly pick up over 95 percent of

(4.63)'
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the variations in t.he dependanL variable, the Dw test result

is inconclusive and the RMSE is relatively high. Tests for

Structural shifts during the post-independence period show

no evidence of such shift.

GovernmenÈ E¡(pendítures :

Total government budgetary expenditures include expendi-

tures on current consumption, public investment, subsidies,

interest payments on public debts, and transfer payments"

The estimated public consumption and investrnent functions

are explained above. The remaining public expenditure func-

tions are explained below.

Government Subsidies:

<oLs>:
SUB = -44.85 0,017 (Vag * Pa9)-r + 0"216 TR

(-"tt) (-3.11) (e.38)

+ 774"07 Dzsao - 986.82 Dare¡
(5.e) (-3"63)

(4.65)'

= 22, p = -0.36 tP2 = 0"982, F = 294.44, DW = 2"69' N

RMSE = 160"74, X = 1153.05

Where, SUB is total public subsidies in current taka, Yag is

real agricultural income and Pag is the corresponding defla-

tor, TR is total public revenue, Dzgao and D8rB3 are dummy

variables taking the value of one for the periods 1973-80

and 1981-83, and of zero otherwise' respectively"

The overall statistical fit of the relation Seems reason-

ably satisfactory. The point estimaÈes have the anticipated

signs and all of them are statistically significant at the
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AIso, there is no undue problems of serial
The correcLed coefficient of determination

indicates that the hypothesized determinants are consistent

with over 98 percent of the variances in t.he dependant vari-

able " TotaI subsidy payments is highly and positively

responsive to total public revenues as indicated by the

implied elasticity value at means of 1 "49. On the other

hand, its response to agricultural income is also signifi-
cant but negative and inelastic.262 FinalIy, the results
provide strong support for an upward shift of the subsidy

function during the liberal public subsidy regime(1973-80)

and for a downward shift of the function beginning the peri-

od 1980/81, when the government started to take effect.ive

measures to cut subsidies due to increased domestic budget-

ary constraints and particularly due to growing pressures

from international agencies and donor countries. However,

tests show no evidence for a statistically significant
changes in the slope coefficients during the two subsidy

regimes "

Interest PaymenÈs on PubIic Debt,:

<oLs>:
RD = -482"45 + 0.693 (Ro)-r + 0"308 GBsb(-r.¿) (4"25) (2"s)

+ 10174"2 rGB 359"3 Dz I(1.13) (-2.18)

262 The estimated elasticity at means is -0.58.
sponding agricultural income coefficient and
value for PakisLan are estimated to be -0.14
respectively(proe, 1983). PubIic subsidies
desh is relatively much less responsive to
income of the recipients.

(4.66)'

The corre-
elast ic i ty
and -2.64,
in Bangla-
changes in
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R2 = 0"946, F = 93"25, h = -0.49, N = 22, Þ = -0.07,
RMSE = '154.3, [ = 554"6

Where, RD is total interest payments on public debts; GBsb

is government borrowings from the scheduled banks; rGB is
interest rate on government bonds; and Dzr is a dummy vari-
able taking the value of one for the period 1971-83 and of

zero otherwise. The overall statistical fit of the equation

seems reasonably satisfactory" The point estimates have

anticipated signs and all but one of the explanatory vari-
ables are statistically significant at the desired leveI.
The interest rate variable is significant only at 85 percent

confidence leveI. Durbin's h statistics shovr that the equa-

tion is free of serial correlation and the corrected coeffi-
cient of determination indicates that the hypothesized

determinants are consistent with over 94 percent of the var-
iances in the total interest payments on public debts. The

implied short-run elasticities at means for government bonds

held by the scheduled banks and for interest rates on gov-

ernment bonds are 0 " 75 and 0.97, respectively. 2 6 3

Government Transfer Payments:

<oLs>:
TP = -359.96 +

( -.45 )

+ 0.793
(0.2)

P2 = "977, F =
RMSE = 511 "4

(tp)-r + 85"24 pOpu
) (0"6)

71

0"9
(8.3

Pf+

218.6,
X=27

3"7 Dzr (4"66.2)'
(1.1)

h =-2"44t N = 22, p = -0"42,
94 "7

263 The corresponding long-run
3.1 6, respectively.

elasticities are 2"44 and
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Where, TP is total governmenL transfer payments in currenL

taka; POPu is urban population; Pf is price of food-grains;

and Dz I is a dummy variable taking the value of one for the

period 1971-83 and of zeto otherwise. ÀIthough, the cor-

rected coefficient of determination is guite high, the pre-

dictive power of the equation is not satisfactory and also

all the major explanatory variableS except the lagged term

are statistically highly insignificant. The high coeffi-

cient(close to unity) for the lagged term indicates very

littte adjustment taking place in transfer payments within

one year time period" As such, the public transfer payments

variable is assumed to be exogenously given in the macroeco-

nomic simulation exercises be1ow.

Monetary Sector Equatione:

Total money supply is determined by the interaction of

preferences of various economic agents in the economy--the

non-bank public, the scheduled banks, the central bank, and

the government. The hypothesized major stochastic behavior-

aI equations for these agents are estimated and presented

first, followed by the estimated demand for real balances

function. The non-bank public's behavior affecting money

supply is attempted to be explained by two ratios: publics

preferences for currency to demand deposits and preferences

for tirne deposits to demand deposits" The scheduled banks

behaviour affecting the money supply is endogenized by

their preference function for excess reserves, holding of
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governmenL bonds and securities, and their borrowings from

the central bank. Some of these preferences directly affect
the money multiplier, while the others in conjunction with

the country's balance of payments determines the monetary

base or the stock of high powered money. Total money supply

is the outcome of the interaction of all of these variables
in the economy"

Currency-Demand Deposit Ratío:

<oLs>: ( 4 "761ucc/DD = 1.818 + 1.208 (cc/oo)_t 1"126 (cc/oa)_r*Dzr
(1"88) (6.4) (-5.4)

24.408 rTD + 21"285 rTD * Dzr - 11"695 yna/ygd
(-1.8s) (1.s8) (-3.77)

+ 9.395 (yna/ygd)*D7, + 0.00019 wlT/pgd 0"00018 (wrr/pgd)*o,
(q.+s) (3"61) (-3.33)

R2=0 .976, F=1 08.1 , h=0.58, N=22, p=0 .064, RMSE=0.1 038,
X=1.3113¡ SD=O"589

Where, CC/DD is currency to deposit ratio; rTD is interest
rates on time deposits, vna/vgd is the share of real output

in non-agriculture to total output, WLT/Pgd is real stock of

private wealth, and D7 1 is a dummy variable taking the value

of one in 1971 to 1983 and of zero otherwise, Over 97 per-

cent of the variance in the dependant variable is explained

by the hypothesized structural relation" The desired cur-
rency-demand deposit ration, as expected, varies inversely

with the interest rate variable and the size of the non-ag-

ricultural sector relative to the aggregate economy.
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The estimated relation is a good approximation of how the

money supply is split between currency and demand deposits

in a traditional society where currency is the principal

monetary asset, but demand deposits has been gaining impor-

tance only slowly as the financial market begins to develop"

The expansion of. the non-agricul-turaI sector is associated

with greater monetization of the economy and consequently

give rise to less currency demand and increased use of bank-

ing and financial services" The negative response to inter-
est rate variable can be interpreted as the 'knowledge

spread' effects of the advantages and gradual acceptance of

institutional banking practices" The estimated coefficient
is, however, found to be statistically insignificant at the

desired Ieve1. Àn important finding is the significant
structural shift in the function due to the separation of

the country in 1971 and the subsequent nationalization of

the banking sector.264 The coefficient for the lagged cur-

rency-deposit ratio is very large(1"21 ) during the pre-inde-

pendence period. Snyder(1970), using a similar model, have

found a coefficient of 1"01 for al-l Pakistan including Ban-

gladesh(1953-67). Conseguently, the implied partial adjust-

ment coefficient would be very smaIl, indicating very sl-ow

response in the dependant variable--such a stationary

response behavior is not unrealistic for a traditional econ-

omy at it's early stage of development. But post indepen-

264 we found nop evidence
in slope coefficients
nificant.

of intercept shift, only the shift
are found to be statistically sig-
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dence Bangladesh shows a dramatic shift in response paLtern.

The coefficient drops significantly to near zero(0,08)--a

complete adjustment of actual to desired leve1 within one

year time period.26s For both the interest rate variable and

the relative size of the non-agricultural sector variable,
the magnitude of the coefficients have declined sharply dur-
ing the post-independence period" The country may have

passed the critical 'knowledge spread' phase of institution-
a1 banking practices and capitar market participation around

the time of independence and the nationalization of the

banking sector. Similarly, for the real wealth variable, as

wealth grew initially currency demand relatively increased--

indicated by the positive pre-independence coefficient--but
after that critical phase the relative preferences for cur-
rency started to fa11--indicated by the negative coefficient
for the corresponding slope dummy variable. However, the

net effect of real wealth on currency preferences in Bang1a-

desh during the post-independence period is stilI positive"

265 When the equation is estimated without the
shift dummies, the adjustment coefficient for
sample period is found to be close to one half

cc/DD = 2.7829 + 0"49 (CClOp)-r + 1.433 rTD(2"e4) (3.78) (.268)

- 6 "22 (vna/vgd) + 0.000015 (wr,r/pga
(-2"68) (1.81)

st ruc t ura 1
the entire

R2=0.9376, F='76.16, h=0,67, N=21, p=0.'1 18¡ RMSE=O.147

Once again the intercept dummy D7 1 is found to be sta-
tistically insignificant, The interest rate variable has
nov¡ positive sign and is statistically highly insignifi-
cant. The short-run and long-run elasticities ar.e also
quite different.



Time Deposits to Demand Deposits natío:
<oLs>:
TD/DD = 0"639 - 10"97 rTD

285

(& "771+ 0"76 rTD * t
(1.6s)

+ 0,089 t + 0.111 Dzr(s.e) (1"22)

N=22, p=-0 " 09, RI"íSE=0 " 075,

over all statistical fitness

0.067 rBB 0"000001 Asb (4"80)'
(-0 "12) (-0 "77 )

01 6, x=0.037

(2.5) (-1 .7 )

0.00001 r^rLTlpgd
(-1"0)

R2=0 .982, F=227 "8 , DVt=2.04 t
X=1 ^2

Where, ?D/DD is time deposits to demand deposits ratio; rTD

is interest rates on time deposits; t is time trend starting
with one in year 1959/60; wLT/pgd is real aggregate private
wealth; and D7 1 is a dummy variable taking the value of one

in 1971 to 1983 and of zero otherwise. Although the overall
goodness of fit of the model is high, afl the estimated

parameters are insigni f icant except for the time

trend.Interest variable do not have expected signs. Alter-
native specifications do not improve the results.

Scheduled Banks Excess Reserves:

Despite the efforts to estimate numerous alternative ver-
sions of the model, no economically meaningful and statisti-
caIly acceptable relationship could be found for the Sched-

uled banks holdings of excess reserves.265

266 The equation
obtained is
ERS/D = 0.04

with the best
as follows:
+ 0.1 05 rCR

(0.18)

F=1 .1 , RMSE=o.P2 = 0.02,
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such t.he variable is assumed to be exogenously determined

the macroeconomic simulat.ion exercises next chapter.

Money Multiplier:

Àlthough the money multiplier, in the previous chapter,

is obtained mechanically from the accounting identities of

the banking sectorr wê have presented here a stochastic mod-

el f or the money multiplier relating it r,¡ith it's ma jor

determinants explained above" Such a stochastic version is
hoped to minimize the error build-up due to measurement

errors, specification errors, etc. in it's determinants and

also due to the possible error from the assumption of a sim-

plestic banking system" The estimated equation for the mon-

ey multiplier is as follows:

<oLs>:
mm = 1.799 -

(21 .e2)

.9463
(-3.s)
-0 .1 44

0. 138 cc/DÐ
( -3.82 )

-0 "237

vc/DD + 0"1
(g'

0. 02 9 TD/DD
(0.s4)
-0 "024

282 Dt ,t

64)

(4,75.1)
1 .651 ERS/D
(-2.57 )

-0.046

R2=0 "949, DW=1 "6, N=22, RMSE=.035rX=1.505, SD = 0.135

wherer flF is money multiplier; CC/DD is currency-demand

deposit ratioi TD/ÐO is time deposits-demand deposits ratio;
ERS/D is scheduled banks excess reserves to total depos-

its(po+to) ratio; vC/ÐD is vault cash-demand deposits ratio;
and Dz r is a dummy variable taking the value of one in

1971-83 and of zero otherwise. The values under the t-rat-
ios are the corresponding elasticities at means. AIl the
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estimaLed coef.ficients have anticipated signs, and aIl but

one are statistically significant at the desired level- "

However, the implied elasticity coefficients are very 1ow,

indicating that although the hypothesized determinants are

important but the responses of money multiplier in Bangla-

desh to them are quite negligible.

Scheduled Banks' Holdings of Government Securit,ies:

Where, GBsb is scheduled banks holdings of all governmenL

bonds and securities; BD is government annual budget defi-

cit; rCR is interest rates on bank credits; rGB is interest

rates on government securities; Àsb is total assets of all

scheduled banks; and Dzr is a dummy variable taking the val-

ue of one in 1971-83 and of zero otherwise. OveraIl the

result is satisfactory, Durbin's 'h' test indicates absence

of 1st'order auto-correlation. However, a number of parame-

ter estimates are insignificant. The large coefficient for

the lagged dependant variable indicates long adjustment lag

in scheduled banks demand for government securities" The

signs for all the coefficients are as expected.

<oLs>:
GBsb = -66.57 + 0"855 GBsb-(-.ls) (4"s)

+ 3432.7 (rCR - rGB)
( 0.38 )

R2= 0"979, F=88"2, h =1 .08,
X=1r456.2, SD=1r188"9

(4.91 ) '
| - 0.051 (BD - BD-r)

(-2 "24)
+ 0.007 Àsb + 309.98 Dz t(0.s) (1.4)

N=22, p=0.09, RMSE=171 "96,

- 1 .68 GBsb
(-2.s)

Scheduled Banks

<oLs>:
BRsb = -2325"(-t "t

7 - 0.983 BRsb- r

) (-3.5)

Borrowings from the Central Bank:

(4"90)'
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+ 55493.3 (rCR rBB) + 0"552 Àsb 1931.1 Dt t
(1 .ee) (6"e) (-3.1)

R2=0.98¡ F=212.3, h- ? , N=22, p=-0'48, RMSE=563"97,
X=2 r653 "7, SD=4 ,137 .28

Where, BRsb is total scheduled banks borrowings from the

Bangladesh Bank; GBsb is total scheduled banks holdings of

government Securities; rCR is interest rates on bank cred-

its; rBB is the central banks discount rate; Asb is total

assets of all scheduled banks; and Dzt is a dummy variable

taking the value of one in 1971-83 and of zero otherwise"

The equation has high coefficient of determination but the

GBsb coefficient has wrong sign and the Durbin's'h' test is

inappropriate" À1so the RMSE is relatively large"

Supp1y of Bank Credits:

The scheduled banks lending in Bangladesh to the private

sector and public corporations is constrained by the avail-

ability of loanable funds given by the flow of new depos-

its(AD), changes in borrowings from the centraL bank(AeRsb),

changes in government borrowings from the scheduled

banks(AGnsb), changes in excess reserves(AenS), and the

changes in official required reserve ratio(arr). In the

macroeconomic simulation exercises next chapter this supply

of total bank credits is determined from the banking sectors

ident i ty :

CR = CR-r + (l rr

- D 't A(ERS/Ð)

ERS/D)*aO + aBRsb aGBsb

AoÀsb (4 "79)'
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net assets of scheduled banks"

However for macroeconomic simulat.ion exercises next section,

an alternative to this treatment of bank credit is also con-

sidered. This is done by making the bank credit equaLion

stochastic, determined by the same set of variables in the

above identity, except the variable OAsb, which wiIl nora' be

derived as a residual from the identity. This approach has

an advantage in macroeconomic simulation, as mentioned in

case of money multiplier eguation, in that it wiIl avoid

error build-up in the bank credit variable due to measure-

ment and specification errors in the determinants. The

estimated bank credit equation is as fol-lows:

(4.79.1)u<oLs>:
cR = -36.598 + 0"358 CR-r + 0"471 D +

(-0.03) (3"e) (6.07)

+ 0.617 GBsb + 0"77 5 ERS
Q"4) (1.82)

R2=0 .9995, F=8 ,417 "6, h=1 " 0, N=22 ¡ p=
X=12,1 59" 8, SD=1 4 r667 "1

0.691 BRsb
(7.8)

-0. 1 9, RMSE=321 .99 ,

where, a1l the variables are as defined above" À11 the

coefficients have expected signs, and the equation explains

over 99 percent of variations in the dependant variable.

Also, Durbin's 'h' test indicates absence of 1st order auto-

correlation. lests for structural shift during the post

independence period fails to provide such evidence. Lag CR

coefficient shows that only about 64 percent adjustment in

desired CR is made within a year.

Demand for Money Function:

<ots>s
In (M1lPga) = -3.624 + 0.53

(4,94 ) 'ln (ut /Ps¿¡ -.' + 0 "669 ln Y
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(-.sg) (3.6s) (1.

0 " 079 INFP 0,1 55 In rTD 0 " 503
(-0.¿) (-0"8) (-4"1)

R2=0.90, F=48.4t h=1.49r N=22, p=-0 "079, RMSE=0 "079
mean=8 " 548, SD=O "245

Where, M1 /pga is real money balances--money defined as cur-

rency plus demand deposits; Y is real gross national prod-

uct; INFP is aggregate inflation rate; and rTD is interest
rate on time deposits " Àlthough the estimated equation

explains 90 percent of the variances in dependant variable

and is free of undue auto-correlation problem, the parameter

estimates are not robust. Besides being statistically
insignificant, income, inflation rate and interest rate

variables all changes sign and magnitude in alternative mod-

el spec i f icat ion.

5)

Dzs

Lagged money demand variable

and the estimated value suggests

discrepancy between actual and

eliminated within a year. The

income elasticities are 0"67 and

is statistically signif icant

less than 50 percent of the

desired real balances is
short run and the long run

1 "42, respectively"

4"5 PRICES

This section first presents the equations explaining the

three sectoral product prices, namely, food-grains, jute,

and manufacturing goods, followed by the equations for two

sectoral value added deflators, one aggregate wholesale

price index, and two consumer price indices for the rural
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In general prices in a particular market

is determined by the lever of excess demand in that market,

which in turn depends upon the positions and rates of move-

ments of the demand and supply curves in t.hat market. As

such, the price equations are quasi-reduced form equations.

The competitive forces are dominant in the agricurturar sec-

tor, as in many other developing countries, while monopolis-

tic and oligipolistic erements are pervasive in the manufac-

turing sector. Prices in the services sector are assumed to
follow the general pattern in the manufacturing and agricul-
tural sectors and is not moderled separately due do data

limitations. once the sectoral prices are determined, the

general price level is obtained from the aggregate demand

and supply identity as the weighted average of either the

sectoral value-added defrators or the national accounts def-
lators for the major final demand components. The section

ends with the presentation of the two wages equations--one

for the agricurturar sector and the other for the manufac-

turing sector.

and urban sec t,or .

Prices of
<oLs>:

lnPf=

Foodgrains:

- 6.788 + <-0"351 + 1(-2"02) (-0"8)
( 5.85 )(ef + efm)" 452*Dz I >>* 1n

(2 .3)

n (v¿lpop)+ <(1 .46 -
(2 "04)

+ (<,523 +
(s.4s)

0"38*Dzr>>*1
(-2 "78)

0"051oD2 r>>'tIn(0.22)

R2=0.99, F=397"5r DW=2.89¡ N=22r
mean=4.46, SD=0.895

Pfg + 0.63 Dz s
( 6.88 )

P=-0.46,RMSE= "079 ,
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Where, Pf is price of food-grains; 8f is total quantity of

domestic food-grains productioni Qfm is total quantity of

food-grains imports; Yd is real disposable income; POP is

total population; Pfg is government procurement price for

food-grains; Dzs is a dummy variable for the 1974 famine

year taking the value of one in 1974/75 and of zeto other-

wise; and Dz t is structural shift dummy variable taking

the value of one in 1971-83 and of zero otherwise" The

estimated relation explains over 99 percent of variances in

dependant variable. The DW test, however, is inconclusive.

While the coefficient for total food-grains during the pre-

independence period has the correct sign, the corresponding

post-independence sign is v¡rong. The per-capita disposable

income variable has correct sign and is statistically sig-
nificant; income elasticity of food price is quite large,

Price of ilute:
<oLs>:

ln Pj = -6"323

+ 0"514 In(Pj
( 1 " 83 )

+ 0.515
(1 "2)

s) 0"4
( -l .

ln(Qj) - 1"427 ln(wYj) +
(-2"1)

13 ln(Qj)-r + 2"24 Dzr
12) ( 3.28 )

54, N=22 r p= 0.17, RMSE=g

(5.96)'
1"59 tn(ymf)
(3.2)

R2=0.888 , F=28.7 > DW=1 "
mean=4 .624, SD=0 "696

"238,

Although the explanatory power of the equation is satisfac-

tory the DW test result is inconclusive. À1so, some of the

parameters are statistically insigni f icant. The negative

sign for Èhe world income variable is counter-intuitive,

unless jute is an inferior good. Domestic demand elasticity



value is quite large ( 1 .6 ) ,

is small ( -0 .41 ) "

whi Ie domest. ic
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supply elasticity

Export Price of Raw Jute:

In(pxj ) = -0.018 + '1 .019 In(pj)
(21 "4)

( 5.97 ) '

p2 = 0.96, F=457 "4 r DW = 1 .82, p=0.088, X=0.1 48

where, Pj is domestic price of raw jute" The export price

of ra$¡ jute has unitary elasticity with respect to domestic

price of raw jute. Tests for structural shifts show no evi-
dence for such a shift.

Price of Manufactured Goods:

<OLS>: (5.87)'
In WPImf = 1 .637 + 0 "293 ln NWmf - 0.336 In (ymt/f,mt )(1.1) (2.31) (-2"15)

+ 0 "127 ln (urr/ymf ) + 0.425 In (CUmf )(0.81) (1"7s)

+ 0.1 88 ln Pmr + 0.43 In rCR + 0 "799 Dz I(2"e3) (1.8e) (4.e5)

R2=0.993, F=31.3, DW=Z.34, N=22r p= -0"189, RMSE= "073,
mean=4 " 525 ¡ SD=Q .874

Where, WPImf is wholesale price of manufacturing goods; NWmf

is norninal r^rage of manuf acturing sector; Ymf /r.nt is average

real productivity of labour in manufacturing; Pmr is price

of imported raw materials and intermediate goods; rCR is
interest rate on bank credits; and Dzt is a dummy variable

taking the value of one in 1971-83 and of zero othervrise.

The overall statistical fit of the equation is quite satis-
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facLory. À11 the point estimates have anticipated signs and

aII but Lwo are statist.ically significant at t.he desired

level. The average import requirement variable and the

capacity utilization variables are not significant.. The

vrage costs, interest costs, and imports costs--a11 have

elasticity parameters low and close to each other. The sig-

nificant structural shift dummy captures among other things

the change of weights for post-independance period in calcu-

lating the wholesale price index.

GDP Deflator for Agriculture:
<oLs>:

Pag = 4"577 + 0"877 Pf + 0
(1 "22) (15.8)

0.7958

(5,99)'
.169 Pj
(2.87 )

0 .17 02

, ñ=22, p= -"24, RMSE=10.165,R2=0"99, F=971.07, DVI=Z"41
mean=139.927 , SD=1 03.1 256

Where, Pag is value-added deflator for agriculture; Pf is
price of food-grains; and Pj is price of jute. The values

reported under the t-ratios are the corresponding elastici-

ties at means. Ideally, the sectoral GDP deflators should

be obtained as a weighted average of value-added deflators

for goods produced within each sector. However, due to data

limitations we are forced to accept the above specification

to connect the individual agricultural commodity prices to

aggregate price of the sector. In this we have considered

the two major agricultural commodity prices only: food-

grains and jute. The implied assumption is that the price

of other agricultural commodities follow the same pattern,
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that is, move proportionately with the price of food-grains

and jute" The estimated relation provide a good support for

this hypothesis" When the resiouals are calculated, v¡e find

except in on year the two prices do predict very closely all
the ups and downs in the aggregate prices. In 1980/81, how-

ever, food-grains prices fell by over 16 percent while jute

prices feIl by 11 percent over the preceding years. How-

ever, the agricultural price deflator fell by only about 3

percent during the same period" This discrepancy could be

either because of measurement error in the estimation of

relevant data series or because of a sudden and unusual rise

in other agricultural prices offseting the falI in the two

prices" It seem that the measurement errors in data is the

more 1ike1y cause ¡ given the history of movement of other

agricultural prices in Bangladesh.

GDP Deflator for
<oLs>:

Pmf = 22"783
(16.67)

Manufacturing:

+ 0 " 552 WPImf +
(34.e8)
0.70

17 "542 Dz t
(5 "24)

(5.90) u

R2=0 "997, F=3032.29, DW=1 "167, N=22, p=0.26, RMSE=3.85,
mean=1 07. 0557, SD=67. 1 65

Where, Pmf is value-added deflator for manufacturing output;

WPImf is wholesale price index of manufacturing goods; and

Ðz.t is a dummy variable taking the value of one in 1971-83

and of zeto otherwise. The values reported under the t-rat-
ios are the corresponding elasticities at means. Àlthough

the overall statistical fit of the equation is quite satis-
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factory, the DW test for serial correlation is inconclu-

sive.267 The significant dummy varíable correctly capLures

the effect of changes in weights for estimating the whole-

sale price index during the post-independence period.

Wholesale Price

<oLs> 3

WPI = 1.118
(.36)

Index:

+ 0.252 Pag +
(2.15)
0.24

R2=0 "9945, DW=1 " 58, N=21 , p=

wherer p is the estimated fi
coefficient obtained by using
method. Note that the RMSE
percent.

(5"95)'
0.816 WPImf
0 "34)
0.75

993, N=22" p-"483, RMSE=10.1998,

378 (t=-1 .37) , RMSE=3 " 68

rst-order autocorrelation
the maximum-likelihood

improves by only about 5

R2=0 .9919, F=1 231 .4, DW=0.
mean=1 47.3865, SD=1 1 3.599

Where, wPI is wholesale price index; Pag is agricultural
price indexi and hrPImf is manufacturing price index. This

equation is, as the previous two, are statistical constructs

to link various prices in the absence of appropriate weights

and price indices" The war-dummy variable Dzr is not sig-
nificant in the present case, presumably because the change

of weights occured on both the dependant variable WPI and

one of the independant variable t{PImf during the post-inde-

267 When the equation is re-estimated with corrections for
serial correlation, using the maximum-likelihood tech-
nique, the resulting equation does not show any marked
improvements in terms of the explanatory powers of the
equation. The estimated equation with maximum-likeli-
hood correction for serial correlation is as follows:

Pmf = 22"5387 + 0.5523 << WPImf - p * (wPImf )-r >>

(2e"17)

+ 18.20 < Dzr P * D-z >) + P * (Pmf )-r
(4.64)
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pendence period. The DW test for serial correlat.ion yields

inconclusive results. 26 I

FinalIy, it shoulci be noted here that the wholesale price

index is being related t.o two prices, one is correctly the

wholesale price of manufacturing and the other, in the

absence of consistent data on other wholesale price indices

of industrial raw materials and agricultural outputs, is

value-added deflator for agriculture. The implied assump-

tion is that Lhe these other wholesal-e prices move very

closely and proportionately with the tvro major prices

included in the equation.

Rura1 Consumer Príce Index:

<oLs>;
CPI r = -6.848 + 0.528 Pf +(-2.73) 0 "2e)0"48

R2=0 "997, F=1968.9, DW=2"35,
mean=141"16, SD=115.5

(5,93)'
0.684 WPImf 25.27 Ðz t(10.85) (-4.24)
0.66 -0.09

N=22 r p= -0.1 8, RMSE=6 "7137 ,

T,lhere, CPIr is consumer price index for rural households; Pf

is price of food-grains; WPImf is price of manufactured

goodsi and Dzr is a dummy variable taking the value of one

in 1971-83 and of zeto otherwise"

268 The maximum-Iikelihood corrections for serial correla-
tion do not improve the result noticeably in terms of
explanatory or predicting power of the equation:
<AttTO: Mt>
WPI = 21 .4576 + 0.172 (< Pag - p * (Pag) - r

(1 "2e) (2.16)

+ 0.75 << WPImf p * (wpfmf)-r )> + p * (wPI)-

R2=0.94 ¡ DW=1 .62 r N=21 : p= -0.9 (t=7 
" 

'13 ) , RMSE=8.024



Urban Consumer Price Index:

<oLs>:
CPI u= 5.32 + 0 "27 3 Pf +

(1.78) (2.87)
0.22

R2=0 "997 , F=2529.0, DW=1
mean=161 "2, SD=135.2
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0.41 wPImf + 0.287 Pm 
(5'94)u

(2 .43) (6 "7 3)
0.337 0 "406

.75, N=22, p=0.1, RMSE=6"8,

Where, CPIu is consumer price index for urban households; Pf

is price of food-grains, WPImf is price of manufactured

goods; and Pm is price of imported goods. The elasticity
values at means reported below the t-ratios indicate that

urban cost-of-living is relatively more responsive to import

prices than to prices of domestic food-grains and manufac-

tured goods 
"

Wage rate in Agrículture:
<oLs>: (5.98)'
In NWag = -0.11 + 0.63 In NWag-r + 0.04 In Yag/r,ag + 0"37 ln Pag(7"8s) (0.11) (4.47)

p2 = 0.994, F=1146 "9, RMSE= 0.06, p=0.05, h=0.26, X=4.844

Where, NWag is nominal r{age rate for agricultural labourer;

Yag is real agricultural output; Pag is price of agricu1tur-

aI output; and Lag is supply of agricultural labourer. The

overall statistical fit of the equation is reasonably satis-
factory" À11 the estimated parameters have anticipated
signs, and Lhe Durbin's 'h' test indicates absence of serial
correlation However, the average product variable is insig-
nificant and the elasticity value is quite fow.26s

Àn

1n

alternative

NI.7ag = 1 .7
(0.2)

estimated equation is:
+ 0.81 In Yag + 0.69 In

(1 .28 ) ( s.83 )

Pag 3.1 In Lag + 0"09 t
(-2"48) (2.12)

269



Wage rate ín Manufacturing:

<ots> 3

NWmf = 2"2 + 0"531 ln (ymf/r.mf )-r
(.6e) (4.8)

+ 0"174 In(¡¡Wmf )-r + 0"018 t
( 1"1) (2"14

R2=0"996, F=1004"1, h = -1"71, N=22,
mean=4 .7 o2 , SD=O "72
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(5.99)o
+ 0"856 ln WPImf

(4 "e)

0"548 Dt t

) (-3"4)

p=-0 "24, RMSE= "0475,

Where, NWmf is nominal- vrage rate in manuf acturing; ymf /rmf

is average productivity of labour in manufacturing; WPImf is
price of manufactured goods; t is a time trend beginning

with one in 1959/60; and Dz r is a dummy variable taking the

value of one in 1971-83 and of zero otherwise" The manufac-

turing wages in Bangladesh is positively and significantly
responsive to sectoral product prices. Both the short run

and long run price elasticities are close to unity" It is

R2=0"98r F=269"49r DW=1"06, N=22, p=0.456, RMSE=O"106,

Once the correction for serial correlation is done using
the maximum-likelihood method, the results, show some
improvement in the explanatory power of the equation and
major changes in parameter estimate, but all but one of
the explanatory variables now became statistically
insignificant at the desired level.
In NWag = -"3073 + 0.4383 <<1n Yag P*(In Yag) - r>>(-.0s) (1.12)

+ 0.459<1n Pag p*(In Pag)-r>> 0"7283<<1n Lag p*(Lag)-r>>(q"zs) - (-.s3)

+ 0.0661< t - p*(t)-r
(1 "72)

R2=0"927, DW=1.7r N=21r p= -,256(t= -4.04), RMSE=.0844

The DW statistic improved significantly, indicating
absence of serial correlation. Also the root mean square
error has improved by about 20 percent. However, Lhe
Iabour supply variable is no longer statistically sig-
nificant, and the new elasticity value is much Lower
than before.
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also positively and significantly responsive to sectoral

productivity and fact.ors such as trade union demandsr gov-

ernment wage-scaIe, etc. represented by the time trend vari-
able. The significant downward shift of the function during

the post-Iiberation period is puzzling. Although the over

all statistical fit of the equation is satisfactory, the

Durbin's 'h' test cannot accept the hypothesis of no serial
correlation at 5 percent level of significance" The results

indicate that the industrial sectors nominal v¡age is mainly

determined by trend variables such as government wage sca1e,

unionization of the labour force, etc. and the sectoral
price level. The sectoral productivity plays greater role

in r,¡age determination in this sector than in the agricultur-
al sector.



ChapÈer V

POLTCY STMULATION ÃND MT'LTIPITERS WTT}T THE
COMPLETE MODEI

5.1 IT{TRODUCTION

The complete estimated macroeconomic model for the Ban-

gladesh economy has been presented in the previous chapter"

The major objective of this chapter is to make use of this
estimated model to conduct policy and exogenous shock simu-

lations to explore the conseguences of various policy chang-

es and shocks on Lhe performance of the economy" This mul--

tiplier analysis, however, would be a futile exercise unless

the model's predictive accuracy and forecasts perform rea-

sonably welI. Therefore, it is imperative that such multi-
plier analysis is preceded by an evaluation of the pre-

dictive performance of the model, which is often referred to

as'modeI validation' or'historical simulation' in the lit-
erature.

We begin this section with a discussion on the methodolo-

gy of solution in section 5"2 followed by model validation
or historical simulations in section 5.3" Dynamic stability
of the model is tested through several sensitivity tests in

section 5.4. Various macroeconomic policy and exogenous

shock simulations are conducted in section 5.5 followed by a

summary and conclusions in section 5"6"

301



5"? &4ETI{OÐOLOGY OF SOLIrTTON

Two critical aspects dictating the choice

302

of solution

methodology are whether the model is a linear or a non-Iin-

ear model and whether a static or dynamic structure of the

economy is implied in the model, where the structure is

defined 'dynamic' when lagged endogenous variables enter as

independent/right-hand side variables in the model. The

present model is non-Iinear, and the non-linearities are

introduced due to the logarithmic treatment of some of the

equations, prêsence of relative prices and non-Iinearity in

some of the identities, and due to some variables entering

in ratio form into the model. The structure of the present

model is also dynamic due to the reason mentioned above"

Because of the presence of non-linearities and the implied

dynamic structure of the mode1, the solution methodology for

macro simulations is Iimited to available non-linear solu-

tion algorithms" Three alternative methods--Newton, Gauss-

Seidal, and Jacobi--are available with the computer package

SAS" The Newton's method is finally chosen for the solution

of the present model due to several desirable properties of

this method over the others.2To

27o It may be noted here that initially v¡e encountered sev-
eral problems in obtaining the solution of the model.
Convergence failed due to some endogenous variables
expressed in logarithms returned with negative values in
the solution process and the program is not flexible
enough to handle logarithm of negative values in one of
the internal iterations. However, convergence vras
finally achieved by changing and redefining several def-
initional identities and by changing the ordering of the
equat i ons
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The compleLe model version that is used for macroeconomic

simulations contains in t.otal 93 endogenous variables of

which 43 are stochastic and the remaining 50 are defini-

Lions, equilibrium conditions, and various sectoral account-

ing identities and in total 70 are exogenous variables. One

important modification in the complete modeL for simulation

is worth noting here" The money multiplier(mm) variable,

which has been endogenously determined through the bank

deposit multiplier expression in chapter 4, is assumed

exogenous in the complete model simulations. This v¡as nec-

essary because of large error build up in the variable since

it is derived through an identity consisting of several

endogenous variables and the nature of the variable is such

that a small change(error build up) in the variable can

cause unstable solution and the model to 'explode'.

Regarding the 'closure' of the

have been considered. Àccording to

aggregate price IeveI is determined

tion:

model Lwo alternatives
one closure rule the

by the following equa-

P pag * (y¿grlV) + Pmf 't (ymt/y) + Psr * (ysr/y)

where, Y=Yag+Ymf +Ysr + (Un/p), andPandYrefersto
prices and output/income, respectively, and ag, mf, and sr

refers to agriculture, manufacturing, and services sectors,

respectively, and NR is net private remittances from abroad.

Clear1y in this formulation the supply side dominates the
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determination of the aggregate price leveI. The demand side

affects the price level only through their indirect effects
on the sectoral prices and output compositions" This clo-
sure rule has been used in many developing country models

which emphasize supply side heavily. The other closure rule

is where both supply and demand sides play direct roles in

the determj-nation of aggregate price level and is given by

the same equation: 27 1

pag * (yag/y) + pmf * (vmf/y) + pslt (ysr/y)

but where, Y = C + I + G + X - M, and all the variables are

as defined above. Both al-ternative closure rules have been

used for all the macro simulations in this study, The dif-
ferences in historical simulations between the two rules are

not significant. To save space as well as for valid theo-

retical reasons we have limited our presentation to the

results from the second closure rule in which both supply

and demand factors have direct. influence on the aggregate

price leveI.

P

27 1 seè, for example,
da(Chowdhury, et a1

TRACE econometric model for Cana-
1972) and the Brookings model.
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5.3 PREDTCTTVE ACCT'R"ECY OF TITE MODEL:MODEL VATTT}Ã,TTON

The purpose of validation exercise is to test how accu-

rately the model tracks the historical path of the endoge-

nous variables. Unfortunately, there are no universally

accepted sets of tests or rules available to determine the

predictive accuracy of a multi-equation simultaneous modeI.

The widely used practice is to compare the actual series of

an endogenous variable with the corresponding simulated

series. Various alternative tesL statistics can be calcu-

lated to compare the t,wo series(See Pindyck and Rubinfeld,

1981). Àlthough several such statistics are routinely caI-
culated by the computer package SAS, to save space only two

such statistics are presented here. These statistics are

the Root Mean Squared Percent Error and the Theil's inequal-

ity coefficient, henceforth referred as RMSPE and U1 ,

respec tíveLy "27 
2

27 2 The RMSPE is defined as
feld 1981, p365):

follows(See Pindyck and Rubin-

ãl(p(t) - a(r)) / e(r)]*
+

where, A(t) is the actual value of the variable, P(t) is
the corresponding simulated value, T is the length of
the simulation period, and t refers to the time period"
The Theil's statistics U1 is defined as follows(see Mad-
dala 1977, p346):

u1 = lETp(Ð-- ¡(t)) / Att-t!"/Ie(t)*\ ?' - ¿

where, the variables are as defined above. Both RMSPE
and U1 lies between zeto and one. It is equal to zeto
if P(t) is a perfect forecast for À(t), and the opposite
is the case for a value of one.
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' The RMSPE and U1 statistics and simulat.ion graphs of

selected variables are presented in the following pages

along with brief comments regarding the simulation perform-

ance of the complete model" As a whole the predictive per-

formance of the model appears to be very good. The model

tracks the historical data wel-I, Ì¡¡ith a relatively small

margin of error" More than one-half of all the endogenous

variables(as weII as the stochastic variables) included in

the model exhibit RMSPE within the range of 1 0 percent mar-

gin of error(see Table 5"1)" More than three-quarter of all

the stochastic variables show RMSPE of less than 20 percent

and the remaining variables' error margin is lirnited within

35 percent" It may be noted here that the large RMSPEs for

the five variablesz73 are not unexpected since the variables

can take both positive cr negative values and one of the

variables are expressed as percentage changes. An examina-

tion of the TheiI's inequality coefficients--U1 also indi-

cate a good fit for the model" As will be shown shortly,
indeed, the model accurately captures most of the turning

points in all the major endogenous variables witl: very few

except i ons "

27 3 These f ive var iables--aIl- are
ties--are net foreign assets(HFe)
discrepancies in aggregate price
ancies in aggregate output(orseg)
aggregate income(gs).

definitions or identi-
, inflation rate(rxre),
Ievel (orsee) , discrep-
, and discrepancies in
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Predictive
Distribulion

Table 5"1
Performance
of RMSPE and

of the Model:
U'l Statistics

Error Margin 0-5% 5-1 0% 1 0-20% 20-35% 35%-

All Endog Vars"
(Cumulat íve %)

Stochastic Vars "(Cumulat ive %)

(a) RMSPE

17 33
( 18%) ( 54%)

s 18(12%) ( 54%')

16
(71%)

10
(77%)

22
(e5%)

10
(100%)

À11 Endog Vars.
(Cumulat ive %)

Stochastic Vars.
(Cumulat ive %)

21
(23%)

B
(1e%)

(b) u1

34
(5e%)

22
(7 0%)

16
(7 6%)

6
(84%)

17
(100%)

7
(100%)

Source: Present Study.

Given the quality of data, and the size and complexity of

the model, as well as the time bounds of the dynamic simula-

tion, it is quite reasonable to conclude that the model per-

formed very well in tracking the historical time path of the

endogenous variables. A comparison of predictive perform-

ance of other models for developing countries such as for
Pakistan(Naqvi, €t a1r1983), India(Pani, 1983 and Rao,

1987), Chite(Behrman, 1977), Greece(Vernardakis, 1979), Bra-

zil (Behrman and Klein r l 970) , Bangladesh(nabir, 1 983, Rashid

1980, and Jahan 1983) and for Ghana(atta, 1981 ) shows that

error margin of more than 10 percent is not uncommon and in

some cases are found to be very common. Comparat i vely ,



judging from

present model

summary st.atistics,
very encouraging.
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the performance of LheLhe

is

In general, the predictive performance of the real sec-

tor--both production and demand--is found to be relatively
superior to that of the monetary sector. In the agricultur-
aI sector the model predicts the time path of all the acre-

â9êr yield, production, and value-added variables with a

fair degree of accuracy, catching most of the turning points

in the data(see Tab1e 5"2 and Fig. 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4). The

only acception in this sector is the acreage of jute vari-
able(aCj), which has fairly large RMSPE. The simulation
graph for food-grains acreage(rig. 5.4) shows that the model

continuously over-predicts during Lhe 1965-70 period,

despite the relatively low values for both RMSPE and U1.

Tab1e 5.2
Predictive Performance of t,he Product,ion Sector

Endogenous Var iabl-es RMSPE U1

Food-grains Acreage (ecf )

Food-grains Yield(Yr,f )

Jute Àcreage (ÀCj )

Jute Yield(YLj )
Food-grains Production (0f )
Jute Production (Qj )
AII other Agri. Output(Yoa)
Àgricultural Output (Vag)
Manufacturing output (Ymf )
Manufacturing Employment (Lmf )
Manufacturing Investment ( fmf )
Capital Stock, Manufacturing(nmf )

Inf rastructure, Value-added (Yin )
Trade & Banking, Value-added(Ytb)
Housing, VaIue-added (Yho)
Construct ion, Value-added (Ycn )
Other Services, Value-added(Yos)
Gross Domest.ic Product (Ygd)

0.0470
0.0295

0 .1778
0.0478

0 " 0s68
0.1815
0.0546
0.0277
0.0637
0.0693
0 .437 7
0 "0473
0.0364
0.0667
0 "0720
0 .167 9
0.0530
0.0247

0.046
0.028

0"169
0.045
0.0s3

0 "162
0"0s2
0.028
0 " 055
0.0s7
0"38s
0.044
0.034
0.062
0 "079
0.078
0.049
0.024
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Source: Present Study"

The actual and the simulated series of value added in all
agricul-ture(vag) are very close to each other: the RMSPE

shows an error margin of less than 3 percent. The perform-

ance of this sector is quite satisfactory given the diffi-

culty of modelling the sector due to the highly volatile
nature of this sector.
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In the non-agricuILuraI sectors, the predicLive perform-

ance is also quite satisfactory(see Table 5"2) " Except for

two variables--investment in manufacturing(rmt) and val-ue-

added in construction(ycn)--a11 the other variables(Ymf,

Lmf, Kmf, Yin, Ytb, Yho, and Yos) performed fairly weII.

The simulation graphs(see rig" 5.2 for ymf) show that the

model tracks the actual series with a reasonable degree of

accuracy: Theil's U1 statistics is also relatively 1ow--B

percent or less. It may be noted here that the partial

equilibrium results for the manufacturing investment egua-

tion in the previous chapter show comparatively less than

satisfactory performance" In addition, noÍ¡ the endogenously

determined non-agricultural bank credits(cnna) variable in

the equation adds significant volatility since this variable

itself has a very large RMSPE margin(more on this later).

Finally, on the production side, the model simulates the

gross domestic product(Ygd) very closely(see Fig. 5.5):

both the RMSPE and U1 are less than 2"5 percent.

The simulation performance of both private and public

consumption variables are quite good: the RMSPE and U1 for

private consumption are both less than 3 percent(see Tab1e

5.3) " The simulation graphs show a strong tracking record

of historical data(see Fig" 5"6-5.7 for private and total

consumption). In contrast, bot.h private and public invest-

menL variables (Ip and igf) show less than satisfactory per-

formance: t.he RMSPE show an error margin of 38 percent
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and 22 percent, respectively" The simulation graph of the

private investment variable shows that the model continuous-

ly over-predicts during three separate periods: 1966-70,

1973-77, and 1981-82" An important explanation of such

behavior is the performance of the bank credit(CR) variable,

which also shows a similar patterns of over-predictions.

The simulation records for the total investment variables is
quite satisfactory ( see Fig. 5.8 ) .

Table 5.3
Predictive Performance of the Demand Sector

Endogenous Variables RMSPE U1

Private consumpt ion (Cp)
PubIic Consumption (Cg )

Total Consumption (C)
Private Fixed Investment (fp)
Pubtic Fixed Investment(Ig)
TotaI Investment(r)
Food-grains Imports (l¡f or )
Other Consumer Goods Imports (¡¿ocr )

capital Goods rmports(nfr)
Raw Materiat Imports(¡trr)
TotaI Imports (t'tgr )
Raw Jute Exports(xjr)
Jute Manufacturing Exports (Xjmr)
Other Exports(xor)
Tota1 Exports(xgr)
Exports Price tndex(Px)
Raw Jute Exports Price Index(ex¡)
Current Àccount galance(CA)

0 "0272
0.0813
0.0255
0 " 3793
0 "2167
0.1 993

0.3260
0 "1793
0.4018
0.1398
0 "1210
0.0804
0.0696
0.1 06s
0.0297
0.0921
0.3126
0 "2823

4.024
0.068
0.022
0.215
0 .142
0.215

0.331
0"162
0"338
0.111
0"114
0.06s
0.064
0.138
0 "0290.055
0 "2620"118

Source: Present Study.

In the international trade block

forms quite well capturing all the

Both the RMSPE and U1 statistics

the exports sector per-

turning points admirably.

are relatively low(see
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Table 5"3 and Fig. 5.10-12). The imports sector performance

is, however, less than satisfactory. Although total imports

variable tracks the historical data quite welI, the individ-

uaI imports equations' performanceS are quite varied, Sur-

prisingly, the food imports equation tracks the historical

data quite faithfully despite the very high RMSPE value"

The imports of capital goods variable shows consistent over

predictions during 1967-70? 1975-77, and 1981-82 part ly due

to the presence of volatile manufacturing investment vari-

able(imf) in that equation. Recal1 that the latter variable

showed similar pattern in its own historical simulation"

Imports of raw materials variable fails to track three major

turning points: 1963 and 1977 troughs, and the 1982 peak.

FinalIy, the model tracks the country'S current account bal-

ance with resonable accuracy having a U1 value of 11.8 per-

cent ( see also Fig. 5.12) " On balance , the model' s abi lity

to simulate the movements in the country's aggregate vari-

able--GNP--appears to be quite good(see Fig. 5.9)"

The summary Statistics for the fiscal and the monetary

Sectors are presented in Tab1e 5.4. AIl the government Sec-

tor variables performed reasonably well: although the RMSPE

values for some are relatively high the Theil inequality

coefficient--U1 for all the variables are less than 10 per-

cent except for the sales taxes(fst) and budget deficit(Sn)

variables both of which show an error margin of 12 percent.

The simulation graphs for total government revenue(TR) vari-

able
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aS r¡¡ell aS all the other fiscal secLor variables show good

t.racking perf ormance of the model ( see Fig. 5. 1 3-14 ) "

Of all the Sectors, the simulation performance of the

monetary sector is a bit disappointing despite all our

effortS to rnake the sectoral model-ling consistent and close

to reality. While no cumulative divergence is exhibited,

the overall performance of the sector is marked by high val-

ues for both the RMSPE and U1 coefficients(see Table 5"4,

also see Fig" 5.15 and 5.20 for money supply and aggregate

bank credits multipliers) .

Table 5.4
Predictive Performance of Fiscal and Monetary Sectors

Endogenous variables RMSPE U1

rncome Taxes(rin)
Excise Taxes(rex)
Customs Duties(Tcs)
Sales Taxes(rsf)
lotal Government Revenues(TR)
TotaI Government Expenditures (uG)
Government Budget Def icit (BD)
Currency in Circulation(cC)
Demand Deposits(oo)
Time Deposits(tn)
Total Bank Deposits(o)
l'loney Supply(t"t1 )
Hi gh Powered t'toney ( H )

Change in Govt Borrowings from
the Central Bank(DGBbb)

Govt Borrowings from
the Scheduled Banks(Cns¡)

TotaI Bank Credits(cn)
Net Foreign Assets(ur¡)
Non-Àgri Bank Credits(cRna)
ReaI Money Ðemand (t't1 r )

0.2260
0.1 693
0.1554
0 "287 4
0 "0527
0.0959
0 "26480.3275
0.51 57
0. s057
0 " 5057
0 " 3502
0.3502

9 "9196

0.1754
0 .4517
0.5240
0 .4999
0.0716

0.093
0.082
0.088
0.119
0,035
0.045
0.121
0.339
0.3ss
0.33s
0"341
0"338
0.330

0.400

0"085
0.315
0.476
0.394
0.070

Sources: PresenÈ Study
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It is worth noting here that despite high error margins,

two variables, namely, government borrowings from the cen-

tral bank(oCgUU) and from the scheduled banks(Cesb), per-

formed remarkably well in tracking the historical time path

of the corresponding variables catching all the turning

points in the series. This supports the assertion that the

summary statistics such as RMSPE and U1 are not the only

criterion one should use in model validation. It may be

mentioned here that the poor performance of the monetary

sector is in part due to our modelling strategy of this sec-

tor. The money supply is an endogenous variable in the mod-

e1. Also, rather than using ad-hoc stochastic specifica-

tions or assuming exogenously givenr wê have incorporated

various banking and monetary authorities' balance sheet

identities directly in the model which, unfortunatelyr P€r-

mits rapid error build-up. Our close scrutiny of the vari-

ous feedback loops in the model suggest that the major

source of error build-up is with the net foreign assets(ure)

variable, which, incidentall-y has a RMSPE of 52 percent.

The NFÀ variable is given by Lhe accounting identity

NFA=LAG(NFA)+CÀ+CAPi

where, CA is current account balance and is endogenously

determined, and CÀP is foreign capital inflow--an exogenous

variabte in the model. Although CA has relatively low(28%)

RMSPE, because of large fluctuations in the country's exter-

nal reserve position(Nra), the resulting error margin for

the NFA variable jumps to 52 percent.
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This large error in NFA has a clear ripple effect. all over

the monet,ary sector down to Lhe bank credit variables (Cn,

CRna, and CRag). As r¡e have seen earlier, the real secLor

also carries its share of this ripple effect through these

bank credits variables. 27 a

FinalIy, the simulation performance of the prices and

vrages secLor is more than satisfactory" Except for the

price of jute(e¡), all other prices show relatively low

error margin: both RMSPE and U1 are less than 10 percent(see

Table 5.5). The high error margin for the inflation vari-

able is not unexpected since the variable is measured in

percentage change form. Despite high error margin, the sim-

ulation graph of this variable shows a remarkably close

tracking of historical data(see Fig 5.18), as does the

tracking record for the general price level(see Fíg. 5.16).

The food-grains price(ef) variable tracks very closely the

historicai values and all the turning points except the one

in 1981(see Fig. 5,17). On the other hand, the jute

price(ej) variable tracks the historical series quite well

during the pre-independence period onIy, while fails to sim-

ulate closely the post-independence time path missing at

least one turning point--the 1978 peak"

27 4 one solution to this problem is to make the NFA variable
stochastic with CA and CAP as independent variables(see
Pani, 1983). We refrain from doing so since it is felt
that the accounting identities are integral parts of a
consistent macroeconomic model.
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Table 5,5
Predictíve Performance of The Prices and Wages Sector

Endogenous Variables RMSPE U1

Aggregate Price Level(Pga)
Rate of Inflation(p)
Price of Food-grains(Pf )

Price of Raw Jute(Pj)
Agricultural Price Deflator(pag)
Mánufacturing Price Deflator (pmt )

I^iPr, manufacturing (wermt )

WPÏ
CPI, urban(CPru)
cPI , rural (cPr r )
CPI
Nominal Wages, Àgriculture(wag)
Nominal Wages, Manufacturing (Wmf )

Reat wages, Àggregate(Rw)

0 "0377
0 " 8286

0 "07 02
0 "2420
0 " 068s
0,0757
0 " 0936
0"0810
0.0817
0.0874
0 " 0686
0.0724
0.0907
0 "0724

0 .029
0.25s

0. 081
0.217
0"057
0.085
0. 102
0.063
0.049
0"090
0.066
0.082
0.087
0.066

Sou!çe: Present Study.

The two sectoral wages variables performed well, despite the

fact that they are modelled based on traditional marginal

productivity principle" Fina1lY, the simulation graph for

the aggregate real wages variable(r'ig. 5"19) shows a good

tracking ability of the model to simulate the historical

time path of the variable.

In Summary, the model performed reasonably well consider-

ing the nature, size, and complexity, as well as the time

bounds of the dynamic simulation' We have seen that. the

model is able to track the historical time path reasonably

well for almost all of the major endogenous variables, espe-

cially in the real sectors of the economy, exhibiting no

divergent behavior in any significant way. The major weak-

ness in tracking some of the dynamic responses in the model
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results from the relatively poor showing of the moneLary

Sector. The relatively unsaLisfactory performance of the

monetary sector is in part due to our use of sectoral

accounting identities which permit rapid error build up and

our inability to closely track the net foreign assets(¡¡fa)

variable.

5.4 THE ÐY}-TAMTC STABILTTY OF THE MODEL

In t.he previous section we have tested the predictive

accuracy of the model and arrived at the conclusion that the

model has reasonably good ex-post predictive accuracy, ât

Ieast in tracking the historical daLa. However, a good pre-

dictive performance is not sufficient for a model to be use-

fully apptied for policy analysis" Further tests are needed

to ascertain the dynamic stability of the model. À model is

not stable, if a small change in parameters, time path of

exogenous variables, oF in the initial conditions or base

year produce large cyclical changes in the model. Natural-

ly, policy simulations based on such models wiIl be highly

Suspect. Therefore, in this section, several sensitivity

tests are undertaken to check the dynamic stability of the

model. The idea is to see how the model reacts to various

small doses of 'shocks'. Results from three such tests are

presented here. First, we allow a small change in the time

path of an exogenous variable: a 5 percent sustained

increase in foreign capital inflow(C¡p) is assumed. Second-
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ly, we make a small change in one of the estimated parame-

ters in t.he model: Lhe marginal propensity to consume is

decrease by 5 percent in this case. And, finally, the base

year is changed, first from 1959-60 to 1963-64 and than to

1972-73" Incidentally, all of these tests results may be

given plausibte economic interpretations. However r wê

refrain from this since our objective is to test the dynamic

stability of the model.

Change in Exogenous Variable:

The model is first simulated with a 5 percent sustained

increase in the exogenous variable--foreign capital

inflow(cep) " The results(Rl¡spe, U1, and the simulation

graphs) are compared with the corresponding results obtained

earlier with the historical simulation, henceforth, referred

to as the 'control solution'(which is the standard terminol-

ogy for historical simulation in the literature). Our com-

parison shows that the values of both the RMSPE and U1 are

very close in the two cases, and the simulation graphs do

not indicate any divergent behavior of the model. The model

does not exhibit 'explosive' tendencies in response to the

shock applied to it. This can be interpreted as an indica-

tion of inherent stability of the model" To save spacer wê

have reported the RMSPE and U1 statistics for this simula-

tion and the differences in RMSPE and U1 between the present

simulation and the control solution for selected important

endogenous variables in Table 5.6. In almost aIl case we

find the differences in error margins negligible.
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Table
Sensítivity Test: Change Exogenous Varíab1e#

5"6
in

Endogenous variables
RMSPE

Test* Difference+ Test* Difference+
U1

Food-grains Acreage (ect )
Agricultural Output (Yag)
Manufacturing Output (Ymf )

Gross Domestic Product(Ygd)
Private Consumption (Cp)
TotaL Consumption(C)
Total Investment(l)
Imports of Goods (t"tgr )

Exports of Goods(xgr)
Budget Deficit (BD)
Money Supply(t"t1 )

Aggregate Price Ievel(PgA)
Price of Food-grains ( Pf )
ReaI wages(nw)

0,0520
0.0332
0 "0624
0 " 0288
0 " 0330
0.0308
0 "2311
0"1363
0.0301
0 "26220.5927
0.0378

0.0815
0 .067 6

0.0008
0.0015
0.0002
0,000s
0"0001
0.0002
0.0383
0 "0227
0"0001
0.0046
0. 1837
0"0014
0.00s9

-0.0006

0"0521
0.0332
0 " 0537
0 "0269
0 "02870.026s
0.1373
0.1190
0.030s
0 .1 225
0 " 5954
0.0349
0,0937

0 "0622

0.0009
0,0000

-0.0003
0.0008
0 " 0026
0 " 0007

-0.0007
0.0110
0.0000
0 " 0039
0 "2502
0 " 0020
0.0074

-0.0004

# A 5 percent increase in foreign capital inflow is assumed;
x For a 5 percent increase in foreign capital inflow variable;
+ Difference between present simulation and control solution.
Source: Present Stuciy.

Change in Mode1 Parameter:

To test the model's dynamic stability further we now

to dropa1low the estimated marginal propensity to consume

by five percent through out the sample period" The results

once again indicate that the model does not exhibit insta-
A comparison of thebility in response to small shock.

RMSPE, U1 and the simulation graphs show no wild divergences

between the present simulation and the control simulation.

Table 5.7 presents comparative data for the

between the two simulations for selected

two statistics
endogenous vari-

ables. Once again the differences in error margins between

the two simulations are found to be negligible.
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Table 5.7
Sensitivíty Test,: Change in Model Parameter#

Endogenous variables
RMSPE U1

Test* Di f ference+ Test* Dlilerence*

Food-grains Àcreage (eCf )
Àgricultural Output (Vag)
Manufacturing Output (Ymf )
Gross Domestic Product(Yqd)
Private Consumption (Cp)
TotaI Consumption (C)
TotaI Investment (r )
Imports of Goods (¡tgr )
Exports of Goods(xgr)
Budget Ðeficit (go)
Money supply(u'1 )
Aggregate Price level(Pgd)
Price of Food-grains(Pf )

ReaI wages(nw)

0.0547
0"0401
0.0612
0.0352
0.0791
0.0745
0.1932
0. 1 1 33
0.0314
0 "2575
0.4648
0.0354

0 "07940.0679

0.0030
0.0084

-0.0010
0 " 0069
0 "0462
0.0439
0.0004

-0 " 0003
0.0014

-0 .000 1

0.0558
-0"0010

0.0036
0.0003

0 " 0541
0.0399
0.0533
0.0310
0.0708
0.0657
0.1409
0 "0997
0,0334
0,1193
0 " 3953
0.0319
0"0838

0 " 0628

0.0029
0.0067

-0.0007
0.0049
0 "0447
0 " 0399
0.0029

-0.0083
0,0029
0 " 0007
0"0501

-0.001 0

-0"0025
0,0006

* e S percent drop in marginal propensity to consume(from
0.9739 to 0.9252 during the pre-independence period, and from
0.8096 to 0.7691 during the post-independence period)
is assumed; * Error margin for a 5 percent drop in marginal
propensity to consume; + Ðifference between present simulation
and the control solution.
Xeutc_e: Present Study.

ÀS one would expect the shock resulted in decreased consump-

tion, investment, imports demand and national income and

output" What

shock is much

is noticeable rs that the responses to the

more pronounced during the pre-independence

period compared to the post-independence pericd" This has

also been observed with the previous sensitivity test. In

general, ês one would expect t

present case is similar to that

reversed in direction.

the response pattern in the

for the previous test but
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Change in Ease YearS

Finally, we change the initial conditions or the base

year to test the model's sensitivity to small perturbation"

Firstr wê change the base year from 1959-60, which is the

base year for control solution, to 1963-64. The resulting

simulation values and associated statistics show very IittIe

divergences between this and the control solution. The mod-

eI generated a stable solution. Next, the base year is

changed to 1972-73, which is the first year of our post-in-

dependence data set. A1I the simulated series closely fol-

low Lhe control solution path, and a comparison of associat-

ed statistics(see lab1e 5"8) show smalt divergences t

although the differences in the error margins are nolr rela-

tively large compared to the previous two tests. In general

the model is quite stable to change in the base year" Às

one would expect, the model with a recent base year simu-

lates the data much better compared with the performance of

control sofution wiLh a distant past base-year.
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Table 5.8
Sensit,ívity Test: Change in Initial Conditíons/Base Year#

Endogenous variables
RMSPE

Test* Di fference+ Test* Di f ference+
U1

Food-grains Àcreage (ecf )

Àgricultural Output (vag)
Mánufacturing output (Ymf )

Gross Domestic Product(vga)

0"0'1 38
0 "0234
0.0562
0"0186
0 " 0169
0.0161
0 " 1000
0 " 0952
0 "02420"1434
0 " 029s
0.0293

0 " 0791
0.0646

-0 " 0379
-0 " 0083
-0.0060
-0.0097
-0.0160
-0"0145
-0 " 0928
-0.0184
-0 " 00s8
-0"1142
-0.1 1 40
-0.007 1

-0 " 0036
-0.0036

0.0141
0.0238
0 " 0480
0"c183
0.0141
0.01 54
0.0832
0 " 0866
0.0236
0.1019
0 "2862
0.0311
0.0814

0.0s82

-0.0371
-0 . 0094
-0 " 0060
-0.0078
-0.0120
-0"0104
-0.0548
-0"0214
-0.0069
-0"0167
-0 " 0s90
-0.0018
-0.0049

-0.0044

Pr ivate Consumption (Cp)
Total Consumption (C)
TotaI Investment(I)
Imports of Goods(ugr)
Exports of Goods(xgr)
Budget Deficit(BD)
Money Supp1y(u1 )

Àggregate Price level(Pga)
piice of Food-grains(Pf )

Real wages(RW)

# rtre uasé year is changed from 1959-60 to 1973-73 and the
model is simulated for the period 1973-83, ceteris paribus;
* Error margins after changing the base year; + Difference
between the present simulation and the control solution.
Source: Present StudY"

Indeed, for all the endogenous variables the error margins

now decreases--as indicated by the negative signs for the

'difference' statistics in

the differences are quite

performance of the recent

ter "

Table 5,8--, and in many cases

significant. The models tracking

past years seems relativelY bet-
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5"5 þIACRO POLTCV STMUT,ATTONS A}dD MTTLTIPTTER ANALYSIS

The complete model f or the Bangladesh economy is norr¡ uti-

lized to explore the conseguences of various macroeconomic

policy alLernatives and exogenous 'shocks' Lo the economy"

Policy or shock simulation involves changing the values of

policy/shock variables or parameters in the model and solv-

ing the model for the time path of the endogenous variables.

The resulting simulations, henceforth, referred to as 'po1i-
cy/shock simulation' or simply 'simulated values', are than

compared with the 'control- solution' obtained earlier. The

dynamic multipliers can be calculated by taking the differ-

ences between the policy/shock simulation values and the

control solution values for endogenous variables and divid-

ing it by the change in policy/shock variables or parame-

ters. A percentage deviation in policy/shock simulation

over control simulation values is calculated in case of a

percentage change in policy/shock variable or parameter"

A large number of simulation experiments v¡ere conducted

with the model. The time period for all the simufations was

1961-83, In general, three alternative sets of policy/shock

simulations have been considered: (a) 10, 5 or 1 percent

change in the policy/shock variable over the entire sample

period(sustained change); (b) 10, 5 or 1 million constant

taka changes in policy/shock variable over the entire sample

period(sust.ained change); and (c) 1 million taka change in

the poticy/shock variable in the first-year only(one-shot
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change). Howeverr w€ have limited our discussion here to

the first. type of simulations only both to save space and Lo

avoid the problem of unit and other difficulties associated

with comparing changes measured in levels.

Although over fifty policy/shock simulation experiments

have been conducted with the model, only a selected number

of them--the most interesting ones--are discussed here "

Again, to save space and to preclude an inundation of num-

bers we have Iimited our presentation to estimated multipli-

er values and to graphs of selected variables onIy. À11 the

simulations can be classified into four broad categories:
(1) fiscal policy simulations, (2) monetary policy simula-

tions, (3) foreign sector policy/shock simulations, and (4)

exogenous shock simulations. In each category, the results

of at least two simulation experiments are presented here.

Fisca1 Polícy Simulations:

Four sets of simulations relating to the impact of fiscal
policy in Bangladesh are presented here:

(1) Tax reform poticy: 1 percent

al-1 taxes and government revenues:

tax functions as weII as exogenous

multiplied by 1 .01 ;

(2) Expansionary fiscal policy:

increase in both public investment

di tures ;

sustained increase in

alI the endogenous

revenue variables are

1 percent sustained

and consumption expen-
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(3) 'BaIanced budget' fiscal policy: 1 percent sustained

increase in both t,axes and public consumption and invest-

ment expenditures; and

(4) Reduction of subsidy and/or relaxation of price con-

trol: '1 percent sustained increase in f ood-grains pric-

es.

In general, the simulation results show substantial

endogenous reSponses in fiscal and monetary agents' behav-

ior. In particular, the feedbacks, both simultaneous and

lagged, are often quite significant. The important mecha-

nism of these feedbacks and endogenous responses seem to

have been operating through the government budgetary con-

straints, financing rules, and the accounting identities

that transmit monetary impulses through out the resL of the

economy " Because of the disequilibrium adjustments and

induced compositional changes and also due to non-linearity

in feedback mechanisms and longer than a year adjustment

lags, our results are much different than those suggested by

the standard short-run equilibrium IS-LM text book models"

The policy multipliers for selected endogenous variables

for the uniform 1 percent increase in all taxes and revenues

are presented in Table 5.9. It is well known that the tax

system in Bangladesh is far from efficient, and that there

is considerable scope for improvements in tax collection as

welI aS widening the tax baser Particularly income taxes,

without hindering growth and development of the national
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o.0225751 0.033¡99a 0.0338797 0.0]a6011 0-OOa6908 0.022411 0,022335
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r961 O.O1281Or -O-OOOSSe -O.OO¡t O.OOSSST O.OOeSeer -O.OO¡eSt O-OOZ¡6Sr O-OOO?O1?{ -0.00263931962 C.C100336 -O.OO6r?3 -0.01?2 0.002969 0.0070265 -C.005522 o.OO{3356 C-00097{5{ -0.0020569
1963 0.02384{? -O.OO9OO8 -0.01?5 0.OO5593 O-0r63716 -0.0r1265 0.0082550 0.00191635 -0.002646r1961 o.Oì?369? -0.014€32 -0.0115 o.OOl155 o.Or2607l -0.006513 o.OO91r?8 0.00t812{9 0.00005cÓ
1965 0.O22982r -0.01{35r -0.0219 o.OOr5?2 0.Or66678 -0.002918 o.Or06173 0-0022€r20 -O.00059061966 0.020?20t -0.0152{c -o-r4o? o.oo?5{0 o-0r5191r -0.0039:c 0.or28606 0.00257359 -0.0010380r96? C.O?9r(35 -O.Or{512 -O.0650 O.O1oO58 o.021t2{? -0.00316{ 0.0r52262 0.002€3661 0.0008530
:96e 0.o27A806 -O.0r6oJ6 -0,9r5? 0.025662 0.O203987 -O.OO(5?1 o,O1?9082 0.00308259 -0.0005555t969 0.0405232 -O.Or9o95 -{.9925 o.O589aO C-0295518 -0.032602 C.022r987 0-00320239 0.00085{3
197C 0.036{r?3 -0.Or6388 0.4022 o.O?3507 o.02?{901 -O.O9oO32 0.0258346 0.00(91537 0.0002973
1973 0.01730't6 -O.020286 -0.0255 -0.0r355ì O.OO85a90 o.OOO26{ 0.02r6652 0-OO{36566 0.00871a4
1971 0,0r83079 -0.015179 -0.0556 o.O1??61 0.0',t043?9 0.0r989ú 0.0196t79 0.00303a10 0.0065089
r975 0.0r85532 -O.OrO565 -O.1l5r o.Ol6{69 o.O13502E O.O{7653 o.OrE582a 0.00266038 0.0052317
19?6 0.Or21 1{? -O.O1o.90 -0.04?2 o.OO633C O.0051219 0.0r5867 o.O15a9oe 0.O02{5378 0.00?98?1
1971 0-0r33163 -o.oo8ì55 -0. l2{9 o.oo86a6 o-oo?1787 o-02279e 0.0!38?92 0-0022a073 0.0065698
1978 o.Or3o293 -O,OO?233 -0.0856 o.Ol0662 o.OO898?1 0.025651 o.Or29r08 0-002r765r 0.005ù616
1979 0.0137225 -0.0058óO -0.0586 0.0r2252 0.009533? O.029719 0.0r25892 0.O02r8980 0.00{5{05
1980 0.012?589 -O.OO?3{7 -O.O{8? O.O1r5A7 0.0089523 o.02{6?{ 0.0122ß35 0.O022221{ 0.00{1220
1981 0.0127370 -O.CO?38( -0.1062 o.O1l80r O.OO8A2{{ O.019550 o.Or200{5 0.00220299 0.00{522{
1982 0.0139380 -0.007386 -0.0969 O.Ol2065 O.OlO5006 O.019151 O-0122275 O.0023{181 O-004ì626
r9a3 0.o1{5099 -0.0o768{ -o.o?9? 0.012885 0.0113872 C.0228r1 0.0126065 0.002{{95{ 0.00a0517
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1 96C
196r -0.01{09 o.OOOOOOOO O.OOOOOO -O.OOOTStO -O.OOOSS8Z O.OOOr6778 -O-0005666 0.0065?01 o.OO6l3?9
1962 -0.O390? O.OOl587{r -O.OO55O6 -O.0007650 -0.00067O{ O.OOO36(?3 -0.002E537 0.O091018 0.00?9{12
1963 -0.06021 0.OO2a{f82 -O.OO7{53 -O.OOr786? -0.O0r5660 0.00055r55 -0.002{a8{ 0.0r58{92 0.0160{21
1961 -O.O2674 o.OO{5S550 -0.013545 -O.OOrO26r -0.0008993 o.OOO?5737 -0.003a02r 0.01{32{5 0.0173332
1965 -0,01937 0.005236?1 -0.013618 -0.OOO8{?8 -O.OOO?{3r O.OOO9AO3( -0.0008780 0.0r69599 Ù.0212169
r966 0.0?6{1 O.O060907O -0.014?2{ -O.OOOS97a -0.0005236 0.00131106 -0.0007601 0.02r5985 0.0212{08
1967 -0.0530? O.OO63{378 -0.01a172 -O.OOOl929 -0.0003{{3 0.0016a916 0.000706a 0.0233383 0.0270986
1968 -0.17506 0.00737555 -0.0r662? O-0006852 0.0006005 0.00212a91 0.000?301 C-02?6818 0'O28132C
1969 -O.05755 o.OO?87302 -0.016988 o.OO2r9?7 o.OOr9258 o.OO15A62? O.005961r 0.0335120 0.0364588
19?ú -O.07265 0.00922569 -0.0r965{ 0.0038029 o.OO333r9 o.OOt716{3 0.003590¡¡ 0,0380299 0.0380786
19?3 0.O065? 0.00980356 -O.O2oO53 -O.OOO27r9 -O.OOO2l83 o.OOr989{5 -0.002(587 0.021f,163 0.0265093
19?( -C.O04re 0.008395?9 -0.or55{5 o.oooa2t9 0.0003715 0.0015a853 0.001861r 0.021f,88? 0.0219059
l9?5 -0.o05?9 0.00?26{57 -0.012293 0.00ì996{ 0.00r7{9a 0.00160822 0.002a323 0.021{{52 0,0216673
1976 -0.00073 o.o06t5o93 -0.010879 o.oo3{a8? 0.0003932 0.00135288 0.0002{91 0.01{5193 0.01620?0
197ì -0. r263? 0,0055166C -0.00881? O.OOCr62O O.0006678 O.OOt28O39 O.OO1a3{9 0.0ì{0586 0.01{96?l
1978 -0.01714 C.OO{9159( -O.OO?989 O.0008699 O.000?623 O.OCl33r?1 0.O011305 0.0r{3915 0.015{66:
1S79 -0.02092 0.00a535{l -0.00?70{ 0.000992? 0.0008699 0.0013?33e 0.00loag{ 0.01{680( 0.01616ri
r98( 0.00{99 o.oo{38997 -0.00791' O.0006{89 o.0005686 0.OCr37600 O.0006005 0.0143666 0.0159¿4?
198 -0.00095 0.oo{2209_ì -0.00781{ o.ooo{955 0.ooo{3{: o.oc138o9o o.o0og222 0.0141081 0.01572é?
r982 -C.0r lo0 0.00{09268 -0.0076?{ 0.o00llr2 0.00029c3 0.00139823 0.00075(9 0.01a8640 0.0r70400
r98l -0.00820 0.00{16t86 -c.o08l{2 o.0005268 0.000{6t6 ú.001¿9¿39 o.coo?sì1 0.0156899 0,O18366r

*Definition of variabl-es(YGD, pGD, CP, etc.) are given at the end of this
chapter (tabte 5.20) .
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economy. 27 s

The negative impact effects of increased taxes on budget

deficits, money supply, and the price level are consistent

with a priori expections--although the effects are rel-ative-

ly small in our case" Notice that total government revenues

rise by more than 1"5 percent in the first year due to feed-

back effects. However, budget deficit does not improve much

because of large endogenous responseS in government expendi-

tures--both consumption and investment. Consequently

national income and output responds positively but moderate-

ly through the tradiLional multiplier effects. Disposable

income also rises with the rise in income. It should be

noted here that because of the endogenous response of gov-

ernment expenditures, the tax policy is not a pure tax poli-

cy in our model, it is at the same time an expansionary fis-

cal policy! 276

The effects of the tax policy change beyond the first

year, however, are quite different. The budget deficit con-

tinuously riSeS as increased government revenues and nation-

aI income triggers greater endogenous responses in govern-

ment expenditures" The induced effect on private

expenditures is also positive. Às a result, national income

27 5 Indeed, our simulation exercise (not reported here) wittr
a 10 percenL increase in average income tax rates sug-
gest no adverse effects on all the major endogenous
variables in the model. The gains in taxes and revenues
are, however, very sma11 given the country's smaIl
income tax base.

27 6 See section 3.4 above f.or details on this issue.
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and output continuously rises and reaches the peak multipli-

er value of 3 in the ninth year.277 As one would expect,

increased income boosts the imports demand thereby worsening

the country's balance of payment situation, which leads to

contraction of the domestic money supply. However, during

the later half of the period the situation reverses due to

gradual dampening effects of the policy on the overall econ-

omy "

One rlvzzling issue is the relatively small response in

aggregate price level and the inflation rate throughout the

sample period" In general, compared to many developing

countries, the price leveI in Bangladesh shows remarkable

stability throughout the sample period except for the high

inflation period in the first half of the seventies. How-

ever, the food-grains prices do respond vigorously to the

policy change in Lhe model but the effect is not felt quite

the same vray in the general pr ice leveI" Thi s rnay be , in

part, due to the nature of the aggregate price relation in

our model, which is a weighted average of aII the sectoral

prices, and the weights are being endogenously determined by

the forces of both demand and supply" AII the services sec-

tor prices are assumed exogenously given while only the

agricultural and manufacturing prices are endogenousJ-y

277 In general, the leveling
in our model is found to
found in other developing
Vernardakis(1979) found a
Greek economy. For the
is considerably shorter(3

off period for the multipliers
be quite long compared to that
country studies. For example,
period of seven year for the

developed countries the period
to 4 years) 

"
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det.e rmi ned .

The impact effects of expansionary fiscal policy--1 per-

cent increase in public consumption and investmenL--show an

increase in income and output but with an worsening budget

deficit situation(see Table 5"10), which are in Iine with

the text book predictions. What is vrorth noting is the rel-

atively small response: an impact multiplier of 0"25 for

national outpuÈ with a long-run peak of only 0"27 in the

third year. Furthermore, in the long run the multiPlier

turns negative, and remains So for the fuII part of the

post-independence period. The endogenous nature of govern-

ment financing requirements leads to substantial 'crowding

out' of both private and public investment expenditureS, and

in the long run generates contraction in income, output, and

expenditures through the traditional multiplier effec¡5. 278

When the above two experiments are combined, which we

might call a 'balanced budget' strategy, although not quite

the same as balanced budget fiscal policy strictly means,

the results are revealing. The estimated multipliers for

selected endogenous variables are given in Table 5.11.

278 Our simulation experiment(not reported here) with a 10
percent increase in public consumption expenditures only
êho* even greater coñtraction in all the real variables
and a largèr balance of payment deficits. In fact, the
results sñow no expansionary effects on income and out-
put even in the short run '
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MULTIPLIERS: ].% INCREASE IN GCVERNMENT TNVESI'Y]ENT AND CONSÜI',IP'I.ION
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r 962 -0.028069
r 963 -0.00785{196{ -0.0093981965 -0. 0ù2{06
1 966 -0.0 I 0988
I 967 0.0 I 05{2
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1969 0.0 r o03a
l 970 0.0038s8
1973 0. 002326
197( -0.0030191975 0.001?68
1 9?6 0.00502{
1971 0.0t{{32
197e -0.004r15
1979 -0.015?59198Cr -0.0O7161
198 r 0.003562'r982 0.00?201
1983 0.010068

* Definiti-on

o.ooooooo o.ooooooo -o.ooo{536 -o.oool975 o.ooozaoas -o.oooorlg o.oozeor o.oouze¡0-0019282 -o.0065{8{ -o.ooo066s -o.oooo?se o.ooo2{JoJ -0.003o233 o-oo¡igt o.oos9{5o-00200r2 -0.0056233 -O.OOO352o -0.0003085 ú,OOO3o8l? -O.OOOra9ú o.00653o o.oo7so10.0021552 -0.o058711 -O.OOOOa32 _O.OOOO3?8 O.OOO2O6a8 _O.OOO{298 O.OO2{9{ o.0o49290-001668( -0.0029306 -O-OOO1{19 -O.OOOr2{{ û.OOO2{660 O.OO10563 o.O04o{? o.oo{8260-00r¡[709 -0.002]854 o.ooo15{3 o.ooor352 o.oooo52o3 o,ooo19]4 -0.00118? O.OO19r8o.0006272 0.oO0135{ -O.OOOO82{ -O.OOOO723 0.0O020921 o.OO1 ì67? O.003383 0.o02s910.0007369 -O.0009a15 o.ooorTro o.ooor525 o.oooo?670 -o.ooo3o56 -o.ooo?{9 o.ooo78o0.o002637 0.000273{ o.ooor?60 o,ooor5a2 o.ooo31 165 o.oor 1368 o.oo2890 0.o016350.0o0f993 -0.000503f o.ooo187{ o.ooor6{2 o.ooor922c -o.ooo151o o.oor122 o.oo12(s0.000t2{1 -C.000{568 -0.0002778 -o.ooo2{35 -O.OOOi2995 _0.0003812 _O.OO28O5 _o.ooz36¿
-0.o0o18{c 0.00r06{3 -o.oo079a2 _0.0006961 _O.OOO{7?78 _O.OOOOt37 _o.oo7274 _o.oo635l
-0-0010278 0.003{556 -o.oo3oo95 -0.00263?9 -0.0008838? -0.0009193 -o.Ol2a86 -O.0t2739-0,o02t823 0.00622r? -o.oor1?22 -o.oo.l027t _o.ooo883?c o.oo1l32{ _c.oo86oo _o.o1l502
-0-o026590 0.0068562 -0.00r5292 -O.OO13aO3 -0.00087661 -O.OO05r55 -0.00887€ -0.011161-0.00302{1 0,00?0359 -O.OOr29l{ -0.0011319 -O.OO0863{6 -O.OOO{898 _O.OO86{l _o.o108o2
-0.003085{ 0'00655r2 -0.0010268 -0.0008999 -o.ooo?{{os -o.ooo582e -o.oo7s9J -o.oo9s2c-0.o029940 0.0059282 -o.oooa6rc -o.ooo{oao -o.ooo5?56¿ -O-OOO2{2s -C.OO598r -o.oo7éo:-o.0025?5{ 0.00{8e94 -o.ooo1?21 -o.ooor5o9 -0.0o047696 -O.OOO42ol -0.005298 -O.OO62ì?-0.o0214r5 0.oo{1669 -O.OOOO95? -O.OOOO839 -O.OOO{2905 -0.0003695 -C.OO¡999 -O.OOs969-0.0022102 0.0039s28 -o.ooor99i -o.ooo17{? -o.oo0{{206 -o.ooo3oB9 -c.oo{993 -o.o05r2t

of variables(YGD, PGÐ, etc.) are given at the end of this chapter(Table 5.2O)
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The t. ime path of some of the import.ant mult ipl iers are also

graphically presented in Fig. 5.21-28. Our results shov¡

that the balanced budget multiplier for output and income is

positive. The impact multiplier for GDP is relatively

smalI(0.4) but it shows gradual increment over time leveling

off at 1 "3 in the 1Oth year. Regarding the direction of

effects on the endogenous variables it appears that the tax

financed endogenous expansionary effects dominates the gov-

ernment expenditure initiated effects. This expansionary

effects, however, generates inflationary trend, although

with a long tag(3 years), despite the fact that money supply

shrinks continuously. The contraction in money supply is

triggered by the continuous deterioration of the balance of

payment as a result of increasing imports demand" Note that

the budget deficit in the first year rises by 1.23 percent

despite increases in both expenditures and revenues by the

same percentage point. This is expected because of low tax

base and more than proportionate endogenous responses in

government expenditures. Like the income multiplier the

budget deficit multiplier also levels off around the 1Oth

year but with a higher value (1 "76) "

To analyze the impact of agricultural price support and

subsidies in BanglaCesh, the model is simulated for a sus-

tained 1 percent increase in food-grains prices under the

assumption that a relaxation of these subsidies and support

progr.ams wiIl increase the market price of food-grains. the



result is mixed(see Table 5"

food production as well as

For the food sector this may

the other sectors increased

12) " The

aggregate

be due to

food price
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effect on both

is negative.

lags, and for

cont rac t i ona ry

impact

output

supply

may be
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MULTïPLIERS: l-U INCREASE rN BOTH GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AND TAXES
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YEÀR YGD

r 960
1961 0.00{{9{l
r962 0.O050901
r963 0.00?92f,6
t 964 O. O072?¡t6
r 965 0. O0A5569
1 966 0. O07?69{
1967 0.O096672
1968 0.009r125
1969 0.01239{8
1970 0.0129f5{
1 97 3 0.007{3 1 3
r97{ O.00a2801
1915 O. O0 r 888 3
1916 0.0009137
191 7 0.000{ 03 7
1 978 0 , 000{ 966
1979 0.0011?62
19A0 0.0019629
198r O.0023511
r982 0.0028805
1983 0.003309?

YEÀR HGR

r 960
r 96 1 0.00724 16
1962 0.0090287
1 963 0.OO7?621
1 964 0,0074630
r 965 0.0088313
1966 0.0098{{7
196? 0,01r{280
1 968 0,0 1 50062
1969 0.026233s
r 970 0,026 1 79{
19?3 0.00531 r8
r974 0.0031752
1 975 0.0009827
1976 -0.00312171977 -0.00{ { 280
1978 -0.002292{1979 -0.00152101980 0.0001599
1981 0.0018339
1982 0.0025525
ì 98 3 0.00255?2

YEÀR PF

YEÀR

-o.oo{{399 0.0206303 0.01a5133 0,0200646
o.oo21677 0.0096093 0.0226193 0.0r02697

-o- ooo582 r 0.02 I 06? ? 0.0292618 0.02 I 6?A{
0.0018952 0.01 12202 0.0f22{20 0.012{9{9
0.o00{{06 0.or67?95 0.032122? 0,0179998
0.o0¡¡152? 0.0099360 0.03{1{s7 0.011121?
o.o0r60{9 c.0188?72 0.03{827a 0.0205059
o.oo{65a6 0.0127203 0.0357516 0.01{1599
0.0025r5ú c.02f170ú 0.039sr11 0.02{595a
o.0067559 C.01910{c 0.0a01r35 0.0203968
0.0091237 0.000a8?1 0.0{529{l 0.0030649
0.00696{0 -0.0012r09 0.039{07c o.001212{
o.0059280 -0.00{8a6{ 0.0{83784 -o,O02{677
0.0033898 -0.0o33S9{ 0.0336661 -0.001{5{9o.oo2r6{2 -0,0033700 0.0305138 -0.O012762
o-ooo85a9 -0.0022{76 0.030{153 -0.000r088

-o.ooo1086 -0,0005101 0.03197{{ 0.0017210
-o,o005351 0.0010982 0.0¡11882 0.003308(
-0.0002{7s 0.00155{r o.032{¡o2 0.0039040
-o.ooor682 0.0021215 0.03{2071 0.00{7981
o.ooo l3{{ 0,o0222{8 0.0361929 0.0050890

XGR CÀ TR NG

o.ooooagrg o.orgog¿s o.ol l¡etz o.ol tlzte
0.00218052 0.0322935 0.01{9{63 0.0r59538
0.0026r862 0.0336503 0.0r80726 0.O1?{128
0.oo28182-e 0.0{?1652 0.Or76647 0.0r65233
0.003323?1 0.0228523 0.017{328 0.0161791
0.0065{055 0.020ì975 0.019r792 0.0173{O(
o,oo33?121 0.0222111 0.0208913 0.016{85?
0.00{65660 0.0303733 0.O220a07 0.0188066
0.0o{5892r 0.0a89889 0.02?S203 0.02082{3
0.0063?513 0.0{390{5 0.02801(8 0.0226{88
0.0016{859 0.012{'166 0.02¡t0999 0.019501{
0.001090€7 0.005119{ 0.017{272 0.0111979
o.ooo61{33 0.00228?r 0,0133390 0,004{6{{
0.ooo30{31 -o.00ct126 0.o1003{9 0.003033r
0.00013{29 -0.0070262 0.010677? 0.0039009
0.0001?813 -0.00{7899 0.01200?1 0.0041871
0.000¡¡6888 -0.o029691 0.0138651 0.00?322{
0,00089278 0,0003058 0.0152190 0.0090r55
0.0o1 12997 0.0028656 0.01629{8 0.0ì20¡¡53
0.001f3595 0.0038663 0.0173{75 0.01{3289
0.0015086a 0.00a90?3 0.0r82779 0.0138703

(PEFCENTÀGE CHANGE tH PRED¡CTED VALUES OVER CONTROL SOLUT¡ON)

CPCGCTYE

0.00829{ 0.00000{42
0-o0289r 0-o00r3518
0.o02690 -0.oo0r r353

-o.ooo273 0.0001379{
0.o02{06 0.0o028952
0 . 000?42 0.000508 1 9
0.o0527a 0.00088620
0.o089?l 0.oo128682
o.o25o6? 0.O03327{8
0.023?{0 0.002a?0?7

-0.o135?7 0.00038{3?
-0.0231(6 0.o00r7553
-0. o2o{7{ -0. oo0 l a92?
-0.o1?099 -0.o00282{?
-0.02124? -0.O0032062
-0.o12a61 -0,O00f,2075
-0.0089 r a -0.000 r 6758
-0.o02966 0-o0002961
-0.002205 0-o001?3a5
-0.002{25 0-00020{05
-0.0025a8 0.00023555

aD eP

o.orz¡¿o -o.ootoeos0.0r7570 0.o025572
0.or6{36 0.0022a87
0.0r{62( 0.o0506r6
0.0r{219 0.o0a8211
c.0r{995 0-0056699
0.01107c o.ooa8580
0.0151r1 0-0066179
0.01f290 0-00?3095
0. o r ?552 0. o09255{
0.01713{ 0.006292?
0.0055{ 1 0. o04682?

-0.00?(16 0.00t8{6r
-0.013?92 0.0010528
-0.0138.9 -O-00032?6
-0.o06009 -0.0009110
-0.002799 -O.O009969
c.00213t -0-0006{r0
c.006791 -0-o002279
0.00998{ 0.o000075
0-007250 0.0002725

CJ 'NFÀ ¡NVP TD H

,YAG

o.oo¡¡sss
0.003355{
0.0056075
0.00{828{
0.00s93{6
o . 00{ 3a26
0 . 0063 1¡¡ {
o.005202?
o-o073627
0.0067 1 95
0.001(88 t
0.00r2130

-o.000620 1

-0.0007822
-o.0011153
-o.000936?
-0.000{a?r
o.0000906
o.000168{
0,00038{5
0.00056(6

' xl

-o.ooztgt
-0,003a{{
-0-008612
-o.006106
-0.0039{7
-0.003535
-0.00(118
-0. o0678e
-0. o3 r 608
-0.07998?
-0.0 1 1 302
-0.0r00r9
-0.032 1 22
-0.01919{
-0.02{637
-0. o20 r 63
-0.013?31
-0.o0{3{3

0.00135?
0.002320
0.0026?2

NM

Y

o.orezseo
0.0092321
0.0r9{677
0.0110165
0,0160781
0.0099380
0.0r79583
0.o127220
0.022?109
0.0190403
0.o01a513

-0.000?7a6
-0.0051679
-0.0031269
-0.0029558
-0. o0 1 535¿
o.0006a13
0.002559{
0,0030{{{
0.003813?
0.00{02{9

cn

-0. oosr.¡s
-0.00508 3

-0.01583{
-0.00962{
-0.003936
0.o02290
0.00750{
0.022988
0.05r353
0. o6908 1

-0,005¡¡ 1?
-0.008?06
-0.03{336
-0.018932
-0.02{526
-0.0 I 9930
-0.013199
-0.00366{
0.00133{
0.002 r 09
0.002671

RH

I 960
r96r o.o2737A5 -o.ooosor -o.oroe o.otz¡¡¿ o.otel¡rs -o.ooz,gt o.oos¡ore 0.o0116183 -o.00521991962 0.012{A96 -0.0r r953 -0.026? O.001679 0.0090922 -0.003¿¿4 0.0066512 0.00r2398? -0.0013098r963 A.O277755 -0.013372 -0.0211 0.00{592 0,O19361{ -0.008612 0.0106352 0.002r0720 -0.0019392r964 0.0139{90 -0.o1?382 -0.0092 -0.oc2672 0.0r05f17 -c.006ro6 0.0097a82 0.00173616 0.0022288
1965 0,02r3351 -0.01399? -0.0r7? 0.000518 o.o156{6C -0.0039{7 C.0107797 0.00210959 0.0003180
r966 0,0123r8: -0.01366? -0.0893 0.001798 0.O09S35C -C.0C3536 0-0tO{30r 0.00187389 0.O0r9150r96? 0.024129C -0.010523 -0.0{6) 0.00?920 0.0l7t8at -0.00(3t8 0.012525r 0.002310{9 0.000645C
1968 0.C161367 -0.0122{6 -0.585€ 0.0r5ar5 0.0r21906 -0.006?A8 0.0r2658€ 0.0021a856 0.O0f?286
1969 O.0299601 -0.00980? -3.609r C.04:662 0.o219'l2r -C.ù3r608 0.0rb0893 0.Oo2397{5 0.0002778
1970 0.0242258 -0.O1149( 0.2669 0.O(7309 0.01E{2{9 -0.079987 0.017967¿ 0.O0360{?6 0.0008255
r973 0.00?3335 -O.01(37s -0.01 r8 -0.032963 C.0005595 -C,01 r302 0,013a92{ 0.O0259929 0.007{?8919?{ O.OO399?5 -O.OO9657 -0.013¿ -O.O13600''-0.0013936 -O.OlOOr9 o.OO9?83r O.OOtl1938 o.O065{27
1975 -O.00r698? -0.0060ac -0.0303 -0.015026 -0.0055?r6 -0.032122 0.0055908 0.00056933 0.0062698
r9?6 -0.002r635 -0.00r5.5 c.0r2c -0.0091?{ -0.003852( -c.0r9r94 0.0029128 0.0002?205 0.0036065
197? -0.0037975 0.000123 0.0{55 -0.009912 -0.0038509 -0.02{637 0.O00?O33 0.O001 1655 0.0020{57
1978 -0.0030(9? 0.001 r9? 0.0276 -0,00737r -0,0025{95 -0.020163 -0.0005052 0.00013200 0.0007654
1979 -0.0016803 0.0O1{32 0.OO99 -0.O03A95 -0,O00575? -0-0r3?31 -0.000849r 0.O002553t -0.00032631980 0.O00183r 0.00120¿ -0.0009 -0.000515 0.00ì2159 -0.00a3{3 -0.000{666 0.000{3713 -0.0008897198r O.0011575 0.000{83 -0.015? 0.00rr91 0.o0r7118 0.001357 0.0000837 0.0005a705 -0.00084611982 0,0019825 -0.O00270 -0.0201 0.00r758 0.0023¿¡58 0.00232C 0.o006946 0.O00?173G -0.0!0715{ì983 O.0022321 -0.000892 -0.0173 0.o01718 0.002{539 C.002672 0.001172( 0.00082382 -0.000¡l{51

INFP ACF ACJ YLF YLJ LXF .PJ NYGD xlF

960
96r -0.026{6( O.OOOOOOOC O.OOOOOC -O.OOr0805 -O.OOO9{7C O.OOO{1163 -O.OOO{AO5 0.0r33{70 o.Or26o85
962 -0.059653 o,OO33rr{5 -O.Or13o2 -C.O0o?517 -C.0006588 o.OOO5r222 -0.0055673 0.Or1188{ O.0Ì23965
963 -0.O543{9 0.00{05157 -0.0118r7 -C.OO17956 -0.O015)38 0.00067857 -0.00213{8 0.018{696 0.0198550
96{ -0.02916C 0.0060265{ -0.016555 -O.OO09591 -0.0008406 0.00069008 -0.0032338 0.012665? O.O117266
965 -O.0r62{5 0.0056968r -0.0112¿5 -0.0008706 -0.0007630 0,00090306 0.000{555 0.0163{27 0.020315?
966 O.0{325a 0.00606123 -0.or3329 -0-0003910 -0.O003{2? 0.0009¡¡oo9 -0.000{463 0.0139619 0.0171o12
961 -0.025{09 0.00529166 -0.o101{9 -0.000{33{ -C¡.0003798 0.O0r30103 0.0016537 0.0193956 0.0213446
968 -0.0905{9 0.0060{26r -0.0127{r 0.00057r9 0.o005012 0.o0r{6278 0.0000778 0.0r73053 0.0r96r03
969 -O.O21A92 0.005699{{ -O.Ot I t9{ O.OOl60rC O.OOlaO29 0.0026763? O.OO53r76 0.025r553 0.O25831 1

970 -0.0{32r0 0.00667898 -0.0r37ú6 0.o025593 0.0022{25 0.00258r29 C.00r9696 0.0258126 0.0?61?ra
973 0.005?86 0.oo690815 -0.0r38(7 -0.0006.113 -0.0005351 c.00rrf056 -0.0020593 0.0r36630 0.0r¿{520
911 -O.006t1e o.O0535833 -0.0090?3 -0.0006720 -0.0005890 0.000r9991 0.001272? 0.0061983 0.00?36a1
975 -O.002151 0.00369881 -C.ooa(29 -0.00r8{59 -0.00161?9 0.O00r08r5 0.0006571 0.O007309 0.0005?5(
976 0.00r755 0.00202!{5 -0.00069? -0-0009687 -0.0008a90 -0.00007553 0.00r2608 0.0002526 -0.0016602
971 -C.060032 0.0008790? 0.o0r18r -0.00r205? -c.00r056? -0.000r5273 0.000r932 -0.0008013 -0.002?598
91A -0.0r(38{ 0.00006rr? c.002051 -0.000972ì -0.0008519 -0.0001{7r8 0.00005{8 -0.0006885 -0.0021769
9?9 -0.O3?r1C -0.00c34292 0.002006 -0.00065a2 -0.0005?33 -0.00000997 -0.00002{? C.0005399 -0.000?S-¡9
98C -0.O059a5 -0.0004r90r 0.00r398 -û.000222' -0.000r9{6 0.00cr7362 0-00007r5 0.0C20?16 0.00r35{9
98r 0.002089 -0.00C2t65(; 0.000¿6? 0.000úr86 0.0000163 0-00029891 0.0000270 0.0028?30 O,OO21291
982 O.000692 -0.0O00155ì -0.00029r 0.00002f,0 0.0000202 c.oo017656 -0.00001{6 0.003?a8a ú.0039929
983 0.005569 0.0002-ìr6¿ -0.00092? 0.0000{0:ì 0.0000358 0.oo0{31r9 0.0000272 0,00{3432 0.00{?861

* Definition of variables are given at the end of this chapt,er(Tabl_e 5.2O)
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MULÎTPLTERS: IU SUSTAINED TNCREASE TN FOODGRATNS PRTCES

Jj7

-0.0008266
-o. oo 2 599 0
0.0021¡[09
0.o0o8936
0.00r1989

-o,00 1 373€
o.o0{a73(

-0 .0057363
-0.0003139
-0.00a23{9
0.0laoo31
0.01020a{
o.00825{8
0. o0a 282 7
0.o0a0392
o.oo277g9
o. 0022{ 1 2
o.0o13693
o.00r852?
o.oo22726
0.0021663

,ftGD .4 1 R

( PERCENTAGE cHÀHGg ! x rR-g.D¡ eralD valu¿s ovER co{mo{, soLrrr @¡ }

YEAR .too' pcD cp .tG ¡c r. t wF yÀc y

1?90'1?91 -0.0o031{8 o.oo4o369 -0.002663 -o-oooooS{ -o.oo2{19 -o.ooof78 o.oooo?21 -o.ooo39{{ -O.OO2(ss19-t2 0.00062{r o.oo5{35? 0.O01196 o-OOOr665 o.OO11{3 o.OOOOTr O.OOO1g82 o,OOO2l38 o.ooo96o1?93 -0-0000793 0.0o.9690 -o.oo5r13 o-ooo9?2? -o.oo{659 -O.OOO555 O-O003232 -O.O001655 -O.OO{s7¿]?9! 0.0002522 o.oo{?5?2 -o.oo215s o-oo12rs3 -o.oor9s1 o.ooza{o o.ooo?oo3 o.000066r -ó.oorssz]?q! 0.000{333 O.OO{3895 -O.OOr901 O-O0r7632 -Ð.00r613 O.0050?6 C.OOTOOOI O.OOO1656 -O.OOr6s21?99 0.0012288 0.0054283 O.OO2{29 O-OO22Or{ O.oo2ar8 0.oo8992 o.oorr965 o.ooo28a5 o.oo221219'97 0.0013286 o.oosB{66 -o.oo¡9og o-006023s -0.óóãesi o.o2{f?s o-0036230 o.ooo(o9o -o.oozaoEl?99 0.o0{769{ o.oo58{55 O.O1507? O-0057812 O.Ol{{96 0.038085 0.0036122 O.OO23?02 O.o1{319l?9? 0.o12{055 o.oo28rl2 o.o3r1?3 o-01g6?18 O.O3O083 0.107r87 0.0136{10 O-0068761 O.O3OA79l??9 0.013{o8{ o.o1o56?o o.o3o{60 o-or22892 0.0293{,2 ù.05.ô81 0.0038753 O.00693r8 O.OZSe¡ç1?]3 0.0059812 0.O18{?{5 -0.0O8732 O.OO81?39 -O.OO?758 -O.Oa?r6t -O.OOO{!1a O.OOaa331 -0.O1O332l9-11 0.o029a80 0.0r56218 -O.O08{5{ O-00269{? -O.007789 -O.O{ss69 -O.OOOs6s7 O.O026238 -0.01O156]?l! 0.0ooa{52 0.0151S32 -0.01 t729 -0.00r8575 -O.Orl2aa -o.029301 -o.oo1r72J o.oo15aE8 -0.01{12(1??q -0.0001290 O.Oo82sss -O.Oo3808 -0-oo{6628 -o.oo38s2 -o.07,2267 -o.oor1o3? o-ooo5oo8 -o.ooszss12?1 -0.o007239 O.OO69OO2 -O-OO{?81 -O-0051659 -O.OOa8O5 -0.02?1r{ -O.OOr066{ O.OOOO79? -O.O06213!??9 -0.o0Ia¡¡{1 O.O1O29t5 -o.oo8{6s -o.oos92?2 -0.o08299 -O.O2Oa99 -O-OOr2273 -o.0009632 -O.OlO37619-7? -0.0018028 O.O0869?O -O.OO7O8{ -O-00955r8 -O.OO69A6 -O.O?O?8r -O.OOlO9aS -O.OOO831{ -0.O08682'!?q0 -0.o015467 o.o08{({s -o.oos8o3 -o-ooa209s -o.oo56a6 -0.01{6a8 -o.ooo852s -o.ooo8o{2 -0.0o707{l?Cl -0.o0126?9 o.oo?8s80 -o.o0517l -o-o028879 -O.oo{99? -0.01{?t2 -o-ooo7¡ù32 -0.0006953 -o.oo62€{]?9? -0.001¡[{83 o.o08{531 -O.OO6{1¡[ -O-0025?92 -O.OO6O9{ -O.Or8(29 -0.0006829 -O.0006{3] -O.OO7f27r9€3 _0.o01?686 o.oo8?53r _o.oo7o89 _o-o02E782 _O.OO6?3{ _O.Or83r{ _O-O006151 _O.OO1O?99 _O.OOe¡OS
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because of the critical role it plays particularly in set-

ting the nominal v¡ages. However, in the long run food pro-

duction picks up but very slowly--indicating substantial

supply inetasticity as well as long adjustment lags--reach-

ing the peak multiplier value of 1"4 around the 9th year.

Rising food prices also have, âs one would expect, substan-

tial inflationary effect in the economy and worsens the

country's balance of payments" The rising inflation occurs

despite contraction in money supply. It seems that the neg-

ative price effect on aggregate demand in the end outweighs

the positive but slow food-grains supply response effects in

the Bangladesh economy. The result is a general contraction

of income and output in the long run.

To summarize the fiscal p'o1icy simulations, in general,

we have seen that the government expenditure policies in

isolation have contractionary effects on the economy; crowd-

ing out of both private and public investments occurs due to

the ripple effect of endogenous government budget con-

straints and the nature of government financing in Bangla-

desh. On the other hand, quite contrary to conventional

expectations, increased tax policies have, in general,

expansionary effects on income and output and generate very

littIe inflationary impulses. IronicaIly, here it is the

endogenous government sector that triggers such expansion!

When the two policies are combined the result is in general

expansionary" The 'balanced budget' mufLiplier is positive"
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One aspect we have not discussed is the differential

impact all the above policies shov¡ at the various sectoral

levels in the economy" Indeed, all the above policies seem

to have noticeable impact on sectoral output, income' expen-

ditures and prices" This should not be overlooked because

of the critical role some of the sectors play in Lhe devel-

opment path of a country like BanglaCesh.

ÞÍoneÈarv Policy Simulations:

In chapter 3 we have presented the case for an endogenous

money supply in Bangladesh economy where it is determined by

policy decisions(e.g. various reserve ratios) together with

behavioral relations for the portfolio composition of the

private sector and the banking sector and by the government

deficit financing obligations and international reserve

movements (see, section 3.4 " 3 ) " Despite this endogeneity,

the central bank, can influence the dornestic money supply by

changing the reserve ratios--hence changing the rnoney multi-

plier(mm)--or by bringing about changes in the residual

items in the condensed balance sheets of both itself(the

OAbb variable in our model) and of the scheduled banks(the

OAsb variable). In either case the monetary base(H) will be

affected, altering the domestic money supply. Another

explicit monetary policy in the model is the distribution of

total bank credits (CR) , r+hich is determined endogenously

from the banking sectors consolidated balance sheet, between
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the agricultural secLor(Cnag) and the non-agricultural sec-

tor(CRna)" To examine the responses to these policies two

monetary policy simulation results are presented here:

(1) 10 percent sustained increase in money supply; and

Q) 10 percent sustained increase in bank credits to the

agricultural sector with an equal reduction in non-agri-

cultural bank credits"

The simulation results of a 10 percent increase in money

supply are presented in Table 5.1 3. In general, the

response in the real sector is either negligible or mildly

contractionary.2Te This result is not altogether out of line

with our a priori expectation, given the subsistance nature

of the economy and that the monetized sector is relatively

smaII and formal capital market is almost absent. Neverthe-

less, a closer examination of the multiplier values reveals

substantial endogenous responses and feed back effects in

both monetary and real sectors of the economy. Firstr w€

notice that a 10 percent sustained growth in money supply

does not translate into proportional changes in the ultimate

money supply figures. The impact effect on money supply is

only 8"7 percent and in the long run it continually declines

and ultimately turns into a negative 10 percent around the

lOth year! This endogenous contraction in money supply is

triggered by the ever worsening balance of payment situation

as a result of increased imports demand, particularly

27s one is tempted
sector dichotomy

to draw the traditional
conclusion here.

real-monetary
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Table 5. l-3

MULTIPLIERS: I % SUSTAINED INCREASE IN MONEY SUPPLY (M1) *

. f : PL:
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1965 -0.00011{59 0.Ooo??592 -O-O01125 0.005{9878 -O.OOO60{9 o.O19rr73 o-OO2{{990 -O.OOOA190 -O.OOO56{31966 0.00087?s2 -0.0002637{ O-O05117 0-OO{23522 0.OO507{2 0.O18{529 o.oor7?{92 -o.OOO1?2a 0.00495651967 0.0010¡¡261 o.ooo3sg73 o.oorr5e o.oo52?669 o.oo15790 o-o2J1¡¡as o-oo29os21 o.oooo6¡t3 0.0016085r96e 0.0029101 1 O.OOO{5{3¡¡ O.OllOO6 0.O03r9555 O.O1O5t78 O.O2O985S 0.00158888 O.OO15Oa2 0.0103370r969 0.00331 r32 0.oooo?580 o.oo?1?? o.oo{9399t o.oo69a22 o.o2a{626 o.oo30o38o 0.0017626 0.o07077719?0 0.0O?908{3 O.OOr?9{{O 0.005631 O.OO12¡ú{2? O.OO5360? O.OO27?68 -O-OOOr5930 0.0017979 0.00507331971 0.00155675 0.oo3oE2s5 o.oooao{ o.oo159a{7 o.oooa?29 o.oo8a093 o-o00296{8 o.ooo75a8 0.0o0{?1a197{ 0.001392a2 O.OO25OOaê O.OoO95{ O-001258a6 O.OOO973O O.OO?a2r6 O-OOO2¡¡r72 O.OOOA561 0.OO1O2271975 0.000371,¡0 0.O027191? -O.002115 O-O0033559 -O.OO2OO5O -0.0030892 -0.0000386{ O.OO02?21 -0.00253011976 0.00068588 O.O0l35{{f, O-OOO?62 O.OO1r2r50 O.OOO?SOg O.OOa6252 O.OOO5197O O.O003626 0.000S¡¡39r9?7 0.00015830 0.00093919 -O.OOO681 -O.OOO353o3 -O.OOO66o? -O.OOaO389 -O-OOOr296{ O.OOOr76? -0.0009{1319?8 -0.0001736¡¡ 0.00098738 -o.ooo972 -o.Ooo9252o -0.0009689 -o.oo22r2{ -o-oooorlr{ -o.0oOrr8o -0.o01237019)9 -0.OO02a273 0.00069{{o -o.ooo685 -o-00085961 -o-ooo697o -o.oorro{9 o-oooo9363 -0.0002108 -0.00085891980 0.O0004208 0.0005a068 0.ooo3{6 0.ooo{5203 o.ooo3536 o.oo331?3 o-00062260 -0.000r870 0.000{{991981 0.00071 120 0.000296{3 0.001531 0.O0197667 o.OO156{6 o.OO?696a O.OOO9r?7? 0.O00195A 0.O018768r982 0.0010751{ 0.0000{16r 0.002r0c 0.o02{8sso 0.002132{ 0.oo77l?8 0.0006r{or 0.o005202 0.o02{{171983 0.00077733 0.O007r888 o.ooo?19 o-00175?50 o.oooao6? 0.0020985 o-0002963ê o.ooo3612 0.0007587

YEÀR

1960
1 961
1 962
1 963
196{
1 965
r 966
r 967
1 968
r 969
19?0
1973
19?{
1975
r 9?6
191 7
19?8
1 979
:980
r98 1

r982
1983

o.0r67376
0.01 1 1 209
0.o113636
o.o12,ú993
0,0 1 55{52
0.0r256{0
0.0r98{21
0.0t67193
0,o199a{7
o.o03{ra{
0. o0675{ 2
0.00509{ 3
0.o01a030
o.o0{989{

-0.0009009
o. o002668
0.000?301
0.0039?36
o.007a 993
0.006 1 022
0.0030{ 36

o.00097038
-0.00011631

0.00020a85
0,00002780
0.00022 1 2a
0.0003575{
0.000{r{29
0.0011601s
0.00105212
0.0015t059
0.0003{328
o.00035399
0.00011880
0.00022993
0 . o000525a

-0-o0006a02
-0. o0009770

0.0000f,633
0.0003a083
0.000{9797
0.0003526s

0.o789r57
0.0379625
0.047€ 769
0.0993386
0.0507748
0.0334 1 1 1

0.0505171
0.0385995
o.o422124
0.0056{02
0.0168002
0.o083{r(
0.0022367
0.006285r

-0.0013002
-0.0000196
0.0010703
0.o0637a6
0.0r210{5
0.o093265
o,oo56?63

0.o104179
0.oo6rf,76
0. oo69057
0.o057002
0.00a8{32
0.003718{
0-0059661
0.0033987
0.007380{

-0. o006522
0. 00 r 5999
0.0001973

-0.0009172
0-001 r 182

-0.o0r5922
-0.00r(667
-0, 0008598
0.00r 1759
0.o030927
0.o026{22
0.o007546

0.005?503
0.00?0851
0.00?8{69
0.0073652
o.0065{ 1 r
0.0057352
0.005¡û000
0 . 00{992 r
0. 0050858
0.0022786
0.001a706
o.00061 2?

-0.000986s
-0.0000318
-o.00r66{?
-0.0017616
-0.00178r5
-0.000{a15

0,000988?
0.00r5r52
0.000a500

-0.0027232
0.0086051
o.o092{08
0-0r0r353
0.009r 95r
0.0083077
0.00¡¡?0{1
0 -o06sr 30
0.0025038
0.005062{
0.001 {o{ I
0-o009899

-0.00r 079a
-0.o02?950
-0. o0 r a5{ 5
-0.o02r46r
-0.003207{
-0.00223s9
-0-o0r5r29
-0.000a775
-o.o00007a

o-o0703991
0.00266? 18
0.o02{7636
0-00242811
0.00074{65
0-00r06308
0.o02{57?7
0,o01821{¿
0-00392397
o.o0r69a12
o-o03a1508
0.0029?293
0.o0r12691
o-0022r919
o-000a30s8
0 - oo0s053 7
o. oo060357
o-001{1??7
0. o0 1 79288
o.o0151 r62
0.o0r2a{2?

xuÀG

0.08697 0.130S74
0.07989 0.107277
0-05?11 0.09{382
0.0s693 0.093355
0.05691 0.060218
0.05r{5 0.o65{65
0.03786 0.060805
0.02{r? 0.05?a88

-0.02369 0.05?6{ 1

-0.r0212 0.007895
0.02{ra 0.029071
0.02{21 0.025172

-0.00802 -0.008331
0. 02508 0 . 02563 ?

-0.00779 -0.007632
-0.0012? -0.00r0?60.00568 0.00555 1

0.o?a60 0.025032
0.01a12 0.032519
0.02616 0.023af{
0.01286 0.012393

YEAR 'PF OJ NPÀ Iffi YD H

1 9601961 -(,.016057 0.0061668 -O.Orel o-035f416 -O-OOga8l4 -O.Oll85 -o'oorao88 -o'0o1?659 0'005s689
19f"2 o.OOO5-ì5 o.Or66?.0 -O.O3t¡ 0.0215172 o.OOO9619 -õ.ólgze -o.ooo{363 o.ooo?69? -0.000{925
1961 -o.ooz5r7 o,o13z?o3 -o.o3oo o.0272825 -0.o012993 -õ.0¡ess -0.0005369 -0.0000680 0'0010860
r96{ -O.OO57€8 0.O108822 -0.O193 o.o2{4?91 -O.0033560 -O-03916 -O'OO12E9? -O'000193{ 0'0o190{9
1965 -o'o01778 o.oo9838o -o.o39J o.0f38271 -o'oo1o{89 -ó'õista -o'000662{ o'ooolo12 0'00osg2't
r966 o.00686s o.cog2?53 -o.raz7 o.0313B?3 o.ooa9ro9 -õ.0¡¡r¿ o.oor7369 o.oooa825 -0.002280{
r967 o.ooo?B? o.oo3¿739 -o.t062 õ.ótge{ri o.oo1o?30 -0.056a9 o.oor5611 -0.0001438 0.001?'11
196e O.Ol503{ O.OO3531r -0.?{{s 0.0388?58 o.O1o5(?6 -O.OeeSt o.0055063 0.0012089 -0.003?s82
1969 o.ooe72B -o.0017338 -3.1r2r o.o{5419e o.006?8?7 -ó.irzrs o.oo5a933 o-0003609 0.0017859
1970 o.oo7{62 -o.oo3Bo1B o.ol{J o.00{9683 o.oos{Jo{ -o-183t{ o.00603{1 0.0019023 0'00058{é
1973 0.004263 -0.o039s69 -o.oì60 o.o292s6g o.oooa6{{ -ó.oeÀgr o.oo5to38 o.ooo217{ 0.o02'?3s
197i o.oo{239 -0.0025663 -0.0219 o.o1Er2g2 o.oo1o982 -ó.ooesc o.ooa5683 o-o00365e 0.00r8203
l9?s -o.ooo3o9 -o.oo3o9o3 -0.029? -o.oo{327? -o.oo2a7a6 -õ.ósszo o-oo2?¡22 o.ooo1780 0.0028302
l916 o.oo32s2 -o.ooooao{ -o.o1a3 o.oto729z o.ooo8661 -ó.óÀÀit o.oo283o2 -o.ooool{3 0'001fsl?
1s71 -o.oooz16 -o.oor r2s6 o.oos{ -ó.õoisiiã -o,ooo??81 -ó.ogtss o.oor660? 0.0002.89 0-0016073
19?B -o.ooo21z -o.ooos999 o.ooo1 -o.oo102?r -o.oo11oz{ -õ.0ã:os o.ooo9?9s -o.oooo85r 0-0011r69
r979 o,ooooea o.ooo2063 -o.oo:5 ó.õorzãga -o.ooo??Jl -ó.ósirr o.0005615 -o.oooo970 0-000690{
r98o o.oo195o o.oo128?6 -o.ol79 õ.ólogÀor o.ooo3829 -o-oe¡sr o'ool1021 -o'o001586 0'00021{7
1981 o.OO3a?7 0.O01{189 -0.0663 o.orrsrsr o.oor6860 -0.05989 o-0014831 0.0000729 0.0003130
19a2 o.oo37o{ o.ooo35B2 -o.oaa5 o.o1{3229 0.0023223 -ó.ogur¡ o.oo2{ot6 o.oool609 0.00os?33
19Ei o-o02osr -o-ooo932{ -o.o2o0 õ.óosii¡r o.ooo793r -o.ozs:z o.oo2rGg6 0.0002906 0.00107o8

PJ i¡YGD M]RYEAR I NTP 'ÀCP

960
961 o.Of,ì 125 0.OOOOOOO O.OOOOOOO 0.00703991 0.00616685 C.O0193a32 o.or05556 -0-0011690 -o'Do61'?2
g5z o.o{a230 -o.oo2a29¡¡ o.orr7aa0 o-oossr2r7 o.ooreziõi o.oo1s759? o.oo98815 0.001067{ -o'o020{12
96J o.ors266 -o.oo2s19a o.ooeB{J? o.oo5oo8t? o.oo¡¡eigõ o.oor{2292 o-oo{170s -0'0001663 -o'0016593
96{ -o.oo2o21 -o.oo221sB o.oo6{z{E o.oososs35 o.oo{a2€áa o.ool{{ro? o.ooa529o -0.o0200f,8 -0'002??{6
95s o.o0006{ -o.oo2{{2s o.oo7ora9 o.óó¡rgsoo o-oo2?94{3 0.00r36622 o.oo{¡¡632 0.0002088 -o'o0ra{49
966 -o.or2l lo :0.0021036 o.oos{795 ó.oo¡lr¡¡e o.oo2?go{9 o.oor13o2? o.oo3o173 0.00a6{55 0-002¡¡276
967 o.oo52rs -0,0007219 o.0006839 o.oo3rg2oo o.oo27gBó¡ o.oors{oBB 0.0029933 0.0019{81 o-oo2l0a7
96e -o.oo?ai9 -o.ooo59(? o.oor{o97 o.oo2a1?60 o.oozrró¡e c.oor3J{69 o.oolo675 0-0r0712? o'o0ð1106
969 -o.oo{9{6 o.oorrgs3 -o.oo{rzoE 0.002?3s3g o.ooz¡gèie c.oor7?{6{ o.oo2a2o2 0-00?1178 o'00908{?
970 -o.o17ss3 o.oors96s -o.oo3sg66 õ.0õõogrrz o.oooo8ar r o.ooossa78 -0.0014951 0.0068471 o.008oaa6
973 o.oo3r63 c.oo2o266 -0.ú0516{9 õ.ool¡gs.r: o.ooI2l{29 o.00026ì3r o.ocooo88 0-0015805 o'004{236
gja -o.oor7{o o.oorTBa{ -o.oo360zr õ.oorree¡r o.ooro¡iez o.ooo27{52 o.ooo7ol3 0.0035339 o-0030963
975 o.ooo{s7 o.oors6B9 -o.oo27oa5 -o.ooo¡¡r¡z -o.ooo¡gÀzg c.oooo3?Ja -0.0005918 0.0001826 -o-0000902
916 o.oo2s6s o.ooo98?3 -0.0011577 ó.oolz¡ozz o'oolo?8{? c'oool1329 o'0020665 0'002202{ o'0005870
971 -O.O2o3aO O.OOO83{? -O.OOO772o -O.OOOaO38r -0.00035389 C.OOOOO{33 -O.OOO?522 -0-0000030 -o-o002860
97A O.OOOssC O.OOO556t -O.OOO5s53 -o.oooosog{ -o.oooo{(6a -c.oooo357€ O.OOO1391 -0-0002533 -O.O009837
s79 -C.Or l2A3 o.OOO3o73 -O.OOOO533 0.00029622 o.OOO25959 C.OOOO2ll6 0.ooo5o33 -0.000167a -O-OO10?2{
9AC -O.OO2ta1 o.OOOl59f O.OOOta52 0.ool25?82 o.OOllO222 o.OOO32{25 o.Oor56?? C.00t0106 -o'oo025{5
9Er -o.oor773 o.ooo2o6{ o.oooozgo o.oo!sB6ro o.oot3g9s7 c.ooosB226 o.oor657{ 0.0022317 o-0011{3r
ga2 -o.oo222r o.ooo{t{2 -o.o00602s o.ooro9693 o.OOO96r25 C.OOOr957r O.OOO57rO 0.00255{r O.0022628
983 0.012{65 o.OOC6625 -O.OOìt{12 0.ooo58r{3 o.OOO5o952 3.OOO2t9o8 -O.ooo15?r 0.00r5{31 0-0016503

ÀcJ YLF

*Definition of variables given at the end of this chapter.
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Increased money supply initially

made possible substant.ial expansion in bank credits to the

private sector therefore boosting investment expenditures

which in most developing countries are heavily imports

dependent " The interesting point to note here is that

despite the substantial influx of investment expenditures

aggregate income and output does not show any significant

expansions at least in the initial years.28o

Contrary to general expectationsr the impact effect on

the price level is minimal in our case, except for the brief

inflationary period in the first half of the seventies, giv-

en the amount of shock applied to the model"

However, if we look at a more disaggregated leve1 we find

substantial impact of monetary policy on the real sector

particularly on investment and the growth of manufacturing

sector(impact effect of 4"6 percent). This inter-sectoral

substitution and resource allocation cannot be observed in

an aggregate analysis. I'fonetary policy in Bangladesh seems

to have important role in affecting the compostion of secto-

ral output and income despite its insignificant overall

effects on the aggregate variables.

The other monetary policy simulation, i.e. shifting 10

percent more bank credits to agriculture a$¡ay from the non-

agricultural sector, also suggest very little

28o Rao(1952) and other have argued
traditional Keynesian multipliers
sistance underdeveloped economy.

long time ago that the
do not work in a sub-
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MULTIPLIERS: 10% SUSTAINED TNCREASE IN AGRICULTURAL CREDITS

YEAR

'¡
(PERCEffiAGE CHAHGE I}¡ PNEDICÎEÞ VALUES OVER C@¡IROL SOLUTT@¡)

YGD .PGD cP cG c ¡ 'YHF YAG f
1960
r 961
1 962
961
96r
965
966
961
968
969
974
973
97{
97S
976
977
978
979
940
981
982
983

o.0o1la68 -o.ooz¡re¡ o.oor¿r¡r -o-ooos¡sz o.oosrotr o.ooo¡oc -o.oooeeee o.oorrt¿¡ o.oog¡zzt
-0.0008281 -0.0020502 -o-ooo2r89 -0.0006873 -o.ooo2a26 -o.oo2t13 -o-0005266 -0.0o11369 -0.O0018060.000{1{1 -0.0015122 0.0037952 -0.0008796 o.OO3a{69 o.OOO528 -0.0003527 o.OOO2955 o.OO3327r
-0.0001{58 -0.00r5630 o.oor?895 -o.ooo8?r3 o.oor6282 -o,oor€98 -o.ooo56?8 -o.ooo335{ 0.o016126
-0.00034(7 -o.ool{93t o.oor2651 -o.ooo8{50 o.ool0995 -o.002277 -o.oooa293 -o.ooo57a6 o.oo111o7
-0'0023612 -o.0028884 -O.OO2¡¡069 -O.OOo96O3 -0.002336r -O.OO{65{ -0.0O05861 -0.00262{O -0.O02231a-0.0000520 -0.0o25612 o.OO5{{?7 -0.0028932 o.OO{5960 -0.0O7786 -O.OO1a{08 o.OOO12{{ O.OO{{653
-0.00259r5 -0.0023216 -0.0053932 -0.O023556 -0,0052033 -O.O1aO06 -O.OO1{253 -O.0022670 -O.OO5ìO{{-0.0026673 -0.00166{s -o.oo288oo -0.0068289 -0.00322{{ -O.O3065t -O.OO{{109 -0.0012622 -0.0035r23-0.00{38r{ -0.0o3263? -o.oo85{55 -O.OOt257{ -0.00828r6 -O.Ort8a8 -0.O0153{5 -0.0030619 -O.O08o86o-0.00r65{0 o.ooo2835 o.oo2o855 -0.0022611 o.OOr8351 o.O1r5?6 -O.OOOO233 -0.O0r9852 o.OO233a5
-0.000{s99 0.00236{3 o,OOO?{76 o.OOO36r3 o.OOO72{6 o.OO6A68 o.OOOO{29 -O.OOO9S90 O.OOO88r 1

-0.0012220 o.oo56o3? -o.ooao(26 0.0023959 -o.oo3?5{9 -0.002669 -O.OOOO9?9 -0.O0r9566 -O.OO{?251-0.0001906 0.0031535 -o,oooaJle o.ool57t6 -0.0003291 -0.002961 -0.0002347 -o.ooo61o? -0.o006572-0.0002600 0.o033{50 -o.ooo9905 o.oor2o5o -o.ooo85t9 -o.o062re -o.ooo2{33 -o.ooo?959 -0.00129{?-0.00067?1 0.00{8385 -O.OO27A27 o.OOO2138 -0.0025865 -O.OO6a19 -O.OOO{805 -O.OO1o9{{ -O.OO3{095-0.0005617 o.oo{1a87 -o.oo2r55o -o.ooo33r6 -0.o020298 -o.oo?56{ -o.ooo5{90 -0.0008227 -o.oo2?188-0.000{208 0-00{17{2 -O.OOl{a{O -O.OOO515O -0.0013758 -0.OO593{ -O-OOO6?47 -O-OOO75?g -O.OO19¡¡550.0000622 0.00{001{ -o.ooo59r3 -0.0001839 -o.ooo56o3 -0.o05696 -o.ooo66o3 -o.ooo218{ -o.oo1o{3{0.0002604 0.oo{3908 -o.oooa85? -o.ooo2r92 -o.ooo83o1 -o.oo?60o -o.ooo69{6 o.ooolo?{ -o.oo1{137-0.0000r8{ 0.00a5680 -0.00142{7 -O.oOOsO27 -O.OOr3{69 -O.OO82r6 -O-OOOA617 -O.OOO2{2r -O.OO20¿14

firÀ

xl
1 9501961 -O.ool888 -o.ooozrs¡ -o.orsrgg -o.oortss -o.ooose¿r o.oooszs o.oosro¡e; o.ooz¡gs o.ool:str962 -0.00299{ -0.0008321 -o-oo7?99 -O-OOOA21 -0.0012229 -O,OO!866 0.00636660 O.OO36{{ O,OOloa31963 -0.001135 -O.OOO3{51 -0.003f,92 -O.OCO901 -O.OOOB93¿ -O,O0o8A2 0.00565755 0.005873 o.OOlo?2196( -0.002(51 -O.OOO{931 -0.0r6668 -O.OO08r: -O.OOlO558 -O.OO1{63 o.O0575{65 0.006211 -O.OO33{?r965 -0.002775 -O.OOO6(97 -O.OOêa1? -O.O006?3 -O.OOrO255 -O.OOl26! 0.00S55567 o.O06{26 -0.O057561966 -0,0052{2 -0.002815{ -O.Orr25o -0.001806 -0.0015670 -O.OOl262 0.00521521 0.009952 -0.0r23151967 -0.007933 -0.0007250 -0.01891¡[ -O.OO3??{ -0.0021305 -O.OOOllO O.OO3{3r86 0.0161{5 -0.O2{Of21968 -0.01ì900 -0.û016329 -0.02{53t -O.OO3a{9 -0.0031315 -O.OO2?69 0.00a31153 0.025268 -0.0369t9r969 -o.025508 -O.OO13o3o -0.052261 -O.Or0925 -O.006o15: -O.OOO{9r O.OOrO695{ O.O?0193 -O.O?287619?0 -0.015218 -O.OO2{366 -0.026348 -O-OO{726 -O.O052?{O -O,OOS?9( 0.00256r27 o.1a290{ -0.056028t9?3 0.003291 -O.OOO367r O.00663{ _O_OOOO9? _0.00235?9 _0.00353? O.OO53?980 O.O{0522 0.03589119?{ 0.003370 -o,ooo1r99 o.oo?3?3 o.oor8E3 -o.oolr629 -o.003926 0.00616992 0.0267a7 0,0272{119?5 0.005121 -O.OOOa086 o.OO?909 o.OOO598 -O.OOt3(33 -O.OO39{2 0.00631303 o.OOa?69 o,OOS8581976 -0.000061 -O.OOOO6g{ O.OOO5¡¡O -O.OOOr5l -O.OO1?{52 -O.OO55?O 0.00620568 -O.00221? -0.00156{1971 -0.0015{5 -o.oooo926 -o.oo2{61 -o.ooo29{ -0.0025962 -o.ooa62? o.oo6a3a5r -o.oo5?!8 -o,oo5o3o1978 0.00r025 -o.ooo2509 -o.oor385 -0.o01696 -o.oo31{04 -o.oo5o2a o.00639?96 -0.011085 -o,oo981a1979 -0.00rr69 -o.ooo23o2 -0.00372€ -o.oo1?02 -o,oo{13a8 -0.007898 0.00632383 -O.012962 -0.0r12121980 -0.001950 -0.0001981 -O.OOa{7r -O.OOr636 -O.OO3?332 -0.006060 O.OO65aO?6 -0.009259 -O.006?85l98l -0.003710 o.oooo226 -o.006{26 -o.oo1{90 -o.ooao52o -o.oo?220 0.006821?2 -o.oo{995 -0.0032021982 -0.00{051 o.oool 129 -0.00662'r -O.OO15A3 -0.O05389{ -0.01r951 o.OO?123a8 -O.OO36?O -O.OOr6?11983 -0.003769 -O.OOOO162 -O.OO8{?9 -O.OO2161 -0.0058885 -O.Or1a8? O.OO?31050 -0.00326{ -0.001226

1960
llgl g.9ggl06 oloo¡¿zz¡ o.oo¡e¡ o-oo¡orsl?9? -o.o02iBe o.oo2orB6 õ.õo¿¡¿ _o-oors6a
l?ql 0.003.8r o.oo3e¡¡38 õ.0õiiã o.oo.{53l?9! 0.o006ss o,ooi2{2. õ.oõizi _o.oozres
I?qÞ -o.o0o1oa o.oo33e32 o.oõãii _o-oo3G13
l?q! -0.o0{e?7 o.oo3e2si o.õiõiz _o.oosa02
l?q? 0.006303 o.oos23rs õ.ójizã _o.orsa.B
l?q9 -0.o0881s o.oooB{27 ó.iitrz _o-02637s
l?t? -0.00(292 o.o0223s? ¡.esó¡ã _o.osses{
l??9 -0.0izBsB o.oor?022 _õ: i6óia _o.o3e3o3'!??3 o.o0Bz36 o.olo0303 _o.oóe¡i o.oss66?l??{ 0.0072{a o.oos9?01 _0.óiijl o.0221sl!9?s 0.00({53 o.oo1{229 _0. roiã¡ o.ooo2s{l??q o.o066os o.ooos{62 _o.ooisi o.ooosso1?7? o.o062ro -o.ooorosg o.õisãz _o.oozos¡l'!9?9 0.00s2oo -o.oooJ31? o.oouói _o.oo.¡¡37
l??9 0.00s3.s -o.ooo11?s o.oi:ii _o.oo.r3?
1?-89 o.006r¡¡2 o.ooor{36 o.orisi _o.oozgãr
!?9 o.oo7t23 -o.oooosoz o.o¡sre _o.oor¡i¡
!?9? 0.00?r{{ -o.00062r{ o.os{si _o.ooroosr9g3 0.o0699{ -o.ooo939a o.ozgi¡ _o.oor263

o]oosezee o.ooz¡es oloorzroo
-o. 000207 r o. oo36{{ o. 00025570.003{878 0.0058?3 o.ooro3530.001679? 0.006211 O.OOO?038

0 .00 1 1 797 0. oo6a26 o. ooo3628
-0.0023098 0.o09952 -0.00132310.0050a57 0.o161a5 o.ooo515a
-0 .005 r 686 0. 02526€ -0.0025361-0.0027235 0.0?0193 -0.00326(6-0.0082417 0.1¡¡290{ -O.OO628O?0.00239ss 0.0{0522 -0.00r2.99{0.000860{ o.026717 o.oo:a65a
-0.00{73'10 0.00,1?69 O.OO2l¡û5?
-o.000{9f,0 -0.00221? o.oo32250
-o-o011319 -O.005738 0.00372r6
-0.oo3196¿ -O.01 r085 0.0037A86
-0.002{320 -o.o12962 o.OO39l16
-0,001598Ê -0.0092s9 o.ooaf600
-0.0006511 -O.OOa99s O.OO{9365
-0.0009793 -0.003670 O.OO52916
-0.001S71¡¡ -O.00326{ O.OO5{?22

o-0006260 -0.00171{o
-0.0003s2? 0.001?o2{
o.0000{81 -0.000(5190.00003?1 0.000311A

-0.0001s19 0.000a160
-0.00055a1 0.00r91{9
o.o003l3t -0.002{315

-o.00068{7 0.o029a66
0.000{r6t -0.o0rE262

-0.o02r959 0.0026210
-0.000953{ -0.00s2636
-0.o00127s -0.002957{
-0-0002668 -0.000a6260.0000068 0.o00220{
-0.0000592 0.o012336
-0-o00088? o.0013558
-0.o001095 0.o0raa85
-0.0000sr3 0.0011220
0.00002a9 0.001a936
0.00009r0 0.0018258
0.0000632 0.0020026

YgÀN IHFP ACF ACJ fLP r¡J IXr PJ !¡YGD 
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!?ql -o'o1{165 0.ooooooo o-ooooooo o.oostoteo o.oo¿¡zz¡o -o.ooozsoz o.oooslss o.oo¡eee o.oo¡lee¡r962 -0'002939 o.ooo931 r -o.ooilzss o.oos{30{a o.oo¡isi¡s -o.ooo¡¿o?7 -o.oor6ajz -o.oo2re5 o.oo223o3r963 0.or0679 o_ooo{68s -o.ooõsõu¡ o.oosra662 o.oo¡s¡39r _o.ooorz3? o.00063rs o.oor77r o.oo336a6195{ o'000600 o.ooo69oB -o.oolissi o.o05060Js o.oõiiii¡z -o.ooozgs1 -o.ooos6.o o.oooo{6 o.oo2B6611965 o'00078{ o.oo06176 -o.ooosiil o.oo{9{so5 o.ooriiã¡r -o.0002g61 -o.oooz776 -o.oooiBo o.oo22s6r1966 -0'016290 o.ooo{2?{ -o.ooozÀi¡ o.ooa7667r o.ooiiiieg -o.ooosrsg -o.ooo31{2 -o.oosos3 -o.ooo1Bo?1967 o'003286 -o.ooo2?98 o'ooti'lzz o.oo3?r27r o.oo¡zsàg¡ -o.ooo6o?9 -o-oor2273 o.oora?{ o.oo2B6r6r968 -o'o07132 o-ooo?la6 -o.oozàgse o.oo3s9o36 o.oo3r{57? -o.ooror?{ -o.oo¡9g35 -o.oo?f,s7 -o.oor9z?{1969 0'00861o -o.ooo252? o.oololgs o.00132259 o.oórrsege -o.oo22a6o -o.ooszoso -o.oostas -o.oo3az7s'r970 0.0r6J62 -o.ooo12{B -o.oooesóz o-oo2686as o.oo:¡i5sr _o.oor5aJ7 _o.oo2{B7e _o.orr2?{ _o.oo71r3or973 o.008?ss -o.oo14rz.r o.ooiõiei o.oo6E01s2 o.oósãiãlo _o.ooo!3?r o.oo{.06{ o.002637 _o.0026903197' 0'006238 -o-ooo226{ o.oóõieJs o.o0639??6 o.oossóise -o.oooorss -o.ooo99{s o.oo32ss -o.ooroBll1975 0'006766 o.ooo9228 -o.oo¡iiós o.oos36s2s o.ooriiia: -o,ooors.3 -o.ooraa3{ o.ooogs{ -o.o0.22221976 0'o0{592 o.001312? -o.oo¡iláõ o.ooaggG6r o.oo{2er rs -o.oooraoT -o.ooo6?9E o.oo2a97 -o.oo2ss361977 0'009382 o.ool?06{ -õ.óoizzii o.oo{?2ooe o.oo{r3s3o -o.ooor6?9 -0.o0o6659 o.oo2oss -o.00223a819?a 0'or6388 o-oor9o12 -o.oõizii¡ o.ooaaBB2É 0.00393226 -o.ooo323a -o.oooa907 o.oor{26 -o.ooJs93B1979 -0'018791 o.oo19l86 -o.oõiói¡i o-ooaf96?? o.ooiei2rz -o.ooo37oB -o.ooo?96r o.oor6{o -o.ooi6aJB1980 -0'002{22 o.o019381 -o:óõ18ãai o.oo{s93Bo o.oo{o2a7o -o.ooo.z9r -o.ooo9s6l o.oo226s -0.0032390'1981 -0'0012{9 o'0020617 -o.oóiããii o.oo{?so2J o.ooar61?1 -o.oooJgoo -o.oor1{99 o.ooro3s -o.00239921982 0'003382 o'00227{9 -o.oóiõ¡ii o-oo{83?s5 o.oo{23018 -o.ooo38?B -o.oor39os o.oo3os6 -o.ooz2sr70'o032{? o'oo2{318 -ó.óóéìãis o.oo{E66Bs o.oo{2638s -o.ooo¡ógs -õ.óorsgso o.002628 -0.o02s736

* Definition of variables are given at the end of this chapter(Talrle 5.20)
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impacL on t.he aggregate var iables ( see Table 5. 1 4 ) . As

expected, the policy improves both food-grains and raw jute

production, with impact multiplier values of 0.5 and 0"4,

respectively" However, production in other agriculture(yoa)

declines because of inherent bias' in the country towards

food-grains and jute crop sectors(ref: chapter 4 and 5).

Manufacturing output declines for obvious reasons"

Increased domestic food-grains production improves the bal-

ance of payment situation by cutting food-grains import

biII. In general, once again we find that the monetary pol-

icy has its most important effects in changing the sectoral

composition of output and income distribution with very lit-

tle effects on the aggregate real variables aS well as on

the aggregate price leve1 in a predominantly subsistance

based non-monetized agrarian economy"

Foreíqn Sector PoIicv/shock Simulations:

Dynamic simulation results tot three alternative foreign

sector polic íes/ shocks are presented here:

(1) AIt exports

(2) All imports

( 3 ) Devaluation

cent "

It should be noted

not truely policy

ate to talk about

prices rise by 10 percent;

prices rise by 10 percent; and

of the country's exchange rate by 1 per-

here that some of the above variables are

variables. Therefore it is more appropri-

the impact of external shocks rather than



the impact of explicit policy changes.
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The counLry'S

exchange rate, however, has been substantialty overva-

Iued(according to one estimate(tslam 1970) over 40 percent)

for the whole of pre-independence period and at least the

first few years during the post-independence period. The

extent of overvaluation was relatively small during the lat-

er part of the sample period. Nevertheless, a 1 percent or

even a 10 percent devaluation of the exchange rate has been

a viable policy option for the ent.ire sample period.

Exports and imports prices are affected by changes in the

international market conditions--a truly exogenous factor

f.or the country. However, domestically appropriate policies

in the areas of exports promotion initiatives, trade con-

tro1s, exports and imports licensing and quotas could have

simiLar effects on the effective exchange rates f.or trade-

ab1es.

As expected, an increase in imports prices generate sub-

stantial deterioration of the country's balance of payments

situation: current account balance shows an impact effect of

56 percent deterioration, however, with a fast reduction to

3 percent in the 5th year ( see Tab1e 5. 1 5 ) . After the 6th

year when the economy adjusts to the shock the current

account balance begins to show some improvements. In

response to rise in imports prices, real imports decreases

continuously throughout the sample period which has a clear

negative impact on capital formation and the growth of the

industrial sector of the economy"
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Table 5.l-5

I'ÍULTIPLIERS: l0% SUSTAINED INCREASE IN ALL ]MPORTS PRICES

fPERCERTAGE CHANGE ¡H PREDICÎED VÀLUES OVEF CONTROL SOL¡,1I@¡)

YEÀR YGD ,PGD CP CG C I 'YP IÀG Y

1 960
1961 0.01¿86{? -0.032135 0.103266 -0-O01058 0,09f689 -0.00r85 -O.0r8959 0-01330?2 0.090676
r962 0.0r{5t r7 o.oo297t 0.033827 -o.00259( 0.03r9?8 -0.03065 -O.O182{0 0.0133196 0.031{09
r963 0.0386359 -0.O19105 o,166951 -0.019{08 0.153063 -0.06668 -O-O29{30 0.0!76283 0.145935
r96{ 0.0333r87 -o.ooa259 0.0?92{7 -0-026263 0.0728{9 -0.1028? -O.O2A220 0.03{0837 0.070755
1965 O.0316820 -0.012705 O.OBA161 -O.0297{O 0.078905 -0.O9771 -O.O23{93 0-0329¡t?0 0.0760231966 O.0317193 0.021805 0.045062 -0.0223a6 0.0{1761 -0.10t10 -0.021a03 O.0306126 0.O,¡11¿1
1967 0.0325891 -o.oo77t5 0.106f1{ -0.0J5111 0.0918?3 -0.1{396 -0.029753 0.03{3{28 0.090603
1968 0.018100{ 0.016566 0.0o0826 -0.026859 -0.000905 -0.14¡[25 -O-023325 O.0212r5E -0.OoOa031969 0.O20090? -0.003{95 0.070a80 -0.051 t86 0.059869 -0.19757 -0.O37779 0.0269720 0.0585{1197ú 0.0197729 0,021176 0.008106 -0.0{0855 0,005093 -0.163¡¡5 -0.027885 0.0255028 0.O05{56
1973 0.0074008 0.00951{ -0.00{87¡l -0.03167{ -0.006a18 -0.1106¡ -0.01{555 0.01t83r3 -0.0053{819?{ 0.OO{10{{ -0.001335 0.000365 -o.021111 -0.0009r7 -0.10536 -0.01{3¡¡1 0.008{rr{ 0.000636
1975 C.0154{95 -0.055{32 0.06?115 -0.016996 0.063356 -0.02r56 -O.0r3{35 0.0185782 0.078598
1976 0.0052870 -0.007605 0.009143 -0.0138{6 0.00?9{l -0.03a1c -0.015215 0.0065910 0.0r060{r971 0.0025158 -0.009235 0.0059a6 -0.020{35 0.00a316 -0.05676 -0.016596 0.006381{ O.OO59351978 0.00690{3 -0.03?968 0.03¡û674 -0.016606 0.031320 -0.0285a -0.016823 0.0f10705 0.0398611979 0.00{1080 -0.02{482 0.020178 -0.015628 0.017650 -0.0¡089 -0.016758 0.O07S955 0.02309{
r98C 0.0039005 -0.0213a8 0.018192 -0.0ì0285 0.0r6100 -0.0r77{ -0-or7r25 0.0068043 0.021c06
19ar 0-0032028 -0.0161{7 0.017ð25 -0.011922 0.015558 -0.02¡¡45 -0-O17755 0-0055836 0.Or9a25
1982 O.Ool9{20 -0.012302 0.012529 -0.O1a3{8 0.010287 -0.Of8r9 -0.Or7606 0.00(6r15 0.013{¡ù61983 0.O022123 -0.0173?1 0.015220 -0-015605 0.012620 -0.0¡277 -0.0183{7 0.OO97938 0.O16803

YEÀR flGR

r 960
1961 -0.035261962 -0.029211963 -0.06961196{ -0.08300r965 -0.0929a
1 966 -0. 06 I 23
1 967 -0. 1 376{
r968 -0.11613r969 -0.17557
r 970 -0. 1 3368
19?3 -0.097{6
1 9?{ -0.092591975 -0- 13{51r976 -O.08518197? -0.0920{r978 -0- 1203{
1979 -0_101a5
1 980 -0.0969?1981 -0,09136
r 982 -0. 09292
1983 -0.1033{

YEÀR 'PF

XGF CÀ HG

-o.oo¡zse: o.seo¡¿ o.orzzes o.oogott
o.0053r99 0,3r282 0.009122 0.00{087
o.0072a80 0.2a535 -0.or3387 -0.01109?0,0091612 0.2{329 -0.O10721 -0.0266r00.0072931 0.03389 -0-006563 -0.02{931
0.02961 r8 0.0918{ 0.003618 -O.0180130.0076509 -0.1r130 -o.or3r?8 -0.023?37
0.01 r6661 -0.03692 -0.O07323 -0.025890o.0052a09 -0.1815? -0.oa3162 -0.03659{o.0132r93 -0.07603 -0.Or6062 -O.033753o.0016{1{ -0.0138r 0.00655{ -0.0290690.001053{ -0.000{{ 0.o03753 -0.022315o.005r976 -0.06138 0.01r?81 -o.0095?0o.001a001 0.01688 0.003932 -0.00{598
o.0008673 0.0212? -O.010{r7 -0.0115890.0025554 -0.0166? 0.005186 -0.003a88o.00r677{ 0.00353 0.00175a -0.00r673
0.00181 t5 0.0r953 0.010355 0.00a338
0.0015692 0.01862 0.000153 0.00.1147
0.00092r8 0.ora05 -o.oo2725 -0.000027o-o0103a3 0-oo60r -o.o00a69 -0.0007{a

I XTP ACF ÀCJ

BD ¡QP Xl CR

o.oo¡rsz -o-orrteg -olorser -o.r¡¡¡e
-0.003989 0.o0370? -0.16338 -0.22A57
-0.00t70? -0-025{96 -0.328a{ -0.53753
-0.053r2a 0.o06{90 -0.31265 -0.50773
-0.0s36{2 0.029a5{ -0,26?01 -0.29290
-0.0{5602 0.022019 -0.30023 -0.356{9
-0.036717 0.Orr962 -0.26068 -0.35882
-0.0a7ro? 0.o20€56 -0.2?860 -o.37237
-0.029205 -0-o01917 -O.22247 -0.4{477
-0.050557 -0.0025a3 -0.36687 -0.51Ar2
-0.0{7{07 0.o19999 -0.17?92 -0.1962{
-0.0{598? 0-00?327 -0.20608 -0.212¡[9
-0.038152 0.002660 -0. r3275 -0.15180
-0.02509{ 0.002236 -0. r2183 -0.12S03
-0.01a660 -0-o067?6 -0-23936 -0.2{r96
-0.0r(797 -0.o0527r -0.19?26 -0.203{6
-0.00697{ -0.005a21 -0.18619 -0,1A¡2{
-0.0023f9 -0.003{32 -0.1{?51 -0.13{790.0068{9 -0.002529 -0.r1052 -0.110860.00{75? -0.001250 -0. r2105 -0.1 r260
-0,00tr56 -0.o01620 -0.f3?90 -0.13601

YLF 'YLJ L'{F PJ ffYGD 
'{1 

R

QJ NFÀ I NVP YD H I'PAG ffi

1 960
1961 0.1{4608 -O.OO98r -0. r288 o.OO805 0.092262 -0.0768r 0.02f5638 0.0155700 -0.039726r962 C.0{8229 -O.082aO -0.2590 -0.Oa179 0.03200? -0.r6318 0.02a9750 0.0352023 -0.01679;r963 0.2{9550 -o.11{76 -0.1537 -0.07155 0.153{29 -0.328{a O.06?3627 0.0.608{1 -0.052{15r964 0.1r2500 -o.175{{ -0.0{72 -0.r{6?9 0.07{385 -0.31265 0.0608607 0.O396155 -0.0121831965 O.113926 -0.152ar -0.0262 -0.r6285 0.082205 -0.2670r 0.0577205 0.0378855 -0.0124181966 C.062008 -0.132{6 -0.4059 -0.r55{( 0,O{32{3 -0.30023 0-O527598 0.03996?2 -0.000746r96? O.1{7257 -0,106{8 0.2341 -0.29?12 0.098{69 -0.26068 0.06{02{7 0.O132727 -0.022079r968 0.0021?5 -0. r2a95 o.?121 -0.2{909 0.C0079ì -0.2?860 0.0373470 0.0136{03 0.021183
1969 C.10{82? -0,09657 13.376{ -0.3{?81 0.066653 -O.222A1 0-0a5r170 0-0a2¡¡9{2 -0.0264{1r970 0.015r0{ -o-12227 -0.a621 -0.33?98 0.0078r8 -0.36687 0.03r6231 0.0327a88 0.007411
r973 -0.005248 -0.o9r78 0.0r31 -0.?9705 -0.005598 -O.17?9? 0.01750¡û0 0.0279099 0.0053a0
19?( -0.010{96 -0.0{r?6 0.0011 -0.r6086 0.000{20 -0.20608 0.007a62{ 0.0329563 -0.000296r9?5 0.0053{7 -0.02003 0.8{02 -0.o2s5? 0,0?85{3 -0.13275 0.0063308 0.0357082 -0.009312r976 -0.00260r -o.or9{7 -o,o{91 -0.0626? 0.010392 -0.12r83 0.001700{ 0.0334755 -O.0127281977 -0.0097?{ -0.028{2 -0.1376 -0.Oa8?9 0.006795 -0.23916 -0.00f9725 0.0330926 -0.0163531978 -0.012{?5 -0.02?5? 0.0962 -O-O6a92 0.039335 -0.19726 -0.0076738 0.0338971 -0.0172{01979 -0.0125{0 -0.02{10 -0.0118 -0.07056 0-022772 -0.r9619 -O-0099a09 0.O330236 -O.018913r980 -0.008?62 -0.01986 -0.05a8 -0.05665 0.0201{3 -0. r{?5r -0.009997S O.O331{15 -O.0145961981 0.00067{ -0.01968 -0.1019 -0.0579? 0.0r963¡¡ -0.110S2 -0.00726a{ O.0330570 -0.021263r982 -0.001003 -0.02{96 -0.09{0 -0.o6E2{ 0.0r38s{ -0.1210s -0.006286r 0.012a578 -0.019293r9e3 -0.006939 -0.028{1 -0.02t2 -0-0669{ 0.016?86 -0.13790 -0.007a?93 0.0328557 -0.0176?5
YEÀR

1 950
r961
ì 962
l 963
196{
r 965
r 966
i967
r 968
1 969
I 970
r 973
197{
r 975
19?6
1911
1978
r9?9
r 980
1981
r982
r 98 3

-0.19!55 0.0000000
-0,32601 0.019578?
-o.{3599 0.02a0252
-0. r?806 0.0{91282
-0.09a9r 0.0520aa3
0.{07a6 0.0{9aa51

-0.2893 1 C. O{ r 3966
-o.72675 0.0{69800
-0.25798 0.03{ 3992
-0.25a93 0.03871:8
-o.02457 0.03193r 1

-0.03222 0.02008r8
-0. l r3{2 0.01 r923t
-0. o95{ 2 0.00925 1 {
-0.0807a 0.00?6838
-0. I1929 0.006{ r 38
c.5{0{0 0.00a9691
0.0{{77 0.0039337
0.03860 0 - 0037590
c.03{08 0.0050a90

-o-09¿a6 0-0058?78

0.00000 -0.011189 -0.009813 -0.037{97
-0,06970 -0.0 1 556? -0.0 I 3656 -0.03r 05(
-0.0?5{6 -o.0a8360 -0.0{2510 -0.03f634
-0.1a{90 -o.0{06{2 -0.035?08 -0.03a97{
-0.136ra -o.02ra72 -0.0188{3 -0.03295e
-0.11209 -0.02613{ -0.0229a0 -0.03r501
-0.0837S -0.02826{ -0.02a81{ -0.03{697
-0.r05{3 -0-02{859 -0.0218r9 -0.03{2a7
-0.06783 -0.035r09 -0.030836 -0.039165
-0.09051 -0.0397r8 -0.03{89{ -0.036968
-0.ù7238 -0.0rr963 -0.0101{r -0.032200
-0.031 13 -0.0r2503 -0.010966 -0.03053Ê
-0.0t2r0 -0.00915{ -0.008027 -0.029085
-0.013{6 -0-005951 -0.00609{ -0.030768
-0.0160{ -0.01{3a9 -0.01258? -0.03r€{5
-0.01756 -0.0r 16r0 -0.010182 -0.03r707
-o.0r518 -0.0r0339 -0.00906? -0.0lrgsl
-0.0r351 -0.00733? -0.006{33 -0.032136
-0.01(27 -0.00626{ -0,005{92 -0.0325ar
-0.01958 -0.006267 -0.005{95 -0.0f26{a
-0.02202 -0.007{5¿ -0.006535 -0.012961

-0.03{882 0,053859 0.062909
-0.067093 0.0337?5 0.05 I ?5{
-0.0?19{9 0.121{01 0.127212
-0.090070 0.06483{ 0.11{173
-o-012223 0.063513 0.',! 1{3E8
-0.038395 0.0630S3 0.08{76a
-0.0{6r:2 0.081365 0.109?57
-0.0s?916 0.016032 0.05a233
-0.056636 0.05{56{ 0.070092
-0.067688 0.025832 0.038{72
-0.0132r2 0.00a1a{ c.01gt 1?
-0.009589 -0.000701 0.01 r2?2
-0.01ar'r7 0.o188{? 0.066883
-o,025792 0.002923 0.03 9s2.
-0.032766 -0.003369 0.02a939
-0.02900? 0.000183 0.0{2607
-0. 02?{80 -0.00 1 980 0.03692a
-0.02?31{ -0.000{07 0.0336?1
-0.029960 0.0030{6 0.030393
-0.032a98 0. o0 I 006 0,02{ ?59
-0.033255 -0.000898 0.02{8(l

chapter(ra¡te 5.20)* Definition of variables are given at the end of this
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Real invest.ment is also adversely affect.ed due bank credit

squeeze generated by contraction in money supply as a result

of initial continuous worsening of balance of payment situ-

ation. Despite these negative effects the aggregate income

and output is pulled up by the relatively better performance

of the agricultural and the non-tradeable services sector.

Increased imports prices clearly fuels the country's food

price inflation--a 14.5 percent impact effect. However, the

general price level shows in general a deflationary trend

with a deflation of 3.2 percent in the first year, which is

difficult to explain. One explanation f.ot such a contradic-

tory result, which we have mentioned above, is the nature of

the aggregate price equation in the model. Large changes in

the endogenously determined sectoral weights and our treat-

ment of aI1 services sector prices exogenous may be respon-

sible, at least in part, for the dampening of the impact of

large food price inflation on the aggregate price level.

Instead of imports prices now we consider a 10 percent

increase in all exports prices" The estimated multipliers

for selected endogenous variables are given in Table 5.16.

Às one would expect, the effects of this external shock are

in most cases in direct opposition to those of the imports

pr].ce lncrease case. Higher exports prices reduce real

exports demand for Bangladesh goods in the international

market, however, with a less than proportionate impact

effects: negative 5.9 percent in the first year rising to

the peak of 9 "2 percent in the 6th year.



- =')5¿ "
Table 5. L6

IvIULTIPLIERS: 10e" SUSTA]NED INCREASE IN ALL EXPORTS PRICES

(PERCEHTAGE CMHGE tÉ *"O'.*O VÀLUES 
'*ZER 

COI¡T?OL 
"O'-'*'J

962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
9?0
973
974
975
976
97 7
974
979
980

YEAR YGD PCD

r 960
r961

.yxr - YÀG

0.0o25268 -0.0I27{8
O.OO3535O -o.013762
o.oro{o98 -o.025a18
o.oo9g760 -0.02{358
o.ooB5o5{ -0.02173{
o-oo6728{ -0.o22021
O.O1¡ú60rO -0.0132{6
o.oo9?78{ -0.002756
o.o286919 0.008212
o.o1rl{{{ 0.009315
o.ooo5566 0.00?a08
o. ooo6061 0.006386
o.ooo?593 0.002380
o.ool{176 0.002295
o-oo2rr{8 0.00r109
o.oo27296 0.000701
o.oo3oo10 0.001353
o.oo295o3 0.002131
o.oo29{8? 0.002827
o.002785? 0-003501
o.oo3r€61 0.003387

QF X1

o.ooegss o.ors:g
-o.oo?193 0.10592
o.ooo7l6 0.211?7

-0.0r5536 0.20013
-o.o2t2)2 0.15519
-0.016729 0.16130
-0.012972 0.10483
-O.oo65¡Û5 0-06516
o-ol{366 -O.17322
o-02391{ -0.{3070
o-ooa27{ -0.o5912
0.o09205 0.0112{
o-o09626 0.06609
o.oo725t 0.06667
0.o09r82 0.1{001
0.009523 0.1513{
o.009802 0. I 68 1 {
o.ooB227 0.1{116
o.oo?{0{ 0.10782
o.oo?0{5 0.1085{
0.008571 0.11072

ÈgÀG ttHxF

-0.10¡{3 0.00?3631
-o -05222 0.0059067
-0.11?55 0.Or33189
-0.07r19 0.0r73232
-0.o568? O.0r93699
-o.o{5{3 0.0r70a{9
-0.01326 0.0225806
0.038aa 0.o19{242
0.069{7 0.0{(2191
0.o60s6 0.0f3?039

-o.ooa5{ 0-0267735
-o.o0r{7 0.0r582{0
-o.o06?9 0.Or72070
-0.0033r 0.0r38785
-0.O0199 0-01¡¡7417
-0.o0269 0.0r63393
o.ooof6 0-ors7r32
o.oor75 0.0r46971
0.o02{7 0.o179537
o.oo517 0.0r74736
o . oo{{8 0. or96a 5?

ca în

-0.¡¿rtr o]ooeoeso
-o.2oo?3 0-o02{535
-0.1?{56 0.or071{0
-0.11512 0.0r22985
o.oa5E0 0.0r13362

-o-ol2{9 0.007851{
0.1 7{32 0 - 021 1462
0.15929 0.02a2320
0.355{2 0.o7¡¡2978
0.16498 0.0417723

-0.07035 0.01256?2
-0.03696 0.0051 150
-0. oo32 1 0.0055900
-c.01026 0.01232{8
-o . 00990 0. 01 55692
-o.oooa6 0.016636?
-o,ooa59 0.or88958
-0.01r35 0.0200539
o.ooo58 0-0181r99
o.oo29s 0.0r?6592
o.oo2oo 0.0203{22

-0.09326 0.00393r
-o,oa92? 0.O2€l{6
-0. r0780 0.06f,2r8
-0.06583 0.082612
-0.05089 0.0852a{
-o. o{23s 0.089538
-0.00960 0. r{2083
o.o3?25 0.1{{r2?
o.06726 0.261763
0.05919 0.169?0?

-0. oo27a 0.00a71 0
-O.Oo0{¡û 0.023931
-o'00572 o-or¡¡{27
-0. oo2{ 1 0.0221a5
-o.ooo95 0.o38r32
-0. oo I {a 0.03 1586
0.00162 0.039141
0.00300 0,o31892
o.oo365 0,0350{'
O.OO623 0.0{¡Ûr{5
0.00576 0,0a150¡

NG 8D

o.oo¡¡¡zz -o.ooszggt
o.oo6?532 0.0r36515
o.o16a6r? 0.0259654
o, o2{ I 9{6 0.0{3986?
0.023?55( 0.0¡¡3r679
o.o2o15l7 0.0358.0{
0.0279181 0-0361939
0.031{583 0.039?163
o.o5o1 165 0.s229063
o.oa{5025 0.0{70956
o.o3o585g 0.0398612
o.0222233 0.0377593
o.o1ao96? 0.025{8{6
0.013{855 0.0r62?{5
O.O1?1829 0.02r{093
o,01a8323 0.0124798
0.0183223 0.0r7{352
0.01696a6 0.0115371
0.017?6{9 0.0r73259
0.0198790 0.023809r
0.0 1 95836 0.0 1 6{aa 3

-0-015622 0.03502{
-0.01?601 -0.002561
-c.0283r{ 0.025973
-o.026226 0.o0865?
-o.o22219 0. o07s39
-0.02{76{ -0.011809
-0.011373 -0.006{960.00r776 -0.o06853

0.0 r 9950 -0.0095080.022{66 0,005920
0.011703 0.o17316
o.o08{25 0.01{879
0.o0{09{ 0.015552
0.003388 0.o08?6?
0.002?59 0.o07699
0-002546 0.o08331
0.003{2{ 0.006506
0.o0{291 0.0053f,2
0. o0a8?2 0.005089
0.005675 0.003649
0.005985 0. o0a63 I

198 r
1982
1983

YEÀR XGR

1 960
1 96 1 -0.02 1€56
1962 -0,027519
1963 0.001553
1 96{ 0.0 r 3672
1 965 0.033792
I 966 0.005300
1 96? C.091 1 37
r 968 0.092300
1969 0.18a180
1970 0.1068??
1973 0.002837
197{ 0.010235
1975 0.015791
1 976 0.0 1 5753
1977 0,0250 1 5
1978 0.023{?6
19?9 C.0256{3
r 980 0.021a 97
1981 O,026¡¡85
I 982 0.026189
1 9A3 0.026891

XGR

-0. ossoz t
-0.071591
-0.070225
-0.0? 1 {58
-0.068575
-0.092369
-0,06256?
-0. o62386
-0.o53001
-o.o17279
-0.033057
-0.03 1 752
-0.023{33
-c.027855
-o .o27 269
-0.025{21
-0.0220s3
-0.0206r6
-0.020{9{
-0.019?76
-0.0 1 9s53

QJ

-o.oeess
-0 .0{ 7 6B
-0.'r0327
-0.06156
-0 .0{ 96 I
-0.0{102
-0.o0866

0.03732
0.069{9
0.05889

-0.00{8a
-0.0017(
-0.00788
-0.0029 ì
-0.00 1 1 1

-0.001?5
0-00199
0.00363
0.00{10
0.00698
0.006{4

CR

o,ogrgs¡
0. 1 62593
0.{13{78
0.422859
0.25a651
0.313397
0.3{3{69
0.38 I ?78
0.601 24 1

0.55038{
-0.039692

0.0 1 9292
0.07{533
0,o69539
0.1a287?
0.152319
0. 1 63265
0. 1 25305
0.10{991
0.098923
0.r25r59

fi?ÀIE.AN

1 960
1 9C1
1 962
r 963
1 96{
1 965
1 966
'r 967
1 968
r 969
1 970
1973
1 97{
1 97S
r 976
1977
197 ø
r 979
r 980
19g l
r9a2
1 983

fEN

-0.13435
-0. 06926
-0.15390
-0.o9172
-0. 06906
-0 - O586¡¡
-0.0ra02

o-05651
0 - 09259
0.07930
0.o0{61
0.00872
0. O056¡¡
0.o0{89
o.00857
0.00890
0.o1r60
0.or089
0.o1065
0.o12a{
0.o13?8

¡ NFP

0.00?590
o.0755:9
0.09? 1 26
0.1397?1
0.121281
0 . o9s{8 1

o.075205
o. o53009
0-01?133

-o.003717
-0.o36075
-o.021571
-0.o06315
0.oo0507
o . oo562{
o,oo5792
0.0o5a55
0.002618
0.o008?2
0. oo038{
o.o006r6

acr

-0.025€55
-0.033933
-0.0552{ 1

-0 .0s236?
-0.0{5622
-o.o{5591
-0.03031E
-0.002871
0.023797
0.oa012{
0.02579a
0.0r9313
0.0r{30r
0.01082c
0.009735
0.009106
o .009603
o.009757
0.00980a
o .0 1 0555
0.01139a

ffi

-0.00a99{3
-0.00{8{35
-0.0097689
-0.006{39{
-0.0051 1 79
-0.0056673
-0.0056181
0.0023t67

-0.0016s93
0.0r21361
0. o06?637
0. o020528
0.0009a20
0.0006132
0.000{305
0.0003951
0.0007288
0.00r050?
0.001 r 789
0.001{375
o.0013237

PJ

0.026682
0.009692
0.01¡¡6{5

-0.00556?
-0.0 1 1 353
-0. 005969
-0.0179A1
-0.03a556
-0.015815
-0.0r2897
0.0192{3
0.0r2{77
o.0101f5
0.008 1 a 1

0.006096
0.00¡ú892
0.00{038
0-00375{
0. o0{378
0.003989
0.00{28?

NYGD XlN

0.079 -0.021500
0. 1 66 0. O239s6
0.078 0. o8 1 953
0.023 0.rr7¡¡{2

-0.035 0.1{6{30
0,0s5 0.13{130

-0.367 0.lo{740
-3.053 0.2564s6

-26.185 0.44701{
1.O0t 0.365848
0 . 067 -0 . 096098
0 .097 0 . o0846 1

0.oa3 0.or535?
0.030 0.o2767 a
o. 06{ 0. o{8928
0.003 0.05¡û{28
0.O1S 0.0609¡¡6
0.032 0.0551 r0

-0.003 0.055895
-0.0t5 0.060063
-0.o07 0.06{{7{

ACJ IL?

-o.o924 1 0.0{539
-0.0{9{ 1 0. 10592
-0.10803 0.2r177
-0.06683 0.200!3
-0.05303 0.155r9
-o.oa360 0. r6rf,0
-o.0r228 0.10883
o.0368a o.065t6
o.06570 -0.173220.05869 -0. {3070

-0.00522 -0.059r2
-o.00 r69 0.0 r a2a
-0.00795 0.06609
-0.00376 0.06667
-0.0022? 0.1aool
-0.00305 0. r513{
0.000a1 0.16814
0.0019{ 0.1{116
o.oo27? 0. r0782
0.o05?1 0.1085{
0.o0{9{ 0. rfo72

YI.]

1 960
1961
962
963
96{
96s
966
967
96E
969
97 0
973
971
975
976
927
97e
979

0.20879
0. 3263A
0. 5666{
0.19855

-o.o12a1
-o - 258S7
0.08{50
o.or066

-0.o3a95
-0.15910

o.o27a7
-0.007r80.o0r39

0.01259
-0. 052{ 9

0.00701
-0. 06976
-o.0r625
-o.o01?6
-0.0 1 250
0-ot80r

0.o00000
-o.or79a{
-0.023110
-o. o36909
-0.03806¡¡
-0.033733
-0.02902 1

-o.02r669
-o. oo7897
o.003 1 1 0
o.010603
o.008582
0.005958
0.003798
0.002s2s
0. o02 1 22
o.002005
0.o022{2
o.002{16
0.002{65
0.002?37

o. 000000
0.05530s
0. 07{200
0. 1 18056
0.107339
o. 0?886 r
0.059868
0. 0389{ 7

-0.002456
-0.021a79
-0.03¡ r 2¡
-0.022100
-0.009a79
-0.002a99
-0.000a53
-0 . 00067 3
-0.001351
-0.002600
-0.003a72
-0. 003605
-0.00{{58

o. 0086652
0.0ro9{7?
0 . 024 3899
0 .022 1 922
0.0r{3?9{
0.01759?5
0 .0 r 65288
0.o15a589
0.022a395
0.0207{02

-0.00230{8
0.0006r72
0.0036a59
0.003a396
0.0069399
0 . 007 3854
0.0077815
0.00597r8
0.00{97s7
0.00{5689
0.0058185

given at

0.o075899
0.o09587?
0.02 1 3{25
0.019{220
0.or2590{
0.0r5{051
0.or{{705
0.01353a?
0.0 1 9638 1

0.o181529
-0.002020 r
0.0005{o9
0.00319{a
0.0030r37
0.0060?93
0.o06a69J
0.0068r62
0.0052315
0.o0{3592
0.00a0029
0.005097f,

-0.0003666
0.0002177
0.0022¡t30
o.00307 r 2
0.0027922
0.00163r6
o - 00599a 3
0. 0060986
0.or5r031
0.0101836
0.o026229
0.0010919
o-0007930
0.0010780
0,001{3{?
0. 00 1 ?925
0.0020712
0.0021518
0,o021966
0,002r882
0.00239a3

0.007935
0.0{076{
0.03{555
0.0{ 56{ l
0.018{5a
0.010317
0-0229r5
0.0121aa
0.03288a
0.008715

-0.0163520.o0{9a{
0.00698?
0.o051a6
0 . o0605 3
0,o0{999
0.005189
0.00378?
0.00{056
0.o0{268
ô-oo5229

-0.055a18 -0.063S5
-0.0{9098 -0.o6285
-0.07826a -O.r0392
-0.05a31s -0.09595
-0.0{1978 -0.o8370
-o.05{569 -0.06989
-0.01{951 -O.0a396

0. 029976 0.00073
0.059021 0.0a663
0.06{975 0.06325
0.012a83 0.028r{
0.0r31a5 0.01392
0.007562 0.00 r 93
0.0058{2 -0.000580.006596 -0.000970-oo66l2 -o-001?¿0.008625 0.00055
0.009155 0.00282
0.009(6s 0.00{26
0.010955 0,00706
o.01r587 0.00797

r 990
1981
1982
1943

* Definition of variabl-es are the end of this chapter (Table 5.2O) .
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This fa11 in real exports demand generaLes contraction in

the domestic economy through the traditional multiplier

effects. The impact multiplier for GDP is negative 1"6 and

that for national income is even worse--negative 8.9 per-

cent.

In nominal terms, the country's exports earning rises

continuously, but less than proportionately: an impact mul-

tiplier of 4"3 rising to the maximum of 9 percent at the

close of the sample period. The initial contraction of

imports demand due to faII in income, coupled with increased

exports earning improves the country's balance of payments

significantly at leasL for the first four years. This

clearly show ripple effect through out the economy via the

usual expansion in monetary base-credit-investment channel.

In the long run, however, the imports demand rises, to meet

fastly growing investment demands and Iater in response to

rise in income and output thereby worsening the balance of

payments situation. At the sectoral leve1, increased

exports prices have differential effects on the agricultural

and the industrial sector with a negative impact on the for-

mer.

To see the impact of devaluation on the economyr wê have

allowed all imports prices to rise by one percent while all

exports prices to faII by one percent through out the sample

period. The resulting multipliers for selected endogenous

variables are given in Table 5.17. Àlso, tor major endoge-



nous variables, the mult.ipliers

ed(see Fig. 5.29-36) '
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are graphically present-

Our results indicate devaluation is not contractionary

neither overly expansionary, wiLh an impacL multiplier fot

GDP of only 0.3 and having a peak effect of 0"66 in the

third year. In the long run(beyond 8th year) tfre effect

becomes negligible. However, the effect of devaluation on

aggregate demand is found to be quite expansionary: the

impact multiplier is 1"9" ReaI exports rises but by less

than proportionately while real imports faII and on balance

help grow income, output and consumption"

Devaluation, however, generates substantial food price

inflation(the impact effect is 3 percent) at least for the

first half-a-dozen year, which is triggered mainly by the

fall in food-grains imports as a result of higher imports

costS, and low agricultural supply responses and due to now

higher disposable income. Devaluation also has differential

impacts on agriculture and industry. In general, the agri-

cultural sector expands and the industrial sector shrinks,

mainly due to the differential impact of rise in imports

costs, specially the costs of the capital goodsr oD the two

Sectors. The cOuntry'S current account balance worSens in

response to devaluation: a 9.4 percent deterioration in the

first year. However, in the long run, the current account

balance shows some improvements providing some support for

the 'J curve' hypothesis.



Table 5.17

trIULTIPLTERS: 19" DEVALUATTON OF THE EXCHANGE RATE

o{ IJ¿ J

YZÀR AGD

't 960
1961 0- 003¡û5{ 15
1962 0.0036!1a5
1963 0.00726s0¿
196{ 0.0O65A235
1 965 0.0062052 1

1 966 0.00650800'r967 0.00531215
1968 0.00229091
r969 0.O01 182¿8
1970 0.O00¡¡7258
r973 0.O001 1313
1 97{ 0.000006 1 6
1 975 0. O0 r 90508
1976 0.00O60239
1977 0.00027?8{
1978 0.000a17{0
19?9 0.00036136
1980 0.OO02326?
1981 0.OO008033
r982 -O.O00r¡¡5691983 -0.OO01{209

( PeRCs}frÀGE CMÑGE ! È PRSD¡ CltD VÀlt',ES OVER COa'?RO¿ 60¿¡'1t oÐ¡ )

PCD CP t:G C I Y¡ø - TAG 'Y

-o'.oo72i2q o.oz¡¡zsz -o]oooez¡ o.ozrrozg -o.ooo¡se -o]oozz¡ra o]oozg¡rzg o.ozozezo
0.0005898 0.009?{91 -0.0o0710 0.0092182 -0.006r53 -0.oo22528 0.O0300880 0.0089759

-0.0051650 0.oflr76f -0.o0f106 0.0286205 -o.orf{80 -0-oo{osla o.00670803 0.0273813
-0.OOr5095 O.O169239 -0-OO¡¡146 O.0155{38 -0.O19r72 -O-OO!8933 O.00633006 0.0151?00
-0.o0256{3 o.or?0679 -o.oo{9{o o.ots3¿or -0.019075 Jo-0o33907 o.o0619909 o.015088{
o.0o{o7f,2 0.or08ra¡¡ -0.oo3851 0.or00963 -0.020018 -o-oo?9017 0.o0991r29 o.0098659

-0.00077a6 0.0r50019 -0-oo5972 0.012a598 -0.030512 -o-ooa7f{3 0.00559G72 0.01262a6
0.002723r -0.o028583 -0.Oo¡¡681 -0.O029723 -0.O30327 -O-Oo3{3ó8 0-0029{r78 -0.0029312

-0.o000{47 O.Ooa6832 -0.Or0182 0.o033667 -o.oa6972 -o.00?0039 O-00290,¡09 0.0030289
0.o018887 -0.00{3622 -0.OO75{9 -O.O0a5583 -0.Ola2?2 -0.0039758 0.O0209223 -0.00a{608o.o0008a5 0.0000278 -0.o05?38 -0.oo030{5 -0.or!E66 -0.0015629 0.0009072? o.0000296

-0.00106a1 0.000a¿51 -0.o03{81 0.oo02ro9 -0-orao31 -0.0015501 0.o00s8036 0.0005386
-0.O085599 0.O097181 -0.OO2{32 0.O0919{2 -0.O0307,f -O.O0raOAS 0.002r9066 0.01 13799
-0.o012723 0,O01{?26 -0.OO20a0 0.OO12A92 -0.OO5272 -O.OOr69r2 0.00067683 0.001632S
-0.o01{500 0.o010623 -0.oo3010 0.o008106 -0.or0202 -o-0019206 0.00070765 0.0010130
-0.0051S1 I 0.00{65¿2 -0.O02812 0.0041652 -0.006163 -0-0020022 0-00131593 O.005212¡¡
-0.0032771 0.0025086 -O.0O3129 0.O021215 -0.O07260 -O.OO20322 0.O00A2759 0.0027166
-O.00283¡[B 0.0021¡¡62 -0.O02557 0.00r8007 -0.OO5OA2 -0.O020769 O.00065552 0,0023¿29
-0.0022395 0.O020r86 -0.00271a 0.00165?9 -0.006109 -0.O021520 0.000aa096 0.0020595
-0.0017063 0.001r9{9 -0.oo298{ 0.0008{62 -0.o08509 -0.0021215 0.00026278 0.00r1500
-0.002{{1a 0.o016237 -0.0032?? 0.o01210{ -0.o07630 -0.0022ó77 0.000a0206 0.00r6{a3

1 960
1961 -O. OOO932
1962 0.0004a3
1 963 -0.OO7272
1 96¿ -0. 00960?'1965 -0.Or3057'1966 -0.00623r
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1 968 -0.02059{
1 969 -0.037265197C -0.02{5801973 -0.010733197a -0.0109271975 -O.Or7 667
1976 -0.Or02{?1977 -0.O120S?r978 -0.015903
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0. 009052 2
0.o0886a6
0.0093a 1 2
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o.00a1553
0.0089361
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0. o07{90 1
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0.oo{{3?5
0.00{ 1 636
0.00{12r9
0.0039372
0. o03953 1

0. o03(996
0.o033a31
0.o03282?
0.o031{75
0.0031731

c^

o . og¡ao¡
0-o53998
0. o39090
0. o{ 1 63{

-0.000161
0.012002

-0.030a08
-0.0195{9
-0.0540a7
-0-02353s

0.00a829
0.o03230

-0.0086{a
o-o0.1229
0.003{60

-0-o022r 1

0. o00480
0.0027 r 0
0.001569
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-0.000 1 3E

TN

o ] oooee¡
0.o010a1

-0.001800
-0.00r83{
-0.00 r{98

0 - 000046
-0.003 r57
-0 . o02?85
-0.o11639
-0. O0a9¡¡9

0 - o00005
0.o00251
0. o0 1 268

-0 - o00200
-0 . o0223 1

-0 .000650
-0. oo1 333
-0. o005a8
-0-0015{?
-0.o01?99
-0.o017E3

.flc

o.ooozz¡r
-0.0o00680
-o.o025398
-0.o0{8717
-0. o0t?37?
-0.0036063
-0.o05r370
-0.o05720{
-0. 0o869{ l
-0. o0?7609
-0.005s768
-0. o0{ 394 1

-0.0021517
-0.o016352
-0 .0028088
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-0.o0r9660
-0,o0121{9
-0.o01a398
-0.o020197
-0.o0205{5
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o ] ooozgr
-0.0019rr
-0.003636
-0.009926
-0 - 009802
-0.0083r 5
-0.007571
-0. 0090?5
-0. 005380
-0.010a31
-0.00890{
-0 . 0086r 2
-0. o06730
-0.0050a3
-0.00¡322
-0.0032r5
-0.0029a5
-0. o01 9r0
-0 .00 r 307
-0.002{r0
-0.002462

ÐF

-o]oozrz¡e
0. oo1 3858

-0.o0r9{55
0.o030{25
0.0059138
o.o0{607r
0.o03026?
0.0036a6r

-0.o0r31 r2
-0-o0120{7

0. 0o20667
0.000¡913
0. oooo5?5
0.0000{03

-0. oo 1 r{5r
-0. o0 1091 I
-0.o0r20?8
-0-0009170
-0.o00?872
-0. o00636?
-0. o008 r 7a

xl

-0.01270? -0.02365
-0.o28199 -0.0a105
-0.056?80 -0.1001 1

-o.05{330 -0.09825
-0.oaa82a -0.05832
-o.0a9228 -0.07099
-o.039r5? -0.075{8
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-0.007835 -0.10750
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-0.03{018 -0.03500
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-o -024277 -0. 02s6 1

-o.o2ra2a -o.0212',
-o.022?52 -0.0210{
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YEAR ÞT CJ |lF^ I ITVP YD H ffiAG NWXF RH

1960
1961 0.03r5610 -o.ool861 -o.02ls5 0.003865 o.02o8t91 -0.01270? O.OO559?9 0.00219633 -O.OO?{1171962 0.0133.17{ -0.01?r93 _O.O{a71 _O.O068O7 O.OO922t6 _0.028r99 O.0066995 g.OOal9255 _O.OO28a{O1963 0.0{3{670 -0.022{33 -o.o2aaB -o.or62B6 o.o2B6so3 -o.os6?60 o.oi3s(g5 õ.005?89{B -o.oo?1960196{ 0.0227593 -0,033761 -O.OO808 -0.027616 0.0158855 -0.05{33C O.0126156 0.OO{83019 -O.OO06{3?1965 0'0215916 -0.029677 o,OOO12 -0.03250{ O.Ol591{9 -O.Oa{A2a O.Olr?7oa O_OO{63356 -0,00037931966 0.01{t00? -0,025570 -0.05305 -0.030517 o.OtO378o -O.O{9228 o.O11f9S3 o.OO{71803 o.OOOa9781961 0.0r98585 -0.02068? O.06a?9 -0.06{5r6 0.01389{t -0.039r57 0.01r227€ 0.00526523 -0.0OO66921968 -0.00(2737 -0.02laot 0.3?70{ -o.0532a1 -0.0027393 -O.O36E6r O.OO5tOr7 0.00332212 o.OO62?801959 0.007(337 -0.01{1J6 3.98180 -O.OAa9r3 o.OO¿{289 -O.OO?835 0.OO{{59a O.00{86339 -0.OO211't91970 -0.0053836 -0.O16016 -0. r{305 -O.O?2366 -O.OOa2o?1 -O.OOO?l{ O.OOO8622 C.00222698 0.0O312361973 -0.0003115 -0.O06880 -O.OOa6o -0.02{875 0.OOOO3l9 -O.Ol{O?O O.OOO513{ O.00235113 -O.OOO5s9{197{ -0.001 r66{ -0.002991 -O.OOA{6 -O.Or8aS9 o.OoO5123 -0.023901 -O.OOOO765 0.00329156 -0.OO075121975 0.0015395 -0.00r668 o.1l{59 -o.oor95l o.ot1f962 -o.oraa9{ o.ooo¡23? 0.00373626 -o.ooìa5as1976 -0.0001090 -0.002559 -0.00939 -O.OOE986 0.001673? -O.Ol?76ì O-OOOO333 0.00352?S{ -0.00158131977 -0.O01 1372 -0.003996 -0.02239 -O.Or3A9a O.OO1213a -O-037779 -O.OOO57?9 0.003{383? -0.OO1871 119?8 -0.0015358 -0.003840 O.Or276 -O.Orr593 0.0O52?92 -O.O3aOr8 -O.OOO99?1 o.OO353{62 -O.OO195o{1979 -0.0019550 -0.o03{5{ -o.oor50 -o.or3o8{ o.0028312 -o.03a697 -0.00r3866 0.O0339652 -O.OO2062o1980 -0.001s{21 -0.002681 -O.OO?60 -O-OrrO15 0.0023763 -O.O2A277 -O.OOr{829 0.0033?.181 -0.0O206a81981 -0.000{8{9 -0.002{57 -0.O0859 -O.Or12a{ 0.0022235 -O.O2l{2{ -0.00.1236? O.OO33{a2o -O.OO2{521r982 -0.0008775 -0.002985 -O.OO7oO -0.0r2793 o.OO132l2 -O.022752 -O-O012331 0.00325r59 -O.OO222Jr1981 -0.O01604{ -0.0033?? O.OOo{9 -O.Or3tB( O.OOt79OB -0.026361 -O.OOr¡¡603 O.OO33O?29 -O.Oozo953

T NFP ÀCF ÂCJ TLF YIJ IXF PJ NYGD x1R
I 960
r951 -O.O{335 o.OOOOOOOO O.OOOOOO -O.OOZTZ¡e -O.OOrggrS -O.oo¡goat -o-oo¿sco o.olzlsg¡ o.orlzooz1962 -0.07?09 0.00a15238 -O.Or{81{ -o.0027552 -O.OO2{1{9 -O.00326a7 -0.Or1672 o.O09{?57 0.Or296791951 -0.11589 0.O0520283 -0.0r6299 -O.OO?r11{ -0.00623{9 -O.OOl?228 -O.Or09{8 0.0216035 0.0257188196,[ -0.0a32¡ 0.o093a11a -o.o2a{{6 -o.0062{03 -o.oo5a?09 -o.oo]9309 -0.o1{376 0.013f5?2 0.023539{1965 -0.01 182 0.O097€33r -o-o26ao? _o.oo3a32o _o.0033591 _o.oo3?2E5 _O.OO66S2 0.0123a69 O.02269721966 0.O7757 0.o092{769 -0.021626 -O.OOaS98o -O.OO{OJO7 -O.OO3{329 -O,OO5t?9 0.Ot3E1f,O O.O18o5ì81967 -0.0{839 0.0079{016 -O.Or6{8a -O.OOa87{8 -O.OOa2?3{ -O.OOa2609 -O.OO?56a O.011?175 o.Or8{580r968 -0.10408 0.o0?96550 -O.o177rr -0.00a2852 -0.003756{ -O.OOa2o3? -O-OO?929 -O.OOO21{a O.OO?a9331969 -0.33608 0.00509863 -0.008593 -0.00637?3 -O.OO559l 1 -0.00565{? -O.OO951o O.00?96€9 o.00623{6197O -0.01975 0.00{86701 -O.OlO?76 _O.OO6Oa23 _0.0052971 _O.O0{8659 _O_OO8?18 _0.O02569( O.OOOl6261973 -0.00{{2 0.00309826 -0.00598{ -O.OO1o26a -O.OOO9ot3 -O.OOf6o?O O.O00637 o.OOO11g9 o.OOO3{(3197{ -0'003a7 0.00182600 -0.001825 -O.00133?3 -O.OO1 1677 -0.0032937 -O.OOl152 -O.OOO53t3 O.OOO57961975 -0.01570 0.00r0863e -o.ooo768 -o.ootoziB -o.ooogooB -o.oo30srs -o-ooìg6o o.oo2?29o o.oo91oa61976 -0.01385 0.001018{6 -O.OOl8o{ -O.O0o9??r -O.OO0856{ -0.0032980 -0.003365 o.ooo358? o.oo553r8197't -0.008?5 0.ooo9o9o8 -O.OO22ol -0.0020523 -0.001798e -O.OO3{67{ -O.OO{OO8 -O.OOO{(O{ O.OOf62l71978 -0.0a11{ 0.00076580 -0.00225? -0.00r6552 -0.0016269 -0.003a819 -0.003525 o.OOOOOa{ 0.00573511979 0-073?8 0.000587ì8 -o.oor88{ -o.oot?939 -o.oor5?23 -o.o0ls(77 -o.ooJaot -o.ooos??2 o.ooa7o2s1980 0.00618 0.00oara?{ -o.ool516 -0.00133t2 -o.ooll66? _0.00358t6 _o.o03251 _O.OOo5o85 O.Oo{O227r98r 0.00{3a 0.0003{?3? _o.oot{65 _o,ool13{1 _o.ooo99{o _0.0036388 _0.003575 _O.OOOl896 O.OO.3{5s91982 0.00a66 0.000{63a1 -o.oo2023 _0.0010996 _o.oo0963? _0.00f,6519 _o-oo3890 _o.ooo5?{2 0.0025531l98l -0.0I356 0.00051590 -o.oo22l2 -o.oolJ326 -O.OO1 r68o -o.oot?099 -o.ooao7{ -0.0008369 0.0025152

* Definition of variables are given at the end of this chapter(Table 5.20).
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The initial worsening of the balance of payment account 
'

however, generates ripple effect throughout the economy via

the usual 'credit crunch' channel. The effects of devalua-

tion is Strongly felt in the sectoral composition of output

and on capacity creation, despite its positive impact on

aggregate income and output.28l Finally, in our case, deval-

uation also show a continuous negative impact on the real

wages(impact effect negative 0.7 percent) of the working

population, which is in line with the expectation in struc-

turalist macroeconomic tradition(laylor 1983).

Exogenous Shock Sirnulations:

Earlier in the section on sensitivity tests we have

applied three minor shocks to the model to test the dynamic

stability of the model. Here vle apply two exogenous shocks

to the model to evaluate and give plausible economic expla-

nation to the responses in the time path of the endogencus

var iables :

(1 ) Technological change in agriculture(food-grains only):

a 1 percent sustained increase in food-grains production.

Q) Increased infl-ow of foreign capital or foreign aid: a

1 0 percent sustained increase in non-food foreign aid and/

or capital inflow.

281 Since devaluation in our model results in contraction of
industry and industrial capacity creation, one can draw
the inference that overvaluation of exchange rater espe-
cialIy during the pre-independence period, does seem to
have tt¡e effects desired by the governments in shifting
resources from agriculture to industry.
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The estimated multiptiers for a 1 percent increase in food-

grains production are presented for selected endogenous

variables in Table 5"i8. For important endogenous variables

the multipliers are also graphically presented in fig"

5.37-44. In general, the effects are expansionary on aII

the sectoral prices, $¡ages, output and income with the

exception of the contractionary effects in the post-indepen-

dence period on consumption, investment, imports, aggregate

demand and manufacturing outputs" The impact multiplier for

cDP is 0.6 with a peak of 1.1 in the 10th year and there-

after the impact gradually tapers off to near zero at the

end of the period.

The response in the general price level is as expected,

but shows two clearly different phases: a positive but rela-

tively low response in the sixties(multipliers generally

less than one-haIf) while a greater(multiplier value more

than 1.0) response is being observed during the post-inde-

pendence period" It is worth noting here that this greater

food production response phase also parallels with the con-

tractionarf phases for consumption, investment, imports, and

manufacturing outputs mentioned earlier. At a more

disaggregated level-, expansion in the food sector results in

contraction in the jute sector(see chapter 4) " Furthermore'

food prices rise immediately(impact effect 0"7) but what is

to be noted is the fall in food prices in Èhe second,

fourth, fifth, and the seventh years"



Table 5.18

MULTIPLIERS: 1% SUSTAINED INCREASE TN FOODGRAINS PRODUCTION

'2/a\

(pERcEm^GE cHÀxcE tH pREDteED vÀLuzs ovER coflrror soLu¡tox)
YEAR YGD PGD cP cG C I Yì{F YÀG Y

1960
1961 0.0060659 0.00r085? o.oo8o303 o.ooo20?3 o.oo?3r20 o.00660? o.oo0r8a23 0.00?29669 0.006936?1962 0,00{2902 0.0025r56 -0.0006578 o.OOO8?56 -O.OOO58oO O.OOO{62 0.OO02o7{6 0.00S36981 -O.OOO5l961963 0.o059{35 O.oO2¡¡{22 O.OO62S60 O,OOr2236 O.OO59o88 o.oo3?12 O.OOO26051 O,OO70?279 O.0056124196{ 0.00{98{2 O.OO3¡¡6?1 O.OoO{52{ O.oo19aoS O.OOo5{26 O,OO3O33 O.0005638{ O.00601¡¡50 O.OoO5{{81965 0.00a6587 o.oo35?2a O.OOO{8?3 o.OO23orO O.000629? 0.005053 0.00082165 o.00566000 O.OOO5A561966 0.00a833{ O.OO28o16 o.OO{259r O.OO2a999 o.OO{1710 O.00?682 o.OOO85)86 o.CO52or20 O.OO{07981967 0.0052911 0.0039526 o.OOOa286 0.00{6579 o.0008605 o.Or6r6? A.00232295 0.005959?O O.OOO8{561968 0.006?096 0.0032222 O.O:05{89 O.00{1069 O.O1Ol650 0.023295 O.OO221O5O 0.00639186 O-Ol006261969 0.0109835 o.oo2{118 o.Or8333r O.O1128ol O.Ol7?l8o 0.0S8136 o.OO?r9907 0,00927856 o.O18o8ar1970 0'01 I 1079 O.oo51E33 O.01?9539 O.OOa15{6 0.0173509 O.O322OO O.OO2¡l{922 0.00861892 O.O1?t 18619?3 0.0070215 0.or{8822 -0.0039167 0.O061731 -0.0033353 -0.0r9638 o.OOOO2233 o.OO?{7{91 -0.0Oa6729197{ 0.0059676 O.O1{?O¡û2 -O.oOaOrOl 0.oof,329? -O.OO35?22 -O.Or97{l -O.OOoO{758 O.OO?2602{ -O.OO{89601975 0.00{3080 0,0153{78 -O.OO?3600 O.O021l9o -0.006935a -0.0t6121 -O.OOO{6608 o.OO639?95 -0.O08909519?6 0.00{2852 o.o1 r 1299 -O.OOr923{ -O.OOr5031 -0.0019015 -O.Or{OO{ -O.OO0518?? O.OO632rO9 -O.OO3o99r1977 0.00f581{ o.o1o{r81 -o.OO32l8l -O.0030383 -0.0032072 -O.02o8r6 -O.OOO5o8{8 0.00589',r19 -O.OO{5?731978 0.002a0O¡( O,Ol3096? -0.O068939 -O.OOa?969 -O.OO6?566 -O.Or7aOO -O.OOO8{90O O.OO{99389 -O.OO8?3731979 0.o022a{5 o.or2o587 _0.0060578 _O.OO5{378 _0.0O6O152 _0.0189(3 _O.OO08223r O.O05t2{1{ _O.O0775{?
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* Definition of variabl-es are given at the end of this chapter(Table 5.20).
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This cyclical behavior in food price response may be attrib-

uted to the supply lags and the foodgrain-jute crop diffi-

culties in Bangladesh agriculture" The food price response

peaks(0"2) in the 1Oth year, which is consistent with the

movements in the endogenously determined food production in

the model. It seems that an explanation for the negative

impacts on some of the variables in the post-independence

period can be traced in the behavior of the fiscal and mone-

tary sector variables.

Finally, the simulation results for a 10 percent sus-

tained increase in foreign aid and/or foreign capital

inflows are presented in Table 5 " 1 9. In general, the

effect of an increased flow of foreign capital would be sim-

ilar to an increase in money supply or an increase in bank

credits to the private sector. However' there are at least

two differences that might influence the direction and mag-

nitude of the ultimate effect. First, the impact of foreign

capital inflow is felt in the monetary sector only indirect-

Iy, through the movements in the consolidated balance sheets

of the monetary authorities and the banking sector. Second-

Iy, as is typical of some other developing countries, for-

eign capital inflow is aimost all foreign aid or grant to

the government, giving rise to additional factor, namely,

government budgetary feedbacks, in the determination of the

size and magnitude of the ultimate effect of foreign capital

inflow on domestic economy.
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196t 0.O1126{7 -O.OO2{OaO -0.03?862 -0.005951 -0.0072307 -0.O09126 0.00011{ 0.01987 0.06136
1964 o.O09?988 -O.OO{1071 O.O{9258 -0.008277 -O.OO35o9o O.O0{r2{ -0.01{203 0.01237 0.05324
r965 o.OO{963a -O.OO17221 0.035278 -O.OO{772 -O.OO1390{ 0.003895 -0.0r373a 0-00389 0.0260,[
r966 0.0018334 -0.0091182 o.Or9606 -0.005868 -O.OO:93{? O.OO3o83 -0.008611 -0.00245 0.02040
r967 o.Ol03608 -O.OO32?,û8 o.0(5298 -O.OO53aO O.OO27o:6 0-012588 -0,00?563 -0.00965 0.01922
1968 0.0083966 -O.0035538 0.033072 -0.0O3129 o.OO{1(9r O.O12a6? -0.00616{ -0.012a8 0.o1202
1969 0.0132{97 -0.0025683 o.03{951 -O.OO1ag6 0.0052012 0-O12726 -0.003794 -0.02760 0.02216
19?O O.OO?6399 -O.OO31o7o O-0r3617 -O.OO5{62 o.OO52o2o O.Or533r -O.00?009 -0.03141 0.o0019
19?3 0.0360626 -O.OOloO3E O.09{760 -0.00678{ 0.0051193 0.0112(? -0.00?733 -0.02855 -0.02655
197¡s O.O3{4866 -O.OOO{O09 O.OBl8?C -O.OO3a1l O.Ol2O?55 0.026r39 -0.00a698 -O.02297 -0.02119
1975 0.O983325 -0.0056655 0.t56835 -0.019393 -O.OO24222 0.020297 -0.02ì072 -0.30961 -0.3281{
l9?6 o.ooao986 -0.0021396 0.0121t1 -o.or5?91 -0.0059226 0.017?91 -0.O08093 -0.0?751 -O.07422
1977 o.OO{5302 -0.0009032 0.OO{aOO -O.OOaa21 o.OO3ra95 0.022977 -0.006075 -0.05955 -0.0603619?8 o.0538a07 -0.O023720 O.0a6655 -0.015983 0.0010312 0.02321a -0.007310 -0.108{0 -0.10072
1919 o.O3o65tO -O.OO1{O28 0.030315 -O.OOA€60 O.OO{7590 0.025827 -O-005177 -0.09?42 -0.08945
1980 0.O357363 -O.OOO58o5 0.0a1586 -O.0O2693 0.O086?Or O.O21277 -O.000026 -0.025a5 -0.01?a{
1981 O.O252OOa O.OO10623 O.035089 O.OOa230 O.Or2aO59 O.0225r6 0.002550 0.00718 0.01006
1982 0.0305918 o.OO197a3 0.OaO1{6 0.007918 0.018{889 0.037?05 0.OOaa21 0.028{? 0.02833
1981 O.Oa13OEO O.OO1AaO2 0.0596{3 O.OOaSO¡¡ O.OI?158{ 0.Of,6165 0.00{77{ 0.01193 0.01€98

-0.005931 -0.o001709
0- 0077¡¡2 0. 0002222
0-0o0796 0-0010861
o.020698 0.0008606
0.0r67s2 0.0005228
0.0r5800 0.0000{r?
0.0r9686 0.0005559
ô-or?o53 -0-00001 12
0.0r96r5 0.o00892{
0.01¡[7?6 -0.O005¡¡58
0. 0268 32 -0 . 000a 2 r 6
0.015209 -0.0002300

-0.02935( -0.00336760.010r59 -0.00r63920.0291,¡5 -0.00099010.0r0705 -0.002r415
0.02r6t3 -0.o017930
0 - 02f600 -0 . 0003 r 76
0.031669 0.000{3{7
0.0{5062 0.00¡0129
0.0!8so6 0.0006035

QP

YEAR PF QJ ilFA I r¡VP 'YD A

I N¡P \CF ACJ TLF YfJ fXT PJ NYGD HIR

-o.oee¡r o.oozo¡e o.o¿rzr -o.oz¡sr -o-o¡s¡z¡ -o.oo,rr -o.ot¡¡¡o -o.obuzozt o.ot2560
-0.00132 o.o3063? o.o5{68 o-o1o?2 -0.001316 o.oo{5? -o.oo801r -0-0010282 -0.006529
-o.1oao5 0.024?6{ o. lo{?2 -0.02832 -0.068925 0.01987 -0.0299{9 -0.0048559 0.0150{o
-o.o23al 0.057587 o.04?6€ 0.02581 -0.0168{9 0.0123? -0-022608 -O.C027993 -0.009912
-0.01063 o.o{1006 0.067{9 o.ol996 -o.oo9o86 0.003e9 -0.016831 -0.0020368 -0.010{28
-0.02389 o.O20069 0.2a6{r O.00683 -0.O15280 -O.OO2{5 -0.018015 -0.0021558 -0.002336
-o.013?o 0.015168 o.o696a O.02tO3 -0.008736 -0.00965 -0.0r1613 -0.0019185 -O.OO7222
-0.0r226 o.o12o8o 0.38021 o.oo9{{ -o.o05a38 -0.012{8 -0.012758 -0.0009999 -0.004678
-0.02691 o.orì172 2.91168 o.Ol5a7 -0.01?969 -0.02?60 -0.0r5118 -0.0021653 0.00Û238
-0.01018 o.o1?059 -O.20a22 o.OO253 -O.O062{5 -0.03181 -0.012625 -0.00{)8189 -0.005505
O.OO259 O.OlO¡r?3 O.O?203 -0.02{59 -O.Ol3a29 -0.024s5 -0.00?33{ -0.0011929 -0.0077{3
o.ooa8? o.ooo9?9 0.o5523 -o.oo69{ -o.ooa61{ -0.02297 -0.003?99 -0.000{25r -0.005s35

-0.03355 -O.O2o61a -0.7693? -0.12563 -0.09?963 -0.30961 -0.01f,862 -0.0033919 0.009231
o.oo129 o.ooo587 0.29869 -O.Or?65 -O.OO2a59 -O.O??5r -0.00?883 -0.0020723 -0.007221
o.oo15{ o.ooo873 0.50998 -0.o13{o o.oo12a2 -0.05955 -0.00a506 -0.0008a09 -0.00{613
O.OOaSO -0.0051?O 0.21f,32 -O.Oalr6 -0.028102 -0.108¡¡0 -0.00r85{ -0.0012{75 -0.00324.
o.oo?9{ -o.oo9a?{ o.23796 -o.026r 1 -0.0t 1030 -0.09?82 0.00r005 -0.0009563 -0.002230
O.O1¡11{ -O.OO93S2 0.17789 -0.00328 -0.0056{l -0.025{5 O.005197 -0.0O07655 -0.001821
o.o1?15 -o.oo9530 0.35512 0.OrOa2 0.002736 0.007r8 0-008887 0.0003c00 0-0006{1
o.02o{o -o.o1ooa5 0.33r93 0.02029 0.00580? o.0?a{7 0.012287 0.0008915 0.002299
o.o229a -o.or198a O.2r06? 0.01081 0.000289 0.01393 0.0r5225 0.00r1732 0.0036{?

1 960
r961
1 962
r 963
r 96{
1 965
r 956
19 67
1 968
969
970
973
97{
97 5
976
977
978
97 9
980
98 1

9a2
983

YEAR

1 960
195r O.082s7 O.OOOOOO O,OOOOOO 0.002335 O.OO2O{6 -O,OOO871O O.OOO7A1 -0.029928 -0.030967
1962 0.13666 -0.0O8585 0.029980 0.000?28 o.000638 -0.0002393 0.01515{ -0.002977 -0,016({5
1963 0.266?3 -O.00681l O.Ol85{2 0.0069?3 0.006r08 -0.O01r160 0.00r8{0 -0.05{298 -0,05{(?6
l96a 0.15931 -0.O1?51? O.Osa(?r 0.O03373 0.002956 -0.00052{0 0.020273 -0.0r8153 -0,039212
1965 -0.0308{ -0.015{76 o,Ol939{ 0.001770 0-O01551 -0.O00a385 -0.00r635 -0.013238 -0.O26552
1966 -0.03716 -0.010?8{ 0.018109 0.O02t96 0.001925 -0.0007a3s -0.006304 -0.022171 -0.02368¡
196? O.Ol{19 -O.OO9o6a 0.013823 o.OO151{ 0.001327 -0.0003?0? 0.000ar6 -0.012572 -0.018{38
1968 0.0{?59 -0.00?3f,{ 0.0rr036 0-o01179 0,O010f,3 -0.000f6a8 -0.000062 -0.011030 -0.0131{8
r969 o.O626r -O.OO6or2 o.0o9l?Z O.OO226r 0.O0r981 -0.O00270a 0.O02173 -0.018008 -0.0r86?0
19?O 0.03277 -O.OO7{?O O.Ol66(5 O.OO0{65 0.0ooa0? -0.0006001 0.0032{9 -0.0105o{ -0.013809
ì973 0.0369{ -O.OO6l66 o.Orr872 -O.OO15?7 -0.00r382 -0.00067{2 -0.002299 -0.003321 -O.018{26
r9?r -0.002?9 -o.oof33? o.oo21?8 -0.001365 -0.001r96 -0.00028?9 -0.00{r62 0,000721 -0.0155(6
1975 0.12622 -O.OO1 13{ -0.003155 -O.Or996r -O.01?515 -0.00325a3 -0.0r6353 -0.03{{38 -0.082750
r976 0.12659 -0.003521 o.OO{627 -0.00{588 -0.00a022 -0.O0r?093 0.006327 -0.005135 -0.043€1 1

1971 -0.09359 -0.0025r6 0.003925 -0.003a68 -0.0030a0 -0.O00E903 -0.00r36? -0.002{0{ -0.02269{r978 0.31609 -o.oo13{5 o.ooo066 -0.005972 -0.005236 -0.o0176?r -0.006{79 -0.001922 -0.03{0381979 -O.5151¿ 0.OOO2?3 -O.O05ì22 -0.0054a8 -0.00{??6 -0.00rar?9 -0.005800 -0.0005{0 -ú.0250161980 0.0126r 0.001602 -o.oo?969 -0.00r625 -0.001{25 -0.o00a505 -0.00r253 0.005198 -0.0182{2
1981 -0.0{1a1 O.O028OO -O.OO93r( -0,0002{9 -0.0002r8 0.0003880 -0.0001{0 0.009519 -0.0075r919e2 -O.00{55 0,0o3831 -0.010552 0.000585 0.0005r1 0.0009308 0.0003?3 0.0123?? -0.000081
r983 0,r1729 o.00{809 -0.01t95. -O.OOOOJ5 -0.000010 O.OOO7?52 -O.OOr07l 0.0129{0 -0.000715

*Definition of variables given at the end of this chapter (Tabfe 5.20)
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The simulation results indicate increased foreign capital

inflow having almost negligibte impact on the real sector of

the economy in the init ial Years. Private investment

responds vigorously but with some delay due to rapid expan-

sion in bank credits possible due to improved international

reserve positions. When the multiplier process is allowed

to operate for a number Of years, only then we See Some

positive impacts on aggregate income and output. Output

response reaches close to a percentage point around the 1 Oth

year while for aggregate demand it takes about 7 years.

þlanufacturing sector show mild response despite large influx

of bank credits, partly due to relatively high capital-out-

put ratio, long gestation periodrand relatively smaIl size

of the sector. On the other handr agriculture shrinks,

which is expected since foreign capital inflow in most

developing countries discriminates against agriculture"

Imports, aS expected, rises sharply with two year delay'

this rise was necessary to satisfy needs of fastly growing

private investment demands. As a result the current account

balance show continuous deterioration. Fina1Iy' money Sup-

ply rises only by 2"3 percent in the first year because of

the reasons we have mentioned earlier, but in the long run

it catches up-- with a growth of over 35 percent in one 1at-

er year"
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5 
" 
6 ST¡MMARY

This chapter deals with the final objecLive of t.he

present study, namely, the validation of the estimated macro

model for the Bangladesh economy and the multiplier analysis

using various policy/exogenous shock simulations with the

model. We find that the model tracks the historical data

we1I and thaL the hypothesised macroeconomic system for the

economy is dynamically stable as demonstrated by various

sensitivity tests with the model. In general, the policy/

shock simulation results suggest that both the impact and

the dynamic multiplier values are in keeping with macro-

theoretic predictions with very few exceptions.

The multiplier analyses demonstrate substantiai endoge-

nous responses in fiScaI and monetary sector agents' behav-

ior. In general, the time pattern of the responses in

endogenous variableS vary considerably across variables.

However, for many aggregate variables it is observed that

the multipliers leveI off around the 1Oth year, which is

relatively on the high side compared to findings for other

developing countries(see Behrman 11977, and Vernardakis,

1979) " Generally, the size of the multipliers are relative-

Iy smalI. Supply inelasticities, institutional rigidities,

structural bottlenecks, etc. play their share quite promi-

nently in cutting off or dwarfing the various channels of

operation for the multipliers in the economy"
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Fiscal, monetâfy, and foreign secLor policies alI have

one common significant effect: ability to aILer the sectoral

composition of income, ouLput and expenditures in the econo-

my. This is particularly noticeable in the case of monetary

policy, despite the fact that the policy has very little

impact on the aggregate real variables" Appropriate fiscal

policies financed by raising taxes in our model have desira-

ble positive impact on the overall growth of the economy.

We also find that expansionary government expenditure-- con-

sumption or investment or both--policies alone have in gen-

eral very little impact on the economy due to low value for

investment and expenditure multipliers and due to government

budgetary constraints and endogenous fiscal responses" This

endogeneity coupled with the lags and direct and indirect

feedback effects mean that successful fine-tuning of the

economy is nearly impossible.

Contrary to the structuralist macroeconomic tradition,

devaluation in our case is non-contractionary. However,

substantial food price inflation is generated in the economy

afong with a continuous deterioration of real vrages of the

working population--both of which are in accord with the

structuralist macroeconomic predictions. Devaluation also

results in a compositional shift of resources from industry

to agriculture thereby retarding the process of industriali-

zation of the country. The exogenous Shock simulations

highlight the importance of supply side in an economy with
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very low multiplier values and supply elast.icities and sub-

stantial structural rigidities and bottlenecks.

Finally, it may be noted here that the above simulation

exercises demonsLrate the importance of building consistent

macroeconomic models and question the value of various high-

Iy aggregative macroeconomic models. Às vre have seen,

endogenous f i scal- , moneta ry , and pr i vate sec to¡: agent s '

responses, and various feedback effects and disequilibrium

adjustment lags and induced changes in sectoral composi-

tions, all produce results in many cases quite different,

both in terms of signs and magnitudes, from what one usually

encounters in the conventional IS-LM textbook macroeconomic

models.



Table 5,20

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES TN TABLE 5.9 - 5.19

. aCF - 'POOD aCRcÀCE tÈ X¡LLIOå|S'
YLr - 'FOOD YIZLD, XÀUNDS Psn ACRE'
ÀCJ - ' JmE 

^CREAGE 
t x xt Lf.r O9.S '

YLJ . 'JUTE YIELD, UUNÞS M 
^CRE'OP - 'FCIOD PROIXJCTTO+¡, XILL UUHDS'

OJ - 'JUTE PRODUCTIO+¡, XILL XÀUNDS'
YOÀ - ' OTtlER 

^GRI 
O(nPUt, XILL COTST TÀKA'

y^c - . 
^LL 

ÀGn¡ OUlPttl¡ XIL¿ CONST 1ÀKÀ'
YGD - ' GDP. X¡ LL COô|ST TAKA'
Y - 'GXP 

^T 
URXST PRICgS, XILL COHST 1ÀXÀ'

YHF - ' UNUF^C . OI'TPUT . Xl LL COHST Î^KA'
y¡N - INFRASnUCT OUTPUI, XILL CONST T^KÀ'
YTB - ' ÎR^DE r BÀNX OUTPÍTT. XILL CONST 1ÀXÀ'
YHO . . HOUSTXG OT'Tffi, XILL CONST TAKA'
YCN - ' COaTSTRICT. O(rTPUT. XILL CO+IST 1ÀXA'
yos . ' c/nlcR ouÌpt¡l, xt LL CoflsT .¡^K^'
LxP - ' LABOUR frPLOYED ¡ ts UHUP^CrURI HG '
LÀG - 'LÀBOUR äPLOYÐ IN ÀGnlCULllrRE'
I M? - ' HP F I XED ¡ MSÎ. xl LL COIST 1ÀK^ '
INVGP - 'GOVT rrXED ¡FVESÎ. XILL COIIST TAxÀ'
tNvP - 'PRIV rtXED l}ÌvEsl, xILl COTST T^xa'
¡ ¡ 'TûTAL TXVESI:!|I'T¡Ì, XILL C]ÐNSÎ lAK^'
NIW - 'TOTÀL !}{VÊSTE!¡T, ilr 1^X^'
cP - 'PR¡V Cûtfst'rP¡¡Oar. XtL¡. @1 ?À!À'
NCP - 't'n¡v CoHs¡l.a9,f¡Oal. X¡I¿ tt¡( l
CG . 'OOr¡r CO¡fgltør¡OF. xtL¡.61 tAA.À'
HCG . 'COr¡Ì COllSttfPTlOl¡. }.IIJ. t¡lÀ'
C . 'fctrÀL COa¡S(}'{PT!OI¡. xtll. @S? 1^KÀ'
XrOR - 'POOD IXPOFIS. XlLl COaaSr lAIÀ'
xP - .rooD ¡xPosrts, x¡Lt TAf,.
XOCR - 'OTH COfiSUxIR ¡XPÊ¡. xt¡¿ CûlSî TAxÀ'
XOC - 'OlH COIISI}(IR tXPÈr. Xll,L lAl( '
HXR - 'CAP¡TAL IXPORIS| X¡rl, rËS1 TÀtçÀ'
xX . 'CAP¡1^L I!{POFnS. XIL¡. ?A& '
HRR - 'R^9 ¡ tNln{D ¡XRî. XttL COaaST TÀKÀ'
xR - 'RlH t ¡NtERD lXPl. X¡l¡. ?ÀÍ¡'
xG - 'IXPORTS Of GOODS' xlLL m'
xSñ . '¡XPORTS Or SERV¡CES| xlI¿ l^x^'
PGD - '^GGREGÀîE PR¡CE LgvEL(1973-100)'

CR - ''l91ÀL B^NK CREDITS. XILL Lu'pp - .FOODGR TNS pRtCE ¡NDEX(19?3-rO0)'
YD - 'DISPOSABLE IHCOa{E, XILL COlllS;? ?AX^'
BD - 'BUDGET DüF¡Clt. XILL lAX '
CÀ - 'CURREm ACCOUI{ l^L^NCt. Î{ltL IAKA'
xGR - 'IXPOFÍrS O? GOODS, XtLf- CûaSÌ IAXA'
xGR - 'EXPOFTS Or GOODS. XtLf. COISI TAX^'
xG - ' EXPORIS Or OOODS , X¡ LL lAn'
XJR - .RAH JUE EXPOFTS. XILL CO.ISI TAXÀ,
xJ - 'RÀH JUîZ EXPOR?S, XILL Tm'
XJHR - 'JUTE XXF ZXPORIS. XILL COatSl lAXÀ'
xJH - 'JUTE XNF ¿XPORTS . Xt LL 1^n'
xOR - 'OIHER EXPORIS. XtLL COffST lAI^'
XO - 'OBER EXPORTS. XILL IAXA'
Px -'EXPORTS PRICE txDEx(19?3-10O1'
# - 'HONEY XULTIPL¡ER'
H - 'H¡GH POHERED XO|¡EY. XILL lAU'
CC . 'CURREtsCY CIRCUL TIO+¡, XtL¡- îÀRA'
ÞD - 'DEHÀND DEPOSITS, XILL TAU'
m - 'TIXE DEPOSITS, X¡LL T^XÀ'
D . 'TINÀL DEPOSTTS(DIFID). XIL¿ lAKÀ'
H1 . 'HONEY SUPPLY(CC.DD). XILL ÎM.
¡{ 1 R - ' HONEY DEX^HD . XI LL COîIST TüÀ '
TR - 'GOn REVENUES, X¡LL TÀXA'
TI N - ' I NCOXE TAX REWNUES , X¡ LL 1M^'
lEX - 'EXCISS lAX RZVENUES. XILL TN^'
TSL - 'S^LES TÀx REV!:FUES. xlLL Îàf '
TCS - 'CUSlÐxS Î^X RryZNU¿S. x¡É lAx^'
NT - 'NON ÎÀX REWNU¿S¡ XILL 1ÀXÀ'
NG . .COW EXPENDITURES. XILL lAU'
CRNA - 'NON^GR¡ BANK CRE¡T, XILL Îâs'
NFÀ ¡ 'NET FORE¡ Gt 

^SSnS, 
xI LL 1u^'

GBSB - 'PUB BRRH rROil BNKS, XILL ÎÀRÀ'
DGBABT - 'CHNGE CNTRL BNK ERRH, XILL T^KÀ'
CP¡ - 'CONSffiR PRICE tNDEX( 1973-r00)'
NHÀG - 'NOHINAL ÀGRt PAGE( t973-10O)'
NsF - 'NOH¡N^L nF s^GE( 1973-10O)'
NH1 -'NOXTN^L HÀcC(r973-100).
RP ¡ 'REÀL H^cE(1973-I00)'
tNFP .'THPLATION RATE(GDP DEPLÀÎOR)'
PJ - 'R^w JUTE PR¡CE rH GÀTE(1973-lO0)'
PXJ - iRAg JUrrE EXpfú PR¡CE(r973-t00)'

3 {.y



Chapter VI

SUMMARY A3[D CONCLUSIObT

6..I TNTRODUCTTOS{

The major objectives of this study have been Lo develop a

macro-economic model for the Bangladesh economy which cap-

tures all the major linkages among various sectors of the

economy, to colIect, measure, and estimate a11 the necessary

data required for the estimation of the structural model

from both published and unpublished Sources, to estimate the

structural model using suitable econometric techniques, and

finally to conduct multiplier analysis based on macroeconom-

ic policy and exogenous shock simulations. In this chapter

a brief summary of the study, its usefulness, strengths and

weeknesses and Some concluding comments regarding future

research directions are presented"

Section 6"2 presents a summary of the study while the

concluding section 6"3 provides some thoughts on the general

direction for future research in this area.

370
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6"2 & BRÏEF St'MMARY OF THE SmtDV

This is an empirical study of the economic structure and

of the impact of various macroeconomic policies and exoge-

nous shocks in the case of a particular developing country--

Bangladesh. The time period for the study is 1959/60 to

lggZ/83" To the best of our knowledge, the present study is

the first attempt to develop a comprehensive macroeconome-

tric model for the economy and to undertake multiplier anal-

ySis to study the impact of macroeconomic policies and

exogenous shocks on the economy based on such a model" Our

major ingredients for building the present model have been

economic theory, Structural and institutional features of

the country, econometric techniques, and the authorrs Iife-

long familiarity with the country's economic, social, and

political path of evolution.

The present model is specificalty designed to be an

effective aid in understanding the observed developments of

the economy, in particular, the growth of sectoral outputs,

aggregate income, changes in balance of payments, interna-

tional reserves, domestic credits, money Supplyr Prices and

wages. The model also provides guidelines for formulating

consistent short-run policies for stabilizing macroeconomic

target variables. Finally, the model could also be uLilized

as a useful tool in developing consistency between short-run

macroeconomic policies and the Iong-run development Slrategy

of the country.
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chapter one begins with the objectives, methodology, and

motivation of the study, while chapter two first provides a

detailed analysis of the structural and institutional fea-

tures of the Bangladesh economy relevant for our study cov-

ering almost aII the economic variabtes in production,

expenditures, fiscal, monetdty, international, and prices

and wages sectors. The analysis brings forth and highlights

both the obvious and subtle differences in structure and

institutions between Bangladesh and other countries" In the

second part of the chapter a survey of past attempts to con-

struct econometric models for Bangladesh economy has been

undertaken. It has been observed that these models are

inadequate and are not suitable to Serve our objectives. It

is our firm belief that macroeconomic models for developing

countries should address themselves to problems inherent in

those countries, which many of these models fail. Às Such,

a fulIy articulated model of the economy is needed to

address the issues relating to problems of short-run to

medium run macroeconomic adjustments. Key structural fea-

tures, such as the role of agriculturer foreign trade, food

deficit, balance of payments, bank credits, endogenous fis-

cal and monetary responses should be given adequate atten-

tion. The significance of the foreign sector as a source of

non-competitive intermediate inputs and capital goods as

well as a significant proportion of government revenues

should be well integrated into the model. SimilarIy, the

degree of endogeneity of. fiscal and moneLary variables
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should be appreciat.ed such thaL the model consistency is not

compromised and the policy options are not overstated.

Fina1ly, although the demand side should be well represenL-

ed, more emphasis should be put on modelling the supply

s ide

Chapter three is an at.tempt to build a comprehensive

rnacroeconomic model for the Bangladesh economy addressing

all of these issues and concerns. Three major elements of

the model are Þrorth noting here: the emphasis on supply

side; the endogenous fiscal operations affecting both mone-

tary and real sectors; and the endogenous linkages of the

monetary sector with the domestic and international factors.

The supply side is disaggregated into nine producing sec-

tors--three in agriculture, one manufacturing, and the rest

in construction and services sectors. Of these nine, three

are key sectors: food-grains, jute, and manufacturing" Pro-

duction functions for each of these are specified in the

neoclassical tradition, while the output of the service sec-

tor is essentially demand determined. These production

functions determine output which determines income, and the

income generating mechanism in turn affects demand and

transmits impulses throughout the economy.

Individual components of aggregate demand are modelled

next. These include private consumpt.ion and investment,

public consumption and investment, imports and exports.
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RoIe of bank credits in private investment expenditures

highlights an important linkage between the monetary and the

real sectors. Public sector investment and consumption

functions are linked to endogenously determined government

revenues receipts, and foreign aid/capital inflows providing

yet another linkage between the real and the monetary Sec-

tor. It al-so emphasizes the endogenous nature of fiscal

operation in the country.

Four imports demand functions are Specified: for food-

grains, other consumer goods, capital goods, and industrial

raw materials. The estimated income and price elasticities

among these importables are quite different. À1so, three

separate exports functions are specified: for jute, jute

manufacturing, and all other exportables. Once again, eSti-

mated income and price elasticities indicate significant

differences across the various exportables.

Government policy module is modelled with several tax

functions, endogenous budget constraintr monetary authori-

ties' accounting identities, and several behavioral specifi-

cations for the agents involved in the monetary sector"

Disaggergated tax functions show wide variations in respon-

ses across various types of taxes. Money Supply is endoge-

nously determined by policy decisions(e.9. various reserve

ratios) together v¡ith behavioral relations for the portfolio

composition of the private sector and the banking sector and

by the government deficit financing obtigations and interna-
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However, despite this endogenei-

ty, the central bank can influence the domestic money supply

by changing the reserve ratios--hence changing the money

multiplierr of by bringing about changes in the residual

items in the consolidated balance sheets of both itself and

of the scheduled banks. In either case the monetary base

will be affected altering domestic money supply. On the

other hand, movement in the international reserve position

brought about either by the performance of the endogenous

foreign trade sector or by the exogenous foreign aids/capi-

taI inflows variable would have direct implications for the

'monetary base' again affecting the domestic money supply.

Sectoral prices, in general, are determined by the level

cf excess demand in the particular market, which in turn

depends upon the positions and rates of movements of the

demand and supply curves in that market. Às such the price

equations are quasi-reduced form equations. The competitive

forces are dominant in the agricultural Sector, while monop-

olistic and oligopolistic elements are pervasive in the man-

ufacturing sector. Prices in the services sectorS are

assumed to fol1ow the general pattern of the manufacturing

and agricultural prices. In particular, food-grains prices

is affected mainly by food-grains supply and per-capita dis-

posable income, while jute price is determined by domesLic

production and the demand for jut.e. Manufacturing price is

dominated by v¡ageso productivityr" and imports price of raw
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materials. Once the secLoral prices are determined, the

general price level is determined by the weighted average of

these sectoral prices, where t.he weights are given by secto-

raI outputs relative to gross national product. FinalIy,

both demand and supply factors in the respective markets

determine the two nominal vrages in the agricultural and man-

ufacturing sectors. All the other v¡ages are exogenously

given and are assumed to follow the general patLern in the

two key sectors.

Once the model is estimated using Suitable econometric

techniques in chapter four, the complete estimaLed model is

than used for model validation and multiplier analysis in

chapter five. The model used for macro simulations contains

in total 93 endogenous variables of which 43 are stochastic

behavioral and/or quasi-behavioral equations and the remain-

ing 5O are definitions, equilibrium conditions, and various

sectoral accounting identities and in total 70 are exogenous

variables. À large number of simulations were conducted

with the model to investigate model-response to macroeconom-

ic policy and exogenous shocks. Results from only a select-

ed number of these simulations are presented to save Space.

AIl the simulations can be classified into four broad cat-

egories: (i) fiscal policy; (ii) monetary policy; (iii) for-

eign sector; and (iv) exogenous shocks"

To analyze the imPact of

Iations were run: (i) tax

fiscal policy four policy simu-

reform policy--a 1 percent sus-
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tained increase in all taxes and governmenL revenues; (ii)

expansionary fiscal policy--a 1 percent sustained increase

in both public investment and consumption expenditures;

(iii) 'bafanced budget' fiscal policy--a 1 percent sustained

increase in both taxes and government consumption and

investment expenditures; and (iv) reduction of government

subsidies--a 1 percent sustained increase in food-grains

prices. In general, the fiscal policy simulation results

show that government expenditure policies in isolation have

contractionary effects on the economy; crowding out of both

private and public investments occurs due to the ripple

effect of endogenous government budget constraints and the

nature of government financing in Bangladesh. On the other

hand, quite contrary to conventional expectations' increased

tax policies have, in generalr non-contractionary effects on

income and output and very littIe inflationary impulses.

Interestingly, here it is the endogenous government sector

that triggers such expansion! When the two policies are

combined the result is in general expansionary. The 'ba]-

anced budget' multiplier is positive. À11 of these poli-

cies, however, have important effects at the sectoral level"

Two monetary policy simulations were conducted with the

model: (i) a 1O percent sustained increase in money supply;

and (ii) a 10 percent increase in bank credits to agricul-

ture with an equal reduction in non-agricultural credits.

The simulation results show, in general' either negligible
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or mildly conLractionary impact on the real sector. This

is not unrealistic given the subsistance nature of the econ-

omy, and that the monetized sector is relatively small and

formal capital market is almost absent. The impact effect

on the price level is also minimal, in general" However, at

a more disaggregated level a substantial impact of monetary

policy changes is observed on the real Sector, particularly

on investment and growth of manufacturing sector. This

inter-sectoral substitution and resource allocation cannot

be observed in aggregate analysis" Monetary policy in Ban-

gladesh seems to have important role in affecting the compo-

siLion of sectoral output and income despite its overall

insignificant impact on the aggregate variables'

To aSSess the model-response to foreign sector policy

changes/exogenous ShockS, three simulations were conducted;

(i) a 10 percent rise in all export prices; (ii) a 10 per-

cent rise in all import prices; and (iii) a 1 percent deval-

uation of the exchange rate. Higher import prices generate

substantial deterioration of the country'S balance of pay-

ments situation. Since real imports decreases' a clear neg-

ative impact on capital formation and the growth of the

industrial sector is observed.. On the other hand, higher

export prices, although reduce real demand for Bangladesh

goods but less than proportionately, improve the country's

balance of payments at least for the first few years.

FinaIly, simulation results show that devaluation is not
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contractionary or overly expansionary. However' it gener-

ates substantial food price inflation, and a conLinuous

deterioration of real ï¡ages of the working ciass" It also,

worsens the country'S balance of payments. Àt the Sectoral

Ievel devaluation also has differential impact on agricul-

ture and industry. In general, âgriculture expands; indus-

try shrinks "

Finally, two simulations were conducted to See the impact

of exogenous shocks; (i) technological change in agricul-

ture--a 1 percent sustained increase in food-grains produc-

tion; and (ii) a 10 percent sustained increase in foreign

aid/foreign capital inflows. The results from technological

change simulation show, in general, expansionary effects on

all fronts. On the other hand, impact of foreign aid is

minimal on the real sector of the economy in the initial

years. Investment responds significantly, but because of

1ow investment multipliers and Structural rigidities and

bottlenecks income and output response with a long Iag. The

country' s current account balance deteriorates due to heavy

import demand, especially for capital goods and raw materi-

a1s. At the sectoral level , in general,

shrinks.

agr iculture

The multiplier analyses demonstrate substantial endoge-

nous responses in fiscal and monetary sector agentsr behav-

ior. In general, the time pattern of the responses in

endogenous variables vary considerably across variables.
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For many, however, the multipliers Seem to Ievel off around

the 1Oth year. Generally, the size of the multipliers are

relatively smal1. Supp1y inelasticities, institutional rig-

idities, structural bottlenecks, etc. are quite powerful in

cutting off or dwarfing the various channels of operation of

multipliers in the countrY.

The simulation exercises also demonsLrate the imporÈance

of building conSistent macroeconomic models and question the

value of various highly aggregative macroeconomic models"

Endogenous fiscal, monetary, and private sector agents'

responses, and various feedback effects and disequilibrium

adjustment lags and induced changes in sectoral composi-

tions, aI1 produce results in many cases quite different

from the predictions of the conventional IS-LM Lextbook

macroeconomic models"

6.3 FUTT'RE DIRECTTON OF RESEARCH

Ðespite our efforts to build a consistent macroeconomic

model for the Bangladesh economy which can be used for

structural and policy analysis, the present study is far

from complete and free of unintended shortcomings. The most

important shortcoming is the data Iimitations and 'impuri-

ty'. For effective policy analysis a concerted effort must

be devoted to construct a consistent and more reliable

macroeconomic data for the country.
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The model presented here, itself, can be improved upon on

several fronts: ( i ) by making economic-theoretic content of

each behavioral equations more explicit and rigorous; ( i i )

by making sectoral linkages and Structural-institutional

content of the model more up-to-date to accommodate future

changes in the economy; and (iii) by making econometric-

specification and testing content of

relations more rigorous.

individual stochastic

In particular, the present model, for example, does not

explicitly incorporate, due to lack of data, the role of.

inventories and Stock formation in various sectors" Simi-

Iarly, the ramification of the labour market and its opera-

tions are partially dealt with. ÀIso missing are the

effects of population growth, and explicit treatment of

income distribution and the role of savings.

one future application of the model is in forecasting,

given the availability of more reliable data. An important

extension of the present study would be the application of

'control theory' techniques to improve system performance

and derive optimal policy rules. In this regards, model

'dimension-reduction' may be undertaken from the viewpoint

of determining robust optimal economic policies(nao ' 1987) 
"

A linearized version of the model may be developed and the

KaIman filtering concepts invoked to identify 'loop-vari-

ables' and remove 'superfluous' identities and 'noisy' vari-

ables. The resulting compact subsystem may than be used for

optimal policy making.
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In closing, it is necessary Lo emphasize that the model

developed in this study is a tentative one' although we have

discussed the model pertormance as if it represents the

'true' Structure of the economy. Despite our extreme care

in modelling the economy 'faithfully' , questions remaín

regarding the data base and model specification in which

some assumptions are admitLingly quite ad-hoc. Mode1S are

essentially approximation of reality and modelling is as

much an art as it is a science. Notwithstanding these

shortcomings, our objectives wiII be more than satisfied, if

the present study succeed in providing insights on the pro-

ceSS and issues in large-scale econometric modelling in

developing countries and generates impetus in the future for

macroeconomic policy analysis in developing countries in

general and Bangladesh in particular based on formal and

consistent m.acroeconomic model of the economy.
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MACRO DATA FOR BANGLAÐESH: SOIJRCES

The data used to estimate the Bangladesh model developed in

this study are constructed from the following sources:

1 ) Alamgir and Berlage (1974).

2) Àlamgi r and Rahman ( 1 97 4) "

3) World Bank (197a): Banqladesh, DeveloÞment in a Rur?I
Economv, vol. II, Statisticaf eppendix(neport No" 455a-BD),
Washington, DC"

Ð WorId Bank(1978, 1984): Banqlasdesh, Economic Trends ?nd
Development Àdministration, Vo1" ii, Statistical Àppendix,
Washington, DC.

5) Banqladesh Bank Bulletin, (variuos ISsues), Dhaka, Ban-
gladesh "

6) Monthlv Statistical Bulletin of BanqIêdgsh, (various
issues), nangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka.

7) Reports on Activities 9å !Þe. Financial. Institu!ions in
¡anqladestr, -(various issues), Ministry of Finance, Dhaka.

8) International Financial Statistics, (various issues) ,
IMF, t^Tashington, DC "

9) Banqladesh Economíc Survey, various issues, Ministry of
Finance, Dhaka.

10) Statistical Year Book of Banqladesh, 1975, 1982, 1984,
nanglãdesh Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka.

1 1 ) Econornic Survev of East Pakistan , 1960/61 -1970/71,
annuaffi, r inance-Department , Government of East Pak i -
stan, Dacca.

- 383 -
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12) 25 Years in Pakistan Statistics, Central Statisticai
Office, GovernmenL of Pakistan.

13) Statistical Diqest of Banqladesh No. 7, 1970/ll-11/72,
nangladèsh Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka.

14) UN Year Book of National Accounts' various issues, Unit-
ed Nations.

15) Statistical Year Book, various issues, United Nations"

16) Commodity Bulletin, various issues' FAO.

17) Production Year Book, various issues, FAO.

18) Main Economic Indicatorsr various issuesr OECD.

1 9) Aqricultural Year Book, various issues, Bangladesh
Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka.

20) rslam(1981)

21l' Haque(1963)

22) zaman and Asad (1972)

23) Rahman, €t aI ( 1 984 )

25) chowdhury ( 1 985 )

26) Kabir ( 1 981 )

27) PrDE( 1 983 )

28) Five Year Plans, 1973-78 and 1980-85r Planning Commis-
sion, Bangladesh Government, Dhaka.

2Ð Two-Year PIan, 1978-80, Planning Commission, Bangladesh
GovernmenL, Dhaka.

3O) World Bank Report, country reports on Bangladesh, vari-
ous issues, WorId Bank, Washington, DC.
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ITST OF ALL EMDOGENOUS AND PRE-DETERMT}{ED
VARIABLES

variable Definition and unit of measurement

ÀCf Acreage of food-grains; millions of acres.

ÀCj Acreage of jute; millions of acres"

AID Total foreign aid; millions of taka"

AIDnf Tota1 non food-grain aid, millions of taka.

Àsb Schedul-ed banks total assets; millions of current taka.

BD Government budget deficit; millions of current taka"

bc Bonus expenditure raLe on consumer goods imports"

bk Bonus expenditure rate on capital goods imports.

br Bonus expenditure rate on raw materials imports.

BRsb Scheduled banks' borrowings from the Central bank;
millions of current taka.

C Aggregate real consumption expenditurg;
míÍriõns of constant taka (1972/13=1 00) .

Cg ReaI government current consumption¡- *iIliõns of constant taka (1972/ 73=1 00 ) .

Cp ReaI private consumption gxPglqiture;.- *iItiãns of constanl taka(1972/73=100).

CPI Consumer price index; vreighted average of
cPru and cpr r {1972/73=1 00 ) .

CPIr Consumer price index for rural households
(1972/t3=1 00 ) "

CPIu Consumer price index for urban households
(1972/7 3=1 00 ) .

CA Current account balance; millions of current

- 38s -
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taka "

CÀP Capital account balance(net capital inflow);
millions of current taka.

CC Currency in circulation; millions of taka.

CR Tota1 bank crediLs to non-bank public;
milions of current taka

CRj Bank credits to raw jute traders;
millions of current taka"

CRmf Bank credits to manufacturing sector;
millions of current taka.

CRna Bank credits to all non-agricultural sectors;
millions of current taka.

CRag Bank credits to agriculture; milions of taka.

CUmf Capacity utilization index for manufacturing"

D TD+DD
DD Demand deposits; millions of current taka"

DM Index of degree of monetization.

Do s Ðummy variable f or 1965 India-Pakistan vrar;
Dos=1 for 1965/66, otherwise 0"

Dtt Dummy variable for 1971 Independence war;
Dtt=1 for 1972/73 onward, otherwise 0.

Ðzs Dummy variable for 1974 farnine year,
Dz5=1 for 1974/75, otherwise 0"

Dzo Dummy variable for 1975 devaluation of taka;
Dze=1 for 1975/76 , otherwise 0"

Dgp Dummy variable for agricultural credit policy;
Dgp=1 for 1974/75 onwards, otherwise 0.

Ddn Dummy variable for privatization ;
Ddn=1 for 1978/79 onwards, otherwise 0.

Dho Dummy variable for housing policy changes;
Dho=1 if assistance given, otherwise 0"

Dn Dummy variable for nationalization of industries;
Dn=1 for 1973/74 onwards, otherwise 0.

DCi Dummy variable for control of jute trading;
DCi=1 if there is control, otherwise 0.
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ADTi

ADSi

ADRi

ER

EERmr

EERmk

ERS

FT

GAPf

GB

GBp

GBbb

GBsb

rag

Imf

ïg

Icn

l rn

I

Dummy variable for discretionary policy
changes in ith taxable item.

Dummy variable for discretionary policy
changes in public subsidy programmes.

Dummy variable for discretionary policy
changes in public debt market.

Official exchange rate for taka;taka per unit
of US doIlar.
Effective exchange rate for imported
raw materials and intermediate goods.

Effective exchange rate for imported
capital goods;taka per unit of US doller.

Excess reserves of scheduled banks;
millions of current taka.

Fertilizers used in agriculture;
thousands of long tons.

Expected food shortage; millions of tons.

Tota1 domestic public debt; millions of
current taka.

Government borrowing from non-bank
private sector; millions of current taka"

Government borrowing from the Central Bank;
millions of current taka"

Government borrowing from scheduled banks;
millions of current taka.

TotaI real investment in agriculture;
miltions of constant taka (1972/7 3=1 00 ) .

ReaI investment in manufacturing;
millions of constant taka (1972/13=1 00) .

Total real public investment;
mitlions of constant taka (1972/7 2=1 00).

Real investment in construction;
millions of constant taka(1972/73=100).

ReaI investment in infrastructure;
rnillions of constant taka(1972/73=100).

Àggregate real investment;
mliriõns of constant taka(1972/73=100).
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rpf

rgf

Igs

Ipa

Ipm

Ipo

Kp

Kmf

Kcn

Lag

Lmf

Lot

mm

M1

vrz

M

Mr

MK

Mg

MS

Mf

Private gross f ixed investment;.
millions-of constant taka (1972/73=100).

Public gross fixed investment;
millionã of constant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) .

PubIic investment in inventories;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=100).

Private gross fixed investment .in agriculture;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=100).

Private gross fixed investment in manufacturing;
millions-of constant taka (1972/13=100) 

"

Private gross fixed investment in other sectors;
millions-of constant taka (1972/73=100) 

"

Nominal value of private capital stock;
millions of current taka"

Capital stock of manufacturing.?9c!9fi
miifions of constant taka (1972/13=1 00 ) .

Capital stock in construction ¡ . -miif ions of constant taka (1972/13=1 00 ) .

labour supply in agriculture;
millions of workers"

Employment in manufacturing sector;
millions of workers.

Employment in other sectors; mi1lions.

Money multiplier (¡t1 /n) .

Narrow money(cc + oD)i millions of taka"

Broad money(cc+DD+TD); millions of Laka.

Total imports of goods and non-factor services;
millions of current taka.

Imports of intermediate goods and raw materials;
millions of current taka.

Imports of capital goods; rnillions of taka"

Imports of goods; millions of current taka'

Imports of services; millions of taka.

Imports of food-grains; millions of taka.
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Mc Imports of other consumer goods;
mil1ions of current taka.

Msn Import payments for non-factor services;
millions of currenL taka"

Msy Import payments for factor(investment) income;
millions of current taka.

NR Net factor income from abroad;
miltions of current taka"

NPR Net private remittances of migrant workers;
millions of current taka.

NFIp Net factor income Payments;
millions of current taka"

NT Non-tax revenues; millions of current taka'

NG Total public expenditure on all items;
millions of current taka.

NOB Total number of bank branches; thousands'

NFAo Net foreign assets of the Central Bank;
millions of US doller.

NFÂ Net foreign assets of the Central Bank;
Millions of taka.

NW Aggregate nominal v¡age rate. ll9çl; weighted
.,r"tu!" of sectoral indice s(1972/73=100 ) "

OÀbb Other net assets of the Central Bank;
mitlions of current taka.

P General price level(Cop deflator);
1972/ 73=100 "

pf Wholesale price index of food-grains, 1972/73=100.

pj Farm-gate price index of raw jute , 1972/73=100 "

PRf Farmers price risk index for food-grains;.
4 year mðving average of SD of monthly prices'

Pfg Government procurement price of food-grainsl
taka Per maund.

Pjg Government procurement price of jute;
taka Per maund'

PRj Farmers pricè risk index for jute;' 4 year mõving average of SD of monthly prices'
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Pag Price index for agriculture; 1972/73=100"

pmf price index for manufacturing; 1972/13=100"

Pcn Price index for construction, 1972/ 73=100'

Pm Import price index(weighted-average of taka
,rnit,ralue indices) ; 1972/73=100"

Pmr Import price index for raw materials and
iniermeãiate goods ; 1972/73=100 "

Pmro Pmr but foreign currency unit value
index ; 1972/73=100 "

Pmk Import price index foq capital goodsi taka
unit ,raiue index (1972/7 3=100 ) .

Pmko Pmk, but foreign currency(us.dotler)
uniú value index (1972/7 3=1 00 ) .

Pmfo Import price index foq food-grains; taka
,-,nit ,ta1ue index (1972/13=100 ) .

Pmfoo Pmfo, but foreign currency(US dolIer)
unit úaIue index (1972/ 73=1 00 ) .

pmoc Import price index for other consumer goods;
taká unii value index (1972/73=1 00 ) '

Pmoco Pmoc, but foreign currency(US do1ler)
unit úa1ue index (lgl2/13=1 00 ) .

pmso Import price index for non-factor services;
uS- dollär unit value index (1972/7 3=1 00 ) '

Px Export price index(weighted average 9!-tq\q
,rnit ,ruit. individual lndices) ; 1972/ 73=100 '

Pxj Export price index for 5aw jute; taka unit- value index (1972/73=1 00 ) .

Px j o Px j , but f oreign c.urrency (us doller ) unit- value index; 1972/73=100 "

pxjm Export price index foq jrtg-manufacturing; taka- unit value index (1972/7 3=1 00 ) "

pxjmo Pxjm, but foreign currency(US dollar) unit- ,ralue index (1972/ 73=100 ) .

Pxo Export price index for aII other goods;
taka ,rnit value index (1972/73=100 ) '

pxoo pxo, but foreign currency(US dotler) unit value
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index (1972/13=1 00 ) .

pxso ExporL price index for non-factor services;
US- dol1är unit value index (1972/t3=1 00 ) .

Pjmu World price index(major exporters) of jute
manufaãturing goods ; 1972/73=1 00.

Pjs World price index of jute substitutes;
1972/7 3=100 "

pinv price index for investment goods; 1972/13=1AO "

Pho Price index for housing sector; 1972/73=100"

prm Price index for industrial raw materials and
intermediate goods; 1972/73=100 "

pna price index for non-agricultural sector(weighted
average of relevent cop aeflators); 1972/73=100'

Pft Price index for fertilizer; 1972/73=100"

pin GDP deflator for infrastructure, 1972/13=100.

ptb GDp def lator f or trade and banking, 1972/7 3='1 00.

pos GDp deflator for other services , 1972/73=100 "

Pci Price index for construction materials;
1972/ 73=100 

"

Psr GDP deflator for aII services, 1972/73=100.

p Rate of inflatiolt annual percentage change of
GDP deflator= <<P/ (P- r )-1>" 100"

Þ Expected rate of inflation.

POP Total PoPulation; millions.

POPu Total urban population; millions.

Qf Domestic production of food-grains;
millions of maunds.

QMf Foodgrains imports; millions of maunds"

QSf Foodgrains year end stock held by private and
public sectors; millions of maunds.

oj Domestic production of jute; millions of maunds"

QJmf Raw jute demand by jute manufacturing sector;
millions of maunds.
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Oxj Raw jute exports; millions of maunds'

Qf* Expected domestic production of food-grains;
millions of tons.

RN Rainfalt index; base index=25 years(1950-75) annual
average rainfall in inches"

rTD rnterest rate on time and savings deposits'

rGB Interest rate for government securities'

rBR Bank rate or discount rate.

rCR Interest rate(weighted average) on bank credits"

RES Total Reserves(VC+ERS+RRS); millions of taka"

RRS Required reserves of scheduled banks;
millions of current taka.

RD Total interest payments on public debts;
millions of current taka.

RG "Resource gap"; millions of constant taka
1972/ 73=100.

REEmc Real Effective exchange rate for imported
consumer goods; taka per unit of US dollar"

REEmk Real effective exchange rate for imported
capital goods; taka per unit of US dollar'

REEmr ReaI effectíve exchange rate for imported raw
rnater ials; taka per unit of US doller '

REEj ReaI effective exchange rate lot raw jute
exports; taka Per unit of US dollar'

REEjrn Real effective exchange rate Iot jute manufacturing
goods; taka Per unit of US dollar"

REEot ReaI effective exchange rate for all other
exports; taka Per unit of US doIlar.

sDf standered deviation of current year monthly
farm-gate Prices of rice.

sDj standered deviation of current year monthly- tarm-gate Price of jute.

sTj stock of jute held by traders and jute-milIs,
year end; millions of maunds.

AST Total inventory investments(private and public);
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t
TR

SUB

sj

sjm

so

sn

SW

TQf

T

rdi

rid
Tln

Tex

Tsl

Tcs

Tot

TP

TD

LL

rk

tr
rj

millions of constant taka (1972/73=100) 
"

Government subsidies to non-bank public;
millions of current taka.

Subsidy rates for raw jute exports.

Subsidy rates for jute manufacturing exports.

Subsidy rates for other traditional exports.

Subsidy rates for non-traditional exports.

Exchange rate premium obtained in open market
or Irlage earners exchange rate premium.

TotaI quantities of food-grains available;
millions of maunds"

Time trendi 112r"."22"

Government total revenues from all sources;
millions of current taka"

Tax revenues; millions of current taka"

Direct tax revenues(personal and corporation
income taxes); milions of current taka.

Indirect taxes; millions of current taka.

Land revenue taxes; millions of current taka"

Excise taxes; millions of current taka"

Sales taxes; millions of current taka"

Customs duties; millions of current taka.

Other indirect taxes; millions of taka.

Transfer payments other than subsidies;
millions of current taka.

Time and savings deposits of scheduled banks;
millions of current taka.

Tariff rates on consumer goods imports.

Tariff rates on capital goods imports"

Tariff rates on rav¡ materials imports.

Tariff rates on raw jute exPorts.
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tjm Tariff rates on jute manufacturing exports.

Tariff rates on other traditional exports.

Index of trade union activities; Unionized
industrial labour as a proportion of total.

Unemployment rate; national average.

Vault cash of scheduled banks;
mitlions of current taka"

to

TU

u

VC

NWag Nominal vrage index for agricultural worker,
1972/t3=100 "

NWmf Nominal vrage index for manufacturing workers;
1972/t3=10A.

NWcn Nominal wage index for construction workers;
1972/ 73=1 00,

WLT Aggregate wealth of the private sector;
millions of current taka.

wYj ReaI GDP index of i9!9-importing countries;
werghted average (1972/73= 1 00 ) "

WY ReaI GNP index of major trading partners;
trade weighted average (1972/7 3=1 00 ) .

x Exports of goods and non-factor services;
millions of current taka.

xg

XS

xj

Exports of goods; millions of taka"

Exports of services(non-factor and factor income
receipts); millions of taka"

Raw jute exports; millions of taka.

xjm Jute manufacturing goods exports;
millions of current taka.

Xot Alt Other goods exPorts;
millions of current taka.

Xsn Non-factor services exports receipts;
millions of current taka.

Xsy Factor(foreign investment) income receipts;
millions of current taka"

Y ReaI gross national product(CNp);
milliõns of constant taka (1972/73=100).
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Ygd

Ygn

Yag

Ymf

Ycn

Ysr

Yfd

Yjr

Yoa

Yin

Yrb

Yho

Yos

Yna

YLf

YLJ

Yf

Yj

Yd

ymf

Real GDP at f actor cost.s;
millions of constant taka (1972/73= 1 00 ) .

Real GNP at factor costs;
MiIlions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) .

ReaI value added in agriculture;
millions of constant iaka (1912/13=1 00 ) "

Real value added in manufacturing;
millions of constant taka (1972/13=1 00 ) "
ReaI value added in construction;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00) .

ReaI value added in services;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) .

ReaI value added in food-grains;
millions of consLant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) "

ReaI value added in rav¡ jute;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) "

ReaI value added in other agriculture
millions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) "

Real value added in infrastructure;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) .

Real value added in Trade and Banking;
millions of consÈant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) .

ReaI value added in housing;
mi11 ions of constant taka (1972/13=1 00 ) .

ReaI value added in other services;
millions of constant taka (1972/13=100) 

"

Real value added in aII non-agriculture;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00) .

Foodgrains yield per acre; maunds.

Jute yield per acre; maunds.

Gross real value of food-grains production;
millions of constant taka (1972/73=1 00 ) .

Gross reaf value of jute production;
millions of constant taka (1972/ 73=1 00 ) .

Personal real disposable income;
millions of constãnt taka (1972/13=1 00) "

ReaI growth rate for manufacturing sector.
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NOTE:
The following general
aII variables:
( 1 ) SuperscriPt (< o

able is expressed in
(2) SuperscriPt (( * >)

able being expressed
(3) SuperscriPt (< * ))

sponding variable.
(4) The bulret sign <( @

rules have been followed in defining

indicates that the corresponding vari-
foreign currency(us dollars) "
indiðates that the corresponding vari-

in per capita terms.
indicates expected value of the corre-

variable being exogenously determined.
(5) AIl constãnt tãta values and price indices are estimated
assuming 1972/7 3 as the base Year.
iãl A1Í values and prices are expressed in current nominal
taka unless otherwise explicitly mentioned.
(ti All foreign currency valueé and prices are measured in
US dollar only.
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